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I: Introduction

1.1. CR extension theory.In the past decades, remarkable progress has
been accomplished towards the understanding of compulsoryextendability
of holomorphic functions, of CR functions and of differential forms. These
phenomena, whose exploration is still active in current research, originate
from the seminal Hartogs-Bochner extension theorem.

In local CR extension theory, the most satisfactory achievement was the
discovery that, on a smooth embedded generic submanifoldM ⊂ Cn, there
is a precise correspondence betweenCR orbitsofM and families of small
Bishop discsattached toM . Such discs cover a substantial part of the poly-
nomial hull ofM , and in most cases, this part may be shown to constitute
a globalone-sided neighborhoodV±(M) of M , if M is a hypersurface, or
else awedgelike domainW attached toM , if M has codimension> 2.
A local polynomial approximation theorem, or a CR version oftheKonti-
nuitätssatz(continuity principle) assures that CR functions automatically
extend holomorphically to such domainsW, which are in addition con-
tained in the envelope of holomorphy of arbitrarily thin neighborhoods of
M in Cn.

Trépreau in the hypersurface (1986) case and slightly after Tumanov in
arbitrary codimension (1988) established a nowadays celebrated extension
theorem:if M ⊂ Cn is a sufficiently smooth (C2 or C2,α suffices) generic
submanifold, then at every pointp ∈ M whose local CR orbitOloc

CR(M, p)
has maximal dimension equal todimM , there exists a local wedgeWp of
edgeM at p to which continuous CR functions extend holomorphically.
Several reconstructions and applications of this groundbreaking result, to-
gether with surveys about the local Bishop equation have already appeared
in the literature.

Propagational aspects of CR extension theory are less knownby con-
temporary experts of several complex variables, but they lie deeper in the
theory. UsingFBI transform and concepts of microlocal analysis, Trépreau
showed in 1990 that holomorphic extension to a wedge propagates along
curves whose velocity vector is complex-tangential toM . His conjecture
that extension to a wedge should hold at every point of a generic subman-
ifold M ⊂ Cn consisting of a single global CR orbit has been answered
independently by Jöricke and by the first author in 1994, using tools intro-
duced previously by Tumanov. To the knowledge of the two authors, there
is no survey of these global aspects in the literature.

The first main objective of the present survey is to expose thetechniques
underlying these results in a comprehensive and unified way,emphasizing
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propagational aspects of embedded CR geometry and discussing optimal
smoothness assumptions. Thus, topics that are necessary tobuild the the-
ory from scratch will be selected and accompanied with thorough proofs,
whereas other results that are nevertheless central in CR geometry will be
presented in concise survey style, without any proof.

The theory of CR extension by means of analytic discs combines var-
ious concepts emanating mainly from three (wide) mathematical areas:
Harmonic analysis, Partial differential equationsandComplex analysis in
several variables. As the project evolved, we felt the necessity of being
conceptional, extensive and systematic in the restitutionof (semi)known
results, so that various contributions to the subject wouldrecover a cer-
tain coherence and a certain unity. With the objective of adressing to a
younger audience, we decided to adopt a style accessible to doctoral can-
didates working on a dissertation. Parts III, IV and V present elementarily
general CR extension theory. Also, most sections of the textmay be read
independently by experts, as quanta of mathematical information.

1.2. Concise presentation of the contents.The survey text is organized in
six main parts. Actually, the present brief introduction constitutes the first
and shortest one. Although the reader will find a “conceptional summary-
introduction” at the beginning of each part, a few descriptive words ex-
plaining some of our options governing the reconstruction of CR extension
theory (Parts III, IV and V) are welcome.

The next Part II is independent of the others and can be skipped in a
first reading. It opens the text, because it is concerned withpropagational
aspects of analytic CR structures, better understood than the smooth ones.
• In Part III, exclusively concerned with the smooth category, Sussmann’s
orbit theorem and its consequences are first explained in length. Involu-
tive structures and embedded CR manifolds, together with their elementary
properties, are introduced. Structural properties of finite type structures, of
CR orbits and of CR functions are presented without proofs. As a collec-
tion of background material, this part should be consulted first.
• In Part IV, fundamental results about singular integral operators in the
complex plane are first surveyed. Explicit estimates of the norms of
the Cauchy, of the Schwarz and of the Hilbert transforms in the Hölder
spacesCκ,α are provided. They are useful to reconstruct the main Theo-
rem 3.7(IV), due to Tumanov, which asserts the existence of unique so-
lutions to a parametrized Bishop-type equation with an optimal loss of
smoothness with respect to parameters. Following Bishop’sconstructive
philosophy, the smallness of the constants insuring existence is precised
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explicitly, thanks to sharp norm inequalities in Hölder spaces. This part
is meant to introduce interested readers to further readingof Tumanov’s
recent works about extremal (pseudoholomorphic) discs in higher codi-
mension.

• In Part V, CR extension theory is first discussed in the hypersurface case.
A simplified proof of wedge extendability that treats both locally minimal
and globally minimal generic submanifolds on the same footing constitutes
the main Theorem 4.12(V):If M is a globally minimalC2,α (0 < α <
1) generic submanifold ofCn of codimension> 1 and of CR dimension
> 1, there exists a wedgelike domainW attached toM such that every
continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(M) possesses a holomorphic extension
F ∈ O(W)∩C0(M ∪W) withF |M = f . The figures are intended to share
the geometric insight of experts in higher codimensional geometry.

In fact, throughout the text, diagrams (33 in sum) facilitating readabil-
ity (especially of Part V) are included. Selected open questions and open
problems (16 in sum) are formulated. They are systematically inserted in
the right place of the architecture. The sign “[∗]” added after one or sev-
eral bibliographical references in a statement (Problem, Definition, Theo-
rem, Proposition, Lemma, Corollary, Example, Open question and Open
problem,e.g. Theorem 1.11(I)) indicates that, compared to the existing
literature, a slight modification or a slight improvement has been brought
by the two authors. Statements containing no bibliographical reference are
original and appear here for the first time.

We apologize for having not treated some central topics of CRgeometry
that also involve propagation of holomorphicity,exempli gratiathe geo-
metric reflection principle, in the sense of Pinchuk, Webster, Diederich,
Fornæss, Shafikov and Verma. By lack of space, embeddabilityof abstract
CR structures, polynomial hulls, Bishop discs growing at elliptic complex
tangencies, filling by Levi-flat surfaces, Riemann-Hilbertboundary value
problems, complex Plateau problem in Kähler manifolds, partial indices
of analytic discs, pseudoholomorphic discs,etc. are not reviewed either.
Certainly, better experts will fill this gap in the near future.

To conclude this introductory presentation, we believe that, although un-
easy to build, surveys and syntheses play a decisive rôle inthe evolution of
mathematical subjects. For instance, in the last decades, the remarkable de-
velopment of∂ techniques and ofL2 estimates has been regularly accom-
panied by monographs and panoramas, some of which became landmarks
in the field. Certainly, the (local) method of analytic discsdeserves to be
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known by a wider audience; in fact, its main contributors have brought it
to the degree of achievement that opened the way to the present survey.

1.3. Further readings. Using the tools exposed and reconstructed in this
survey, the research article [MP2006a] studies removable singularities on
CR manifolds of CR dimension equal to 1 and solves a delicate remain-
ing open problem in the field (seethe Introduction there for motivations).
Recently also, the authors built in [MP2006c] a new, rigorous proof of the
classical Hartogs extension theorem which relies only on the basic local
Levi argument along analytic discs, hence avoids both multidimensional
integral representation formulas and the Serre-Ehrenpreis argument about
vanishing of∂ cohomology with compact support.
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II: Analytic vector field systems
and formal CR mappings

Table of contents

1. Analytic vector field systems and Nagano’s theorem . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.
2. Analytic CR manifolds, Segre chains and minimality . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19.
3. Formal CR mappings, jets of Segre varieties and CR reflection mapping . . . 28.

[3 diagrams]

According to the theorem of Frobenius, a systemL of local vector fields hav-
ing real or complex analytic coefficients enjoys the integral manifolds property,
provided it is closed under Lie bracket. If the Lie brackets exceedL, considering
the smallest analytic systemLlie containingL which is closed under Lie bracket,
Nagano showed that through every point, there passes a submanifold whose tan-
gent space is spanned byLlie. Without considering Lie brackets, these submani-
folds may also be constructed by means of compositions of local flows of elements
of L. Such a construction has applications in real analytic Cauchy-Riemann ge-
ometry, in the reflection principle, in formal CR mappings, in analytic hypoellip-
ticity theorems and in the problem of local solvability and of local uniqueness for
systems of first order linear partial differential operators (Part III).

For a generic set ofr > 2 vector fields having analytic coefficients,Llie has
maximal rank equal to the dimension of the ambient space.

The extrinsic complexificationM of a real algebraic or analytic Cauchy-
Riemann submanifoldM of Cn carries two pairs of intrinsic foliations, obtained
by complexifying the classical Segre varieties together with their conjugates. The
Nagano leaves of this pair of foliations coincide with the extrinsic complexifica-
tions of local CR orbits. IfM is (Nash) algebraic, its CR orbits are algebraic too,
because they are projections of complexified algebraic Nagano leaves.

A complexified formal CR mapping between two complexified generic sub-
manifolds must respect the two pairs of intrinsic foliations that lie in the source
and in the target. This constraint imposes strong rigidity properties, as for in-
stance: convergence, analyticity or algebraicity of the formal CR mapping, ac-
cording to the smoothness of the target and of the source. There is a combina-
torics of various nondegeneracy conditions that entail versions of the so-called
analytic reflection principle. The concept ofCR reflection mappingprovides a
unified synthesis of recent results of the literature.
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§1. ANALYTIC VECTOR FIELD SYSTEMS AND NAGANO’ S THEOREM

1.1. Formal, analytic and (Nash) algebraic power series.Let n ∈ N
with n > 1 and letx = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Kn, whereK = R or C. LetK[[x]]
be the ring of formal power series in(x1, . . . , xn). An elementϕ(x) ∈ K[[x]]
writesϕ(x) =

∑
α∈Nn ϕα xα, with xα := xα1

1 · · · xαn
n and withϕα ∈ K, for

every multiindexα := (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn. We put|α| := α1 + · · ·+ αn.
On the vector spaceKn, we choose once for all themaximum norm

|x| := max16i6n |xi| and, for any “radius”ρ1 satisfying0 < ρ1 6 ∞, we
define theopen cube

�n
ρ1

:= {x ∈ Kn : |x| < ρ1}
as a fundamental, concrete open set. Forρ1 = ∞, we identify of course
�n

∞ with Kn.
If the coefficientsϕα satisfy a Cauchy estimate of the form|ϕα| 6

Cρ
−|α|
2 , C > 0, for every ρ2 satisfying 0 < ρ2 < ρ1, the formal

power series isK-analytic (Cω) in �n
ρ1

. It then defines a true point map
ϕ : �n

ρ1
→ K. Such aK-analytic functionϕ is called (Nash)K-algebraic

if there exists a nonzero polynomialP (X,Φ) ∈ K[X,Φ] in (n+1) variables
such that the relationP (x, ϕ(x)) ≡ 0 holds inK[[x]], hence for allx in �n

ρ1
.

The category ofK-algebraic functions and maps is stable under elementary
algebraic operations, under differentiation and under composition. Implicit
solutions ofK-algebraic equations areK-algebraic ([BER1999]).

1.2. Analytic vector field systems and their integral manifolds. Let

L0 := {La}16a6r, r ∈ N, r > 1,

be a finite set of vector fieldsLa =
∑n

i=1 ϕa,i(x)
∂
∂xi

, whose coefficients
ϕa,i are algebraic or analytic in�n

ρ1 . LetAρ1 denote the ring of algebraic
or analytic functions in�n

ρ1 . The set of linear combinations of elements of
L0 with coefficients inAρ1 will be denoted byL (orL1) and will be called
theAρ1-linear hull ofL0.

If p is a point of�n
ρ1

, denote byLa(p) the vector
∑n

i=1 ϕa,i(p)
∂
∂xi

∣∣
p
. It

is an element ofTp�n
ρ1

≃ Kn. Define the linear subspace

L(p) := SpanK {La(p) : 1 6 a 6 r} = {L(p) : L ∈ L}.
No constancy of dimension, no linear independency assumption are made.

Problem 1.3. Find local submanifoldsΛ passing through the origin satis-
fyingTqΛ ⊃ L(q) for everyq ∈ Λ.
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By the theorem of Frobenius ([Stk2000]; original article: [Fr1877]), if the
La are linearly independent at every point of�n

ρ1
and if the Lie brackets

[La, La′ ] belong toL, for all a, a′ = 1, . . . , r, then�n
ρ1

is foliated byr-
dimensional submanifoldsN satisfyingTqN = L(q) for everyq ∈ N .

Lemma 1.4. If there exists a local submanifoldΛ passing through the ori-
gin and satisfyingTqΛ ⊃ L(q) for everyq ∈ Λ, then for every two vector
fieldsL,L′ ∈ L, the restriction toΛ of the Lie bracket[L,L′] is tangent to
Λ.

Accordingly, setL1 := L and for k > 2, defineLk to be theAρ1-
linear hull ofLk−1 +

[
L1,Lk−1

]
. Concretely,Lk is generated byAρ1-linear

combinations of iterated Lie brackets[L1, [L2, . . . , [Lk−1, Lk] . . . ]], where
L1, L2, . . . , Lk−1, Lk ∈ L1. The Jacobi identity insures (by induction) that[
Lk1 ,Lk2

]
⊂ Lk1+k2. Define thenLlie := ∪k>1Lk. Clearly,[L,L′] ∈ Llie,

for every two vector fieldsL,L′ ∈ Llie.

Theorem 1.5. (NAGANO [Na1966, Trv1992, BER1999, BCH2005])
There exists a unique localK-analytic submanifoldΛ of Kn passing
through the origin which satisfiesL(q) ⊂ TqΛ = Llie(q), for everyq ∈ Λ.

A discussion about what happens in the algebraic category ispostponed
to §1.12. In Frobenius’ theorem,Llie = L and the dimension ofLlie(p)
is constant. In the above theorem, the dimension ofLlie(q) is constant for
q belonging toΛ, but in general, not constant forp ∈ �n

ρ1
, the function

p 7→ dimK L(p) being lower semi-continuous.
Nagano’s theorem is stated at the origin; it also holds at every point

p ∈ �n
ρ1

. The associated local submanifoldΛp passing throughp with the
property thatTqΛ = Llie(q) for everyq ∈ Λp is called a (local)Nagano
leaf.

In the C∞ category, the consideration ofLlie is insufficient. Part III
handles smooth vector field systems, providing a different answer to the
search of similar submanifoldsΛp.

Example 1.6. In R2, takeL0 = {L1, L2}, whereL1 = ∂x1 andL2 =

e−1/x2
1 ∂x2 . ThenLlie(0) is the lineR∂x1

|0, whileLlie(p) = R∂x1 |p +R∂x2 |p
at every pointp 6∈ R×{0}. Hence, there cannot exist aC∞ curveΛ passing
through0 with T0Λ = R∂x1

|0 andTqΛ = Llie(q) for everyq ∈ Λ.

Proof of Theorem 1.5.(May be skipped in a first reading.) Ifn = 1,
the statement is clear, depending on whether or not all vector fields inLlie

vanish at the origin. Letn > 2. SinceL(q) ⊂ Llie(q), the condition
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TqΛ = Llie(q) implies the inclusionL(q) ⊂ TqΛ. ReplacingL by Llie if
necessary, we may therefore assume thatLlie = L and we then have to
prove the existence ofΛ with TqΛ = Llie(q) = L(q), for everyq ∈ Λ.

We reason by induction, supposing that, in dimension(n− 1), for every
Aρ1-linear systemL′ = (L′)lie of vector fields locally defined in a neighbor-
hood of the origin inKn−1, there exists a localK-analytic submanifoldΛ′

passing through the origin and satisfyingTq′Λ′ = L′(q′), for everyq′ ∈ Λ′.
If all vector fields inL = Llie vanish at0, we are done, trivially. Thus,

assume there existsL1 ∈ L with L1(0) 6= 0. After local straightening,
L1 = ∂x1 . EveryL ∈ L writes uniquelyL = a(x) ∂x1 + L̃, for some
a(x) ∈ K{x}, with L̃ =

∑
26i6n ai(x) ∂xi

. Introduce the spacẽL := {L̃ :
L ∈ L} of such vector fields. As∂x1 belongs toL and asL is Aρ1-linear,
L̃ = L − a(x) ∂x1 belongs toL. Since[L,L] ⊂ L, we have

[
L̃, L̃

]
⊂ L.

On the other hand, we observe that the Lie bracket between twoelements
of L̃ does not involve∂x1 :

(1.7)

[
L̃1, L̃2

]
=
[ ∑

26i26n

a1
i2
∂xi2

,
∑

26i16n

a2
i1
∂xi1

]

=
∑

26i16n

( ∑

26i26n

[
a1
i2

∂a2
i1

∂xi2
− a2

i2

∂a1
i1

∂xi2

])
∂xi1

.

We deduce that
[
L̃, L̃

]
⊂ L̃. In other words,̃Llie = L̃. Next, we define the

restriction

L′ :=
{
L′ = L̃

∣∣
{x1=0} : L̃ ∈ L̃

}
,

and we claim that(L′)lie = L′ also holds true. Indeed, restricting (1.7)
above to{x1 = 0}, we observe that

[
L̃1

∣∣
{x1=0}, L̃2

∣∣
{x1=0}

]
=
[
L̃1, L̃2

]∣∣
{x1=0},

since neither̃L1 nor L̃2 involves∂x1 . This shows that
[
L′,L′] ⊂ L′, as

claimed.
Since(L′)lie = L′, the induction assumption applies: there exists a local

K-analytic submanifoldΛ′ of Kn−1 passing through the origin such that
Tq′Λ

′ = L′(q′), for every pointq′ ∈ Λ′. Let d denote its codimension.
If d = 0, i.e. if Λ′ coincides with an open neighborhood of the origin in
Kn−1, it suffices to chose forΛ an open neighborhood of the origin inKn.
Assumingd > 1, we split the coordinatesx = (x1, x

′) ∈ K×Kn−1 and we
let ρj(x′) = 0, j = 1, . . . , d, denote localK-analytic defining equations for
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Λ′. We claim that it suffices to choose forΛ the local submanifold ofKn

with the same equations, hence having the same codimension.
Indeed, since these equations are independent ofx1, it is first of all clear

that the vector field∂x1 ∈ L is tangent toΛ. To conclude that everyL =

a ∂x1 + L̃ ∈ L is tangent toΛ, we thus have to prove that everỹL ∈ L̃ is
tangent toΛ.

Let L̃ =
∑

26i6n ai(x, x
′) ∂xi

∈ L̃. As a preliminary observation:

(ad ∂x1)L̃ :=
[
∂x1 , L̃

]
=
∑

26i6n

∂ai
∂x1

(x1, x
′)
∂

∂xi
,

and more generally, forℓ ∈ N arbitrary:

(ad ∂x1)
ℓL̃ =

∑

26i6n

∂ℓai
∂xℓ1

(x1, x
′)
∂

∂xi
.

SinceL is a Lie algebra, we have(ad ∂x1)
ℓL̃ ∈ L. Since(ad ∂x1)

ℓL̃ does
not involve∂x1 , according to its expression above, it belongs in fact toL̃.
Also, after restriction(ad ∂x1)

ℓL̃
∣∣
x1=0

∈ L′. By assumption,L′ is tangent
to Λ′. We deduce that, for everyℓ ∈ N, the vector field

L′
ℓ := (ad ∂x1)

ℓL̃
∣∣
x1=0

=
∑

26i6n

∂ℓai
∂xℓ1

(0, x′)
∂

∂xi

is tangent toΛ′. Equivalently,[L′
ℓ ρj](x

′) = 0 for everyx′ ∈ Λ′. Letting
(x1, x

′) ∈ Λ, whencex′ ∈ Λ′, we compute:

[
L̃ ρj

]
(x1, x

′) =
∑

26i6n

ai(x1, x
′)
∂ρj
∂xi

(x′)

=
∑

26i6n

∞∑

ℓ=0

xℓ1
ℓ!

∂ℓai
∂xℓ1

(0, x′)
∂ρj
∂xi

(x′) [Taylor development]

=
∞∑

ℓ=0

xℓ1
ℓ!

[
L′
ℓ ρj
]
(x′) = 0,

so L̃ is tangent toΛ. Finally, the propertyTx1,x′Λ = L(x1, x
′) follows

immediately fromTx′Λ
′ = L′(x′) and the proof is complete (the Taylor

development argument above was crucially used, and this enlightens why
the theorem does not hold in theC∞ category).
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1.8. Free Lie algebras and generic sets ofK-analytic vector fields. For
a generic set ofr > 2 vector fieldsL0 = {La}16a6r, or after slightly per-
turbing any given set, one expects thatLlie(0) = T0Kn. Then the Nagano
leafΛ passing through0 is just an open neighborhood of0 inKn. Also, one
expects that the dimensions of the intermediate spacesLk(0) be maximal.

To realize this intuition, one has to count the maximal number of iter-
ated Lie brackets that are linearly independent inLk, for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
modulo antisymmetry and Jacobi identity.

Let r > 2 and leth1, h2, . . . , hr be r linearly independent elements
of a vector space overK. The free Lie algebraF(r) of rank r is the
smallest (non-commutative, non-associative)K-algebra ([Re1993]) hav-
ing h1, h2, . . . , hr as elements, with multiplication(h, h′) 7→ hh′ satis-
fying antisymmetry0 = hh′ + h′ h and Jacobi identity0 = h(h′ h′′) +
h′′(hh′) + h′(h′′ h). It is unique up to isomorphism. The caser = 1
yields onlyF(1) = K. The multiplication inF(r) plays the role of the
Lie bracket inLlie. Importantly,no linear relation exists between iterated
multiplications, i.e. between iterated Lie brackets,except those generated
by antisymmetry and Jacobi identity. Thus,F(r) is infinite-dimensional.
Every finite-dimensional LieK-algebra havingr generators embeds as a
subalgebra ofF(r), see[Re1993].

Since the bracket multiplication is not associative, one must carefully
write some parentheses, for instance in(h1 h2)h3, or in h1(h2(h1 h2)),
or in (h1 h2)(h3(h5 h1)). Writing all such words only with the alphabet
{h1, h2, . . . , hr}, we define thelengthof a wordh to be the number of ele-
mentshiα in it. For ℓ ∈ N with ℓ > 1, let Wℓ

r be the set of words of length
equal toℓ and letWr =

⋃
ℓ>1 Wℓ

r be the set of all words.
DefineF1(r) to be the vector space generated byh1, h2, . . . , hr and for

ℓ > 2, defineFℓ(r) to be the vector space generated by words of length
6 ℓ. This corresponds toLℓ, except that inLℓ, there might exist special
linear relations that are absent in the abstract case. Thus,F(r) is a graded
Lie algebra. The Jacobi identity insures (by induction) that Fℓ1(r)Fℓ2(r) ⊂
Fℓ1+ℓ2(r), a property similar to

[
Lk1 ,Lk2

]
⊂ Lk1+k2 . It follows thatFℓ(r)

is generated by words of the form

hi1(hi2(. . . (hiℓ′−1
hiℓ′ ) . . . )),

where ℓ′ 6 ℓ and where1 6 i1, i2, . . . , iℓ′−1, iℓ′ 6 r. For instance,
(h1 h2)(h3(h5 h1)) may be written as a linear combination of such simple
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words whose length is6 5. Let us denote by

SWr =
⋃

ℓ>1

SWℓ
r

the set of these simple words, whereSWℓ
r denotes the set of simple

words of lengthℓ. Although it generatesF(r) as a vector space over
K, we point out that it is not a basis ofF(r): for instance, we have
h1(h2(h1h2)) = h2(h1(h1h2)), because of an obvious Jacobi identity in
which (h1h2)(h1h2) = 0 disappears. In fact, one verifies that this is the
only Jacobi relation between simple words of length4, that simple words
of length5 have no Jacobi relation, hence a basis ofF5(2) is

h1, h2, h1h2,

h1(h1h2), h2(h1h2),

h1(h1(h1h2)), h1(h2(h1h2)), h2(h2(h2h1)),

h1(h1(h1(h1h2))), h1(h1(h2(h1h2))), h1(h2(h2(h2h1))),

h2(h1(h1(h1h2))), h2(h2(h1(h2h1))), h2(h2(h2(h2h1))).

In general, what are the dimensions of theFℓ(r) ? How to find bases for
them, when considered as vector spaces ?

Definition 1.9. A Hall-Witt basisof F(r) is a linearly ordered (infinite)
subsetHWr =

⋃
ℓ>1 HWℓ

r of the set of simple wordsSWr such that:

• if two simple wordsh andh
′ satisfylength(h) < length(h′), then

h < h
′;

• HW1
r = {h1, h2, . . . , hr};

• HW2
r = {hi1hi2 : 1 6 i1 < i2 6 r};

• HWr\(HW1
r ∪ HW2

r) = {h(h′
h
′′) : h,h′,h′′ ∈ HWr, h

′ <
h
′′ and h

′ 6 h < h
′
h
′′}.

A Hall-Witt basis essentially consists of the choice, for every ℓ > 1, of
some (among many possible) finite subsetHWℓ

r of SWℓ
r that generates the

finite-dimensional quotient vector spaceFℓ(r)/Fℓ−1(r). To fix ideas, an
arbitrary linear ordering is added among the elements of thechosen basis
HWℓ

r of the vector spaceFℓ(r)/Fℓ−1(r). The last condition of the definition
takes account of the Jacobi identity.

Theorem 1.10.([Bo1972, Re1993])Hall-Witt bases exist and are bases of
the free Lie algebraF(r) of rankr, when considered as a vector space. The
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dimensionsnℓ(r)−nℓ−1(r) of Fℓ(r)/Fℓ−1(r), or equivalently the cardinals
of HWℓ

r, satisfy the induction relation

nℓ(r) − nℓ−1(r) =
1

ℓ

∑

d divides ℓ

µ(d) rℓ/d,

whereµ is the M̈obius function.

Remind that

µ(d) =





1, if d = 1;

0, if d contains square integer factors;

(−1)ν , if d = p1 · · · pν is the product ofν distinct prime numbers.

Now, we come back to the systemL0 = {La}16a6r of localK-analytic
vector fields of§1.1, whereLa =

∑n
i=1 ϕa,i(x)

∂
∂xi

. If the vector space
L(0) has dimension< r, a slight perturbation of the coefficientsϕa,i(x) of
theLa yields a systemL′0 with L′(0) of dimension= r. By an elementary
computation with Lie brackets, one sees that a further slight perturbation
yields a systemL′′0 with L′′(0) of dimensionr + r(r−1)

2
= n2(r).

To pursue, any simple iterated Lie bracket[La1 , [La2 , . . . [Laℓ−1
, Laℓ

] . . . ]]

of length ℓ is a vector field
∑n

i=1 A
i
a1,a2,...,aℓ−1,aℓ

∂
∂xi

having coefficients
Aia1,a2,...,aℓ−1,aℓ

that are universal polynomials in the jets

J ℓ−1
x ϕ(x) :=

(
∂αx ϕa,i(x)

)α∈Nn, |α|6ℓ−1

16a6r, 16i6n
∈ KNrn,n,ℓ−1

of order(ℓ − 1) of the coefficients ofL1, L2, . . . , Lr. Here,Nrn,n,ℓ−1 =

rn (n+ℓ−1)!
n! (ℓ−1)!

denotes the number of such independent partial derivatives. A

careful inspection of the polynomialsAia1,a2,...,aℓ−1,aℓ
enables to get the fol-

lowing genericity statement, whose proof will appear elsewhere. It says in
a precise way thatLlie(0) = T0Kn with the maximal freedom, for generic
sets of vector fields.

Theorem 1.11.([GV1987, Ge1988], [∗]) If ℓ0 denotes the smallest length
ℓ such thatnℓ(r) > n, there exists a properK-algebraic subsetΣ of the jet
spaceJ ℓ0−1

0 ϕ = KNrn,n,ℓ0−1 such that for every collectionL0 = {La}16a6r

of r vector fieldsLa =
∑n

i=1 ϕa,i(x)
∂
∂xi

such thatJ ℓ0−1
0 ϕ(0) does not

belong toΣ, the following two properties hold:

• dimLℓ(0) = nℓ(r), for everyℓ 6 ℓ0 − 1,

• dimLℓ0(0) = n, henceLlie(0) = T0Kn.
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The number of divisors ofℓ being anO( log ℓ
log 2

), one verifies thatnℓ(r) −
nℓ−1(r) = 1

ℓ
rℓ + O(rℓ/2 log ℓ

log 2
). It follows that, forr fixed, the integerℓ0 of

the theorem is equivalent tologn
log r

asn→ ∞.

1.12. Local orbits ofK-analytic and of (Nash)K-algebraic systems.We
now describe a second, more concrete, simple and useful approach to the
local Nagano Theorem 1.5. It is inspired by Sussmann’s Theorem 1.21(III)
and doesnot involve the consideration of any Lie bracket. Theorem 1.13
below will be applied in§2.11.

As above, consider afinite set

L0 := {La}16a6r, r ∈ N, r > 1,

of nonzero vector fields defined in the cube�n
ρ1 and havingK-analytic

coefficients. We shall neither consider itsAρ1-linear hullL, norLlie. We
will reconstruct the Nagano leaf passing through the originonly by means
of the flows ofL1, L2, . . . , Lr.

Referring the reader to§1.3(III) for background, we denote the flow map
of a vector fieldL ∈ L0 shortly by(t, x) 7→ Lt(x) = exp(tL)(x). It is K-
analytic. What happens in the algebraic category ?

So, assume that the coefficients of all vector fieldsL ∈ L0 areK-
algebraic. Unfortunately, algebraicity fails to be preserved under integra-
tion, so the flows are onlyK-analytic, in general. To get algebraicity of
Nagano leaves, there is nothing else than supposing that theflows are al-
gebraic, which we will do (second phrase of(5) below).

Choose nowρ2 with 0 < ρ2 < ρ1. Let k ∈ N with k > 1, let L =
(L1, . . . , Lk) ∈ (L0)k, let t = (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Kk with |t| < ρ2, i.e. t ∈ �k

ρ2 ,
and letx ∈ �n

ρ2 . We shall adopt the contracted notation

Lt(x) := Lktk(· · · (L
1
t1
(x)) · · · )

for the composition of flow maps, whenever it is defined. In fact, since
L0(0) = exp(0L)(0) = 0, it is clear that if we bound the lengthk 6 2n,
then there existsρ2 > 0 sufficiently small such that all maps(t, x) 7→ Lt(x)
are well-defined, withLt(x) ∈ �n

ρ1
, at least for allt ∈ �k

ρ2
and allx ∈ �n

ρ2
.

The reason why we may restrict to consider only compositionsof length
k 6 2n will appeara posteriori in the proof of the theorem below. We
shall be concerned with rank properties of(t, x) 7→ Lt(x).

Let n > 1, m > 1, ρ1 > 0, σ1 > 0 and letf : �n
ρ1

→ �m
σ1

, x 7→ f(x),
be aK-algebraic orK-analytic map between two open cubes. Denote its
Jacobian matrix byJac (f) =

(∂fj

∂xi
(x)
)16j6m

16i6n
. At a pointx ∈ �n

ρ1 , the map
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f has rankr if and only if Jac f has rankr at x. Equivalently, by linear
algebra, there is ar× r minor that does not vanish atx but alls× s minors
with r + 1 6 s 6 n do vanish atx.

For everys ∈ N with 1 6 s 6 min(n,m), compute all the possible
s×sminors∆s×s

1 , . . . ,∆s×s
N(s) of Jac (f). They are universal (homogeneous

of degrees) polynomials in the partial derivatives off , hence are allK-
algebraic orK-analytic functions. Lete with 0 6 e 6 min(n,m) be
the maximal integers with the property that there exists a minor∆s×s

µ (x),
1 6 µ 6 N(s), not vanishing identically. Then the set

Rf :=
{
x ∈ �n

ρ1
: ∆s×s

µ (x) = 0, µ = 1, . . . , N(s)
}

is aproperK-algebraic or analytic subset of�n
ρ1

. The principle of analytic
continuation insures that�n

ρ1

∖
Rf is open and dense.

The integere is called thegeneric rankof f . For every open, connected
and nonempty subsetΩ ⊂ �n

ρ1
the restrictionf |Ω has the same generic

ranke.

Theorem 1.13. ([Me1999, Me2001a, Me2004a])There exists an integer
e with 1 6 e 6 n and ane-tuple of vector fieldsL∗ = (L∗1, . . . , L∗e) ∈
(L0)e such that the following six properties hold true.

(1) For every k = 1, . . . , e, the map (t1, . . . , tk) 7→
L∗k

tk
(· · · (L∗1

t1
(0)) · · · ) is of generic rank equal tok.

(2) For every arbitrary elementL′ ∈ L0, the map(t1, . . . , te, t
′) 7→

L′
t′(L

∗e
te

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · )) is of generic ranke, hencee is the max-
imal possible generic rank.

(3) There exists an elementt∗ ∈ �e
ρ2 arbitrarily close to the origin

which is of the special form(t∗1, . . . , t
∗
e−1, 0), namely witht∗e = 0,

and there exists an open connected neighborhoodω∗ of t∗ in �e
ρ2

such that the mapt 7→ L∗e
te

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · ) is of constant ranke
in ω∗.

(4) SettingL∗ := (L∗1, . . . , L∗e), K∗ := (L∗e−1, . . . , L∗1) and s∗ :=
(−t∗e−1, . . . ,−t∗1), we haveK∗

s∗ ◦L∗
t∗(0) = 0 and the mapψ : ω∗ →

�n
ρ1

defined byψ : t 7→ K∗
s∗ ◦ L∗

t (0) is also of constant rank equal
to e in ω∗.

(5) The imageΛ := ψ(ω∗) is a piece ofK-analytic submanifold pass-
ing through the origin enjoying the most important propertythat
every vector fieldL′ ∈ L0 is tangent toΛ. If the flows of all ele-
ments ofL0 are algebraic,Λ isK-algebraic.
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(6) Every localK-algebraic orK-analytic submanifoldΛ′ passing
trough the origin to which all vector fieldsL′ ∈ L0 are tangent
must containΛ in a neighborhood of0.

In conclusion, the dimensione of Λ is characterized by the generic rank
properties(1) and(2).

Previously,Λ was calledNagano leaf. Since the above statement is su-
perseded by Sussmann’s Theorem 1.21(III), we prefer to callit the local
L-orbit of 0, introducing in advance the terminology of Part III and denot-
ing it byOloc

L0 (�n
ρ1
, 0). The integere of the theorem is6 n, just because the

target of the maps(t1, . . . , tk) 7→ L∗k
tk

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · ) is Kn. It follows
that in(4) and(5) we need2e−1 6 2n−1 compositions of flows to cover
Λ.

We quickly mention an application about separate algebraicity.
In [BM1949], it is shown that a localK-analytic functiong : �n

ρ1 → K is
K-algebraic if and only if its restriction to every affine coordinate segment
is K-algebraic. Call the systemL0 minimal at the origin ifOloc

L0 (�n
ρ1
, 0)

contains a neighborhood of the origin. Equivalently, the integer e of
Theorem 1.13 equalsn.

Theorem 1.14.([Me2001a])If L0 = {La}16a6r is minimal at0, a localK-
analytic functiong : �n

ρ1
→ K isK-algebraic if and only it its restriction

to every integral curve of everyLa ∈ L0 isK-algebraic.

Proof of Theorem 1.13.(May be skipped in a first reading.) If all vector
fields ofL0 vanish at the origin,Λ = {0}. We now exclude this possibility.
Choose a vector fieldL∗1 ∈ L0 which does not vanish at0. The map
t1 7→ L∗1

t1
(0) is of (generic) rank one at everyt1 ∈ �1

ρ2 . If there exists
L′ ∈ L0 such that the map(t1, t′) 7→ L′

t′(L
∗1
t1

(0)) is of generic rank two,
we choose one suchL′ and we denote it byL∗2. Continuing in this way, we
get vector fieldsL∗1, . . . , L∗e satisfying properties(1) and(2), with e 6 n.

Since the generic rank of the map(t1, . . . , te) 7→ L∗e
te

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · )
equalse, and since this map isK-analytic, there exists at∗ ∈ �e

ρ2
arbitrarily

close to the origin at which its rank equalse. We claim that we can more-
over chooset∗ to be of the special form(t∗1, . . . , t

∗
e−1, 0), i.e. with t∗e = 0.

It suffices to apply the following lemma toϕ(t) := L∗e−1
te−1

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · )
and toL′ := L∗e.

Lemma 1.15. Letn ∈ N, n > 1, let e ∈ N, 1 6 e 6 n, let t ∈ �e−1
ρ2 and

let
�e−1
ρ2

∋ t 7→ ϕ(t) = (ϕ1(t), . . . , ϕn(t)) ∈ �n
ρ1
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be aK-analytic map whose generic rank equals(e − 1). LetL′ be aK-
analytic vector field and assume that the mapψ : (t, t′) 7→ L′

t′(ϕ(t)) has
generic ranke. Then there exists a point(t∗, 0) arbitrarily close to the
origin at which the rank ofψ is equal toe.

Proof. Chooset♯ ∈ �e−1
ρ2

arbitrarily close to zero at whichϕ has maximal
rank, equal to(e−1). Since the rank is lower semi-continuous, there exists
a connected neighborhoodω♯ of t♯ in �e−1

ρ2
such thatϕ has rank(e − 1)

at every point ofω♯. By the constant rank theorem,Π := ϕ(ω♯) is then a
localK-analytic submanifold of�n

ρ1 passing through the pointϕ(t♯). To
complete the proof, we claim that there existst∗ ∈ ω♯ arbitrarily close to
t♯ such that the map(t, t′) 7→ L′

t′(ϕ(t)) has ranke at (t∗, 0).
Let us reason by contradiction, supposing that at all pointsof the form

(t∗, 0), for t∗ ∈ ω♯, the mapψ : (t, t′) 7→ L′
t′(ϕ(t)) has rank equal to

(e − 1). Pick an arbitraryt∗ ∈ ω♯. Reminding that whent′ = 0, we
haveL′

t′ = L′
0 = Id, we observe thatψ(t, 0) ≡ ϕ(t). Consequently, the

partial derivatives ofψ with respect to the variablesti, i = 1, . . . , e− 1 at
an arbitrary point(t∗, 0), with t∗ ∈ ω♯, coincide with the(e − 1) linearly
independent vectors∂ϕ

∂ti
(t∗) ∈ Kn, i = 1, . . . , e − 1. In fact, the tangent

space toΠ at the pointψ(t∗, 0) = ϕ(t∗) is generated by these(e − 1)
vectors.

Reminding the fundamental property∂
∂t′
L′

t′(x)
∣∣
t′=0

= L′(x), we deduce
[from our assumption that the map(t, t′) 7→ L′

t′(ϕ(t)) has rank equal to
(e− 1)] that the vector

∂

∂t′
L′

t′(ϕ(t))

∣∣∣∣
t′=0

= L′(ϕ(t))

must be linearly dependent with the(e − 1) vectors∂ϕ
∂ti

(t), i = 1, . . . , e−
1, for every t ∈ ω♯. Equivalently, the vector fieldL′ is tangent to the
submanifoldΠ. It follows that the local flow ofL′ necessarily stabilizes
Π: if x = ϕ(t) ∈ Π, t ∈ ω♯, thenL′

t′(x) ∈ Π, for all t′ ∈ �1
ρ(t), where

ρ(t) > 0 is sufficiently small. SetΩ♯ := {(t, t′) : t ∈ ω♯, t′ ∈ �ρ(t)1}.
It is a nonempty connected open subset of�e

ρ2
. We have thus deduced

thatψ(Ω♯) is contained in the(e − 1)-dimensional submanifoldΠ. This
constraint entails thatψ is of rank6 e− 1 at every point ofΩ♯. However,
ψ|Ω♯ beingK-analytic and of generic rank equal toe, by assumption, it
should be of ranke at every point of an open dense subset ofΩ♯. This is
the desired contradiction which proves the lemma. �
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Hence, there existst∗ = (t∗1, . . . , t
∗
e−1, 0) ∈ �e

ρ2
arbitrarily close to the

origin at which the rank oft 7→ L∗e
te

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · ) is maximal (hence
locally constant) equal toe, so we get the constant rank property(3), for a
sufficiently small neighborhoodω∗ of t∗.

In (4), the propertyK∗
s∗ ◦ L∗

t∗(0) = 0 is obvious, usingx ≡ L0(x) ≡
L−t ◦ Lt(x):

L∗1
−t∗1

◦ · · · ◦ L∗
−t∗e−1

◦ L∗e
0 ◦ L∗

t∗e−1
◦ · · · ◦ L∗

t∗1
(x) ≡ x.

Since the mapx 7→ K∗
s∗(x) is a local diffeomorphism, it is clear that the

mapψ : t 7→ K∗
s∗ ◦ L∗

t (0) is also of constant ranke in ω∗. Thus, we
obtain(4), and moreover, by the constant rank theorem, the imageΛ :=
ψ(ω∗) constitutes a localK-analytic submanifold ofKn passing through
the origin. If the flows of elements ofL0 are allK-algebraic, clearlyψ and
Λ are alsoK-algebraic.

It remains to check that every vector fieldL′ ∈ L0 is tangent toΛ. As a
preliminary, denote byL′

t′(ϕ(t)), t ∈ �e
ρ2 , t′ ∈ �1

ρ2 , the map appearing in
(2), whereL′ ∈ L0 is arbitrary. Reasoning as in the lemma above, we see
thatL′ is necessarily tangent to some local submanifoldΠ obtained as the
local image of an open connected set whereϕ has maximal locally constant
rank. It follows that the flows and the multiple flows of elements of L0

stabilize this submanifold. We deduce a generalization of(2): for k 6 2n,
for L′ ∈ (L0)k, for t′ ∈ �k

ρ2 , the map(t, t′) 7−→ L′
t′(L

∗e
te

(· · · (L∗1
t1

(0)) · · · ))
is of generic ranke.

In particular, for everyL′ ∈ L0, the map(t′, s, t) 7−→ L′
t′ ◦K∗

s ◦L∗
t (0) is

of generic ranke. In fact, the restrictionψ : t 7→ K∗
s∗ ◦L∗

t (0) of this map to
the open set{(0, s∗, t) : t ∈ ω∗} is already of ranke at every point and its
image is the local submanifoldΛ, by the above construction. So the map
(t′, t) 7−→ L′

t′ ◦K∗
s∗ ◦L∗

t (0) must be of ranke at every point. In particular,
the vector

∂

∂t′
L′

t′ ◦K∗
s∗ ◦ L∗

t (0)

∣∣∣∣
t′=0

= L′(K∗
s∗ ◦ L∗

t (0)
)

must necessarily be tangent toΛ at the pointK∗
s∗ ◦L∗

t (0) ∈ Λ. Thus,(5) is
proved.

TakeΛ′ as in (6). The local flows of all vectorL′ ∈ L0 stabilizeΛ′.
Shrinkingρ2 if necessary, all the maps(t, x) 7−→ Lt(x) have range inΛ′.
SoΛ ⊂ Λ′, proving(6). �
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§2. ANALYTIC CR MANIFOLDS, SEGRE CHAINS AND MINIMALITY

2.1. Local Cauchy-Riemann submanifolds ofCn. Let (z1, . . . , zn) =
(x1+iy1, . . . , xn+iyn) denote the canonical coordinates onCn. As before,
we use the maximum norms|x| = max16k6n |xk|, |y| = max16k6n |yk|
and|z| = max16k6n |zk|, where|zk| = (x2

k + y2
k)

1/2. If ρ > 0, we denote
by ∆n

ρ = {z ∈ Cn : |z| < ρ} the open polydisc of radiusρ centered at the
origin, not to be confused with�2n

ρ = {x+ iy ∈ Cn : |x|, |y| < ρ}.
Let J denote the complex structure ofTCn, acting on real vectors as

if it were multiplication by
√
−1. Precisely, ifp is any point,TpCn is

spanned by the2n vectors ∂
∂xk

∣∣
p
, ∂
∂yk

∣∣
p
, k = 1, . . . , n, andJ acts as follows:

J ∂
∂xk

∣∣
p

= ∂
∂yk

∣∣
p
; J ∂

∂yk

∣∣
p

= − ∂
∂xk

∣∣
p
.

Choose the origin as a center point and consider a reald-codimensional
local submanifoldM ofCn ≃ R2n passing through the origin, defined byd
Cartesian equationsr1(x, y) = · · · = rd(x, y) = 0, where the differentials
dr1, . . . , drd are linearly independent at the origin. The functionsrj are
assumed to be of class1 CR, whereR = (κ, α), κ > 1, 0 6 α 6 1,
R = ∞, R = ω or R = Alg. Accordingly,M is said to be of classCAlg

(real algebraic),Cω (real analytic),C∞ or Cκ,α.
Forp ∈M , the smallestJ-invariant subspace of the tangent spaceTpM

is given byT cpM := TpM ∩JTpM and is called thecomplex tangent space
toM atp.

Definition 2.2. The submanifoldM is called:

• holomorphicif T cpM = TpM at every pointp ∈M ;

• totally realif T cpM = {0} at every pointp ∈M ;

• genericif TpM + JTpM = TpCn at every pointp ∈M ;

• Cauchy-Riemann(CR for short) if the dimension ofT cpM is equal
to a fixed constant at every pointp ∈M .

For fundamentals about Cauchy-Riemann (CR for short) structures,
we refer the reader to [Ch1989, Ja1990, Ch1991, Bo1991, BER1999,
Me2004a]. Here, we only summarize some elementary useful properties.
The twoJ-invariant spacesTpM ∩ JTpM andTpM + JTpM are of even
real dimension. We denote bymp the integer1

2
dimR(TpM ∩ JTpM) and

call it theCR dimension ofM atp. If M is CR,mp ≡ m is constant. Holo-
morphic, totally real and generic submanifolds are CR, withm = n− 1

2
d,

m = 0 andm = n − d respectively. IfM is totally real and generic,

1Background about Hölder classes appears in Section 1(IV).
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dimR M = n andM is calledmaximally real. We denote bycp the integer
n − 1

2
dimR(TpM + JTpM) and call it theholomorphic codimension of

M at p. It is constant if and only ifM is CR. Holomorphic, totally real,
generic and Cauchy-Riemann submanifolds are all CR and haveconstant
holomorphic codimensionsc = 1

2
d, c = d − n, c = 0 andc = d− n +m

respectively. Submanifolds of classCκ,α or C∞ will be studied in Part III.
LetM or be a real algebraic (CAlg) or analytic (Cω) submanifold ofCn

of (real) codimensiond and letp0 ∈ M . There exist complex algebraic
or analytic coordinates centered atp0 andρ1 > 0 such thatM is locally
represented as follows.

Theorem 2.3. ([Ch1989, Bo1991, BER1999, Me2004a])

• If M is holomorphic, lettingm = n − 1
2
d > 0 andc := 1

2
d, then

m+ c = n andM =
{
(z, w1) ∈ ∆m

ρ1 × ∆c
ρ1 : w1 = 0

}
.

• If M is totally real, letting d1 = 2n − d > 0 and
c = d − n > 0, then d1 + c = n and M ={
(w1, w2) ∈ �2d1

ρ1
× ∆c

ρ1
: Imw1 = 0, w2 = 0

}
.

• If M is generic, lettingm = d− n, thenm+ d = n and

M =
{
(z, w) ∈ ∆m

ρ1
× (�d

ρ1
+ iRd) : Imw = ϕ(z, z̄,Rew)

}
,

for someRd-valued algebraic or analytic mapϕ satisfyingϕ(0) =
0 whose power series converges normally in∆m

2ρ1
× ∆m

2ρ1
× �d

2ρ1
.

• If M is Cauchy-Riemann, lettingm = CRdimM , c = d−n+m >

0, andd1 = 2n− 2m− d > 0, thenm+ d1 + c = n and

M =
{
(z, w1, w2) ∈ ∆m

ρ1 ×
(
�d1
ρ1 + iRd1

)
× ∆c

ρ1 :

Imw1 = ϕ1(z, z̄,Rew1), w2 = 0
}
,

for someRd1-valued algebraic or analytic mapϕ1 satisfying
ϕ1(0) = 0 whose power series converges normally in∆m

2ρ1
×∆m

2ρ1
×

�
d1
2ρ1 .

A further linear change of coordinates may yielddϕ(0) = 0 and
dϕ1(0) = 0.

A CR algebraic or analytic manifold being generic in some local com-
plex manifold of (smaller) dimensionn − c, called itsintrinsic complexi-
fication, in most occasions, questions, results and articles, one deals with
generic manifolds. In this chapter, all generic submanifolds will be of pos-
itive codimensiond > 1 and of positive CR dimensionm > 1.
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2.4. Algebraic and analytic generic submanifolds and their
extrinsic complexification. Let M be generic, represented by
Imw = ϕ(z, z̄,Rew). The implicit function theorem applied to the
vectorial equationw−w̄

2i
= ϕ

(
z, z̄, w+w̄

2

)
, enables to solve the variables

w̄ ∈ Cd, or the variablesw ∈ Cd. This yields the so-calledcomplex
defining equationsforM , most useful in applications, as stated just below.
Recall that, given a power seriesΦ(t) =

∑
γ∈Nn Φγ t

γ, t ∈ Cn, Φγ ∈ C,

γ ∈ Nn, one defines the seriesΦ(t) :=
∑

γ∈Nn Φγ t
γ by conjugating only

its complex coefficients. ThenΦ(t) ≡ Φ(t̄), a frequently used property.

Theorem 2.5. ([BER1999, Me2004a])A local generic real algebraic or
analytic d-codimensional generic submanifoldM ∩ ∆n

ρ1
may be repre-

sented byw̄ = Θ(z̄, z, w), or equivalently byw = Θ(z, z̄, w̄), for some
complex algebraic or analyticCd-valued mapΘ whose power series con-
verges normally in∆m

2ρ1
×∆m

2ρ1
×∆d

2ρ1
, withρ1 > 0. Here,Θ andΘ satisfy

the two(equivalent by conjugation) vectorial functional equations:
{
w̄ ≡ Θ(z̄, z,Θ(z, z̄, w̄)),

w ≡ Θ(z, z̄,Θ(z̄, z, w)).

Conversely, if such aCd-valued mapΘ satisfies the above, the setM :=
{(z, w) ∈ ∆n

ρ1 : w̄ = Θ(z̄, z, w)} is a real local generic submanifold of
codimensiond.

The coordinates(z, w) ∈ Cm × Cd will also be denoted byt ∈ Cn. Let
τ = (ζ, ξ) ∈ Cm × Cd be new independent complex variables. Define the
extrinsic complexificationM = (M)c of M to be the complex algebraic
or analyticd-codimensional submanifold ofCn × Cn defined by the vec-
torial equationξ − Θ(ζ, t) = 0 (the mapΘ being analytic, we may indeed
substituteζ for z̄ in its power series). We also writeτ = (t)c. Observe that
M identifies with the intersectionM∩ {τ = t̄}.

Lemma 2.6. ([Me2004a, Me2005])There exists an invertibled×dmatrix
a(t, τ) of algebraic or analytic power series converging normally in∆n

2ρ1
×

∆n
2ρ1

such thatw − Θ(z, τ) ≡ a(t, τ) [ξ − Θ(ζ, t)].

Thus,M is equivalently defined byw − Θ(z, τ) = 0.

2.7. Complexified Segre varieties and complexified CR vectorfields.
Let τp, tp ∈ ∆n

ρ1
be fixed and define thecomplexified Segre varietiesSτp
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and thecomplexified conjugate Segre varietiesStp by:
{
Sτp :=

{
(t, τ) ∈ ∆n

ρ1
× ∆n

ρ1
: τ = τp, w = Θ(z, τp)

}
and

Stp :=
{
(t, τ) ∈ ∆n

ρ1
× ∆n

ρ1
: t = tp, ξ = Θ(ζ, tp)

}
.

Geometrically,Sτp = M∩ {τ = τp} andStp = M∩ {t = tp}. We draw
a diagram.

0

{t = tp}
Stp

{τ = τp}

tp t

L

τp

M L

Sτp

Geometry of the extrinsic complexificationM

generic submanifold carries a pair
The complexification of a real analytic

integral submanifolds of the complexified
of invariant foliations which are the

(1, 0) and(0, 1) vector fields and which
identify also with the complexified
Segre varieties

We warn the reader that

dimC M− dimC Sτp − dimC Stp = d > 1,

so that the ambient codimensiond of the unions ofSτp and ofStp is invis-
ible in this picture; one should imagine for instance thatM is the three-
dimensional physical space equipped with a pair of foliations by horizontal
orthogonal real lines.

Next, define two collections of complex vector fields:




Lk :=
∂

∂zk
+

d∑

j=1

∂Θj

∂zk
(z, ζ, ξ)

∂

∂wj
, k = 1, . . . , m, and

Lk :=
∂

∂ζk
+

d∑

j=1

∂Θj

∂ζk
(ζ, z, w)

∂

∂ξj
, k = 1, . . . , m.

One verifies thatLk
(
wj − Θj(z, ζ, ξ)

)
≡ 0, which shows that theLk are

tangent toM. Similarly, Lk (ξj − Θj(ζ, z, w)) ≡ 0, so theLk are also
tangent toM. In addition,[Lk, Lk′] = 0 and [Lk, Lk′] = 0 for k, k′ =
1, . . . , m, so the theorem of Frobenius applies. In fact, them-dimensional
integral submanifolds of the two collections{Lk}16k6m and{Lk}16k6m

are theSτp and theStp . In summary,M carries a fundamental pair of
foliations.
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Observe that the vector fieldsLk are the complexifications of the vector

fieldsLk := ∂
∂zk

+
∑d

j=1
∂Θj

∂zk
(z, z̄, w̄) ∂

∂wj
, k = 1, . . . , m, that generate the

holomorphic tangent bundleT 1,0M . A similar observation applies to the
vector fieldsLk.

In general (unlessM is Levi-flat), the total collection{Lk,Lk}16k6m

doesnot enjoy the Frobenius property. In fact, the noncommutativity of
this system of2m vector fields is at the very core of Cauchy-Riemann
geometry.

To apply Theorem 1.13, introduce the “multiple” flows of the two
collections{Lk}16k6m and {Lk}16k6m. If p ∈ M has coordinates
(zp, wp, ζp, ξp) ∈ ∆m

ρ1
× ∆d

ρ1
× ∆m

ρ1
× ∆d

ρ1
satisfyingwp = Θ(zp, ζp, ξp)

andξp = Θ(ζp, zp, wp) and ifz1 := (z1,1, . . . , z1,m) ∈ Cm is a small “mul-
titime” parameter, define the “multiple” flow ofL by:

(2.8)

Lz1(zp, wp, ζp, ξp) := exp (z1L) (p)

:= exp (z1,1L1(· · · (exp(z1,mLm(p))) · · · ))
:=
(
zp + z1,Θ(zp + z1, ζp, ξp), ζp, ξp

)
.

Of course,Lz1(p) ∈ M. Similarly, forp ∈ M andζ1 ∈ Cm, defining:

(2.9) Lζ1(zp, wp, ζp, ξp) := (zp, wp, ζp + ζ1,Θ(ζp + ζ1, zp, wp)),

we haveLζ1(p) ∈ M. Clearly,(p, z1) 7→ Lz1(p) and(p, ζ1) 7→ Lζ1(p) are
complex algebraic or analytic local maps.

2.10. Segre chains.Let us start fromp = 0 being the origin and move
vertically along the complexified conjugate Segre varietyS0 of a height
z1 ∈ Cm, namely let us consider the pointLz1(0), which we shall also
denote byΓ1(z1). We haveΓ1(0) = 0. Let z2 ∈ Cm. Starting from the
pointΓ1(z1), let us move horizontally along the complexified Segre variety
of a lengthz2 ∈ Cm, namely let us consider the point

Γ2(z1, z2) := Lz2(Lz1(0)).

Next, defineΓ3(z1, z2, z3) := Lz3(Lz2(Lz1(0))), and then

Γ4(z1, z2, z3, z4) := Lz4(Lz3(Lz2(Lz1(0)))),

and so on. We draw a diagram:
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0

τ

t

Γ3(z(3))

Γ2(z(2))Γ1(z1)

M

Γ4(z(4))

Cn × Cn

Segre chains inM

By induction, for everyk ∈ N, k > 1, we obtain a local complex alge-
braic or analytic mapΓk(z1, . . . , zk), valued inM, defined for sufficiently
smallz1, . . . , zk ∈ Cm which satisfiesΓk(0, . . . , 0) = 0. The abbreviated
notationz(k) := (z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Cmk will be used. The mapΓk is called the
k-th conjugate Segre chain([Me2004a, Me2005]).

If we had conducted this procedure by starting withL instead of start-
ing with L, we would have obtained mapsΓ1(z1) := Lz1(0), Γ2(z(2)) :=
Lz2(Lz1(0)), etc., and generallyΓk(z(k)). The mapΓk is called thek-th
Segre chain.

There is a symmetry relation betweenΓk andΓk. Indeed, letσ be the
antiholomorphic involution ofCn ×Cn defined byσ(t, τ) := (τ̄ , t̄). Since
we havew = Θ(z, ζ, ξ) if and only if ξ = Θ(ζ, z, w), this involution is a
bijection ofM. Applying σ to the definitions (2.8) and (2.9) of the flows
of L and ofL, one may verify thatσ(Lz1(p)) = Lz̄1(σ(p)). It follows the
general symmetry relationσ

(
Γk(z(k))

)
= Γk

(
z(k)
)
. Thus,Γk andΓk have

the same behavior.

2.11. Minimality of M at the origin and complexified local CR orbits.
SinceΓk(0) = Γk(0) = 0, for every integerk > 1, there existsδk > 0
sufficiently small such thatΓk(z(k)) andΓk(z(k)) are well defined and be-
long toM, at least for allz(k) ∈ ∆mk

δk
. To fiw ideas, it will be conve-

nient to consider that∆mk
δk

is the precise domain of definition ofΓk and
of Γk. We aim to apply the procedure of Theorem 1.13 to the system
L0 :=

{
L1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm

}
.

However, there is a slight (innocuous) difference: each multitime t =
(t1, . . . , t) ∈ Kk had scalar componentsti ∈ K, whereas now each
z(k) = (z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Cmk has vectorial componentszi ∈ Cm. It is easy
to see that bothΓ1 andΓ1 are of constant rankm. Also, bothΓ2 andΓ2
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are of constant rank2m, sinceL1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm are linearly inde-
pendent at the origin. However, when passing to (conjugate)Segre chains
of length> 3, it is necessary to speak ofgeneric ranks and to introduce
some combinatorial integersek > 1. Justifying examples may be found
in [Me1999, Me2004a].

Theorem 2.12. ([BER1996, BER1999, Me1999, Me2001a, Me2004a])
There exists an integerν0 with 1 6 ν0 6 d and, fork = 3, . . . , ν0 + 1,
integersek with 1 6 ek 6 m such that the following nine properties hold
true.

(1) For everyk = 3, . . . , ν0 +1, the two mapsΓk andΓk are of generic
rank equal to2m + e3 + · · · + ek. In the special caseν0 = 1, the
ek are inexistent2 and nothing is stated.

(2) For everyk > ν0+1, bothΓk andΓk are of fixed, stabilized generic
rank equal to2m+ e, where

e := e3 + · · · + eν0 6 d.

(3) Settingµ0 := 2ν0 + 1, there exist two pointsz∗(µ0) ∈ ∆mµ0

δµ0
and

z∗(µ0) ∈ ∆mµ0

δµ0
satisfyingΓµ0(z

∗
(µ0)) = 0 andΓµ0

(z∗(µ0)) = 0 which
are arbitrarily close to the origin in∆mµ0

δµ0
such thatΓµ0 andΓµ0

are of constant rank2m + e in neighborhoodsω∗ andω∗ of z∗(µ0)

and ofz∗(µ0). The imagesΓµ0(ω
∗) andΓµ0

(ω∗) then constitute two
pieces of localK-algebraic or analytic submanifold of dimension
2m+ e contained inM.

(4) BothΓµ0(ω
∗) andΓµ0

(ω∗) enjoy the most important property that
all vector fieldsL1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm are tangent toΓµ0(ω

∗)
and toΓµ0

(ω∗).

(5) Γµ0(ω
∗) andΓµ0

(ω∗) coincide together in a neighborhood of0 in
M.

(6) Denoting by

OL,L(M, 0)

this common local piece of complex analytic submanifold ofM, it
is algebraic provided that the flows of

{
L1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm

}

are themselves algebraic.

2One may sete1 := m ande2 := m in any case.
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(7) Every local complex analytic or algebraic submanifoldN ⊂ M
passing through the origin to whichL1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm are
all tangent must containOL,L(M, 0) in a neighborhood of the ori-
gin.

(8) The integersν0, e3, . . . , eµ0 ande are biholomorphic invariants of
M.

(9) Γµ0(ω
∗) and Γµ0

(ω∗) also coincide (in a neighbor-
hood of the origin) with the Nagano leaf of the system{
L1, . . . ,Lm, L1, . . . ,Lm

}
, as it was constructed in Theorem 1.5.

As in [Me2004a, Me2005] (with different notations), the integerν0 will
be called theSegre type ofM .

The “orbit notation”OL,L(M, 0) anticipates the presentation and the no-
tation of Section 1(III). We will abandon Lie brackets and Nagano leaves.

The complex vector fieldsLk := ∂
∂zk

+
∑d

j=1
∂Θj

∂zk
(z, z̄, w̄) ∂

∂wj
, k =

1, . . . , m, are tangent toM of equationswj = Θj(z, z̄, w̄), j = 1, . . . , d;
their conjugatesLk are also tangent toM ; it follows that the real and imag-
inary partsReLk and ImLk are also tangent toM . We may then apply
Theorem 1.13 to the system{ReLk, ImLk}16k6m, getting a certain real
analytic local submanifoldOL,L(M, 0) of M passing through the origin.
It will be called thelocal CR orbit of the origin inM (terminology of
Part III).

The relation betweenOL,L(M, 0) and OL,L(M, 0) is as follows
([BER1996, Me1999, Me2001a, Me2004a]). Letπt(t, τ) := t and
πτ (t, τ) := τ denote the two canonical projections associated to the
product∆n

ρ1 × ∆n
ρ1 . Let A :=

{
(t, τ) ∈ ∆n

ρ1 × ∆n
ρ1 : τ = t̄

}
be the

antiholomorphic diagonal. Observe thatπt(A ∩M) = M .

• The extrinsic complexification
[
OL,L(M, 0)

]c
= OL,L(M, 0).

• The projectionπt
(
A ∩ OL,L(M, 0)

)
= OL,L(M, 0).

Concerning smoothness, a striking subtelty happens: ifM is real alge-
braic, although the local multiple flows ofL and ofL are complex alge-
braic (thanks to their definitions (2.8) and (2.9)), the flowsof ReLk and of
ImLk are only real analytic in general.

Example 2.13.([Me2004a]) For the real algebraic hypersurface ofC2 de-
fined byImw =

√
1 + zz̄ − 1, the vector fieldL := ∂

∂z
+ iz̄

√
1 + zz̄ ∂

∂w

generatesT 1,0M and the flow of2 ReL involves the transcendent function
Arcsh.
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Theorem 2.14.([BER1996, Me2001a])The local CR orbitOL,L(M, 0) is
real algebraic ifM is.

For the proof, assumingM to be real algebraic, it is impossible, because
of the example, to apply the second phrase of Theorem 1.13(5) to the sys-
tem{ReLk, ImLk}16k6m. Fortunately, this phrase applies to the complex-
ified system{Lk,Lk}16k6m, whenceOL,L(M, 0) is algebraic, and then
the local CR orbitOL,L(M, 0) = πt (A ∩ OL,L(M, 0)) is real algebraic.

Definition 2.15. The generic submanifoldM or its extrinsic complexifica-
tion M is said to beminimal at the originif OL,L(M, 0) contains a neigh-
borhood of0 inM , or equivalently ifOL,L(M, 0) contains a neighborhood
of 0 in M.

The minimality at the origin of the algebraic or analytic complexified
local generic submanifoldM = (M)c is a biholomorphically invariant
property; it neither depends on the choice of defining equations nor on the
choice of a conjugate pair of systems of complex vector fields{Lk}16k6m

and{Lk}16k6m spanning the tangent space to the two foliations.
Minimality at 0 readse = d in Theorem 2.12. For a hypersurfaceM ,

namely withd = 1, minimality at0 is equivalent toν0 = 2.

2.16. Projections of the submersionsΓµ0 and Γµ0
. Let µ0 = 2ν0 + 1 as

in Theorem 2.12. IfM is minimal at the origin, the two local holomorphic
maps

Γµ0 and Γµ0
: ∆mµ0

δµ0
−→ M

satisfyΓµ0(z
∗
(µ0)) = 0 andΓµ0

(z∗(µ0)) = 0 and they are submersive atz∗(µ0)

and atz∗(µ0).
Consider the two projectionsπt(t, τ) := t and πτ (t, τ) := τ and

four compositionsπt
(
Γµ0(z(µ0))

)
, πt

(
Γµ0

(z(µ0))
)

and πτ
(
Γµ0(z(µ0))

)
,

πτ
(
Γµ0

(z(µ0))
)
. Sinceµ0 = 2ν0 + 1 is odd, observe that the composi-

tion Γ2ν0+1 = L(· · · ) ends with aL and thatΓ2ν0+1 = L(· · · ) ends with
a L. According to the two definitions of the flow maps, the coordinates
(ζp, ξp) are untouched in (2.8) and the coordinates(zp, wp) are untouched
in (2.9). It follows that

{
πt
(
Γ2ν0+1(z(2ν0+1))

)
≡ πt

(
Γ2ν0(z(2ν0))

)
and

πτ
(
Γ2ν0+1(z(2ν0+1))

)
≡ πτ

(
Γ2ν0(z(2ν0))

)
.

Corollary 2.17. ([Me1999, BER1999, Me2004a])If M is minimal at the
origin, there exists a integerν0 6 d+1 (theSegre typeofM at the origin)
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and there exist pointsz∗(2ν0) ∈ C2mν0 andz∗(2ν0) ∈ C2mν0 arbitrarily close
to the origin, such that the two maps

{
∆m2ν0
δ2ν0

∋ z(2ν0) 7−→ πt
(
Γ2ν0(z(2ν0))

)
∈ Cn and

∆m2ν0
δ2ν0

∋ z(2ν0) 7−→ πτ
(
Γ2ν0(z(2ν0))

)
∈ Cn

are of rankn and sendz∗(2ν0) andz∗(2ν0) to the origin.

§3. FORMAL CR MAPPINGS, JETS OFSEGRE VARIETIES

AND CR REFLECTION MAPPING

3.1. Complexified CR mappings respect pairs of foliations.Let n′ ∈ N
with n′ > 1 and letM ′ ⊂ Cn

′
be a second algebraic or analytic generic

submanifold of codimensiond′ > 1 and of CR dimensionm′ = n′−d′ > 1.
Let p′ ∈ M ′. There exist local coordinatest′ = (z′, w′) ∈ Cm

′ × Cd′
centered atp′ in whichM ′ is represented bȳw′ = Θ′(z̄′, t′), or equivalently
by w′ = Θ

′
(z′, t

′
). If (t

′
)c = τ ′ = (ζ ′, ξ′) ∈ Cm

′ × Cd′ , the extrinsic
complexification is represented byξ′ = Θ′(ζ ′, t′), or equivalently byw′ =

Θ
′
(z′, τ ′). We shall denote by0′ the origin ofCn

′
.

Let t ∈ Cn and leth(t) = (h1(t), . . . , hn′(t)) ∈ C[[t]]n
′

be a formal
power series mapping with no constant term,i.e. h(0) = 0′; it may also
be holomorphic namelyh(t) ∈ C{t}n′

, or even (Nash) algebraic. We have
(h(t))c = h((t)c) = h(τ). Definehc(t, τ) := (h(t), h(τ)).

Setr(t, τ) := ξ − Θ(ζ, t), setr(τ, t) := w − Θ(z, τ), setr′(t′, τ ′) :=

ξ′ − Θ′(ζ ′, t′) and setr′(τ ′, t′) := w′ − Θ
′
(z′, τ ′). We say that the power

series mappingh is a formal CR mappingfrom (M, 0) to (M ′, 0′) if there
exists ad′ × d matrix of formal power seriesb(t, t̄) such that

r′
(
h(t), h(t̄)

)
≡ b(t, t̄) r(t, t̄)

in C[[t, t̄]]d
′

. By complexification, it follows thatr′
(
h(t), h(τ)

)
≡

b(t, τ) r(t, τ) in C[[t, τ ]]d
′

, namelyhc(t, τ) = (h(t), h(τ)) maps(M, 0)
formally to (M′, 0′). By Lemma 2.6, there exist two complex analytic
invertible matricesa(t, τ) anda′ (t′, τ ′) satisfying :
{
r(t, τ) ≡ a(t, τ) r(τ, t), r′ (t′, τ ′) ≡ a′ (t′, τ ′) r′ (τ ′, t′) ,

r(τ, t) ≡ a(τ, t) r(t, τ), r′(τ ′, t′) ≡ a′ (τ ′, t′) r′ (t′, τ ′) ,

in C[[t, τ ]]d and inC[[t′, τ ′]]d
′

. So, to define a complexified formal CR map-
ping hc : (M, 0) 7→F (M′, 0′), we get four vectorial formal identities,
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each one implying the remaining three:{
r′
(
h(t), h(τ)

)
≡ b(t, τ) r(t, τ), r′

(
h(t), h(τ)

)
≡ c(τ, t) r(τ, t),

r′
(
h(τ), h(t)

)
≡ b(τ, t) r(τ, t), r′

(
h(τ), h(t)

)
≡ c(t, τ) r(t, τ).

Here, we have setc(t, τ) := b(τ, t) a(t, τ).
These identities are independent of the choice of local coordinates and

of local complex defining equations for(M, 0) and for(M ′, 0′). Sinceh
is not a true point-map, we writeh : (M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′), the indexF
being the initial ofFormal. Ifh is convergent, it is a true point-map from a
neighborhood of0 in M to a neighborhood of0′ in M ′.

(h(t), h̄(τ ))

0′

τ ′

t′

M′

0

τ

t

M
hc = (h, h̄)

Γ1(z1) Γ2(z(2))

Γ3(z(3))

S

S ′

S ′S Cn′

× Cn′Cn × Cn

Complexified formal CR mappings respect pairs of foliations

If h is holomorphic in a polydisc∆n
ρ1

, ρ1 > 0, its extrinsic complex-
ification hc sends both then-dimensional coordinate spaces{t = cst.}
and{τ = cst.} to then′-dimensional coordinate spaces{t′ = cst.} and
{τ ′ = cst.}.

Equivalently,hc maps complexified (conjugate) Segre varieties of the
source to complexified (conjugate) Segre varieties of the target. Some
strong rigidity properties are due to the fact thathc = (h, h̄) must respect
the two pairs of Segre foliations.

The most important rigidity feature, called thereflection principle3, says
that the smoothness ofM , M ′ governs the smoothness ofh:

• suppose thatM andM ′ are real analytic and thath(t) ∈ C[[t]]n
′

is
only formal; statement: under suitable assumptions,h(t) ∈ C{t}n′

is in fact convergent.
3Other rigidity phenomena are: parametrization of CR automorphism groups by a jet

of finite order, finiteness of their dimension, genericity ofnonalgebraizable CR submani-
folds, genericity of CR submanifolds having no infinitesimal CR automorphisms,etc.
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• suppose thatM andM ′ are real algebraic and thath(t) ∈ C[[t]]n
′

is
only formal; statement: under suitable assumptions,h(t) is com-
plex algebraic.

After a mathematical phenomenon has been observed in a special, well
understood situation, the research has to focus attention on the finest, the
most adequate, the necessary and sufficient conditions insuring it to hold
true.

In this section, we aim to expose various possible assumptions for
the reflection principle to hold. Our goal is to provide a synthesis
by gathering various nondegeneracy assumptions which imply reflection.
For more about history, for other results, for complements and for dif-
ferent points of view we refer to [Pi1975, Le1977, We1977, We1978,
Pi1978, DF1978, DW1980, DF1988, BR1988, BR1990, DP1993, DP1995,
DP1998, BER1999, Sh2000, BER2000, Me2001a, Me2002, Hu2001,
Sh2003, DP2003, Ro2003, MMZ2003b, ER2004, Me2005].

The main theorems will be presented in§3.19 and in§3.22 below, af-
ter a long preliminary. In these results,M will always be assumed to be
minimal at the origin. Corollary 2.17 says already how to useconcretely
this assumption: to show the convergence or the algebraicity of a formal
CR mappingh : (M, 0) 7→F (M ′, 0′), it suffices to establish that for every
k ∈ N, the formal mapsz(k) 7−→F h

(
πt
(
Γk(z(k))

))
are convergent or

algebraic.
Before surveying recent results about the reflection principle (without

any indication of proof), we have to analyze thoroughly the geometry of
the targetM′ and to present the nondegeneracy conditions both onM′ and
onh. Of course, everything will also be meaningful for sufficiently smooth
(C∞ or Cκ) local CR mappings, by considering Taylor series.

These conditions are classical in local analytic geometry and they may
already be illustrated here with a plain formal maph(t) ∈ C[[t]]n

′

, not
necessarily being CR.

Definition 3.2. A formal power series mappingh : (Cn, 0) 7→F (Cn
′
, 0′)

with componentshi′(t) ∈ C[[t]], i′ = 1, . . . , n′, is called

(1) invertibleif n′ = n anddet ([∂hi1/∂ti2 ](0))16i1,i26n 6= 0;

(2) submersiveif n > n′ and there exist integers1 6 i(1) < · · · <
i(n′) 6 n such thatdet ([∂hi′1/∂ti(i′2)](0))16i′1,i

′
26n′ 6= 0;

(3) finite if the ideal generated by the componentsh1(t), . . . , hn′(t) is
of finite codimension inC[[t]]; this impliesn′ > n;
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(4) dominatingif n > n′ and there exist integers1 6 i(1) < · · · <
i(n′) 6 n such thatdet([∂hi′1/∂ti(i′2)](t))16i′1,i

′
26n′ 6≡ 0 in C[[t]];

(5) transversal if there does not exist a nonzero power series
G(t′1, . . . , t

′
n′) ∈ C[[t′1, . . . , t

′
n′]] such thatG(h1(t), . . . , hn′(t)) ≡ 0

in C[[t]].

It is elementary to see that invertibility implies submersiveness which
implies domination. Furthermore, if a formal power series is either invert-
ible, submersive or dominating, then it is transversal. Philosophically, the
“distance” between finite and dominating or transversal is large, whereas
the “distance” between invertible and submersive or finite is “small”.

3.3. Jets of Segre varieties and Segre mapping.The targetM ′ concen-
trates all geometric conditions that are central for the reflection principle.
With respect toM′, the complexified conjugate Segre variety associated
to a fixedt′ is S ′

t′ := {(ζ ′, ξ′) ∈ Cn
′

: ξ′ = Θ′(ζ ′, t′)}. Here,ζ ′ is a
parametrizing variable. Fork′ ∈ N, define themorphism ofk′-th jets of
complexified conjugate Segre varieties by:

ϕ′
k′(ζ

′, t′) := Jk
′

τ ′S ′
t′ :=

(
ζ ′,

(
1

β ′!
∂β

′

ζ′ Θ
′
j′(ζ

′, t′)

)

16j′6d′, β′∈Nm′ , |β′|6k′

)
.

It takes values inCm
′+Nd′,m′,k′ , withNd′,m′,k′ := d′ (m

′+k′)!
m′! k′!

. If k′1 6 k′2, we
have of courseπk′2,k′1 ◦ ϕ′

k′2
= ϕ′

k′1
.

As observed in [DW1980], the properties of this morphism govern the
various reflection principles. We shall say ([Me2004a, Me2005]) thatM ′

(or equivalentlyM′) is:

(nd1) Levi non-degenerate at the originif ϕ′
1 is of rankm′+n′ at(ζ ′, t′) =

(0′, 0′);

(nd2) finitely nondegenerate at the originif there exists an integerℓ′0 such
thatϕ′

k′ is of rankn′ + m′ at (ζ ′, t′) = (0′, 0′), for k′ = ℓ′0, hence
for all k′ > ℓ′0;

(nd3) essentially finite at the originif there exists an integerℓ′0 such that
ϕ′
k′ is a finite holomorphic map at(ζ ′, t′) = (0′, 0′), for k′ = ℓ′0,

hence for allk′ > ℓ′0;

(nd4) Segre nondegenerate at the originif there exists an integerℓ′0 such
that the restriction ofϕ′

k′ to the complexified Segre varietyS ′
0 (of

complex dimensionm′) is of generic rankm′, for k′ = ℓ′0, hence
for all k′ > ℓ′0;
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(nd5) holomorphically nondegenerateif there exists an integerℓ′0 such
that the mapϕ′

k′ is of maximal possible generic rank, equal tom′+
n′, for k′ = ℓ′0, hence for allk′ > ℓ′0.

Theorem 3.4. ([Me2004a])These five conditions are biholomorphically
invariant and: (nd1) ⇒ (nd2) ⇒ (nd3) ⇒ (nd4) ⇒ (nd5).

Being not punctual, the last condition(nd5) is the finest: as every con-
dition of maximal generic rank, it propagates from any smallopen subet to
big connected open sets, thanks to the principle of analyticcontinuation.
Notably, if a connected real analyticM ′ is holomorphically nondegenerate
“at” a point, it is automatically holomorphically nondegenerate “at” every
point ([St1996, BER1999, Me2004a]).

To explain the (crucial) biholomorphic invariance of the jet mapϕ′
k′,

consider a local biholomorphismt′ 7→ h′(t′) = t′′, wheret′, t′′ ∈ Cn′
, that

fixes the origin,h′i′(t
′) ∈ C{t′}, h′i′(0

′) = 0′, for i′ = 1, . . . , n′. Splitting
the coordinatest′′ = (z′′, w′′) ∈ Cm′×Cd′ , the imageM ′′ may be similarly
represented bȳw′′ = Θ′′(z̄′′, t′′) and there exists ad′ × d′ matrix b′(t′, τ ′)
of local holomorphic functions such that

r′′
(
h′(t′), h

′
(τ ′)
)
≡ b′(t′, τ ′) r′(t′, τ ′)

in C{t′, τ ′}d′, wherer′j′(t
′, τ ′) := ξ′j′ − Θ′

j′(ζ
′, t′) andr′′j′ (t

′′, τ ′′) := ξ′′j′ −
Θ′′
j′ (ζ

′′, t′′), for j′ = 1, . . . , d′. Settingh′(t′) := (f ′(t′), g′(t′)) ∈ C{t′}m′×
C{t′}d′ and replacingξ′ by Θ′(ζ ′, t′) in the above equation, the right hand
side vanishes identically (sincer′(t′, τ ′) = ξ′−Θ′(ζ ′, t′) by definition) and
we obtain the following formal identity inC{ζ ′, t′}d′:

g′ (ζ ′,Θ′(ζ ′, t′)) ≡ Θ′′(f ′
(ζ ′,Θ′(ζ ′, t′)), h′(t′)

)
.

Some algebraic manipulations conduct to the following.

Lemma 3.5. ([Me2004a, Me2005])For everyj′ = 1, . . . , d′ and every
β ′ ∈ Nm

′
, there exists auniversalrational mapQ′

j′,β′ whose expression
depends neither onM′, nor onh′, nor onM′′, such that the following
identities inC{ζ ′, t′} hold true:

1

β′!

∂|β
′|Θ′′

j′

∂(ζ ′′)β′

(
f
′
(ζ ′,Θ′(ζ ′, t′)), h′(t′)

)
≡

≡ Q′
j′,β′

((
∂
β′
1
ζ′ Θ′

j′1
(ζ ′, t′)

)
16j′16d′, |β′

1|6|β′|
,
(
∂
α′

1
τ ′ h

′
i′1

(ζ ′,Θ′(ζ ′, t′))
)

16i′16n′,|α′
1|6|β′|

)

=: R′
j′,β′

(
ζ ′,
(
∂
β′
1
ζ′ Θj′1

(ζ ′, t′)
)

16j′16d′, |β′
1|6|β′|

)
,
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where the last line definesR′
j′,β′ by forgetting the jets ofh

′
. Here, theQ′

j′,β′

are holomorphic in a neighborhood of the constant jet
(
(∂

β′
1

ζ′ Θ′
j′1

(0, 0))16j′16d′, |β′
1|6|β′|, (∂

α′
1

τ ′ h
′
i′1
(0, 0))16i′16n,|α′

1|6|β′|

)
.

Some symmetric relations hold after replacingΘ′, Θ′′, ζ ′, t′, f
′
, h′ by Θ

′
,

Θ
′′
, z′, τ ′, f ′, h

′
.

The existence ofR′
j′,β′ says that the following diagram is commutative :

(M′, 0′)
(h′)c

//

Jk′
• S′

•
��

(M′, 0′)

Jk′
• S′′

•
��

Cm+Nd′,m′,k′

R′
k′

((h′)c)
// Cm+Nd′,m′,k′

,

where the biholomorphic mapR′
k′((h

′)c), which depends on(h′)c, is de-
fined by its componentsR′

j′,β′ for j′ = 1, . . . , d′ and|β ′| 6 k′. Thanks to
the invertibility of h′, the mapR′

k′((h
′)c) is also checked to be invertible,

and then the invariance of the five nondegeneracy conditions(nd1), (nd2),
(nd3), (nd4) and(nd5) is easily established ([Me2004a]).

We now present theSegre mappingof M ′. By developing the series
Θ′
j′(ζ

′, t′) in powers ofζ ′, we may write the equations ofM′ under the
form ξ′j′ =

∑
γ′∈Nm′ (ζ ′)γ

′
Θ′
j′,γ′(t

′) for j′ = 1, . . . , d′. In terms of such a
development, theinfinite Segre mapping ofM ′ is defined to be the map-
ping

Q′
∞ : Cn

′ ∋ t′ 7−→ (Θ′
j′,γ′(t

′))16j′6d′, γ′∈Nm′ ∈ C∞.

Let k′ ∈ N. For finiteness reasons, it is convenient to truncate this infinite
collection and to define thek′-th Segre mapping ofM ′ by

Q′
k′ : Cn

′ ∋ t′ 7−→ (Θ′
j′,γ′(t

′))16j′6d′, |γ′|6k′ ∈ CNd′,n′,k′ ,

whereNd′,n′,k′ = d′ (n′+k′)!
n′! k′!

. If k′2 > k′1, we haveπk′2,k′1
[
Q′
k′2

(t′)
]

= Q′
k′1

(t′).
One verifies ([Me2004a]) the following characterizations.

(nd1) M ′ is Levi non-degenerate at the originif and only ifQ′
1 is of rank

n′ at t′ = 0′.

(nd2) M ′ is finitely nondegenerate at the originif and only if there exists
an integerℓ′0 such thatQ′

k′ is of rankn′ at t′ = 0′, for all k′ > ℓ′0.

(nd3) M ′ is essentially finite at the originif there exists an integerℓ′0 such
thatQ′

k′ is a finite holomorphic map att′ = 0′, for all k′ > ℓ′0.
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(nd4) M ′ is Segre nondegenerate at the originif there exists an integerℓ′0
such that the restriction ofQ′

k′ to the complexified Segre varietyS ′
0′

(of complex dimensionm′) is of generic rankm′, for all k′ > ℓ′0.

(nd5) M ′ is holomorphically nondegenerateif there exists an integerℓ′0
such that the mapQ′

k′ is of maximal possible generic rank, equal
to n′, for all k′ > ℓ′0.

3.6. Essential holomorphic dimension and Levi multitype.Assume
now thatM ′ is not nececessarily local, but connected. Denote byℓ′M ′ the
smallest integerk′ such that the generic rank of the jet mappings(t′, τ ′) 7→
Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′ does not increase afterk′ and denote bym′ + n′

M ′ 6 m′ + n′ the

(maximal) generic rank of(t′, τ ′) 7→ J
ℓ′
M′

τ ′ S ′
t′ . Sincew′ 7→ Θ′(ζ ′, z′, w′) is

of rankd′ according to Theorem 2.5, the (generic) rank of the zero-th order
jet map satisfies

genrkC

(
(t′, τ ′) 7→ J0

τ ′S ′
t′ = (ζ ′,Θ′(ζ ′, z′, w′))

)
= m′ + d′ = n′.

Thus,d′ 6 n′
M ′ 6 n′. It is natural to calln′

M ′ the essential holomorphic
dimension ofM ′ because of the following.

Proposition 3.7. ([Me2001a, Me2004a])Locally in a neighborhood of a
Zariski-generic pointp′ ∈ M ′, the generic submanifoldM ′ is biholomor-
phically equivalent to the productM ′

p′×∆n′−n′
M′ , of a generic submanifold

M ′
p′ of codimensiond′ in Cn

′
M′ by a complex polydisc∆n′−n′

M′ .

Generally speaking, we may defineλ′0,M ′ := genrkC ((t′, τ ′) 7→ J0
τ ′S ′

t′)−
m′ = d′ and for everyk′ = 1, . . . , ℓ′M ′,

λ′k′,M ′ := genrkC

(
(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′

)
− genrkC

(
(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′−1
τ ′ S ′

t′

)
.

One verifies ([Me2004a]) thatλ′1,M ′ > 1, . . . , λ′ℓ′
M′ ,M

′ > 1. With these
definitions, we have the relations

genrkC

(
(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′

)
= m′ + λ′0,M ′ + λ′1,M ′ + · · ·+ λ′k′,M ′,

for k′ = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ′M ′ and

genrkC

(
(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′

)
= m′ +d′+λ′1,M ′ + · · ·+λ′ℓ′

M′ ,M
′ = m′ +n′

M ′,

for all k′ > ℓ′M ′ . It follows that

ℓ′M ′ 6 λ′1,M ′ + · · ·+ λ′ℓ′
M′ ,M

′ = n′
M ′ − d′ 6 m′.
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Theorem 3.8. ([Me2004a])LetM ′ be aconnectedreal algebraic or ana-
lytic generic submanifold inCn

′
of codimensiond′ > 1 and of CR dimen-

sionm′ = n′ − d′ > 1. Then there exist well defined integersn′
M ′ > d′,

ℓ′M ′ > 0, λ′0,M ′ > 1, λ′1,M ′ > 1, . . . , λ′ℓ′
M′ ,M

′ > 1 and a proper real alge-

braic or analytic subvarietyE ′ ofM ′ such that for every pointp′ ∈M ′\E ′

and for every system of coordinates(z′, w′) vanishing atp′ in whichM ′ is
represented by defining equationsw̄j′ = Θ′

j′(z̄
′, t′), j′ = 1, . . . , d′, then the

following four properties hold:

• λ′0,M ′ = d′, d′ 6 n′
M ′ 6 n′ andℓ′M ′ 6 n′

M ′ − d′.

• For everyk′ = 0, 1, . . . , ℓ′M ′, the mapping ofk′-th order jets of the
conjugate complexified Segre varieties(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′ is of rank

equal tom′ + λ′0,M ′ + · · · + λ′k′,M ′ at (t′p′, t̄
′
p′) = (0′, 0′).

• n′
M ′ = d′ + λ′1,M ′ + · · · + λ′ℓ′

M′ ,M
′ and for everyk′ > ℓ′M ′ , the

mapping ofk′-th order jets of the conjugate complexified Segre va-
rieties(t′, τ ′) 7→ Jk

′

τ ′S ′
t′ is of rank equal ton′

M ′ at (0′, 0′).

• There exists a local complex algebraic or analytic change ofco-
ordinatest′′ = h′(t′) fixing p′ such that the imageM ′′

p′ := h′(M ′)

is locally in a neighborhood ofp′ the productM ′′
p′ × ∆n′−n′

M′ of
a real algebraic or analytic generic submanifold of codimension
d′ in Cn

′
M′ by a complex polydisc∆n′−n′

M′ . Furthermore, at the
central pointp′ ∈ M ′′

p′ ⊂ Cn
′
M′ , the generic submanifoldM ′′

p′ is
ℓ′M ′-finitely nondegenerate, hence in particular its essentialholo-
morphic dimensionn′

M ′′
p′

coincides withn′
M ′ .

In particular,M ′ is holomorphically nondegenerate if and only ifn′
M ′ =

n′ and in this case,M ′ is finitely nondegenerate at every point of the
Zariski-open subsetM ′\E ′.

3.9. CR-horizontal nondegeneracy conditions.As in §3.1, let h =

h(t) ∈ C[[t]]n
′

be a formal CR mapping(M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′). De-
composeh(t) = (f(t), g(t)) ∈ C[[t]]m

′ × C[[t]]d
′

, as in the splitting
t′ = (z′, w′) ∈ Cm

′ × Cd′. Replacingw by Θ(z, τ) in the fundamental
identity r′

(
h(τ), h(t)

)
≡ b(τ, t) r(τ, t), the right hand side vanishes iden-

tically (sincer(τ, t) = w − Θ(z, τ) by definition), and we get a formal
identity inC[[z, τ ]]d

′

:

g
(
z,Θ(z, τ)

)
≡ Θ

′ (
f(z,Θ(z, τ)), h(τ)

)
.
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Settingτ := 0, we getg
(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
≡ Θ

′(
f(z,Θ(z, 0)), 0

)
. In other

words,h|S0 mapsS0 formally to S ′
0′ . The restrictionh|S0 coincides with

the formal map:

Cm ∋ z 7−→F

(
f
(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
, Θ

′ (
f
(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
, 0
))

∈ Cm′ ×Cd′ .
The rank properties of this formal map are the same as those ofits CR-
horizontal part:

Cm ∋ z 7−→F f
(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
∈ Cm′

.

The formal CR mappingh is said ([Me2004a]) to be:

(cr1) CR-invertibleat the origin ifm′ = m and if its CR-horizontal part
is a formal equivalence atz = 0;

(cr2) CR-submersiveat the origin ifm′ 6 m and if its CR-horizontal
part is a formal submersion atz = 0;

(cr3) CR-finite at the origin if m′ = m and if its CR-horizontal
part is a finite formal map atz = 0, namely the quotient ring
C[[z]]/

(
fk′(z,Θ(z, 0))16k′6m′

)
is finite-dimensional (the require-

mentm′ = m is necessary for the reflection principle below);

(cr4) CR-dominatingat the origin ifm′ 6 m and if there exist inte-
gers1 6 k(1) < · · · < k(m′) 6 m such that the determinant
det([∂φk′1/∂zk(k′2)](z))16k′1,k

′
26m′ 6≡ 0 does not vanish identically

in C[[z]], whereφk′(z) := fk′
(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
;

(cr5) CR-transversalat the origin if there does not exist a nonzero
formal power series F ′(f1, . . . , fm′) ∈ C[[f1, . . . , fm′ ]]
such that F ′(φ1(z), . . . , φm′(z)) ≡ 0 in C[[z]], where
φk′(z) := fk′

(
z,Θ(z, 0)

)
.

One verifies ([Me2004a]) biholomorphic invariance and the four implica-
tions:

(cr1) ⇒ (cr2) ⇒ (cr3) ⇒ (cr4) ⇒ (cr5),
provided thatm′ = m in the second and in the third. By far, CR-
transversality is the most general nondegeneracy condition.

3.10. Nondegeneracy conditions for CR mappings.This subsection ex-
plains how to synthetize the combinatorics of various formal reflection
principles published in the last decade.

As in §3.1, lethc : (M, 0) →F (M′, 0) be a complexified formal CR
mapping between two formal, analytic or algebraic complexified generic
submanifolds of equations0 = r(t, τ) := ξ − Θ(ζ, t) and0 = r′(t′, τ ′) :=
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ξ′ − Θ′(ζ ′, t′). By hypothesis,r′(h(t), h(τ)) ≡ b(t, τ) r(t, τ). Denot-
ing h = (f, g) ∈ Cm′ × Cd′ , replacingξ by Θ(ζ, t) in r′(h(t), h(τ)) ≡
b(t, τ) r(t, τ) and developingΘ′(f̄ , h) =

∑
γ′∈Nm′ f̄γ

′
Θ′
γ′(h), we start

with the following fundamental power series identity inC[[ζ, t]]d
′

:

ḡ(ζ,Θ(ζ, t)) ≡ Θ′(f̄(ζ,Θ(ζ, t)), h(t)
)

≡
∑

γ′∈Nm′

f̄(ζ,Θ(ζ, t))γ
′

Θ′
γ′(h(t)).

Consider them complex vector fieldsL1, . . . ,Lm tangent toM that were
defined in§2.7. For everyβ = (β1, . . . , βm) ∈ Nm, define the multiple
derivationLβ = Lβ1

1 · · · Lβm
m . Applying them to the aboved′ scalar equa-

tions, observing that they do not differentiate the variablest = (z, w), we
get, without writing the arguments:

Lβ ḡj′ −
∑

γ′∈Nm′

Lβ(f̄γ′) Θ′
j′,γ′(h) ≡ 0,

for all β ∈ Nm, all j′ = 1, . . . , d′ and all(t, τ) ∈ M.

Lemma 3.11. ([Me2004a, Me2005])For everyi′ = 1, . . . , n′ and every
β ∈ Nm, there exists a polynomialPi′,β in the jetJ |β|

τ h̄(τ) with coefficients
being power series in(t, τ) which depend only on the defining functions
ξj − Θj(ζ, t) of M and which can be computed by means of some combi-
natorial formula, such that

Lβh̄i′(τ) ≡ Pi′,β
(
t, τ, J |β|

τ h̄(τ)
)
.

Convention 3.12. Let k, l ∈ N. On the complexificationM, equipped
with either the coordinates(z, τ) or (ζ, t), which correspond to either re-
placingw by Θ(z, τ) or ξ by Θ(ζ, t), we shall identify (notationally) a
power series written under the complete form

R(t, τ, Jkh(t), J lh̄(τ)),

with a power series written under one of the following four forms:

• R
(
t, ζ,Θ(ζ, t), Jkh(t), J lh̄(ζ,Θ(ζ, t))

)
,

• R
(
t, ζ, Jkh(t), J lh̄(ζ,Θ(ζ, t))

)
,

• R
(
z,Θ(z, τ), τ, Jkh(z,Θ(z, τ)), J lh̄(τ)

)
,

• R
(
z, τ, Jkh(z,Θ(z, τ)), J lh̄(τ)

)
.
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Thanks to the lemma and to the convention, we may therefore write:

(3.13) Lβ
[
ḡj′(τ) − Θ′

j′(f̄(τ), h(t))
]

=: R′
j′,β

(
t, τ, J |β|

τ h̄(τ) : h(t)
)
≡ 0,

for j′ = 1, . . . , d′. Remind thath(t) is not differentiated, since the deriva-
tionsLβ involve only ∂

∂τi
, i = 1, . . . , n. This is why we writeh(t) after

“:”. Furthmerore, the identities “≡ 0” are understood “onM”, namely
as formal power series identities inC[[ζ, t]] after replacingξ by Θ(ζ, t) or
equivalently, as a formal power series identities inC[[z, τ ]] after replacing
w by Θ(z, τ).

To understand the reflection principle, it is important to observe imme-
diately that the smoothness of the power seriesR′

j′,β is the minimum of the
two smoothnesses ofM and ofM ′. For instance, the power seriesR′

j′,β

are all complex analytic ifM is real analytic and ifM ′ is real algebraic,
even if the power series CR mappingh(t) was assumed to be purely formal
and nonconvergent. By a careful inspection of the application of the chain
rule in the development of the above equations (3.13) (cf. Lemma 3.11),
we even see that eachR′

j′,β is relatively polynomial with respect to the
derivatives of positive order(∂ατ h̄(τ))16|α|6|β|.

3.14. Nondegeneracy conditions for formal CR mappings.In the equa-
tions (3.13), we replaceh(t) by a new independent variablet′ ∈ Cn′

, we
set(t, τ) = (0, 0), and we define the following collection of power series

Ψ′
j′,β(t

′) :=
[
Lβ ḡj′ −

∑

γ′∈Nm′

Lβ(f̄γ′) Θ′
j′,γ′(t

′)
]
t=τ=0

,

for j′ = 1, . . . , d′ andβ ∈ Nm. Here, ifβ = 0, we mean thatΨ′
j′,0(t

′) =
−Θ′

j′(0, t
′). According to (3.13), an equivalent definition is:

Ψ′
j′,β(t

′) := R′
j′,β

(
0, 0, J |β|

τ h̄(0) : t′
)
.

Now, just before introducing five new nondegeneracy conditions, we make
a crucial heuristic remark. Whenn = n′, m = m′, M = M ′ andh =
Id, writing T ′ instead oft′ the special variable above in order to avoid
confusion, we get forj′ = 1, . . . , d′ andβ ′ ∈ Nm′

:

Ψ′
j′,β′(T ′) =

[
L′β′

ξ′j′ −
∑

γ′∈Nm′

L′β′

(ζ ′)γ
′

Θ′
j′,γ′(T

′)
]
t′=τ ′=0′

=
[
L′β′

Θ′
j′(ζ

′, t′) − β ′! Θ′
j′,β′(T ′)

]
t′=τ ′=0′

= β ′!
(
Θ′
j′,β′(0′) − Θ′

j′,β′(T ′)
)
.
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Consequently, up to a translation by a constant, we recover with Ψ′
j′,β′(T ′)

the components of the infinite Segre mappingQ′
∞ of M ′. Hence the next

definition generalizes the concepts introduced before.

Definition 3.15. The formal CR mappingh : (M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′) is called

(h1) Levi-nondegenerateat the origin if the mapping

t′ 7→
(
R′
j′,β(0, 0, J

|β|
τ h̄(0) : t′)

)
16j′6d′, |β|61

is of rankn′ at t′ = 0′;

(h2) finitely nondegenerateat the origin if there exists an integerℓ1 such
that the mapping

t′ 7→
(
R′
j′,β(0, 0, J

|β|
τ h̄(0) : t′)

)
16j′6d′, |β|6k

is of rankn′ at t′ = 0′, for k = ℓ1, hence for everyk > ℓ1;

(h3) essentially finiteat the origin if there exists an integerℓ1 such that
the mapping

t′ 7→
(
R′
j′,β(0, 0, J

|β|
τ h̄(0) : t′)

)
16j′6d′, |β|6k

is locally finite att′ = 0′, for k = ℓ1, hence for everyk > ℓ1;

(h4) Segre nondegenerateat the origin if there exist an integerℓ1, inte-
gersj′∗

1, . . . , j′∗
n′

with 1 6 j′∗
i′

6 d′ for i′ = 1, . . . , n′ and multi-
indicesβ1

∗ , . . . , β
n′

∗ with |βi′∗ | 6 ℓ1 for i′ = 1, . . . , n′, such that the
determinant

det



∂R′

j′∗
i′
1 ,β

i′
1

∗

∂t′i′2

(
z,Θ(z, 0), 0, 0, J |βi′1

∗ |h̄(0) : h(z,Θ(z, 0))

)


16i′1,i
′
26n′

does not vanish identically inC[[z]];

(h5) holomorphically nondegenerateat the origin if there exists an inte-
ger ℓ1, integersj′∗

1, . . . , j′∗
n′

with 1 6 j′∗
i′

6 d′ for i′ = 1, . . . , n′

and multiindicesβ1
∗ , . . . , β

n′

∗ with |βi′∗ | 6 ℓ1 for i′ = 1, . . . , n′, such
that the determinant

det



∂R′

j′∗
i′
1 ,β

i′
1

∗

∂t′i′2

(
0, 0, 0, 0, J |βi′1

∗ |h̄(0) : h(t)

)


16i′1,i
′
26n′

does not vanish identically inC[[t]].
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The nondegeneracy of the formal mappingh requires the same nonde-
generacy on the target(M ′, 0′).

Lemma 3.16. ([Me2004a])Let h : (M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′) be a formal CR
mapping.

(1) If h is Levi-nondegenerate at0, then M ′ is necessarily Levi-
nondegenerate at0′.

(2) If h is finitely nondegenerate at0, thenM ′ is necessarily finitely
nondegenerate at0′.

(3) If h is essentially finite at0, thenM ′ is necessarily essentially finite
at 0′.

(4) If h is Segre nondegenerate at0, thenM ′ is necessarily Segre non-
degenerate at0′.

(5) If h is holomorphically nondegenerate at0, thenM ′ is necessarily
holomorphically nondegenerate at0′.

We now show that CR-transversality of the mappingh insures that it
enjoys exactly the same nondegeneracy condition as the target (M ′, 0′).

Theorem 3.17. ([Me2004a]) Assume that the formal CR mappingh :
(M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′) is CR-transversal at0. Then the following five im-
plications hold:

(1) If M ′ is Levi nondegenerate at0′, thenh is finitely nondegenerate
at 0.

(2) If M ′ is finitely nondegenerate at0′, thenh is finitely nondegener-
ate at0.

(3) If M ′ is essentially finite at0′, thenh is essentially finite at0.
(4) If M ′ is Segre nondegenerate at0′, thenh is Segre nondegenerate

at 0.
(5) If M ′ is holomorphically nondegenerate, and if moreoverh is

transversal at0, thenh is holomorphically nondegenerate at0.

The above five implications also hold under the assumption that h is
either CR-invertible, or CR-submersive, or CR-finite withm = m′ or CR-
dominating: this provides at least 20 more (less refined) versions of the
theorem, some of which appear in the literature.

Other relations hold true between the nondegeneracy conditions onh
and on the generic submanifolds(M, 0) and(M ′, 0′). We mention some,
concisely. As above, assume thath : (M, 0) 7→F (M ′, 0) is a formal CR
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mapping. Sincedh0(T
c
0M) ⊂ T c0M

′, a linear mapdhtrv
0 : T0M/T c0M →

T0M
′/T c0M

′ is induced. Assumed′ = d andm′ = m. The next statement
may be interpreted as a kind of Hopf Lemma for CR mappings.

Theorem 3.18.([BR1990, ER2004])If M is minimal at0 and ifh is CR-
dominating at0, thendhtrv

0 : T0M/T c0M → T0M
′/T c0M

′ is an isomor-
phim.

An open question is to determine whether the condition that the jacobian
determinantdet

(
∂hi

∂tj
(t)
)
16i,j6n

does not vanish identically inC[[t]] is suffi-

cient to insure thatdhtrv
0 : T0M/T c0M → T0M

′/T c0M
′ is an isomorphism.

A deeper understanding of the constraints between various nondegeneracy
conditions onh,M andM ′ would be desirable.

3.19. Classical versions of the reflection principle.Let h : (M, 0) →F
(M ′, 0) be a formal power series CR mapping between two generic sub-
manifolds. Assume thatM is minimal at0.

Theorem 3.20. ([BER1999, Me2004a, Me2005])If M andM ′ are real
analytic, if h is either Levi nondegenerate, or finitely nondegenerate, or
essentially finite, or Segre nondegenerate at the origin, thenh(t) is conver-
gent, namelyh(t) ∈ C{t}n′

. If moreover,M andM ′ are algebraic, thenh
is algebraic.

If one puts separate nondegeneracy conditions onh and onM ′, as in
Theorem 3.17, one obtains a combinatorics of possible statements, some
of which appear in the literature.

If h is finitely nondegenerate (level(2)), the (paradigmatic) proof yields
more information.

Theorem 3.21. ([BER1999, Me2005])As above, leth : (M, 0) →
(M ′, 0′) be a formal power series CR mapping. Assume thatM is min-
imal at 0 and letν0 be the integer of Corollary 2.17. Assume also thath
is ℓ1-finitely nondegenerate at0. Then there exists aCn

′
-valued power se-

ries mappingH(t, J2ν0ℓ1) which is constructed algorithmically by means
of the defining equations of(M, 0) and of (M ′, 0′), such that the power
series identity

h(t) ≡ H(t, J2ν0ℓ1h(0))

holds inC[[t]]n
′

. If M andM ′ are real analytic(resp. algebraic),H is holo-
morphic(resp. complex algebraic) in a neighborhood of0 × J2ν0ℓ1h(0).
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In [BER1999, GM2004], the above formulah(t) ≡ H(t, J2ν0ℓ1h(0)) is
studied horoughly in the case whereM ′ = M andh is a local holomorphic
automorphism of(M, 0) close to the identity.

At level (5), namely with a holomorphically nondegenerate target
(M ′, 0′), the reflection principle is much more delicate. It requiresthe in-
troduction of a new object, whose regularity properties hold in factwithout
any nondegeneracy assumption on the target(M ′, 0′).

3.22. Convergence of the reflection mapping.The reflection mapping
associated toh and to the system of coordinates(z′, w′) is :

R′
h(τ

′, t) := ξ′ − Θ′(ζ ′, h(t)) ∈ C[[τ ′, t]]d
′

.

Sinceh is formal, it is only a formal power series mapping. As arguedin
the introduction of [Me2005], it is the most fundamental object in the ana-
lytic reflection principle. In the case of CR mappings between essentially
finite hypersurfaces, the analytic regularity of the reflection mapping is
equivalent to the extension of CR mappings as correspondences, as studied
in [DP1995, Sh2000, Sh2003, DP2003]. Without nondegeneracy assump-
tion on (M ′, 0′), the reflection mapping enjoys regularity properties from
which all analytic reflection principles may be deduced. Here is the very
main theorem of this Section 3.

Theorem 3.23.([Me2001b, BMR2002, Me2005])If M is minimal at the
origin and ifh is either CR-invertible, or CR-submersive, or CR-finite, or
CR-dominating, or CR-transversal, then for every system ofcoordinates
(z′, w′) ∈ Cm′ × Cd′ in which the extrinsic complexificationM′ is repre-
sented byξ′ = Θ′(ζ ′, t′), the associated CR-reflection mapping is conver-
gent, namelyR′

h(τ
′, t) ∈ C{τ ′, t}d′.

If the convergence property holds in one such system of coordinates, it
holds in all systems of coordinates ([Me2005]; Proposition3.26 below).
Further, if we developeΘ′(ζ ′, t′) =

∑
γ′∈Nm′ (ζ ′)γ

′
Θ′
γ′(t

′), the conver-
gence ofR′

h(τ
′, t) has a concrete signification.

Corollary 3.24. All the componentsΘ′
γ′(h(t)) of the reflection mapping

are convergent, namelyΘ′
γ′(h(t)) ∈ C{t}d

′
for everyγ′ ∈ Nm′

.

Conversely ([Me2001b, Me2005]), ifΘ′
γ′(h(t)) ∈ C{t}d

′
for everyγ′ ∈

Nm
′
, an elementary application of the Artin approximation Theorem 3.28

(below) yields Cauchy estimates: there existρ > 0, σ > 0 andC > 0 so
that|Θ′

γ′(h(t))| < C (ρ)−|γ′|, for everyt ∈ Cn with |t| < σ. It follows that
R′
h(τ

′, t) ∈ C{τ ′, t}d′.
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Taking account of the nondegeneracy conditions(ndi) and(crj) , several
corollaries may be deduced from the theorem. Most of them arealready ex-
pressed by Theorem 3.20,except notablythe delicate case where(M ′, 0′)
is holomorphically nondegenerate.

Corollary 3.25. ([Me2001b, Me2005])If M is minimal at the origin, if
(M ′, 0′) is holomorphically nondegenerate and ifh is either CR-invertible
and invertible, or CR-submersive and submersive, or CR-finite and finite
with m′ = m, or CR-dominating and dominating, or CR-transversal and
transversal, thenh(t) ∈ C{t}n′

is convergent.

It is known ([St1996]) that(M ′, 0′) is holomorphically degenerate if and
only if there exists a nonzero(1, 0) vector fieldX ′ =

∑n′

i′=1 a
′
i′(t

′) ∂
∂t′

i′

having holomorphic coefficients which is tangent to(M ′, 0′). In the
corollary above, holomorphic nondegeneracy is optimal forthe conver-
gence of a formal equivalence: ifM ′ is holomorphically degenerate, if
(s′, t′) 7−→ exp(s′X ′)(t′) denotes the local flow ofX ′, wheres′ ∈ C,
t′ ∈ Cn′

, there indeed exist ([BER1999, Me2005]) nonconvergent power
series̟ ′(t′) ∈ C[[t′]] such thatt′ 7→F exp(̟′(t′)X ′)(t′) is a nonconvergent
formal equivalence ofM ′.

The invariance of the reflection mapping is crucial.

Proposition 3.26. ([Me2002, Me2004a, Me2005])The convergence of
the reflection mapping is a biholomorphically invariant property. More
precisely, ift′′ = φ′(t′) is a local biholomorphism fixing0′ and trans-
forming (M ′, 0′) into a generic submanifold(M ′′, 0′) of equationsw̄′′

j′ =
Θ′′
j′(z̄

′′, t′′), j′ = 1, . . . , d′, the composed reflection mapping ofφ′ ◦ h :
(M, 0) →F (M ′′, 0′) defined by

R′′
φ′◦h(τ

′′, t) := ξ′′ − Θ′′(ζ ′′, φ′(h(t))
)

= ξ′′ −
∑

γ′∈Nm′

(ζ ′′)γ
′

Θ′′
γ′

(
φ′(h(t))

)

has componentsΘ′′
γ′

(
φ′(h(t))

)
given by formulas

Θ′′
γ′

(
φ′(h(t))

)
≡ S ′

γ′

((
Θ′
γ′1

(h(t))
)
γ′1∈Nm′

)
,

where the local holomorphic functionsS ′
γ′ depend only on the biholomor-

phismt′′ = φ′(t′) (they have an infinite number of variables, but the neces-
sary Cauchy estimates insuring convergence are automatically satisfied).
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A few words about the proof of the main Theorem 3.23. Although
the classical reflection principle deals only with the “reflection identi-
ties” (3.13), to get the most adequate version of the reflection principle,
it is unavoidable to understand the symmetry between the variablest and
the variablesτ = (t̄)c.

The assumption thathc maps formally(M, 0) to (M′, 0′) is equivalent
to each one of the following two formal identities:





g(τ) =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

f(τ)γ
′

Θ′
γ′(h(t)),

g(t) =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

f(t)γ
′

Θ
′
γ′

(
h(τ)

)
,

on M, namely after replacing eitherw by Θ(z, τ) or ξ by Θ(ζ, t). The
symmetry may be pursued by considering the two families of derivations:

{
Lβ := (L1)

β1(L1)
β2 · · · (Lm)βm and

Lβ := (L1)
β1(L1)

β2 · · · (Lm)βm,

whereβ = (β1, β2, . . . , βm) ∈ Nm. Applying them to the two formal
identities above, if we respect the completeness of the combinatorics, we
will get four families of reflection identities. The first pair is obtained by
applyingLβ to the two formal identities above:





Lβ g(τ) =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

Lβ
[
f(τ)γ

′]
Θ′
γ′(h(t)),

0 =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

f(t)γ
′ Lβ

[
Θ

′
γ′

(
h(τ)

) ]
.

The second pair is obtained by applyingLβ, permuting the two lines:




Lβg(t) =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

Lβ
[
f(t)γ

′]
Θ

′
γ′

(
h(τ)

)
,

0 =
∑

γ′∈Nm′

f(τ)γ
′ Lβ

[
Θ′
γ′(h(t))

]
.

We immediately see that these two pairs are conjugate line byline. In
each pair, we notice a crucial difference between the first and the second

line: whereas it isg and the powerf
γ′

(or g andfγ
′
) that are differentiated

in each first line, in each second line, only the componentsΘ
′
γ′(h) (or

Θ′
γ′(h)) of the reflection mapping, which are the right invariant functions,
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are differentiated. In a certain sense, it is forbidden to differentiateg and

f
γ′

(or g andfγ
′
), because the components(f, g) of h need not enjoy a

reflection principle. In fact, in the proof of the main Theorem 3.23, one
has to play constantly with the four reflection identities above.

Since we cannot summarize here the long and refined proof, we only
formulate the main technical proposition. Denote byJ ℓtψ theℓ-th jet of a
power seriesψ(t) ∈ C[[t]]d

′

, for instanceJ ℓtΘ
′
γ′(h) for someγ′ ∈ Nm′

. Re-

mind thatΓk andΓk are (conjugate) Segre chains. LetNd′,n,ℓ := d′ (n+ℓ)!
n! ℓ!

.

Proposition 3.27. ([Me2005]) For everyk ∈ N and everyℓ ∈ N, the
following two properties hold:

• if k is odd, for everyγ′ ∈ Nm′
:

[
J ℓtΘ

′
γ′(h)

] (
Γk
(
z(k)
))

∈ C{z(k)}Nd′,n,ℓ ;

• if k is even, for everyγ′ ∈ Nm′
:

[
J ℓτΘ

′
γ′(h)

] (
Γk
(
z(k)
))

∈ C{z(k)}Nd′,n,ℓ.

With ℓ = 0 andk = 2ν0, thanks to Corollary 2.17, we deduce from this
main proposition thatΘ′

γ′(h(t)) ∈ C{t}γ
′
for everyγ′ ∈ Nm′

. This yields
Theorem 3.23.

The main tool in the proof of this proposition is an approximation theo-
rem saying that a formal power series mapping that is a solution of some
analytic equations may be corrected so as to become convergent and still a
solution.

Theorem 3.28.(ARTIN [Ar1968, JoPf2000])LetK = R or C, let n ∈ N
with n > 1, let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Kn, letm ∈ N, withm > 1, let y =
(y1, . . . , ym) ∈ Kn, let d ∈ N with d > 1 and letR1(x, y), . . . , Rd(x, y)
be an arbitrary collection of formal power series inK{x, y} that vanish at
the origin, namelyRj(0, 0) = 0, j = 1, . . . , d. Assume that there exists a
formal mappingh(x) = (h1(x), . . . , hm(x)) ∈ K[[x]]m with h(0) = 0 such
that

Rj (x, h(x)) ≡ 0 in K[[x]], for j = 1, . . . , d.

Letm(x) := x1K[[x]]+· · ·+xnK[[x]] be the maximal ideal ofK[[x]]. For every
integerN > 1, there exists a convergent power series mappinghN(x) ∈
K{x}m such that

Rj

(
x, hN(x)

)
≡ 0 in K[[x]], for j = 1, . . . , d,
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that approximatesh(x) to orderN − 1:

hN (x) ≡ h(x) mod
(
m(x)N

)
.

As an application of the main Theorem 3.23, an approximationproperty
for formal CR mappings holds.

Theorem 3.29. ([Me2005]) Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.23, for
every integerN > 1, there exists a convergent power series mapping
HN (t) ∈ C{t}n′

with HN (t) ≡ h(t) mod (m(t))N (whenceH(0) = 0),
that induces a local holomorphic map from(M, 0) to (M ′, 0′).

Corollary 3.30. ([Me2001b, Me2005])Assume thatn′ = n, thatd′ = d,
that M is minimal at the origin, and thath : (M, 0) →F (M ′, 0′) is a
formal (invertible) equivalence. ThenM andM ′ are biholomorphically
equivalent.

It is known ([St1996, BER1999, GM2004]) that a minimal holomor-
phically nondegenerate real analytic generic submanifoldof Cn has finite-
dimensional local holomorphic automorphism group. Uniquedetermina-
tion by a jet of finite order follows from a representation formula, as in
Theorem 3.21. More generally:

Corollary 3.31. ([Me2001b, BMR2002, Me2005])Assume thatm′ = m
andd′ = d, that (M, 0) is minimal at the origin and that(M ′, 0) is holo-
morphically nondegenerate. There exists an integerκ = κ(m, d) such that,
if two local biholomorphismsh1, h2 : (M, 0) → (M ′, 0) have the sameκ-
th jet at the origin, thenh1 = h2.

From an inspection of the proof, Theorem 3.29 holds without the as-
sumption that(M, 0) is minimal, but with the assumption that its CR orbits
have constant dimension in a neighborhood of0. However, the case where
CR orbits have arbitrary dimension is delicate.

Open question 3.32.Does formal equivalence coincide with biholomor-
phic equivalence in the category of real analytic generic local submani-
folds ofCn whose CR orbits have non-constant dimension ?

3.33. Algebraicity of the reflection mapping. We will assume that both
M andM ′ are algebraic. Remind that Theorem 3.20 shows the algebraic-
ity of h under some hypotheses. A much finer result is as follows. It
synthetizes all existing results ([We1977, SS1996, CMS1999, BER1999,
Za1999]) about algebraicity of local holomorphic mappings.
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Theorem 3.34. ([Me2001a])If h is a local holomorphic map(M, 0) →
(M ′, 0′), if M andM ′ are algebraic, ifM is minimal at the origin and if
M ′ is the smallest(for inclusion) local real algebraic manifold containing
h(M), then the reflection mappingR′

h(τ
′, t) is algebraic.

Trivial examples ([Me2001a]) show that the algebraicity ofR′
h need not

hold if M ′ is not the smallest one.
In fact, Theorem 3.34 also holds (with the same proof) if one assumes

only that the sourceM is minimal at a Zariski-generic point: it suffices
to shrinkM and the domain of definition ofh around such points, getting
local algebraicity ofR′

h there, and since algebraicity is a global property,
R′
h is algebraic everywhere.
An equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.34 uses the concept of tran-

scendence degree, studied in [Pu1990, CMS1999, Me2001a]. With n′
M ′

being the essential holomorphic dimension of(M ′, 0′) defined in§3.6, set
κ′M ′ := n′ − n′

M ′. Observe that(M ′, 0′) is holomorphically nondegenerate
precisely whenκ′M ′ = 0. Denote byC[t] the ring of complex polynomials
of the variablet ∈ Cn and byC(t) its quotient field. Lett′ = h(t) be a local
holomorphic mapping as in Theorem 3.34. and letC(t)(h1(t), . . . , hn′(t))
be the field generated by the components ofh.

Theorem 3.35. ([Me2001a]) With the same assumptions as in The-
orem 3.34, the transcendence degree of the field extensionC(t) →
C(t)(h(t)) is less than or equal toκ′M ′ .

Corollary 3.36. ([CMS1999, Za1999, Me2001a])If M is minimal at a
Zariski-generic point and if the real algebraic targetM ′ does not contain
any complex algebraic curve, then the local holomorphic mapping h is
algebraic.

However, in caseh is only a formal CR mapping, it is impossible to
shift the central point to a nearby minimal point. Putting the simplest rank
assumption (invertibility) onh, we may thus formulate delicate problems
for the future.

Open question 3.37.Leth be a formal equivalence between two real an-
alytic generic submanifolds ofCn which are minimal at a Zariski-generic
point.

• Is the reflection mapping convergent ?

• Is h uniquely determined by a jet of finite order when the target is
holomorphically nondegenerate ?
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• Is h convergent under the assumption that the real analytic target
M ′ does not contain any complex analytic curve ?

For M ′ algebraic containing no complex algebraic curve andM min-
imal at 0, the third question has been settled in [MMZ2003b]. How-
ever, the assumption of algebraicity ofM ′ is strongly used there, be-
cause these authors deal with the transcendence degree of the field ex-
tensionC(t) → C(t)(h(t)), a concept which is meaningless ifM ′ is
real analytic. For further (secondary) results and open questions, we
refer to [BMR2002, Ro2003]. This closes up our survey of the for-
mal/algebraic/analytic reflection principle.

A generic submanifoldM ⊂ Cn is calledlocally algebraizableat one
of its pointsp if there exist local holomorphic coordinates centered atp in
which it is Nash algebraic. Unlike partial results, the following question
remains up to now unsolved.

Open problem 3.38. ([Hu2001, HJY2001, Ji2002, GM2004, Fo2004])
Formulate anecessary and sufficientcondition for the local algebraizabil-
ity of a real analytic hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn in terms of a basis of the
(differential) algebra of its Cartan-Hachtroudi-Chern invariants.

To conclude, we would like to mention that the complete theory of CR
mappings may be transferred to systems of partial differential equations
having finite-dimensional Lie symmetry group. This aspect will be treated
in subsequent publications ([Me2006a, Me2006b]).
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III: Systems of vector fields and CR functions
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[7 diagrams]

Beyond the theorems of Frobenius and of Nagano, Sussmann’s theorem pro-
vides a means, valid in the smooth category, to construct allthe integral manifolds
of an arbitrary system of vector fields, as orbits of the pseudo-group actions of
global flows. The fundamental properties of such orbits: lower semi-continuity of
dimension, local flow box structure, propagation of embeddedness, intersection
with a transversal curve in the one-codimensional case, areessentially analogous,
but different from the ones known in foliation theory. Orbits possess wide appli-
cations in Control Theory, in sub-Riemannian Geometry, in the Analysis of Linear
Partial Differential Equations and in Cauchy-Riemann geometry.

Let Ljf = gj , j = 1, . . . , λ, be a linear PDE system with unknownf , where
g is smooth and where{Lk}16k6r is an involutive (in the sense of Frobenius)
system of smooth vector fields onRn havingcomplex-valuedcoefficients. Since
Lewy’s celebrated discovery of an example of a single equation Lf = g in R3

without any solution, a major problem in the Analysis of PDE’s is to find ade-
quate criterions for the existence of local solutions. Condition (P) of Nirenberg-
Treves has appeared to be necessary and sufficient to insure local integrability of
a single equation of principal type having simple characteristics. The problem of
characterizing systems of several linear first order PDE’s having maximal space
of solutions is not yet solved in full generality; several fine questions remain open.

Following Treves, to abstract the notion of systems involving several equa-
tions, an involutive structureon a smoothµ-dimensional real manifoldM is
a λ-dimensional complex subbundleL of C ⊗ TM satisfying [L,L] ⊂ L.
The automatic integrability of smooth almost complex structures (those with
L ⊕ L = C ⊗ TM ) and the classical (non)integrability theorems for smooth
abstract CR structures (those withL ∩ L = {0}) are inserted in this general
framework.

Beyond such problematics, it is of interest to study the analysis and the geome-
try of subbundlesL whose space of solutions is maximal, viz the preceding ques-
tion is assumed to be solved, optimally: in a neighborhood ofevery point ofM ,
there exist(µ − λ) local complex valued functionsz1, . . . , zµ−λ having linearly
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independent differentials which are solutions ofLzk = 0. Such involutive struc-
tures are calledlocally integrable. Some representative examples are provided by
the bundle of anti-holomorphic vector fields tangent to various embedded generic
submanifolds ofCn. According to a theorem due to Baouendi-Treves, every lo-
cal solution ofLf = 0 may be approximated sharply by polynomials in a set of
fundamental solutionsz1, . . . , zµ−λ, in the topology of functional spaces asCκ,α,
Lp
loc, orD′.
In a locally integrable structure, the Sussmann orbits of the vector fields

ReLk, ImLk are then of central importance in analytic and in geometrical ques-
tions. They show up propagational aspects, as for instance:the support of a func-
tion or distribution solutionf of Lf = 0 is a union of orbits. The approximation
theorem also yields an elegant proof of uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. Fur-
ther propagational aspects will be studied in the next chapters, using the method
of analytic discs. Sections 3, 4 and 5 of this chapter and the remainder of the
memoir are focused on embedded generic submanifolds.

§1. SUSSMANN’ S THEOREM AND STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

OF ORBITS

1.1. Integral manifolds of a system of vector fields.Ordinary differential
equations in the modern sense emerged in the seventieth century, concomi-
tantly with the infinitesimal calculus. Nowadays, in contemporary mathe-
matics, the abstract study of vector fields is inserted in several broad areas
of research, among which we perceive the following.

• Control Theory: controllability of vector fields onC∞ and real
analytic manifolds; nonholonomic systems; sub-Riemannian ge-
ometry ([GV1987, Bel1996]).

• Dynamical systems: singularities of real or complex vector
fields and foliations; normal forms and classification; phase di-
agrams; Lyapunov theory; Poincaré-Bendixson theory; theory of
limit cycles of polynomial and analytic vector fields; smalldivi-
sors ([Ar1978, Ar1988]).

• Lie-Cartan theory: infinitesimal symmetries of differential equa-
tions; classification of local Lie group actions; Lie algebras of vec-
tor fields; representations of Lie algebras; exterior differential sys-
tems; Cartan-Vessiot-Kähler theorem; Janet-Riquier theory; Car-
tan’s method of equivalence ([Ol1995, Stk2000]).

• Numerical analysis: systems of (non)linear ordinary differential
equations; methods of: Euler, Newton-Cotes, Newton-Raphson,
Runge-Kutta, Adams-Bashforth, Adams-Moulton ([De1996]).
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• PDE theory: Local solvability of linear partial differential equa-
tions; uniqueness in the Cauchy problem; propagation of singu-
larities; FBI transform and control of wave front set ([ES1993,
Trv1992]).

To motivate the present Part III, let us expose informally two dual questions
about systems of vector fields. Consider a setL of local vector fields de-
fined on a domain ofRn. Frobenius’ theorem provides local foliations by
submanifolds to which every element ofL is tangent, providedL is closed
under Lie brackets. However, for a generic setL, the condition[L,L] ⊂ L
fails and in addition, the tangent spaces spanned by elements ofL are of
varying dimension. To surmount these imperfections, two inverse options
present themselves:

Sub: find the subsystemsL′ ⊂ L which satisfy Frobenius’ condition
[L′,L′] ⊂ L′ and which are maximal in an appropriate sense;

Sup: find the supsystemsL′ ⊃ L which have integral manifolds and
which are minimal in an appropriate sense.

CHEVALLEY

LOBRY

SUSSMANN

NAGANO

CHOW

Linv⊂L

vector field
system

Initial

⊂
⊂

⊂

L1

L2

L3

sub-systems
integrable Unique

sup-system
integrable

KÆHLER

CARTAN

VESSIOT

Several

Searching for integrable sub- or sup- systems

The first problemSub is answered by the Cartan-Vessiot-Kähler the-
orem, thanks to an algorithm which provides all the minimal Frobenius-
integrable subsystemsL′ of L (we recommend [Stk2000] for a presen-
tation). Generically, there are infinitely many solutions and their cardi-
nality is described by means of a sequence of integers together with the
so-calledCartan characterof L. In the course of the proof, the Cauchy-
Kowalevskaya integrability theorem, valid only in the analytic category, is
heavily used. It was not a serious restriction at the time ofÉ. Cartan, but,
in the second half of the twentieth century, the progress of the Analysis of
PDE showed deep new phenomena in the differentiable category. Hence,
one may raise the:

Open problem 1.2. Find versions of the Cartan-Vessiot-Kähler theorem
for systems of vector fields having smooth non-analytic coefficients.
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The Cauchy characteristic subsystem ofL ([Stk2000]) is always invo-
lutive, hence the smooth Frobenius theorem applies to it4. However, for
intermediate systems, the question is wide open. Possibly,this question is
related to some theorems about local solvability of smooth partial differen-
tial equations (cf. Section 3) that were established to understand the Hans
Lewy counterexample (§3.1).

The second problemSup is already answered by Nagano’s theorem
(Part II), though only in the analytic category, with a unique integrable
minimal supsystemLlie ⊃ L. In the general smooth category, the stronger
Chevalley-Lobry-Stefan-Sussmann theorem, dealing with flows of vector
fields instead of Lie brackets, shows again that there is a unique integrable
sup-system ofL which has integral manifolds. As this theorem will be
central in this memoir, it will be exposed thoroughly in the present Sec-
tion 1.

1.3. Flows of vector fields and their regularity. Let K = R or C. Let
D be a open connected subset ofKn. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ D. Let
L =

∑n
i=1 ai(x)

∂
∂xi

be a vector field defined overD. Throughout this
section, we shall assume that its coefficientsai are eitherK-analytic (of
classCω), of classC∞, or of classCκ,α, whereκ > 1 and0 6 α 6 1 (see
Section 1(IV) for background about Hölder classes).

By the classical Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, through each point x0 ∈ D,
there passes a unique localintegral curveof the vector fieldL, namely a lo-
cal solutionx(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)) of the system of ordinary differential
equations:

dx1(t)/dt = a1(x(t)), . . . . . . , dxn(t)/dt = an(x(t)),

which satisfies the initial conditionx(0) = x0. This solution is defined
at least for smallt ∈ K and is classically denoted byt 7→ exp(tL)(x0),
because it has the local pseudogroup property

exp(t′L)
(
exp(tL)(x0)

)
= exp

(
(t + t′)L

)
(x0),

whenever the composition is defined. Denote byΩx0 the largest connected
open set containing the origin inK in which exp(tL)(x0) is defined. One
shows that the union of variousΩx0 , for x0 running inD, is an open con-
nected setΩL of K × Kn which contains{0} × D. Some regularity with
respect to both variablest andx0 is got automatically.

Theorem 1.4. ([La1983], [∗]) The global flow ΩL ∋ (t, x0) 7→
exp(tL)(x0) ∈ D of a vector fieldL =

∑n
i=1 ai(x) ∂xi

defined in the
4We are grateful to Stormark for pointing out this observation
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domainD has exactly thesame smoothnessasL, namely it isCω, C∞ or
Cκ,α.

As a classical corollary, a local straightening property holds : in a neigh-
borhood of a point at whichL does not vanish, there exists aCω, C∞ orCκ,α
change of coordinatesx′ = x′(x) in which the transformed vector field is
the unit positive vector field directed by thex′1 lines, vizL′ = ∂/∂x′1.

Up to the end of this Section 1, we will work withK = R.

1.5. Searching integral manifolds of a system of vector fields. Let M
be a smooth paracompactreal manifold, which isCω, C∞ or Cκ+1,α, where
κ > 1, 0 6 α 6 1. Let L := {La}a∈A be a collection of vector fields
defined on open subsetsDa of M and havingCω, C∞ or Cκ,α coefficients,
whereA is an arbitrary set. It is no restriction to assume that∪a∈ADa =
M , since otherwise, it suffices to shrinkM . Call L a system of vector
fields onM .

Problem 1.6. Find submanifoldsN of M such that each element ofL is
tangent toN .

To analyze this (still imprecise) problem, letFM denote the collection of
all Cω, C∞ or Cκ,α functions defined on open subsets ofM , and call the
systemL of vector fieldsFM -linearif every combined vector fieldfK+gL
belongs toL, wheneverf, g ∈ FM andK,L ∈ L. Here,fK+gL is defined
in the intersection of the domains of definition off , g,K andL. To study
the problem, it is obviously no restriction to assume thatL is FM -linear.

Forp ∈M arbitrary, define

L(p) := {L(p) : L ∈ L}.
SinceL isFM -linear, this is a linear subspace ofTpM . So Problem 1.6 is to
find submanifoldsN satisfyingTpN ⊃ L(p), for everyp ∈ N . Notice that
an appropriate answer should enable one to findall such submanifolds.
Also, suppose thatN1 andN2 are two solutions withN2 ⊂ N1. Then the
problem with the pair(M,N) is exactly the same as the problem with the
pair (N1, N2). Hence a better formulation.

Problem 1.6’. Find all the submanifoldsN ⊂ M of smallest dimension
that satisfyTpN ⊃ L(p), for everyp ∈ N .

The classicalFrobenius theorem([Fr1877, Sp1970, BER1999, Bo1991,
Ch1991, Stk2000, Trv1992]) provides an answer in the (for ussimplest)
case whereL is closed under Lie brackets and is of constant dimension:
every pointp ∈M admits an open neighborhood foliated by submanifolds
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N satisfyingTqN = L(q), for everyq ∈ N . The global properties of
these submanifolds were not much studied until C. Ehresmannand G. Reeb
endeavoured to understand them (birth of foliation theory). A line with
irrational slope in the2-torus(R/Z)2 shows that it is necessary to admit
submanifoldsN of M which are not closed. LetAM denote the manifold
structure ofM .

Definition 1.7. An immersed submanifoldof (M,AM) is a subset ofN of
M equipped with its own smooth manifold structureAN , such that the in-
clusion mapi : (N,AN) → (M,AM) is smooth, immersive and injective.

Thus, to keep maximally open Problem 1.6’, one should seek immersed
submanifolds and make no assumption about closedness underLie brack-
ets. For later use, recall that an immersed submanifoldN of M is em-
beddedif its own manifold structure coincides with the manifold inherited
from the inclusionN ⊂ M . It is well known ([CLN1985]) that an im-
mersed submanifoldN is embedded if and only if for every pointp ∈ N ,
there exists a neighborhoodUp of p in M such that the pair(Up, N ∩ Up)
is diffeomorphic to(RdimM ,RdimN).

1.8. Maximal strong integral manifolds property. In order to under-
stand Problem 1.6’, for heuristic reasons, it will be cleverto discuss the
differences between the two possibilitiesL(p) = TpN andL(p)  TpN .
Consider an arbitraryFM -linear system of vector fieldŝL containingL,
for instanceL itself. Let p ∈ M and define the linear subspaceL̂(p) :=

{L̂(p) : L̂ ∈ L̂}.

Definition 1.9. An immersed submanifoldN of M is said to be:

• astrongL̂-integral manifoldif TqN = L̂(q), at every pointq ∈ N ;

• aweakL-integral manifoldif TqN ⊃ L̂(q), at every pointq ∈ N .

In advance, the answer (Theorem 1.21 below) to Problem 1.6’ states that
it is possible to construct aunique system of vector fieldŝL containing
L, whosestrong integral manifolds coincide with the smallestweak L-
integral manifoldsN . Further definitions are needed.

A system of vector fieldŝL is said to have thestrong integral manifolds
property if for every pointp ∈ M , there exists a stronĝL-integral sub-
manifoldN passing throughp. A maximal stronĝL-integral manifoldN
is an immersed̂L-integral manifold with the property that every connected
strongL̂-integral manifold which intersectsN is an open submanifold of
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N . Thus, through a pointp ∈M , there passes at most one maximal strong
L̂-integral submanifold. Finally, the system̂L has themaximal strong in-
tegral manifoldsproperty if, through every pointp ∈ M , there passes a
maximal stronĝL-integral manifold. TheFM -linear systemŝL containing
L are ordered by inclusion. We then admit that Problem 1.6’ is essentially
reduced to:

Problem 1.6”. How to construct the(a posteriori unique) smallest(for
inclusion) FM -linear system of vector fieldŝL containingL which has the
maximal strong integral manifolds property ?

1.10. Taking account of the Lie brackets.Here is a basic geometric ob-
servation inspired by Frobenius’ and Nagano’s theorems.

Lemma 1.11.Assume theFM -linear system̂L has the strong integral man-
ifolds property. Then for every two vector fieldsL̂, L̂′ ∈ L̂ and for everyp
in the intersection of their domains, the Lie bracket

[
L̂, L̂′](p) belongs to

L̂(p).

Proof. Indeed, letN be a stronĝL-integral manifold, namely satisfying
TN = L̂

∣∣
N

. If L̂, L̂′ ∈ L̂, the two restrictionŝL
∣∣
N

andL̂′∣∣
N

are tangent to

N . Hence the restriction toN of the Lie bracket
[
L̂, L̂′] is also tangent to

N . In conclusion, at everyp ∈ N , we have
[
L̂, L̂′](p) ∈ TpN = L̂(p). �

So it is a temptation to believe that the smallest systemLlie of vector
fields containingL which is closed under Lie brackets does enjoy the
maximal integral manifolds property. However, just after the statement
of Nagano’s theorem (Part II), we have already learnt by means of Exam-
ple 1.6(II) that in theC∞ andCκ,α categories, the consideration ofLlie is
inappropriate.

1.12. Transport of a vector field by the flow of another vector field.
To understand whyLlie is insufficient, it will be clever to recall one of
the classical definitions of the Lie bracket between two vector fields. Let
p ∈ M and letK be a vector field defined in a neighborhood ofp. Denote
by K(q) the valueof K at a pointq (this is a vector inTqM), by g∗(K)
the push-forward ofK by a local diffeomorphismg, and byq 7→ Ks(q)
[instead ofq 7→ exp(sK)(q)] the local diffeomorphism at times induced
by the flow ofK. If L is a second vector field defined in a neighborhood
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of p, theLie bracket betweenK andL atp is defined by:

(1.13) [K,L](p) := lim
s→0

(
L(p) − (Ks)∗(L(K−s(p)))

s

)
.

Observe that for every fixeds 6= 0, the two vectorsL(p) and
(Ks)∗(L(K−s(p))) belongTpM .

K

L

mor-
diffeo-

local

phism integral
curve
of L

µ: integral curve ofK µ: integral curve ofK

Ks

Infinitesimal version:
the Lie bracket

L(K−s(p))

q = Ks(p)

p

γp,L:

Ks(γp,L)

L(p)

(Ks)∗(L(p))

L(p)

(Ks)∗(L(K−s(p)))

K−s(p)

p

γ−s,L

Ks(γ−s,L)

Definition of the system Linv and of the Lie bracket

We explain how to read the right hand side of the diagram. In it:
the integral curve ofK passing throughp is denoted byµ; the inte-
gral curve ofL passing through the pointK−s(p) for s very small is
denoted byγ−s,L; its image by the local diffeomorphismKs is denoted
by Ks(γ−s,L); the vectorL(K−s(p)) is tangent toγ−s,L at the point
K−s(p); the vector(Ks)∗(L(K−s(p))), transported by the differerential
of Ks, is in general distinct from the vectorL(p); in fact, the difference
L(p) − (Ks)∗(L(K−s(p))) divided bys, tends to[K,L](p) ass → 0.

Essentially,Llie collects all vector fields obtained by taking infini-
tesimal differences (1.13) between vectorsL(p) and transported vectors
(Ks)∗(L(K−s(p))), and then iterating this processus to absorb all multiple
Lie brackets.

As suggested in the left hand side of the diagram,instead of taking the
infinitesimal differences, it is more general to collect allthe vectors of the
form (Ks)∗(L(p)). This is the clue of Sussmann’s theorem. In fact, the
systemL̂ which is sought for in Problem 1.6” should not only containLlie,
but should also collect all the vector fields of the form(Ks)∗(L), wheres

is not an infinitesimal.

Lemma 1.14. Let L̂ be aFM -linear system of vector fields containingL
which has the strong integral manifolds property. Letp ∈M , letK,L ∈ L
be two arbitrary vector fields defined in a neighborhood ofp and letq =
Ks(p) be a point in the integral curve ofK issued fromp, with s ∈ R small.
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Then the linear subspacêL(q) necessarily contains the transported vector
(Ks)∗(L(p)).

Proof. Let N be a strongL̂-integral manifold passing throughp. As
L̂(r) = TrN at every pointr ∈ N , and asL is contained in̂L, it fol-
lows that the restricted vector fieldK|N is tangent toN . Consequently,
the integral curve ofK issued fromp is locally contained inN , hence the
point q = Ks(p) belongs toN .

Moreover, asL is contained in̂L, the vectorL(p) is tangent toN at p.
The differential(Ks)∗ being a linear isomorphism betweenTpN andTqN ,
it follows that the vector(Ks)∗(L(p)) belongs to the tangent spaceTqN ,
which coincides witĥL(q) by assumption. �

1.15. The smallestL-invariant system of vector fieldsLinv. Based on
this crucial observation, we may introduce the smallestFM -linear system
of vector fieldsLinv (“inv” abbreviates “invariant”) containingL which
contains all vectors of the form(Ks)∗(L), wheneverK,L ∈ L ands ∈ R.
It follows that (Ks)∗

(
Linv(p)

)
= Linv (Ks(p)): the distribution of linear

subspacesp 7→ Linv(p) ⊂ TpM is invariant under the local flow maps.
In [Su1973], it is shown thatLinv is concretely and finitely generated

as stated in Lemma 1.16 below. At first, some more notation is needed to
denote the composition of several local diffeomorphisms ofthe formKs.
LetX denote the system of all tangent vector fields toM , defined on open
subsets ofM . Let k ∈ N with k > 1 and letK = (K1, . . . , Kk) ∈ Xk
be ak-tuple of vector fields defined in their domains of definition.If s =
(s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Rk is a k-tuple of “time” parameters, we will denote by
Ks(p) the point

K1
s1

(
· · · (Kk

sk
(p)) · · ·

)
:= exp

(
s1K

1
(
· · · (exp(skK

k(p))) · · ·
))
,

whenever the composition is defined. Thek-tuple (s1, . . . , sk) will also
be called amultitime parameter. For s fixed, the mapp 7→ Ks(p) is
a local diffeomorphism between two open subsets ofM . Its local in-
verse is the mapp 7→ K̃−s̃(p), whereK̃ := (Kk, . . . , K1) ∈ Lk and
s̃ := (sk, . . . , s1). Moreover, if we define(s, s′) := (s1, . . . , sk, s

′
1, . . . , s

′
k′)

for generals = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Rk ands′ = (s′1, . . . , s
′
k′) ∈ Rk′, we have

K ′
s′ ◦Ks = (K ′, K)(s′,s).
After shrinking the domains of definition, the composition of local dif-

feomorphismsKs is clearly associative, where it is defined. It follows that
the set of local diffeomorphismsKs constitutes apseudogroup of local
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diffeomorphisms. Here, the term “pseudo” stems from the fact that the do-
mains of definitions have to be adjusted; not all compositions are allowed.

Lemma 1.16. ([Su1973])The systemLinv is generated by theFM -linear
combinations of all vector fields of the form(Ks)∗(L), for all L ∈ L, all
k-tuplesK = (K1, . . . , Kk) ∈ Lk of elements ofL and all multitime
parameterss = (s1, . . . , sk) ∈ Rk.

The definitions and the above reasonings show that theFM -linear system
Llie is a subsystem of theFM -linear systemLinv (of course, every system
is contained inX):

L ⊂ Llie ⊂ Linv ⊂ X .

In general, at a fixed pointp ∈ M , the inclusionsL(p) ⊂ Llie(p) ⊂
Linv(p) ⊂ X(p) = TpM may be all strict.

Example 1.17.OnR4, consider the systemL generated by the three vector
fields

∂

∂x1
, x1

∂

∂x2
, e−1/x2

1
∂

∂x3
.

Then it may be checked that



L(0) = R ∂x1 ,

Llie(0) = R ∂x1 ⊕R ∂x2 ,

Linv(0) = R ∂x1 ⊕R ∂x2 ⊕ R ∂x3,

X(0) = R ∂x1 ⊕R ∂x2 ⊕ R ∂x3 ⊕ R ∂x4.

Theorem 1.18.([Na1966, Su1973])In theCω, C∞ andCκ,α categories, the
systemLinv is the smallest one containingL that has the maximal strong
integral manifolds property. In theCω category,Linv = Llie.

Further structural properties remain to be explained.

1.19.L-orbits. The maximal strong integral manifolds ofLinv may be de-
fined directly by means ofL, without refering toLinv, as follows. Two
pointsp, q ∈ M are said to beL-equivalentif there exists a local diffeo-
morphism of the formKs, K = (K1, . . . , Kk), s = (s1, . . . , sk), k ∈ N,
with Ks(p) = q. This clearly defines an equivalence relation onM . The
equivalence classes are called theL-orbitsofM and will be denoted either
by OL(p) or shortly byOL, when the reference to one point of the orbit is
superfluous.

Concretely, two pointsp, q ∈M belong to the sameL-orbit if and only if
there exist a continuous curveγ : [0, 1] → M with γ(0) = p andγ(1) = q
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together with a partition of the interval[0, 1] by numbers0 = s0 < s1 <
s2 < · · · < sk = 1 and vector fieldsK1, . . . , Kk ∈ L such that for each
i = 1, . . . , k, the restriction ofγ to the subinterval[si−1, si] is an integral
curve ofKi. Such a curve will be called apiecewise integral curve ofL.

Let p ∈ M . Then itsL-orbit OL(p) may be equipped with the finest
topology which makes all the mapss 7→ Ks(p) continuous, for allk > 1,
allK = (K1, . . . , Kk) ∈ Lk and all multitime parameterss = (s1, . . . , sk).
This topology is independent of the choice of a central pointp inside a
given orbit ([Su1973]). Since the mapsRk ∋ s 7→ Ks(p) ∈ M are al-
ready continuous, the topology ofOL(p) is always finer than the topology
induced by the inclusionOL(p) ⊂ M . It follows that the inclusion map
from OL(p) intoM is continuous. In particular,OL(p) is Hausdorff.

1.20. Precise statement of the orbit theorem.We now state in length
the fundamental theorem of Sussmann, based on preliminary versions due
to Hermann ([He1963]), to Nagano ([Na1966]) and to Lobry ([Lo1970]).
It describesL-orbits as immersed submanifolds(1), (2) enjoying the ev-
erywhere accessibility conditions(3), (4), together with a local flow-box
property(5), useful in applications.

Theorem 1.21. (SUSSMANN [Su1973, Trv1992, BM1997, BER1999,
BCH2005], [∗]) The following five properties hold true.

(1) EveryL-orbit OL, equipped with the finest topology which makes
all the mapss 7→ Ks(p) continuous, admits aunique differentiable
structurewith the property thatOL is an immersedsubmanifold of
M , of classCω, C∞ or Cκ,α.

(2) With this topology, eachL-orbit OL is simultaneously a(con-
nected) maximal weak integral manifold ofL and a (connected)
maximal strong integral manifold of theL-invariantFM -linear sys-
temLinv; thus, for every pointp ∈M , it holdsTpOL(p) = Linv(p),
whence in particulardimLinv(q) = dimOL(p) is constant for all
q belonging to a givenL-orbit OL(p).

(3) For everyp ∈ M , k > 1, K ∈ Lk, s ∈ Rk such thatKs(p)
is defined, the differential map(Ks)∗ makes a linear isomorphism
fromTpOL(p) = Linv(p) ontoTKs(p)OL(p) = Linv(Ks(p)).

(4) For every p, q ∈ M belonging to thesameL-orbit, there ex-
ists an integerk > 1, there exists ak-tuple of vector fields
K = (K1, . . . , Kk) ∈ Lk and there exists a multitimes∗ =
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(s∗1, . . . , s
∗
k) ∈ Rk such thatp = Ks∗(q) and such that the differ-

ential ats∗ of the map

(1.22) Rk ∋ s 7→ Ks(q) ∈ OL(p)

is of rank equal todimOL(p).

(5) For everyp ∈M , there exists an open connected neighborhoodVp
of p in M and there exists aCω, C∞ or Cκ,α diffeomorphism

(1.23) �e × �n−e ∋ (s, r) 7−→ ϕ(s, r) ∈ Vp,

wheree = dimOL(p), where� = {x ∈ R : |x| < 1}, such that:

• ϕ(0, 0) = p;

• the plaqueϕ (�e × {0}) is an open piece of theL-orbit of p;

• each plaqueϕ (�e × {r}) is contained in a singleL-orbit;
and:

• the set ofr ∈ �n−e such thatϕ
(
�e × {r}

)
is contained in the

sameL-orbit OL(p) is either finite or countable.

In general, forr 6= 0, the e-dimensional plaquesϕ(�e × {r}) have
positive codimension in the nearby orbits. We draw a diagram, in which
e = dimOL(p) = 1, with the nearbyL-orbitsO2, O′

2, O3 andO′
3 having

dimensions2, 2, 3 and3.

p

Vp

M O′
2

O3

O2

O′
3

q = K̃
−s̃∗

(p)

OL(p)

Local orbit flow box theorem

Property(4) is crucial: the maps (1.22) of rankdimOL(p) are used to
define the differentiable structure onOL(p); they are also used to obtain
the local orbit flow box property(5), as follows.

Let p ∈ M and chooseq ∈ OL(p) with q 6= p, to fit with the diagrams
(q = p would also do). Assuming that(4) holds, sete := dimOL(p),
introduce an open subsetTe in somee-dimensional affine subspace passing
throughs∗ in Rk so that the restriction of the map (1.23) toTe still has rank
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e at s = s∗. Introduce also an(n − e)-dimensional local submanifoldΛp

passing throughp with TpΛp ⊕ TpOL(p) = TpM and setΛq := K̃−s̃(Λp).
Notice thatTqΛq ⊕ TqOL(p) = TqM , since the multiple flow mapKs(·)
stabilizesOL(p). Then, as one of the possible mapsϕ whose existence is
claimed in(5), we may choose a suitable restriction of:

Te × Λq ∋ (s, r) 7−→ Ks(r) ∈M.

ϕ

�
e

�
n−e

Λp

Λp OL(p)

Λq

Λq

p

q = Ks(p)

Local foliation by the multitime flow map

1.24. Characterization of embeddedL-orbits. A smooth manifoldN
together with an immersioni : N → M is calledweakly embeddedif for
every manifoldP , every smooth mapψ : P → M with ψ(P ) ⊂ N , then
ψ : P → N is in fact smooth ([Sp1970]; the diagram is also borrowed).

An immersion of the real line in R2 that is not weakly embedded

Proposition 1.25.([Bel1996, BM1997, BCH2005])EachL-orbit is count-
able at infinity(second countable) and weakly embedded inM .

As the multiple flows are diffeomorphisms, embeddability propagates.

Proposition 1.26. ([Bel1996, BM1997, BCH2005])LetOL be anL-orbit
in M and lete := dimOL. The following three conditions are equivalent:

• OL is an embedded submanifold ofM ;
• for every point p ∈ OL, there exists a straightening mapϕ as

in (1.23)withOL ∩ ϕ (�e × �n−e) = ϕ (�e × {0});
• there exists at least one pointat which the preceding property

holds.
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Conversely,OL is not embeddedin M if and only if for everyp ∈ OL

and for every local straightening mapϕ centered atp as in (1.23), the set
of r ∈ �n−e such thatϕ

(
�n−e × {r}

)
is contained inOL = OL(p) is

infinite (nonetheless countable).

1.27. LocalL-orbits and their smoothness.ForU running in the collec-
tion of all nonempty open connected subsets ofM containingp, consider
the localizedL|U -orbit of p in U , denoted byOL(U, p). If p ∈ U2 ⊂ U1,
thenOL(U2, p) ⊂ OL(U1, p)∩U2, so the dimension ofOL(U, p) decreases
asU shrinks. Consequently, the localizedL-orbit OL(U, p) stabilizes and
defines a unique piece of local5 L-integral submanifold throughp0, called
thelocalL orbit of p0 and denoted byOloc

L (p). In the CR context, this con-
cept will be of interest in Parts V and VI. Sometimes,L-orbits (inM) are
calledglobal, to distinguish them and to emphasize their nonlocal, non-
pointwise nature.

From the flow regularity Theorem 1.4 and from Theorem 1.21, itfol-
lows:

Lemma 1.28. Global and localL-orbits are as smooth asL, i.e. Cω, C∞

or Cκ,α. Furthermore,

TpOloc
L (p) ⊂ TpOL(M, p) = Linv(p),

for everyp ∈M . This inclusion may be strict in the smooth categoriesC∞

andCκ,α, whereas, in theCω category, local and global CR orbits have the
same dimension.

In the Cκ,α category, the maximal integral curve of an arbitrary ele-
ment ofL is Cκ+1,α, trivially because the right hand sides of the equations
dxk(t)/dt = ak(x(t)), k = 1, . . . , n, areCκ,α. May it be induced that
generalL-orbits areCκ+1,α? Trivially yes ifdimL = 1 at every point.

Another instance is as follows. Letr ∈ N with 1 6 r 6 n − 1
and letL0 = {La}16a6r be a system ofCκ,α vector fields defined in
a neighborhood of the origin inRn that are linearly independent there.
Consider the systemL generated by linear combinations of elements of
L0. Achieving Gaussian elimination and a linear change of coordinates,
we may assume thatr generators ofL, still denoted byL1, . . . , Lr, take
the form Li = ∂

∂xi
+
∑n−r

j=1 aij(x, y)
∂
∂yj

, i = 1, . . . , r, with (x, y) =

5In certain references, localL-orbits are considered as germs. Knowing by experience
that the language of germs becomes misleading when several quantifiers are involved in
complex statements, we will always prefer to speak of local submanifolds of a certain
small size.
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(x1, . . . , xr, y1, . . . , yn−r) and withaij(x, y) of classCκ,α in a neighborhood
of the origin.

We claim thatif OL(0) has (minimal possible)dimensionr, then it is
Cκ+1,α. This happens in particular ifL is Frobenius-integrable.

Indeed, the local graphed equations ofOL(0) must then be of the form
yj = hj(x), j = 1, . . . , n−r, with thehj of class at leastCκ,α, thanks to the
lemma above. Observe that theLi are tangent to this submanifold if and
only if the hj satisfy the complete system of partial differential equations
∂hj

∂xi
(x) = aij(x, h(x)), for i = 1, . . . , r, j = 1, . . . , n− r, implying directly

that thehj areCκ+1,α. In general, this argument shows that ifdimOL(p)
coincides withdimL(p), the orbit isCκ+1,α atp.

Example 1.29.However, this improvement of smoothness is untrue when
dimL(p) + 1 6 dimOL(p) 6 n− 1.

Indeed, pick the functionχκ,α = χκ,α(z) of z ∈ R equal to zero for
z 6 0 and, forz > 0, defined by:

χκ,α(z) =

{
zκ+α, if 0 < α 6 1,

zκ/log z, if α = 0.

This function isCκ,α on R, but for (λ, β) > (κ, α), it is not Cλ,β in
any neighborhood of the origin. Then inR4 equipped with coordinates
(x, y, z, t), consider the hypersurfaceΣ of equation:

0 = t − χκ+1,α(y)χκ,α(z),

ThenΣ is Cκ,α, not better. The two vector fieldsL1 := ∂
∂x

andL2 :=
∂
∂y

+[xχκ,α(−y)] ∂
∂z

+
[
χ′
κ+1,α(y)χκ,α(z)

]
∂
∂t

haveCκ,α coefficients and are
tangent toΣ. We claim thatΣ is the local{L1, L2}-orbit of the origin.

Otherwise, there would exist a local two-dimensional submanifold{
z = g(x, y), t = h(x, y)

}
with L1 and L2 tangent to it. Then

[L1, L2] = χκ,α(−y) ∂
∂z

should also be tangent. However, at points
(0, y, g(0, y), h(0, y)), with y negative and arbitrarily small,L1, L2 andL3

are equal to the three linearly independent vectors∂
∂x

, ∂
∂y

andχκ,α(−y) ∂
∂z

.
�

§2. FINITE TYPE SYSTEM AND THEIR GENERICITY(OPENESS AND

DENSITY)

2.1. Systems of vector fields satisfyingLlie = L. LetM be aCκ (1 6 κ 6

∞) connected manifold of dimensionn > 1. By X, denote the system of
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all vector fields defined on open subsets ofM (it is a sheaf). Let

L0 = {La}16a6r, r > 1,

be afinite collection ofCκ−1 vector fields defined onM , namelyLa ∈
X(M). Unlike in theCω category, in theCκ category,X(M) is always
nonempty and quite large, thanks to partitions of unity. Forthis reason,
we shall not work in the real analytic category, except in some specific
local situations. The set of linear combinations of elements of L0 with
coefficients inCκ−1(M,R) will be denoted byL (or L1) and called the
Cκ−1(M)-linear hull ofL0.

Definition 2.2. A Cκ−1(M)-linear systemL ⊂ X is said to beof finite type
at a pointp ∈M if Llie(p) = TpM .

If Llie is of finite type at every point, thenLlie = Linv = X and there is
just one maximalL-integral manifold in the sense of Sussmann:M itself.

In 1939, Chow had already shown that the equalityLlie = X implies the
everywhere accessibility condition: every two points ofM may be joined
by integral curves ofL. In 1967, Hörmander established that every second
order partial differential operatorP := L2

1 + · · · + L2
r + R1 + R0 on a

domainΩ ⊂ Rn whose top order part is a sum of squares ofC∞ vector
fields La, 1 6 a 6 r, such thatLlie = X is C∞-hypoelliptic, namely
Pf ∈ C∞ implies f ∈ C∞. Vector field systems satisfyingLlie = X
have been further studied by workers in hypoelliptic partial differential
equations and in nilpotent Lie algebras: Métivier, Stein,Mitchell, Stefan,
Lobry and others.

In the next Parts V and VI, we will focus on propagational aspects that
are enjoyed by the (more general) smooth systemsL that satisfyLinv = X,
but possiblyLlie(p) 6= X(p) at everyp ∈ M . Nevertheless, for com-
pleteness, we shall survey in the present section some classical geometric
properties of finite type systems.

2.3. Lie bracket flags, weights, privilegied coordinates and distance
estimate. DefineL1 := L and by induction, fors ∈ N with 2 6 s 6 κ,
defineLs to be theCκ−s-linear hull ofLs−1 + [L1,Ls−1]. Concretely,Ls is
generated overCκ−s by iterated Lie brackets of length6 s of the form:

Lα = [Lα1 , [Lα2 , . . . , [Lαℓ−1
, Lαℓ

] . . . ]], 1 6 ℓ 6 s.

Jacobi’s identity insures that[Ls1 ,Ls2 ] ⊂ Ls1+s2.
DenoteLs(p) := VectR {L(p) : L ∈ Ls}. Clearly,L is of finite type at

p ∈M if and only it there exists an integerd(p) 6 κwithLd(p)(p) = TpM .
The smallestd(p) is sometimes called thedegree of non-holonomyof L at
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p. Other authors call it thetype ofL at p, which we will do. The function
p 7→ d(p) ∈ [1, κ] ∪ {∞} is upper-semi-continuous:d(q) 6 d(p) for q
nearp.

Combinatorially, at a finite type point, it is of interest to introduce the
Lie bracket flag:

{0} ⊂ L1(p) ⊂ L2(p) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ls(p) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ld(p)(p) = TpM.

Then a finite type pointp is called regular if the integersns(q) :=
dimLs(q) remain constant in some neighborhood ofp. It is elementary to
verify ([Bel1996]) that, at such a regular point, the dimensions are strictly
increasing:

0 < n1(p) < n2(p) < · · · < nd(p)(p) = n.

Fix p, not necessarily regular. A local coordinate system(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
centered atp is linearly adapted atp if:




L1(p) = Vectp

(
∂

∂x1
, . . . ,

∂

∂xn1(p)

)
,

L2(p) = Vectp

(
∂

∂x1

, . . . ,
∂

∂xn1(p)

, . . . ,
∂

∂xn2(p)

)
,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ld(p)(p) = Vectp

(
∂

∂x1
, . . . ,

∂

∂xn1(p)

, . . . ,
∂

∂xn2(p)

, . . .
∂

∂xnd(p)(p)

)
.

Let us assignweightswi to such linearly adapted coordinatesxi as fol-
lows: the first group(x1, . . . , xn1(p)) being linked toL1(p), their weights
will all be equal to one:w1 = · · · = wn1(p) = 1. The second group
(xn1(p)+1, . . . , xn2(p)), linked to the quotientL2(p)/L1(p), will be assigned
uniform weight two: wn1(p)+1 = · · · = wn2(p) = 2, and so on, until
wnd(p)−1(p)+1 = · · · = wnd(p)(p) = d(p).

ProvidedL is of finite type at every point, we claim that the original
finite collectionL0 produces what is called asub-Riemannian metric; then
by means of weights, the topology associated to this metric may be com-
pared to the manifold topology ofM in a highly precise way.

Indeed, let us define the (infinitesimal)sub-Riemannian lengthof a vec-
tor vp ∈ L1(p) by:

||vp||L0 := inf
{
(u2

1 + · · · + u2
m)1/2 : vp = u1L1(p) + · · ·+ ur Lr(p)

}
.
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For vp 6∈ L1(p), we set||vp||L0 = ∞. The length of a piecewiseC1 curve
γ(t), t ∈ [0, 1], will be the integral:

lengthL0(γ) :=

∫ 1

0

||dγ(t)/dt||L0 dt.

Finally, the distance associated to the finite collectionL0 is:

dL0(p, q) := inf
γ: p→q

lengthL0(γ).

Assume for instanced(p) = 2, so thatn2(p) = n. If the coordinates
are linearly adapted, the tangent spaceTpM then splits in the “horizontal”
space, the(x1, . . . , xn1(p))-plane, together with a (not unique) “vertical”
space generatede.g.by the remaining coordinates. It is then classical that
the distance fromp to a point of coordinates(x1, . . . , xn) close top enjoys
the estimate:

dL0

(
p, (x1, . . . , xn)

)
≍ |x1|+ · · ·+ |xn1(p)|+ |xn1(p)+1|1/2 + · · ·+ |xn|1/2.

Here, the abbreviationΦ ≍ Ψ means that there existsC > 1 with
C−1 Ψ < Φ < C Ψ. Notice that the successive exponents coincide with
the weightsw1, . . . , wn1(p), wn1(p)+1, . . . , wn. In particular, to reach a point
of coordinates(0, . . . , 0, ε, . . . , ε), it is necessary to flow alongL0 during
a time∼ cst. ε1/2. Observe that|x1| + · · · + |xn| is equivalent to the dis-
tance fromp to x induced by any Riemannian metric. Thus, the modified
distancedL0 is just obtained by replacing each|xi| by |xi|1/wi, up to a mul-
tiplicative constant.

To generalize such a quantitative comparison between thedL0-distance
and the underlying topology ofM , linearly adapted coordinates appear
to be insufficient. Forβ = (β1, . . . , βr) ∈ Nr, denote byLβ the |β|-th
order derivationLβ1

1 L
β2
2 · · ·Lβr

r . Beyond linearly adapted coordinates, one
must introduceprivileged coordinates, whose existence is assured by the
following.

Theorem 2.4. ([Bel1996])There exist local coordinates(x1, . . . , xn) cen-
tered atp that areprivileged in the sense that eachxi is of order exactly
equal towi with respect toL0-derivations, namely, fori = 1, . . . , n:

Lγ xi|p = 0, for all γ with |γ| 6 wi − 1,

Lβ
∗
i xi|p 6= 0, for someβ∗

i with |β∗
i | = wi.

Only if d(p) = 2, linearly adapted coordinates are automatically privi-
leged ([Bel1996]). As soon asd(p) > 3, privileged systems are unavoid-
able.
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Theorem 2.5. ([Bel1996])For x in a neighborhood ofp, the estimate:

dL0(p, (x1, . . . , xn)) ≍ |x1|1/w1 + · · · + |xn|1/wn

holds if and only if the coordinates are privileged.

For ε > 0 small, define the anisotropic ballBL0(p, ε) := {x :
dL0(p, x) < ε}.

Corollary 2.6. ([Bel1996])There existC > 1 such that

1

C

n∏

i=1

[−εwi, εwi] ⊂ BL0(p, ε) ⊂ C

n∏

i=1

[−εwi, εwi].

2.7. Local basis.At a non-regular point, the integersnk(p),
k = 1, . . . , d(p) are not necessarily strictly increasing. Thus, it is
necessary to express the combinatorics of the Lie bracket flag with more
precision, in terms of what is sometimes calledHörmander numbersmi,
ℓi. From now on, we shall assume that ther vector fieldsLa, 1 6 a 6 r,
are linearly independent atp and haveC∞ or Cω coefficients. In both
cases, the formal Taylor series of every coefficient exists.

In the flag

{0} ⊂ L1(p) ⊂ L2(p) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ls(p) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ld(p)(p) = TpM.

let m1 denote the smallestk > 2 such that the dimension ofLk(p) is
larger than the dimension ofL1(p) (at a regular point,m1 = 2) and set
ℓ1 := dimLm1(p)−r > 1. Similarly, letm2 denote the smallestk > 1+m1

such that the dimension ofLk(p) is larger than the dimension ofLm1(p)
(at a regular point,m2 = 3) and setℓ2 := dimLm2(p) − dimLm1(p).
By induction, letmj+1 denote the smallestk > 1 + mj such that the
dimension ofLk(p) is larger than the dimension ofLmj (p) and setℓj+1 :=
dimLmj+1(p) − dimLmj (p).

Sincep is a point of finite type, the process terminates untilmh = d(p)
reaches the degree of non-holonomy atp, for a certain integerh > 1. We
thus have extracted the interesting information, namely the strict flag of
linear spaces:

L1(p) ⊂ Lm1(p) ⊂ Lm2(p) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Lmh(p) = TpM,

with Lie bracket orders1 < m1 < m2 < · · · < mh, whose successive
dimensions may be listed parallelly:

r < r + ℓ1 < r + ℓ1 + ℓ2 < · · · < r +
∑

16j6h

ℓj.
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Next, let x = (x1, . . . , xn) be linearly adapted coordinates, vanish-
ing at p. We shall denote them by(y, s1, s2, . . . , sh), wherey ∈ Rr,
s1 ∈ Rℓ1 , s2 ∈ Rℓ2, . . . , sh ∈ Rℓh. As in the preceding paragraph, we
assign weight1 to the y-coordinates, weightm1 to the s1-coordinates,
weightm2 to the s2-coordinates, . . . , weightmh to the sh-coordinates.
The weight of a monomialxα = yβ sγ11 sγ22 · · · sγh

h is obviously defined as
|β|+m1 |γ1|+m2 |γ2|+ · · ·+mh |γh|. We say that a formal power series
a(x) = a(y, s1, . . . , sh) is anO(κ) if all its monomials have weight> κ.
Also, a(x) is calledweighted homogeneous of degreeκ if

a (ty, tm1s1, t
m2s2, . . . , t

mhsh) = tκa(y, s1, s2, . . . , sh),

for all t ∈ R. As in the case ofR[[z1, . . . , zn]] with all weights equal to1,
every formal seriesa(y, s1, s2, . . . , sh) may be decomposed as a countable
sum of weighted homogeneous polynomials of increasing degree.

Dually, we also assign weights to all the basic vector fields:∂
∂ya

will have

weight−1, whereas forj = 1, . . . , mh, the ∂
∂sjl

, l = 1, . . . , ℓj, will have

weight−mj . The weight of a monomial vector fieldxα ∂
∂xi

is defined to be
the sum the weights ofxα with the weight of ∂

∂xi
. Every vector field having

formal power series coefficients may be decomposed as a countable sum
of weighted homogeneous vector fields having polynomial coefficients.

Theorem 2.8. ([Bel1996, BER1999])Assume the local vector fieldsLa,
a = 1, . . . , r, haveC∞ or Cω coefficients and are linearly independend at
p. If the C∞ or Cω coordinatesx = (y, s1, s2, . . . , sh) centered atp are
priveleged, then eachLa may be developed as:

La = L̂a + O(0),

where each vector field:

L̂a :=
∂

∂ya
+
∑

16j61

∑

16l6ℓj

pa,j,l(y, s1, . . . , sj−1)
∂

∂sj,l
,

is homogeneous of degree−1 and has as its coefficients some polynomials
pa,j,l = pa,j,l(y, s1, . . . , sj−1) that are independent ofsj and are homoge-
neous of degreemj − 1.

A crucial algebraic information is missing in this statement: what are the
nondegeneracy conditions on thepa,j,l that insure that the system is indeed
of finite type atp with the combinatorial invariantsmj andℓj ? The real
problem is to classify vector field systems that are of finite type, up to local
changes of coordinates. At least, the following may be verified.
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Theorem 2.9. ([Bel1996, BER1999])The vector fieldŝLa, a = 1, . . . , r,
form a finite type system̂L0 at p having thesamecombinatorial invariants
mj andℓj and satisfying the same distance estimate asdL0 in Theorem 2.5.
Moreover, the linear hull of̂L0 generates a Lie algebrâLlie with the nilpo-
tency property that all Lie brackets of length> mh + 1 all vanish.

2.10. Finite-typisation of smooth systems of vector fields.As previ-
ously, letL0 = {La}16a6r be a finite collection ofCκ−1 vector fields
globally defined on a connected manifoldM of classCκ (1 6 κ 6 ∞)
and of dimensionn > 1. Let L be itsCκ−1(M)-linear hull. If r = 1,
thenLlie = L, henceL cannot be of finite type, unlessn = 1. So we
assumen > 2 andr > 2. We want to perturbL slightly to L̃ so as to
get finite-typeness at every point:̃Llie(p) = TpM at everyp ∈ M . Since
the composition of Lie brackets of lengthℓ requires coefficients of vector
fields to be at leastCℓ, if κ <∞, then necessarilỹLlie = L̃κ stops at length
κ.

At a central point, say the origin inKn, and forK-analytic vector field
systems, the already presented Theorem 1.11(II) yields small perturbations
that are of finite type at0. Of course, the same local result holds true for
collections of vector fields that areC∞, or evenCκ−1 with κ large enough.
Now, we want a global theorem.

What does it mean for̃L to be close toL? A vector fieldL ∈ X(M)
may be interpreted as a section of the tangent bundle, in particular aCκ−1

mapM → TM . The most useful topology on the setCλ(M,N) of all
Cλ maps from a manifoldM to another manifoldN (e.g.N = TM with
λ = κ − 1) is thestrong Whitney topology; it controls better than the so-
calledweak topologythe behaviour of maps at infinity in the noncompact
case. Essentially,f, g ∈ Cλ(M,N) are (strongly) close to each other if all
their partial derivatives of order6 λ, computed in a countable collection
of chartsϕν : Uν → Rn andψν : Vν → Rm coveringM andN , ν ∈ N, are
εν-close, the smallness ofεν > 0 depending on the pair of charts(ϕν , ψν).
Precise definitions may be found in the monograph [Hi1976]. We then
topologize this way the finite productX(M)r.

Already two vector fields may well be of finite type on a manifold of
arbitrary dimension,e.g. ∂

∂x1
and

∑n
i=2 x

i−1
1

∂
∂xi

onRn.

Theorem 2.11.([Lo1970]) If the connected manifoldM of dimensionn >

2 is Cn+n2
, then the set of pairs of vector fieldsL0 := (K,L) ∈ X(M)2 on

M whoseCn2+n−1-linear hullL satisfiesLn
2+n = L, is open and dense in

the strong Whitney topology.
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According to [Su1976], the smoothnessM ∈ Cn+n2
in [Lo1970] was

improved toM ∈ C2n in Lobry’s thesis (unpublished). We will summarize
the demonstration in the caseM ∈ C2n. However, since neitherC2n nor
Cn+n2

are optimal, we will improve this result afterwards (Theorem 2.16
below).

Proof. Openness is no mystery. For denseness, we need some preliminary.
If M andN are twoCλ manifolds, we denote byJλ(M,N) thebundle of
λ-th jets ofCλ maps fromM toN . We recall that, to aCλ mapf : M →
N is associated theλ-th jet mapjλf : M → Jλ(M,N), a continuous
map that may be considered as a kind of intrinsic collection of all partial
derivatives off up to orderλ. Let π : Jλ(M,N) → M be the canonical
projection, sending a jet to its base point. Forp ∈M , the fiberπ−1(p) may
be identified withRNm,n,λ , whereNm,n,λ := m (n+λ)!

n! λ!
counts the number of

partial derivatives of order6 λ of mapsRn → Rm.
We will state a lemma which constitutes a special case of the jet transver-

sality theorem. This particular statement (Lemma 2.12 below) generalizes
the intuitively obvious statement that anyC0 curve graphed overR× {0}2

in R3 may always be slightly perturbed to avoid a given fixedC1 curveΣ.
Call a subsetΣ ⊂ Jλ(M,N) algebraic in the jet variablesif in every

pair of local charts, it possesses defining equations that are polynomials in
the jet variablesfj,α, 1 6 j 6 m, α ∈ Nn, |α| 6 λ, whose coefficients are
independent of the coordinatesx ∈M . Of course, after a local diffeomor-
phismx 7→ x̄(x) of M , a general polynomial in the jet variables which is
independent ofx almost never remains independent ofx̄ in the new coor-
dinates. Nevertheless, in the sequel, we shall only encounter special sets
Σ ⊂ Jλ(M,N) which, in any coordinate system, may be defined as zero
sets of such special polynomials.

For instance, taking(xk, yj, yj,k) as coordinates onJ1(M,N), where
1 6 k 6 n = dimM and1 6 j 6 m = dimN , a change of coordinates
x 7→ x̄(x) induces(xk, yj, yj,k) 7−→ (x̄k, ȳj, ȳj,k), whereȳj = yj is un-
changed but the new jet variablesyj,k =

∑n
l=1 ȳj,l

∂x̄l

∂xk
involve the variables

x (or x̄). Nevertheless, the equations{yj,k = 0, 1 6 j 6 m, 1 6 k 6 n}
saying that the first (pure) jet vanishes are equivalent to{ȳj,k = 0, 1 6 j 6

m, 1 6 k 6 n}, since the invertible Jacobian matrix
(
∂x̄l

∂xk

)
may be erased:

vanishing properties in a jet bundle are intrinsic !
A theorem due to Whitney states that real algebraic sets are stratified,

i.e. are finite unions of geometrically smooth real algebraic manifolds.
Thecodimensionof Σ is thus well-defined.
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Lemma 2.12. ([Hi1976]) AssumeΣ ⊂ Jλ(M,N) is algebraic in the jet
variables and of codimension> 1 + dimM . Then the set of mapsf ∈
Cλ(M,N) whoseλ-th prolongationjλf : M → Jλ(M,N) does not meet
Σ at any point is open and dense in the strong Whitney topology.

Althoughjλf is only continuous, the fact that the bad setΣ is algebraic
enables to apply the appropriate version of Sard’s theorem that is used in
the jet transversality theorem.

We shall apply the lemma by defining a certain bad setΣ which, if
avoided, means that a pair of vector fields onM is of finite type at ev-
ery point.

AssumeM ∈ C2n and let(K,L) ∈ X(M)2. Both vector fields have
C2n−1 coefficients. Withλ := 2n − 1, denote byJ2n−1(X(M)2) the fiber
bundle of the(2n− 1)-th jets of these pairs. In some coordinates provided
by a local chartU ∋ q 7→ (x1(q), . . . , xn(q)) ∈ Rn, withU ⊂M open, we
may writeK =

∑
16i6n Ki(x)

∂
∂xi andL =

∑
16i6n Li(x)

∂
∂xi . In such a

chart, the(2n − 1)-th jet mapj2n−1(K,L) : U −→ J2n−1(X2(M)|U) is
concretely given by:

U ∋ x 7−→
(
∂αx Ki(x), ∂

α
x Li(x)

)
α∈Nn, |α|62n−1, 16i6n

.

We denote byKi,α andLi,α the corresponding jet variables. AC2n local
diffeomorphismx 7→ x̄ = x̄(x) induces a triangular transformation involv-
ing the chain rule between these jets variables, with coefficients depending
on the2n-th jet of x̄(x), some of which are onlyC0, which might be un-
pleasant. Fortunately, our bad setΣ will be shown to be algebraic with
respect to the jet variablesKi,α andLi,α in any system of coordinates.

Let (K,L) ∈ X(M)2. To write shortly iterated Lie brackets, we de-
note ad(K)L := [K,L], so thatad(K)2L = [K, [K,L]], ad(K)3L =
[K, [K, [K,L]]] and so on. Also, we setad0(K)L := L. Define a subset
Σ ⊂ J2n−1(X2(M)) as a unionΣ = Σ′ ∪ Σ′′ ∪ Σ′′′, where:

• firstly Σ′ is defined by the2n equationsKi,0 = Li,0 = 0;

• secondly,Σ′′ is defined by requiring that all then×n minors of the
following n× (2n) matrix

(
ad0(K)L ad1(K)L · · · · · · ad2n−1(K)L

)
,

vanish;

• thirdly, Σ′′′ is defined similarly, after exchangingK with L.
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Lemma 2.13. In the vector space of realn× (2n) matrices, isomorphic to
R2n2

, the subset of matrices of rank6 (n− 1) is a real algebraic subset of
codimension equal to(n+ 1).

Without obtaining a complete explicit expression, it is easily verified
that adj(K)(L), 0 6 j 6 2n − 1, is a universal polynomial in the jet
variablesKi,α andLi,α. Under a local change of coordinatesx 7→ x̄(x),
if the two vector fieldsK andL transform toK and toL (push-forward),
all the multiple Lie bracketsadj(K)L then transform toadj(K)L, thanks
to the invariance of Lie brackets. Geometrically, the vanishing of each
of the n × n minors definingΣ′′ and Σ′′′ means the linear dependence
of a system ofn vectors, thus it is an intrinsic condition. Consequently,
although the jet variablesKi,α andLi,α are transformed in an unpleasant
way through diffeomorphisms, the setsΣ′, Σ′′ andΣ′′′ may be defined by
universal polynomials in the jet variablesKi,α andLi,α, that are the same
in any system of local coordinates.

The lemma above and an inspection of a part of the complete expression
of the adj(K)(L), 0 6 j 6 2n − 1 provides the following information.
Details will be skipped.

Lemma 2.14. The two subsetsΣ′′ andΣ′′′ of J2n−1(X(M)2) are both al-
gebraic in the jet variables and of codimension(n+ 1) outsideΣ′.

To conclude the proof of the theorem, we have to show that arbitrar-
ily close to(K,L), there are pairs of finite type. SinceΣ′ has codimen-
sion2n > dimM , a first application of the avoidance Lemma 2.12 yields
a perturbed pair, still denoted by(K,L), with the property that at every
point p ∈ M , eitherK(p) 6= 0 or L(p) 6= 0. SinceΣ′′ and Σ′′′ both
have codimensionn + 1 > dimM , a second application of the avoidance
Lemma 2.12 yields a perturbed pair such that the two collections of2n
vector fieldsadj(K)L, 0 6 j 6 2n − 1, andadj(L)K, 0 6 j 6 2n − 1,
generateTM at every pointp ∈M . The proof is complete. �

To improve this theorem, letr > 2 and consider the setX(M)r of col-
lections ofr vector fields globally defined onM that areCκ−1 for some
κ > 2 to be chosen later. IfL0 = {L1, L2, . . . , Lr}, is such a col-
lection, its elements may be expressed in a local chart(x1, . . . , xn) as
La =

∑n
i=1 ϕa,i(x)

∂
∂xi

, for a = 1, . . . , r. Since the coefficients areCκ−1,
it is possible to speak ofLλ only for λ 6 κ. We want to determine the
smallest regularityκ such that the set ofr-tuplesL0 ∈ X(M)r that are of
finite type at every point ofM is open and dense inX(M)r for the strong
Whitney topology.
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As in §1.8(II), let nκ(r) denote the dimension of the subspaceFκ(r)
of the free Lie algebraF(r) that is generated as a real vector space by
simple words (abstract Lie brackets) of length6 κ. Thennκ(r) is the
maximal possible dimension ofLκ(p) at a pointp ∈ M . We know thatLκ

is generated by simple iterated Lie brackets of the form
[
La1 ,

[
La2 , . . . ,

[
Laκ−1 , Laλ

]
. . .
]]
,

for all λ 6 κ and for certain (not all)ai with 1 6 a1, a2, . . . , aλ−1, aλ 6 r
that depend on the choice of a Hall-Witt basis (Definition 1.9(II)) of Fκ(r).

We chooseκ minimal so thatnκ(r) > 2 dimM = 2n. This fixes
the smoothness ofM . For b = r + 1, . . . , nκ(r), we order linearly as
Lb =

∑n
i=1 ψb,i(x)

∂
∂xi

the chosen collection of iterated Lie brackets that

generateLκ. If λ = λ(b) denotes the length ofLb, namelyLb ∈ Lλ(b) of
the formLb =

[
La1 , . . . ,

[
Laλ(b)−1

, Laλ(b)

]
. . .
]
, there are universal differ-

ential polynomialsAia1,...,aλ(b)
in the(λ(b)−1)-th jet of the coefficientsϕa,i

such thatψb,i(x) = Aia1,...,aλ(b)

(
J
λ(b)−1
x ϕ(x)

)
. Also, in a fixed local system

of coordinates, we form then× (2n) matrix
(
ϕ1,i . . . ϕr,i ψr+1,i . . . ψ2n,i

)
16i6n

.

Similarly as in the proof of the previous theorem, we define a “bad” subset
Σ of Jκ−1(X(M)r) by requiring that the dimension ofLκ(p) is 6 (n− 1)
at every pointp ∈ M . This geometric condition is intrinsic and neither
depends on the choice of local coordinates nor on the choice of a Hall-Witt
basis. Concretely, in a local system of coordinates,Σ is described as the
zero-set of alln×nminors of the above matrix. Thanks to Lemma 2.13 and
to an inspection of a portion of the explicit expressions of the jet polyno-
mialsAia1,...,aλ(b)

(
J
λ(b)−1
x ϕ(x)

)
, we may establish the following assertion.

Lemma 2.15. The so defined subsetΣ =
{

dimLκ(p) 6 n − 1, ∀ p ∈
M
}

of Jκ−1(X(M)r) is algebraic in the jet variables and of codimension
(n + 1).

Then an application of the avoidance Lemma 2.12 yields that,after an
arbitrarily small perturbation ofL0, still denoted byL0, we haveLκ(p) =
TpM for everyp ∈ M . Equivalently, the typed(p) of p is finite at every
point and satisfiesd(p) 6 κ.

Theorem 2.16.Let r > 2 be an integer and assume that the connected
n-dimensional abstract manifoldM is Cκ, whereκ is minimal with the
property that the dimensionnκ(r) of the vector subspaceFκ(r), of the free
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Lie algebraF(r) havingr generators, that is generated by all brackets of
length6 κ, satisfies

nκ(r) > 2 dimM = 2n.

Then the set of collections ofr vector fieldsL0 ∈ X(M)r that are of type
6 κ at every point is open and dense inX(M)r for the strong Whitney
topology.

A more general problem about finite-typisation of vector field structures
is concerned with general substructures of a given finite type structure.

Open question 2.17.Given a finite type collectionK0 = {Kb}16b6s, s >

3, of Cκ−1 vector fields onM of classCκ with the property thatKκ(p) =
TpM at every point and given aCκ−1 subsystemL0 = {La}16a6r, 2 6 r 6

s − 1, of the formLa =
∑

16b6s ψa,bKb, is it always possible to perturb
slightly the functionsψa,b : M → R so as to renderL0 of finite type at
every point ? If so, what is the smallest regularityκ, in terms ofr, s and
the highest type ofK0 at points ofM ?

Finally, we mention a result similar to Theorem 2.16 that is valid in
the C2 category and does not use any Lie bracket. It is based on Suss-
mann’s orbit Theorem 1.21. The reference [Su1976] deals with several
other genericity properties, motivated by Control Theory.

Theorem 2.18.([Su1976])Assumer > 2 andκ > 2. The set of collections
L0 = {La}16a6r of r vector fields on a connectedCκ manifoldM so that
M consists of a singleL-orbit, is open and dense inX(M)r equipped with
the strong WhitneyCκ−1 topology.

2.19. Transition. The next Section 3 exposes the point of view of Analy-
sis, where vector field systems are considered as partial differential opera-
tors, until we come back to the applications of the notion of orbits to CR
geometry in Section 4.

§3. LOCALLY INTEGRABLE CR STRUCTURES

3.1. Local insolvability of partial differential equation s. Until the
1950’s, among analysts, it was believed and expected that all linear par-
tial differential equations having smooth coefficients hadlocal solutions
([Trv2000]). In fact, elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic andconstant coeffi-
cient equations were known to be locally solvable. Althoughhis thesis
subject was to confirm this expectation in full generality, in 1957, Hans
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Lewy ([Lew1957]) exhibited a striking and now classical counterexam-
ple of aC∞ function g in a neighborhood of the origin ofR3, such that
Lf = g has no local solution at all. Here,L = ∂

∂z̄
+ z ∂

∂v
is the gen-

erator of the Cauchy-Riemann anti-holomorphic bundle tangential to the
Heisenberg sphere of equationv = zz̄ in C2, equipped with coordinates
(z, w) = (x+ iy, u+ iv).

From the side of Analysis, almost absent in the two grounding
works [Po1907] and [Ca1932] of Henri Poincaré and ofÉlie Cartan,
Lewy’s discovery constituted the birth of smooth linear PDEtheory
and of smoooth Cauchy-Riemann geometry. Later, in 1971, thesimpler
two-variables Mizohata equation∂f

∂x
− ixk ∂f

∂y
= g was shown by Grushin

to be non-solvable, ifk is odd, for certaing. One may verify that the set of
smooth functionsg for which Lewy’s or Grushin’s equation is insolvable,
even in the distributional sense, is generic in the sense of Baire. Fork = 1,
the Mizohata vector field ∂

∂x
− i x ∂

∂y
intermixes the holomorphic and

antiholomorphic structures, depending on the sign ofx.
In 1973 answering a question of Lewy, Nirenberg ([Ni1973]) exhibited

a perturbation∂
∂x

− i x(1 +ϕ(x, y)) ∂
∂y

of the Mizohata vector field, where
ϕ is C∞ and null forx 6 0, such that the only local solutions ofLf = 0
are the constants. A year later, in [Ni1974], he exhibited a perturbation
of the Lewy vector field having the same property. A refined version is as
follows.

Let Ω be a domain inR3, exhausted by a countable family of compact
setsKj, j = 1, 2, . . . with Kj ⊂ IntKj+1. If f ∈ C∞(Ω,C), define
the Fréchet semi-normsρj(f) := maxx∈Kj, |α|6j |∂αx f(x)| and topologize

C∞(Ω,C) by means of the metricd(f, g) :=
∑∞

j=1
ρj(f−g)

1+ρj(f−g) . Consider
the set

L̂ :=
{
L =

3∑

j=1

aj(x)
∂

∂xj
: aj ∈ C∞(Ω,C)

}
,

equipped with this topology for each coefficientaj .

Theorem 3.2.([JT1982, Ja1990])The set ofL ∈ L̂ for which the solutions
u ∈ C1(Ω,C) ofLu = 0 are the constants only, is dense inL̂.

These phenomena and others were not suspected at the time of Lie, of
Poincaré, ofÉ. Cartan, of Vessiot and of Janet, when PDE theory was
focused on the algebraic complexity of systems of differential equations
having analytic coefficients. In 1959, Hörmander explained the behavior of
the Lewy counter-example, as follows. The references [Trv1970, Trv1986,
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ES1993, Trv2000] provide further survey informations about operators of
principal type, operators with multiple characteristics,pseudodifferential
operators, hypoelliptic operators, microlocal analysis,etc.

Let P = P (x, ∂x) =
∑

α∈Nn, |α|6m aα(x) ∂
α
x be a linear partial dif-

ferential operator of degreem having C∞ complex-valued coefficients
aα : Ω → C defined in a domainΩ ⊂ Rn. Its symbolP (x, ξ) :=∑

|α|6m aα(x) (i ξ)α is a function from the cotangentT ∗Ω ≡ Ω × Rn

toC. Its principal symbolis the homogeneous degreem partPm(x, ξ) :=∑
|α|=m aα(x) (i ξ)α. The cone of points(x, ξ) ∈ Ω × (Rn\{0}) such that

Pm(x, ξ) = 0 is thecharacteristic setof P , the locus of the obstructions to
existence as well as to regularity of solutionsf of P (x, ∂x)f = g.

The real characteristics ofP are calledsimple if, at every character-
istic point (x0, ξ0) with ξ0 6= 0, the differentialdξPm =

∑n
k=1

∂Pm

∂ξk
dξk

with respect toξ is nonzero. It follows from homogeneity and from Eu-
ler’s identity that the zeros ofP are simple, so the characteristic set is a
regular hypersurface ofΩ × (Rn\{0}). One can show that this assump-
tion entails that the behaviour ofP is the same as that ofPm: in a certain
rigorous sense, lower order terms may be neglected. In his thesis (1955),
Hörmander called such operatorsof principal type, a label that has stuck
([Trv1970]).

CallP solvable at a pointx0 ∈ Ω if there exists a neighborhoodU of x0

such that for everyg ∈ C∞(U), there exists a distributionf supported inU
that satisfiesPf = g in U . In 1955, Hörmander had shown that a principal
type partial differential operatorP is locally solvable if all the coefficients
aα(x), |α| = m, of its principal partPm are real-valued. On the contrary,
if they are complex-valued, in 1959, he showed:

Theorem 3.3. ([Hö1963]) If the quantity
n∑

k=1

∂Pm(x, ξ)

∂ξk

∂Pm(x, ξ)

∂xk

is nonzero at a characteristic point(x0, ξ0) ∈ T ∗Ω, for someξ0 6= 0, then
P is insolvable atx0.

With Pm(x, ∂x) :=
∑

|α|=m aα(x) ∂
α
x , denote byC2m−1(x, ξ) the prin-

cipal symbol of the commutator
[
Pm(x, ∂x), Pm(x, ∂x)

]
, obviously zero

if Pm has real coefficients. The above necessary condition for local solv-
ability may be rephrased as: ifP is locally solvable atx0, then for all
ξ ∈ Rn\{0}:

Pm(x, ξ) = 0 =⇒ C2m−1(x, ξ) = 0.
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This condition explained the non-solvability of the Lewy operator appro-
priately.

3.4. Condition (P) of Nirenberg-Treves and local solvability. The geo-
metric content of the above necessary condition was explored and general-
ized by Nirenberg-Treves ([NT1963, NT1970, Trv1970]). Recall that the
Hamiltonian vector fieldassociated to a functionf = f(x, ξ) ∈ C1(Ω×Rn)
is Hf :=

∑n
k=1

(
∂f
∂ξk

∂
∂xk

− ∂f
∂xk

∂
∂ξk

)
. A bicharacteristicof the real part

A(x, ξ) of Pm(x, ξ) is an integral curve ofHA, namely:

dx

dt
= gradξ A(x, ξ),

dξ

dt
= −gradxA(x, ξ).

It follows at once that the functionA(x, ξ) must be constant along its
bicharacteristics. When the constant is zero, a bicharacteristic is called
a null bicharacteristic. In particular, null bicharacteristics are contained in
the characteristic set, which explains the terminology.

Then Hörmander’s necessary condition may be interpreted as follows.
LetB(x, ξ) be the imaginary part ofPm(x, ξ). An immediate computation
shows that the principal symbol of[A(x, ∂x), B(x, ∂x)] is given by:

C1(x, ξ) =
n∑

k=1

{
∂A

∂ξk
(x, ξ)

∂B

∂xk
(x, ξ) − ∂B

∂ξk
(x, ξ)

∂A

∂xk
(x, ξ)

}
.

Equivalently,
C1(x, ξ) = (dB/dt) (x, ξ).

Theorem 3.3 says that the nonvanishing ofC1 at a characteristic point en-
tails insolvability. In fact, Nirenberg-Treves observed that if the order of
vanishing ofB along the null characteristic ofA is odd then insolvability
holds. Beyond finite order of vanishing, what appeared to matter is only
the change of sign. Since the equationPf = g has the same solvability
properties asz Pf = g, for all z ∈ C\{0}, this led to the following:

Definition 3.5. ([NT1963, NT1970]) A differential operatorP of prin-
cipal type is said tosatisfy condition(P) if, for every z ∈ C\{0}, the
functionIm (z Pm) does not change sign along the null bicharacteristic of
Re (z Pm).

The next theorem has been shown forP havingCω coefficients and in
certain cases forP havingC∞ coefficients by Nirenberg-Treves, and fi-
nally, in the generalC∞ category by Beals-Fefferman (sufficiency) and by
Moyer (necessity).
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Theorem 3.6. ([NT1963, Trv1970, NT1970, BeFe1973, Trv1986])Con-
dition (P) is necessary and sufficient for the local solvability inL2 of a
principal type linear partial differential equationPf = g.

Except for complex and strongly pseudoconvex structures, little is
known about solvability ofC∞ systems of PDE’s, especially overdeter-
mined ones ([Trv2000]). In the sequel, only vector field systems (order
m = 1), studied for themselves, will be considered.

3.7. Involutive and CR structures. Following [Trv1981, Trv1992,
BCH2005], letM be aCω, C∞ or Cκ,α (κ > 2, 0 < α < 1) paracom-
pact Hausdorff second countable abstract real manifold of dimension
µ > 1 and letL be aCω, C∞ or Cκ−1,α complex vector subbundle of
CTM := C ⊗ TM of rankλ, with 1 6 λ 6 µ. Denote byLp its fiber at
a pointp ∈ M . Denote byT the orthogonal ofL for the duality between
differential forms and vector fields. It is a vector subbundle of CT ∗M ,
whose fiber at a pointp ∈ M is L⊥

p =
{
̟ ∈ CT ∗

pM : ̟ = 0 on Lp
}

.
Thecharacteristic setC := T ∩T ∗M (realT ∗M) is in general not a vector
bundle: the dimension ofC0

p may vary withp, as shown for instance by the
bundle generated overR2 by the Mizohata operator∂x − ix ∂y.

From now on, we shall assume that the bundleL is formally integrable,
i.e. that[L,L] ⊂ L. ThenL defines:

• anelliptic structureif Cp = 0 for all p ∈M ;

• acomplex structureof Lp ⊕ Lp = CTpM for all p ∈M ;

• a Cauchy-Riemann(CR for short)structureif Lp ∩ Lp = {0} for
all p ∈M ;

• anessentially real structureif Lp = Lp, for all p ∈M .

In general,L will be called an involutive structureif [L,L] = L.
Let us summarize basic linear algebra properties ([Trv1981, Trv1992,
BCH2005]). Every essentially real structure is locally generated by real
vector fields. Every complex structure is elliptic. IfL is a CR structure
(often calledabstract), the characteristic setC is in fact a vector subbundle
of T ∗M of rankµ−2λ; this integer is thecodimensionof the CR structure.
A CR structure isof hypersurface typeif its codimension equals1.

3.8. Local integrability and generic submanifolds ofCn. The bundle
L is locally integrableif every p ∈ M has a neighborhoodUp in which
there existτ := µ − λ functionsz1, . . . , zτ : Up → C of classCω, C∞

or Cκ,α whose differentialsdz1, . . . , dzτ are linearly independent and span
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T |Up (or equivalently, are annihilated by sections ofL). In other words, the
homogeneous PDE systemLf = 0 has the best possible space of solutions.

Here is a canonical example of locally integrable structure. Consider a
generic submanifoldM of Cn of classCω, C∞ or Cκ,α, κ > 1, 0 6 α 6 1,
as defined in§2.1(II) and in§4.1 below. Letd > 0 be its codimension and
let m = n − d > 0 be its CR dimension. LetT cM = TM ∩ JTM (a
real vector bundle) and letCTM = C ⊗ TM . Define the two complex
subbundlesT 1,0M andT 0,1M = T 1,0M of CTM whose fibers at a point
p ∈M are:
{
T 1,0
p M = {Xp + iJXp : Xp ∈ T cpM} = {Zp ∈ CTpM : JZp = −iZp},
T 0,1
p M = {Xp − iJXp : Xp ∈ T cpM} = {Zp ∈ CTpM : JZp = iZp}.

Geometrically,T 1,0M andT 0,1M are just the traces onM of the holomor-
phic and anti-holomorphic bundlesT 1,0Cn andT 0,1Cn, whose fibers at a
point p are

∑n
k=1 ak

∂
∂zk

∣∣
p

and
∑n

k=1 bk
∂
∂z̄k

∣∣
p
. They satisfy the Frobenius

involutivity conditions[T 1,0M,T 1,0M ] ⊂ T 1,0M and [T 0,1M,T 0,1M ] ⊂
T 0,1M . More detailed background information may be found in [Ch1991,
Bo1991, Trv1992, BER1999].

On such an embedded generic submanifoldM , choose as structure bun-
dle L just T 0,1M ⊂ CTM . Then clearly, then holomorphic coordinate
functionsz1, . . . , zn are annihilated by the anti-holomorphic local sections∑n

k=1 bk
∂
∂z̄k

of T 0,1M and they have linearly independent differential, at
every point ofM . A generic submanifold embedded inCn carries a locally
integrable involutive structure. Conversely:

Lemma 3.9. Every locally integrable CR structure is locally realizable as
the anti-holomorphic structure induced on a generic submanifold embed-
dedCn.

Proof. Indeed, if a realµ-dimensionalCω, C∞ or Cκ,α manifoldM bears
a locally integrable CR structure, the mapZ = (z1, . . . , zτ ) produces an
embedding of the open setUp as a local generic submanifoldM := Z(Up)
of Cτ , with Z∗(L) = T 0,1M . �

A locally integrable CR structure is sometimes called locally realizable
or locallyembeddable.

3.10. Levi form. Let L be an involutive structure, not necessarily locally
integrable and letcp ∈ Cp ⊂ T ∗

pM be a nonzero characteristic covector at
p.
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Definition 3.11. TheLevi form atp in the characteristic codirectioncp ∈
Cp\{0} ⊂ T ∗

pM\{0} is the Hermitian form acting on two vectorsXp, Yp ∈
L(p) as:

Lp,cp

(
Xp, Y p

)
:=

1

2i
cp
([
X, Y

])
,

whereX, Y are any two sections ofL defined in a neighborhood ofp and
satisfyingX(p) = Xp, Y (p) = Yp. The resulting number is independent
of the choice of such extensionsX, Y .

For the study of realizability of CR structures of codimension one, non-
degeneracy of the Levi form, especially positivity or negativity, is of cru-
cial importance. An abstract CR structure of hypersurface type whose Levi
form has a definite signe is said to bestrongly pseudoconvex, since, after
a possible rescaling of sign of a nonzero characteristic covector, all the
eigenvalues of its Levi form are positive.

3.12. Nonembeddable CR structures.After Lewy’s discovery, the first
example of a smooth strictly pseudoconvex CR structure in real dimension
3 which is not locally embeddable was produced by Nirenberg in1973
([Ni1973]), cf. Theorem 3.3 above. For CR structures of hypersurface
type, Nirenberg’s work has been generalized in higher dimension under the
assumption that the Levi form is neither positive nor negative, in any char-
acteristic codirection. Letn > 2 and letε1 = 1, εk = −2, k = 2, . . . , n.

Theorem 3.13.([JT1982, BCH2005])There exists aC∞ complex-valued
functiong = g(x, y, s) defined in a neighborhood of the origin inCn × R
and vanishing to infinite order along{x1 = y1 = 0} such that the vector
fields:

L̂j :=
∂

∂z̄j
− i εj zj (1 + g(x, y, s))

∂

∂s
,

are pairwise commuting and such that everyC1 solutionh of L̂jh = 0, j =
1, 2, . . . , n defined in a neighborhood of the origin must satisfy∂h

∂s
(0) = 0.

This entails that the involutive structure spanned by theL̂j is not lo-
cally integrable at0. One may establish that the set of suchg is generic.
Crucially, the Levi-form is of signature(n− 1).

Open problem 3.14.Find versions of generic non-embeddability for CR
structures of codimension1 having degenerate Levi-form. Find higher
codimensional versions of generic non-embeddability.
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3.15. Integrability of complex structures and embeddability of
strongly pseudoconvex CR structures.Let us now expose positive
results. Every formally integrable essentially real structureL = ReL is
locally integrable, thanks to Frobenius’ theorem; howeverthe condition
[L,L] ⊂ L entails the involutivity ofReL only in this special case. Also,
every analytic formally integrable CR structure is locallyintegrable: it
suffices to complexify the coefficients of a generating set ofvector fields
and to apply the holomorphic version of Frobenius’ theorem.For complex
structure, the proof is due to Libermann (1950) and to Eckman-Frölicher
(1951),see[AH1972a, Trv1981, Trv1992].

Theorem 3.16.Smooth complex structures are locally integrable.

This deeper fact has a long history, which we shall review concisely. On
real analytic surfaces, isothermal coordinates where discovered by Gauss
in 1825–26, before he published hisDisquisitiones generales circa superfi-
cies curvas. In the 1910’s, by a nontrivial advance, Korn and Lichtenstein
transferred this theorem to Hölder continuous metrics.

Theorem 3.17.Letds2 = E du2+2F dudv+Gdv2 be aC0,α (0 < α < 1)
Gaussian metric defined in some neighborhood of0 in R2. Then there
exists aC1,α change of coordinates(u, v) 7→ (ũ, ṽ) fixing 0 and aC0,α

functionλ̃ = λ̃(ũ, ṽ) such that:

λ̃
(
dũ2 + dṽ2

)
= E du2 + 2F dudv +Gdv2.

A modern proof of this theorem based on the complex notation and
on the ∂ formalism was provided by Bers ([Be1957]) and by Chern
([Ch1955]). In the monograph [Ve1962], deeper weakenings of smooth-
ness assumptions are provided.

As a consequence of this theorem, complex structures of class C0,α on
surfaces may be shown to be locally integrable. Let us explain in length
this corollary.

At first, remind that analmost complex structureon 2n-dimensional
manifoldM is a smoothly varying fieldJ = (Jp)p∈M of endomorphisms
of TpM satisfyingJp ◦ Jp = −Id. Thanks toJ , as in the standard complex
case, one may defineT 0,1

p M := {Xp + iJpXp : Xp ∈ TpM} and then the
bundleL := T 0,1M is a complex structure in the PDE sense of§3.7 above.
Conversely, given a complex structureL ⊂ CTM , then locally in some
neighborhoodUp of an arbitrary pointp ∈M , there exist local coordinates
(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) vanishing atp so thatn complex vector fields of
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the form:

Zj :=
n∑

k=1

ak,j ∂xk
+ i

n∑

k=1

bk,j ∂yk
,

with ak,j(0) = δk,j = bk,j(0), spanL|Up. The associated almost complex
structure is obtained by declaring that, at a point of coordinates(x, y), one
has:

J

(
n∑

k=1

ak,j ∂xk

)
=

n∑

k=1

bk,j ∂yk
and J

(
n∑

k=1

bk,j ∂yk

)
= −

n∑

k=1

ak,j ∂xk
.

Lemma 3.18. The bundleL ⊂ CTM satisfies[L,L] ⊂ L if and only if,
for every two vector fieldsX andY onM , the Nijenhuis expression:

N(X, Y ) := [J X, J Y ] − J [X, J Y ] − J [J X, Y ] − [X, Y ]

vanishes identically.

The proof is abstract nonsense. Also, one verifies thatN(f X, g Y ) =
f g N(X, Y ) for every two smooth local functionf andg: the expression
N is of tensorial character. In symplectic and in almost complex geometry
([MS1995]), the following is settled.

Definition 3.19. The almost complex structure is calledintegrableif, in
some neighborhoodUp of every pointp ∈M there existn complex-valued
functionsz1, . . . , zn : Up → C of class at leastC1 and having linearly
independent differentials such thatdzk ◦ J = i ◦ dzk, for k = 1, . . . , n.

One verifies that it is equivalent to requireLzk = 0, k = 1, . . . , n: inte-
grability of an almost complex structure coincides with local integrability
of L = T 0,1M .

Now, we may come back to the integrability Theorem 3.16. To anarbi-
trary Gaussian metricg = ds2 as in Theorem 3.17, withE > 0,G > 0 and
EG− F 2 > 0, are associated both a volume form and an almost complex
structure:

dvolg :=
√
EG− F 2 du ∧ dv and Jg :=

1√
EG− F 2

(
−F −G
E F

)
.

Conversely, given a volume form and an almost complex structureJ on a
surface, an associated Riemannian metric is provided by:

g(·, ·) := dvol(·, J ·).
According to Korn’s and Lichtenstein’s theorem, there exist coordinates
in which the metric is conformally flat, equal toλ (du2 + dv2). In these
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coordinates, the associated complex structure is obviously the standard
one: J∂u = ∂v andJ∂v = −∂u. In fact, any local change of coordi-
nates(u, v) 7→ (ũ, ṽ) which respects orthogonality of the curvilinear co-
ordinates,i.e. transforms the Gaussian isothermal metric to a similar one
λ̃ (dũ2 + dṽ2), commutes withJ , so that the mapu + i v 7→ ũ + i ṽ is
holomorphic. In conclusion:

Theorem 3.20.C0,α (0 < α < 1) complex structures are locally inte-
grable.

The generalization to several variables of the theorem of Korn and Licht-
enstein is due to Newlander-Nirenberg, who solved a question raised by
Chern. The proof was modified and the smoothness assumption was per-
fected by several mathematicians: Nijenhuis-Woolf ([NW1963]), Mal-
grange, Kohn, Hörmander, Nirenberg, Treves ([Trv1992]) and finally Web-
ster ([We1989c]) who used the Leray-Koppelman∂ homotopy formula to-
gether with the Nash-Moser rapidly convergent iteration scheme for solv-
ing nonlinear functional equations.

Theorem 3.21. (C2n,α, 0 < α < 1: [NN1957]; C1,α, 0 < α < 1:
[NW1963, We1989c];C∞: [Trv1992]) Suppose that on the real manifold
M of dimension2n > 4, the formally integrable complex structureL is
C∞ or Cκ−1,α, κ > 2, 0 < α < 1. Then there exist local complex-valued
coordinates(z1, . . . , zn) annihilated byL which areC∞ or Cκ,α.

Finally, an elementary linear algebra argument ([Trv1981,Trv1992,
BCH2005]) enables to deduce local integrability ofC∞ or Cκ−1,α ellip-
tic structures from the above theorem. In fact, elliptic structures are shown
to be locally isomorphic toCτ ×Rλ−τ , equipped with ∂

∂z̄i
, ∂
∂tj

.

Problem 3.22. Is a formally integrable involutive structure having
positive-dimensional characteristic set locally integrable?

Again the history is rich. Integrability results are known only for
strongly pseudoconvex CR structures of hypersurface type.Solving a ques-
tion raised by Kohn in 1965, Kuranishi ([Ku1982]) showed in 1982 thatC∞

strongly pseudoconvex abstract CR structures of dimension> 9 are locally
realizable. His delicate proof involved a study of the Neumann operator in
L2 spaces, for solving the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations, together
with the Nash-Moser argument. In 1987, Akahori ([Ak1987]) modified the
technique of Kuranishi and included the case of dimension7.
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In 1989, to solve an associated linearized problem, insteadof the Neu-
mann operator, Webster used the totally explicit integral operators of
Henkin.

Theorem 3.23.([We1989a, We1989b])LetM be a strongly pseudoconvex
(2n−1)-dimensional CR manifold of classCµ. ThenM admit, locally near
each point, a holomorphic embedding of classCκ, provided

n > 4, κ > 21, µ > 6 κ+ 5n− 3.

The main new ingredient in his proof was Henkin’ local homotopy op-
erator∂M on a hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn:

f = ∂M P (f) +Q(∂M f), f a (0, 1) − form,

known to hold forn > 4. For this reason, Webster suspected the exis-
tence of refinements based on an insider knowledge of∂ techniques. In
1994, using a modified homotopy formula yielding betterCκ-estimates,
Ma-Michel [MM1994] improved smoothness:

κ > 18, µ > κ + 13.

Up to now, the five dimensional remains open. In fact, the solvability of
∂M f = g for a (0, 1)-form on a hypersurface ofC3 requires a special
trick which does not lead to a homotopy formula. Nagel-Rosay[NR1989]
showed the nonexistence of a homotopy formula in the5-dimensional case,
emphasizing an obstacle.

Open problem 3.24. Find generalizations of the Kuranishi-Akahori-
Webster-Ma-Michel theorem tohigher codimension, using the integral for-
mulas for solving the∂M due to Ayrapetian-Henkin. Replace the assump-
tion of strong pseudoconvexity by finer nondegeneracy conditions, e.g.
weak pseudoconvexity and finite type in the sense of Kohn.

3.25. Local generators of locally integrable structures.Abandoning
these deep problems of local solvability and of local realizability, let us
survey basic properties of locally integrable structures.Thus, letL be a
C∞ or Cκ−1,α locally integrable structure of rankλ on aCκ,α or C∞ mani-
fold M of dimensionµ. Denote byτ = µ − λ the dimension ofT = L⊥.
Let p ∈M and letδp denote the dimension ofCp = T ∩ T ∗

pM . Notice that
(τ − δp) + (τ − δp) + δp + (λ− τ + δp) = τ + λ = µ just below.

Theorem 3.26.([Trv1981, Trv1992, BCH2005])There exist real coordi-
nates:

(
x1, . . . , xτ−δp, y1, . . . , yτ−δp, u1, . . . , uδp, s1, . . . , sλ−τ+δp

)
,
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defined in a neighborhoodUp of p and vanishing atp, and there existC∞

or Cκ,α functionsϕj = ϕj(x, y, u, s) with ϕj(0) = 0, dϕj(0) = 0, j =
1, . . . , δp, such that the differentials of theτ functions:

{
zk := xk + i yk, k = 1, . . . , τ − δp,

wj := uj + i ϕj(x, y, u, s), j = 1, . . . , δp

spanT |Up.

Sincedϕj(0) = 0, there exist unique coefficientsbl,j = bl,j(x, y, u, s)
such that the vector fields:

Kj :=

δp∑

l=1

bl,j
∂

∂ul
, k = 1, . . . , δp,

satisfyKj1(wj2) = δj1,j2, for j1, j2 = 1, . . . , δp. Define then theλ vector
fields:





Lk :=
∂

∂z̄k
− i

δp∑

l=1

∂ϕl
∂z̄k

Kl, k = 1, . . . , τ − δp,

L′
j :=

∂

∂sj
− i

δp∑

l=1

∂ϕl
∂sj

Kl, j = 1, . . . , λ− τ + δp.

Clearly,0 = Lk1(zk2) = Lk(wj) = L′
j(zk) = L′

j1
(wj2), hence the structure

bundleL|Up is spanned by theLk, L′
j . One may verify the commutation

relations ([Trv1981, Trv1992, BCH2005]):

0 =
[
Lk1, Lk2

]
=
[
Lk, L

′
j

]
=
[
L′
j1
, L′

j2

]
,

0 =
[
Lk, Kj

]
=
[
L′
j1
, Kj2

]
= [Kj1 , Kj2] .

Remind that if an involutive structureL is CR, thenδp is independent of
p and equal to the codimensionµ−2λ =: δ. It follows thatτ−δ = τ−µ+
2λ = λ, or λ− τ + δ = 0: this means that the variables(s1, . . . , sλ−τ+δp)
disappear.

Corollary 3.27. In the case of a CR structure of codimensionδ, the local
integrals are:

{
zk := xk + i yk, k = 1, . . . , λ,

wj := uj + i ϕj(x, y, u), j = 1, . . . , δ,
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and a local basis for the structure bundleL|Up is:

Lk :=
∂

∂z̄k
− i

δ∑

l=1

∂ϕl
∂z̄k

Kl, k = 1, . . . , λ.

We recover a generic submanifold embedded inCτ which is graphed by
the equationsvj = ϕj(x, y, u), as in Theorem 2.3(II), or as in Theorem 4.2
below.

3.28. Local embedding into a CR structure.But in general, the coor-
dinates(s1, . . . , sλ−τ+δp) are present. A trick ([Ma1992]) is to introduce
extra coordinates(t1, . . . , tλ−τ+δp) and to define a new structure on the
productUp ×Rλ−τ+δp generated by the following local integrals:





z̃k := zk, k = 1, . . . , τ − δp,

z̃k := sk−τ+δp + i tk−τ+δp, k = τ − δp + 1, . . . , λ,

w̃j := wj, j = 1, . . . , δp.

The associated structure bundleL̃ is spanned by:




L̃k := Lk, k = 1, . . . , τ − δp,

L̃
′
j :=

1

2
L′
j +

i

2

∂

∂tj
, j = 1, . . . , λ− τ + δp.

It is a CR structure of codimensionδp on Up × Rλ−τ+δp. All analytico-
geometric objects defined inUp can be lifted toUp × Rλ−τ+δp , just by
declaring them to be independent of the extra variables(t1, . . . , tλ−τ+δp).

Such an embedding enables one to transfer elementarily several theo-
rems valid in embedded Cauchy-Riemann Geometry, to the moregeneral
setting of locally integrable structures. For instance, this is true of most
of the theorems about holomorphic or CR extension of CR functions pre-
sented Part V. In addition, most of the results stated in§3, §4 and§5 below
hold in locally integrable structures.

3.29. Transition. However, for reasons of space and because the possi-
ble generalizations which we could state by applying this embedding trick
would require dry technical details, we will content ourselves to just men-
tion these virtual generalizations, as was done in [MP1999]. For fur-
ther study of locally integrable structures, we refer mainly to [Trv1992,
BCH2005] and to the references therein.

In summary, in this Section 3, we wanted to show how our approach is
inserted into a broad architecture of questions about solvability of partial
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differential equations, about the problem of realizability of abstract CR
structures, as well as into hypo-analytic structures. Thus, even if some of
the subsequent surveyed results (exempli gratia: the celebratedBaouendi-
Treves approximationTheorem 5.2) were originally stated in the context
of locally integrable structures, even though we could as well state them in
this context or at least in the context of locally embeddableCR structures
(as was done in [MP1999]), we shall content ourselves to state them in the
context ofembedded Cauchy-Riemann geometry, just because the very
core of the present memoir is concerned by Several Complex Variables
topics: analytic discs, envelopes of holomorphy, removable singularities,
etc.

§4. SMOOTH GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS AND THEIRCR ORBITS

4.1. Definitions of CR submanifolds and local graphing equations. We
begin by some coordinate-invariant geometric definitions.Some implicit
lemmas are involved (the reader is referred to [Ch1989, Ch1991, Bo1991,
BER1999]). LetJ denote the complex structure ofTCn (see§2.1(II)). A
real connected submanifoldM ⊂ Cn of class at leastC1 is called:

• Totally real if TpM ∩ JTpM = {0} for everyp ∈ M . ThenM
has codimensiond > n and is calledmaximally realif d = n. The
complex vector subspaceHp := TpM + JTpM of TpCn has com-
plex dimension2n−d. If projHp

(·) denotes anyC-linear projection
of TpCn ontoHp and ifUp is a small neighborhood ofp in Cn, then
projHp

(M ∩ Up) is maximally real inHp.

• Genericif TpM + JTpM = TpCn for everyp ∈ M . ThenM has
codimensiond 6 n and is maximally real only ifd = n. Then
TpM ∩ JTpM is the maximalC-linear subspace ofTpM and has
complex dimension equal to the integerm := n− d, called theCR
dimensionof M . It is obviously constant, asp runs inM .

• Cauchy-Riemann(CR for short) if the maximalC-linear subspace
TpM ∩JTpM of TpM has constant dimensionm (necessarily6 n)
for p running inM . If M has codimensiond, the integerc :=
d−n+m is called theholomorphic codimensionofM . Then forp
running inM , the complex vector subspacesHp := TpM +JTpM
of TpCn have constant complex codimensionc, which justifies the
terminology. IfprojHp

(·) denotes anyC-linear projection ofTpCn

ontoHp, and ifUp is a small open neighborhood ofp in Cn, then

M̃p := projHp
(M ∩ Up)
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is a generic submanifold ofCn−c.

In §2.1(II), we have graphed totally real, generic and, generally, Cauchy-
Riemann local submanifoldsM ⊂ Cn, but only in the algebraic and in the
analytic category. In the smooth category, the intrinsic complexification
{w2 = 0} disappears, butHp = TpM + JTpM still exists, so that further
graphing functions are needed.

Theorem 4.2. ([Ch1989, Ch1991, Bo1991, BER1999, Me2004a])Let
M ⊂ Cn be a real submanifold of codimensiond and letp ∈ M . There
exist complex algebraic or analytic coordinates centered at p andρ1 > 0
such thatM , supposed to beCR, whereR = ∞ or whereR = (κ, α),
κ > 1, 0 6 α 6 1, is locally represented as follows:

• If M is totally real, lettingd1 = 2n − d > 0 andc = d − n > 0,
thend1 + c = n and

M =
{
(w1, w2) ∈

(
�
d1
ρ1 × iRd1

)
×Cc :

Imw1 = ϕ1(Rew1), w2 = ψ2(Rew1)
}
,

for someRd1-valuedCR mapϕ1 and someCc-valuedCR mapψ2

satisfyingϕ1(0) = 0 andψ2(0) = 0.

• If M is generic, lettingm = d− n, thenm+ d = n and

M =
{
(z, w) ∈ ∆m

ρ1
×
(
�d
ρ1
× iRd

)
: Imw = ϕ(Re z, Im z,Rew)

}
,

for someRd-valuedCR mapϕ satisfyingϕ(0) = 0.

• If M is Cauchy-Riemann, lettingm = CRdimM , c = d−n+m >

0, andd1 = 2n− 2m− d > 0, thenm+ d1 + c = n and

M =
{
(z, w1, w2) ∈ ∆m

ρ1
×
(
�d1
ρ1
× iRd1

)
× Cc :

Imw1 = ϕ1(Re z, Im z,Rew1), w2 = ψ2(Re z, Im z,Rew1)
}
,

for someRd1-valued CR map ϕ1 with ϕ1(0) = 0 and some
Cc-valued CR map ψ2 with ψ2(0) = 0 which is CR (defini-
tion in §4.25 below)on the local generic submanifoldM1 :={
(z, w1) ∈ ∆m

ρ1 ×
(
�d1
ρ1 × iRd1

)
: Imw1 = ϕ1(Re z, Im z,Rew1)

}
.

An adapted linear change of coordinates insures that the differentials at
the origin of the graphing maps all vanish.

A CR manifoldM being always locally graphed above a generic sub-
manifold ofCn−c, the remainder of this memoir will mostly be devoted
to the study ofC∞ or Cκ,α generic submanifolds ofCn. The above local
representation of a genericM will be constantly used.
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4.3. CR vector fields.LetM be generic, of class at leastC1, represented
by v = ϕ(x, y, u) as above, in coordinates(z, w) = (x + iy, u + iv).
Sometimes, we shall also writev = ϕ(z, u), being it clear thatϕ is not
holomorphic with respect toz. Here, we provide a description in coordi-
nates of three useful families of vector fields.

There exist m anti-holomorphic vector fields defined in
∆m
ρ1
×
(
�d
ρ1
× iRd

)
of the form:

L
′
k =

∂

∂z̄k
+

d∑

j=1

a′j,k(x, y, u)
∂

∂w̄j
,

whose restrictions toM spanT 0,1M . To compute the coefficientsa′j,k, the

conditions0 ≡ L
′
k (ϕj(x, y, u) − vj) yield:

2ϕj,z̄k
=

d∑

l=1

(i δj,l − ϕj,ul
) a′l,k.

In matrix notation, the solution is:a′ = 2 (i Id×d − ϕu)
−1 · ϕz̄, with

a′ = (a′j,k)
16k6m
16j6d andϕz̄ = (ϕj,z̄k

)16k6m
16j6d both of sized × m. Since

[T 0,1M,T 0,1M ] ⊂ T 0,1M , theL
′
k commute. They are extrinsic.

Also, there existm intrinsic sections ofCTM of the form:

Lk :=
∂

∂z̄k
+

d∑

j=1

aj,k(x, y, u)
∂

∂uj
,

written in the coordinates(x, y, u) of M , which span the structure bundle
T 0,1M ⊂ CTM . Since(x, y, u) are coordinates onM , restricting the
L

′
k|M toM amounts to just drop the termsi

2
∂
∂vj

in each ∂
∂w̄j

appearing in

L
′
k. Hence:

Lemma 4.4. One hasaj,k = 1
2
a′j,k.

Another argument is to first introduce thed vector fields:

Kj =

d∑

l=1

bl,j(x, y, u)
∂

∂ul
,

that are uniquely determined by the conditions

δj1,j2 = Kj1 (wj2|M) = Kj1 (uj2 + iϕj2(x, y, u)) .
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Equivalently, the coefficientsbl,j satisfy:

δj1,j2 =

d∑

l=1

(δj2,l + i ϕj2,ul
) bl,j1,

whence, in matrix notation:b = (Id×d + i ϕu)
−1. Here,b = (bl,j)

16j6d
16l6d

andϕu = (ϕj,ul
)16l6d
16j6d both ared× d matrices.

Similarly as in Corollary 3.27, theLk defined above span the structure
bundleL = T 0,1M having the local integralsz1, . . . , zm, w1|M , . . . , wd|M ,
if and only if they satisfy0 = Lk (wj|M) = Lk [uj + i ϕj(x, y, u)]. Seek-
ing theLk under the formLk = ∂

∂z̄k
+
∑d

l=1 cl,k(x, y, u)Kl, it follows
from δj1,j2 = Kj1 (uj2 + i ϕj2(x, y, u)) thatcj,k = −i ϕj,z̄k

. Reexpressing
explicitly theKl in terms of the ∂

∂uj
as achieved above, we finally get in

matrix notationa = (i Id×d − ϕu)
−1 ·ϕz̄. This yields a second, more intrin-

sic computation of the coefficientsaj,k and a second proof ofaj,k = 1
2
a′j,k.

If χ is aC∞ or Cκ,α function onM , its differential may be computed as

dχ =

m∑

k=1

Lk(χ) dzk +

m∑

k=1

Lk(χ) dz̄k +

d∑

j=1

Kj(χ) dwj
∣∣
M
.

Lemma 4.5. ([Trv1981, BR1987, Trv1992, BCH2005])The following re-
lations hold:{

Lk1(zk2) = δk1,k2, Lk(wj) = 0, Kj(zk) = 0, Kj1(wj2|M) = δj1,j2,

[Lk1 , Lk2 ] = [Lk, Kj] = [Kj1, Kj2] = 0.

4.6. Vector-valued Levi form. Letp ∈M and denote byπp the projection
CTpM −→ CTpM/

(
T 1,0
p M ⊕ T 0,1

p M
)
.

Definition 4.7. TheLevi mapatp is the HermitianCd-valued form acting
on two vectorsXp, Yp ∈ T 1,0

p M as:



Lp : T 1,0
p M × T 1,0

p M −→ CTpM/
(
T 1,0
p M ⊕ T 0,1

p M
)

Lp(Xp, Yp) :=
1

2i
πp
([
X, Y

]
(p)
)
,

whereX, Y are any two sections ofT 1,0M defined in a neighborhood ofp
satisfyingX(p) = Xp, Y (p) = Yp. The resulting number is independent
of the choice of such extensionsX, Y .

As p varies, this yields a smooth bundle map. The Levi mapLp is non-
degenerate atp if its kernel is null: Lp(Xp, Yp) = 0 for everyYp implies
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Xp = 0. On the opposite,M is Levi-flat if the kernel ofLp equalsT 1,0
p M

at everyp. If M is a hypersurface(d = 1), one callsLp theLevi form at
p. ThenM is strongly pseudoconvex atp if the Levi form Lp is definite,
positive or negative. These definitions agree with the ones formulated in
§3.10 for abstract CR structures.

Theorem 4.8.([Fr1977, Ch1991])In a neighborhoodUp of a pointp ∈M
in which the kernel of the Levi map is of constant rank and defines aCω,
C∞ or Cκ−1,α (κ > 2, 0 6 α 6 1) distribution ofm1-dimensional complex
planesPq ⊂ TqM , ∀ q ∈ Up, the distribution is Frobenius-integrable,
henceM is Cω, C∞ or Cκ−1,α foliated by complex manifolds of dimension
m1.

In particular, a Levi-flat generic submanifold of CR dimensionm is foli-
ated bym-dimensional complex manifolds. These observations go back to
Sommer (1959). In [Ch1991], one founds a systematic study offoliations
by complex and by CR manifolds.

4.9. CR orbits. Let M ⊂ Cn be generic and consider the systemL of
sections ofT cM . To apply the orbit Theorem 1.21, we needM to be at
leastC2, in order that the flows are at leastC1. By definition, a weakT cM-
integral submanifoldS ⊂ M satisfiesTpS ⊃ T cpM , at every pointp ∈ S.
Equivalently,S has the same CR dimension asM at every point.

In the theory of holomorphic extension exposed in Part V, local and
global CR orbits will appear to be adequate objects of study.They consti-
tute one of the main topics of this memoir.

Proposition 4.10. ([Trp1990, Tu1990, Tu1994a, Me1994, Jö1996,
MP1999, MP2002])LetM ⊂ Cn be generic of classCω, C∞ or Cκ,α with
κ > 2 and0 6 α 6 1.

(a) The(global) T cM-orbits are calledCR orbits. They are denoted
byOCR or byOCR(M, p), if the reference to one of pointp ∈ OCR

is needed.
(b) The local CR orbit of a pointp ∈ M is denoted byOloc

CR(M, p).
It is a local submanifold embedded inM , closed in a sufficiently
small neighborhood ofp in M .

(c) Local and global CR orbits areCω, C∞ or Cκ,β, for everyβ with
0 < β < α.

(d) M is partitioned in global CR orbits. Each global CR orbit is injec-
tively immersed and weakly embedded inM , is a CR submanifold
ofCn contained inM and has the same CR dimension asM .
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(e) Every (immersed) CR submanifoldS ⊂ M having the same CR
dimension asM contains the local CR orbit of each of its points

(f) CR orbits of the smallest possible real dimension2m =
2 CRdimM satisfyTpOCR = T cpOCR at every point, hence are
complexm-dimensional submanifolds.

According to Example 1.29, CR orbits should beCκ−1,α, not smoother.
But in generic submanifolds, they also can be described as boundaries
of small attached analytic discs ([Tu1990, Tu1994a, Me1994]) and the
Cκ,α−0 =

⋂
β<α Cκ,β smoothness of the solution in Theorem 3.7(IV) ex-

plains(c).
Let us summarize some structural properties of CR orbits, useful in ap-

plications. A specialization of Theorem 1.21(4) yields the following.

Proposition 4.11.For everyp ∈M , there existk ∈ N, sectionsL1, . . . , Lk

ofT cM and parameterss∗1, . . . , s
∗
k ∈ R such thatLks∗k(· · · (L

1
s∗1

(p)) · · · ) = p

and the map (s1, . . . , sk) 7−→ Lksk
(· · · (L1

s1
(p)) · · · ) is of rank

dimOCR(M, p) at (s∗1, . . . , s
∗
k).

The dimension of anyOCR is equal to2m + e, for somee ∈ N with
0 6 e 6 d. Denote:

• O2m+e ⊂M the union of CR orbits of dimension= 2m+ e;

• O>
2m+e ⊂M the union of CR orbits of dimension> 2m+ e;

• O6
2m+e ⊂M the union of CR orbits of dimension6 2m+ e.

The functionp 7→ dimOCR(M, p) is lower semicontinuous. It follows
thatO>

2m+e is open inM and thatO6
2m+e is closed inM .

Let p ∈ M , let Op be a small piece ofOCR(M, p) passing throughp,
of dimension2m + ep, for some integerep with 0 6 ep 6 d, and letHp

be a localC∞ or Cκ,α submanifold ofM passing throughp and satisfying
TpHp⊕TpOp = TpM . CallHp a localorbit-transversal. Implicitly, Hp = ∅
if ep = d. Then, in a sufficiently small neighborhood ofp:

• lower semi-continuity:Hp ∩O>
2m+ep+1 = ∅;

• equivalently:Hp ∩ O>
2m+ep

= Hp ∩O2m+ep ;

• Hp ∩ O6
2m+ep

is closed.

Proposition 4.12. If M is Cω, then at every pointp ∈ M , for every orbit-
transversalHp passing throughp, the closed setHp ∩ O6

2m+ep
is a local

real analytic subset ofHp containingp.
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A CR-invariantsubset ofM is a union of CR orbits. A closed (for the
topology ofM) CR-invariant subset isminimal if it does not contain any
proper subset which is also a closed CR-invariant subset.

Problem 4.13.Describe the possible structure of the decomposition ofM
in CR orbits.

There are differences between embedded and locally embeddable
generic submanifolds, which we shall not discuss, assumingthat M
is embedded inCn or in Pn(C). Also, theCω category enjoys special
features.

Indeed, ifM is a connected real analytic hypersurface, Proposition 4.12
entails that each minimal closed invariant subset ofM is either an embed-
ded complex hypersurface or an open orbit; also ifM contains at least one
CR orbit of maximal dimension(2n − 1) (hence an open subset ofM),
all its CR orbits of codimension one are complex(n− 1)-dimensionalem-
beddedsubmanifold ofM (a real analytic subset of codimension one inR
consists of isolated points). In the smooth category thingsare different.

So, letM be aconnectedC∞ or Cκ,α (κ > 2, 0 6 α 6 1) hypersur-
face ofCn. Its CR-orbits are either(2n − 1)-dimensional,i.e. open in
M , or (2n − 2)-dimensional andT cM-integral, hence complex(n − 1)-
dimensional hypersurfaces immersed inM .

Proposition 4.14. ([Jö1999a])In the smooth category, the structure of ev-
ery minimal closed CR-invariant subsetC of M has one of the following
types:

(i) C = M consists of a single embedded open CR orbit;
(ii) C =

⋃
a∈AOCR,a = M is a union of complex hypersurfaces, each

being dense inC, with CardA = CardR;
(iii) C =

⋃
a∈AOCR,a has empty interior inM and is a union union

of complex hypersurfaces, each being dense inC, with CardA =
CardR;

(iv) C consists of a single complex hypersurface embedded inM .

Furthermore, the closure, with respect to the topology ofM , of every
CR orbit of dimension(2n− 2) is a minimal closed CR-invariant subset of
M .

These four options are known in foliation theory ([HH1983, CLN1985]).
One has to remind that each CR orbit contained inC is dense inC. In the
first two cases, the trace ofC on any orbit-transversal is a full open seg-
ment; in the third, it is a Cantor set; in the last, it is an isolated point. In the
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third case, impossible ifM is real analytic,C will be called anexceptional
minimal CR-invariant subset, similarly as in foliation theory. We shall see
below that compactness ofM ⊂ Cn imposes a strong restriction on the
possibleC ’s.

We mention that an analog of Proposition 4.14 holds for connected
generic submanifolds of codimensiond > 2, provided one puts the re-
strictive assumption that all its CR orbits are of codimension6 1, the only
difference being that CR orbits of codimension1 are not complex mani-
folds in this case.

The presence of CR orbits of codimension> 2 in M may produce min-
imal closed CR-invariant subsets with complicated transversal structure,
even in the real analytic category ([BM1997]). Also, in a bounded strongly
pseudoconvex boundary (see§1.15(V) for background), there may exist
a CR orbit of codimension one whose closure constitutes an exceptional
minimal CR-invariant subset.

Theorem 4.15.([Jö1999a])There exists a bounded strongly pseudoconvex
domainΩ ⊂ C3 with C∞ boundary and a compactC∞ submanifoldM ⊂
∂Ω of dimension4 which is generic inC3 such that:

• M is C∞ foliated by CR orbits of dimension3;
• M contains a compact exceptional minimal CR-invariant set, but

no compact CR orbit.

Summarized proof.The main idea is to start with an example due to Sack-
steder, known in foliation theory, of a compact real analytic 3-dimensional
manifoldN equipped with aCω foliationF of codimension one which car-
ries a compact exceptional minimal set, but no compact leaf.According
to [HH1983], there exists such a pair(N ,F), together with aC∞ diffeo-
morphismϕ1 : N → B × S1, whereB is some compact orientableC∞

surface of genus2 embedded inR3, and whereS1 is the unit circle. Let
B ∋ b 7→ n(b) ∈ TbR3 denote theC∞ unit outwardnormal vector field to
such aB ⊂ R3, and considerR3 to be embedded inC3. Forε > 0 small,
the map

ϕ2 : B × S1 ∋ (b, ζ) 7−→ b+ n(b) · εζ ∈ C3

may be seen to be a totally realC∞ embedding. By results of Bruhat-
Whitney and Grauert, one may approximate theC∞ totally real embedding
ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1 by a Cω embeddingϕ : N → C3 which is arbitrarily close to
ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1 in C1 norm, hence totally real. DenoteN := ϕ(N ). The trans-
ported foliationF := ϕ∗(F) being real analytic, one may then proceed
to an intrinsic complexification of all its totally real2-dimensional leaves,
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getting some5-dimensional real analytic hypersurfaceN ic containingN ,
equipped with a foliationF ic ofN ic by 2-dimensional complex manifolds,
with F ic ∩ N = F . This foliationF ic is closed in some tubular neigh-
borhoodΩ of N in C3, sayΩ := {z ∈ C3 : dist(z,N) < δ}, with
δ > 0 small. SinceN is totally real, the boundary∂Ω is strongly pseudo-
convex (Grauert) and isC∞. Clearly, the intersectionM := N ic ∩ ∂Ω is
a 4-dimensionalC∞ submanifold. The intersections of the2-dimensional
complex leaves ofF ic with ∂Ω show thatM is foliated by strongly pseudo-
convex3-dimensional boundaries, which obviously consist of a single CR
orbit. Thus a CR orbit ofM is just the intersection of a global leaf ofF ic

with ∂Ω. In conclusion, lettingExcF be the minimal exceptional set of
Sacksteder’s example,M contains the exceptional minimal CR-invariant
set[ϕ∗(ExcF)]ic ∩ ∂Ω and no compact CR orbit. �

4.16. Global minimality and laminations by complex manifolds. The
CR orbits being essentially independent bricks, it is natural to define the
class of CR manifolds which consist of only one brick.

Definition 4.17. A Cω, C∞ or Cκ,α CR manifoldM is calledglobally min-
imal if if consists of a single CR orbit.

Each CR orbit of a CR manifold is a globally minimal immersed CR
submanifold ofCn. To simplify the overall presentation and not to expose
superficial corollaries, almost all the theorems of Parts V and VI in this
memoir will be formulated with a global minimalityM .

Lemma 4.18. ([Gr1968, Jö1995, BCH2005])A compact connectedC2 hy-
persurface inCn is necessarily globally minimal.

Proof. Otherwise, the closure of a CR-orbit of codimension one inM
would produce a compact CR-invariant subsetC which is a union of im-
mersed complex hypersurfaces, each dense inC. Looking at a point of
C where the pluriharmonic functionri := Re zi (or si := Im zi) is max-
imal, the maximum principle entails thatri (or si) is constant onC, for
i = 1, . . . , n, henceC = {pt.}, contradiction. �

More generally, the same simple argument yields:

Corollary 4.19. Any Stein manifold cannot contain a compact set which is
laminated by complex manifolds

In the projective spacePn(C), one expects compact orientable con-
nectedC2 hypersurfacesM to be still globally minimal, but arguments
are far to be simple. In fact, there are infinitely many compact projective
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algebraic complex hypersurfacesΣ in Pn(C). However, they cannot be
contained in such anM ⊂ Pn(C) since, otherwise, their complex normal
bundleTPn(C)|Σ/TΣ, known to be never trivial, but equal to the com-
plexification of the trvial bundleTM |Σ/TΣ, would be trivialized.

Thus, according to Proposition 4.14 above, the very question is about
nonexistence of closed CR-invariant setsC ⊂ M laminated by complex
hypersurfaces which either coincide withM or are transversally Cantor
sets. IfM ⊂ Pn(C) is real analytic, it might only be Levi-flat.

Nonexistence of orientable Levi-flat hypersurfaces inPn(C) was ex-
pected, because they would divide the projective space in two smoothly
bounded pseudoconvex domains. In the real analytic case, non-existence
was verified by Lins-Neto forn > 3 and by Ohsawa forn = 2; in the
smooth (harder) case,see[Si2000].

Open question 4.20.Is any compact orientable connectedC2 hypersur-
face ofPn(C) globally minimal ?

So, the expected answer is yes. In fact, the question is a particular
case of a deep conjecture stemming from Hilbert’s sixteen problem about
phase diagrams of vector fields having polynomial coefficients on the two-
dimensional projective space. This conjecture is inspiredby the Poincaré-
Bendixson theory valid over the real numbers, according to which the clo-
sure of each leaf of such a foliation overP2(R) contains either a compact
leaf or a singularity. In its most general form, it says thatPn(C) cannot
contain a compact set laminated by(n−1)-dimensional complex manifold,
unless it is a trivial lamination, viz just a compact complexprojective alge-
braic hypersurface; however, nontrivial laminations by(n−2)-dimensional
complex manifolds may be shown to exist.

A related general open question is to find topologico-geometrical criteria
on open subsets ofPn(C) insuring the existence of nonconstant holomor-
phic functions there.

4.21. Finite-typisation of generic submanifolds.Let M be a connected
Cκ (2 6 κ 6 ∞) generic submanifold ofCn of codimensiond > 1 and of
CR dimensionm = n − d > 1. The distribution of subspacesp 7→ T cpM
of TM is of constant rank2m. We apply to the complex tangential bundle
T cM the concept of finite-type.

Definition 4.22. A point p ∈ M is said to be offinite typeif the systemL
of local sections ofT cM defined in a neighborhood ofp satisfiesLκ(p) =
TpM . The smallest integerd(p) 6 κ with Ld(p)(p) = TpM is called the
typeof M atp.
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We want now to figure out how, in general, a generic submanifold of
Cn must be globally minimal and in fact, of finite type at every point. We
equip with the strong Whitney topology the setκGnd,m of Cκ (2 6 κ 6 ∞)
connected generic submanifoldsM ⊂ Cn of codimensiond > 1 and of
CR dimensionm = n − d > 1. No restriction is made on the global
topology.

As a model case, letκ > 2 and considerM to be rigid algebraic repre-
sented by

wj = w̄j + i Pj(z, z̄) = w̄j + i
∑

|α|+|β|6κ
pj,α,β z

αz̄β ,

whereα, β ∈ Nm, where the polynomialsPj are real,pj,α,β = pj,β,α and
have no pluriharmonic term, namely0 ≡ Pj(z, 0) ≡ Pj(0, z̄), for j =
1, . . . , d. A basis of(1, 0) and of(0, 1) vector fields is given by

Lk :=
∂

∂zk
+ i

d∑

j=1

Pj,zk

∂

∂wj
and Lk :=

∂

∂z̄k
− i

d∑

j=1

P j,z̄k

∂

∂w̄j
,

for k = 1, . . . , n. The Lie algebraLκ generated by all Lie brackets of
length6 κ of the systemL := {Lk, Lk}16κ6m contains the subalgebra
LκCR,rigid generated by the only brackets of the form

[
Lλ1 , . . . ,

[
Lλa ,

[
Lµ1 , . . . ,

[
Lµb

,
[
Lk1 , Lk2

]]
. . .
]]
. . .
]

where2 + a + b 6 κ and where1 6 λ1, . . . , λa, µ1, . . . , µb, k1, k2 6 m.
One computes

[
Lk1 , Lk2

]
= −i

(
d∑

j=1

Pj,zk1
z̄k2

∂

∂wj
+

d∑

j=1

P j,zk1
z̄k2

∂

∂w̄j

)
,

hence the above iterated Lie brackets are equal to

−i
(

d∑

j=1

Pj,zλ1
...zλa z̄µ1 ...z̄µb

zk1
z̄k2

∂

∂wj
+

d∑

j=1

P j,zλ1
...zλa z̄µ1 ...z̄µb

zk1
z̄k2

∂

∂w̄j

)
.

This shows that all these brackets are linearly independentas functions of
the jets of thePj. In fact, the number of such brackets is exactly equal to
the dimension of the space of polynomialsP (z, z̄) of degree6 κ having
no pluriharmonic term, namely equal to

(2m+ κ)!

2m! κ!
− 2

(m+ κ)!

m! κ!
+ 1.
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For a generalCκ submanifoldM (not necessarily rigid), one verifies that
the same collection of brackets is independent in terms of the jets of the
defining equation ofM . Generalizing slightly Lemma 2.13, we see that in
the vector space ofd × (d + e) (real or complex) matrices, the subset of
matrices of rank6 d − 1 is a real algebraic set of codimension equal to
(e + 1). If we chooseκ large enough so that the dimension ofLκCR,rigid
is > d + dimM = 2(m + d) = 2n (applying the previous assertion with
e := dimM), if we form thed × (d+ e′), e′ > e, matrix consisting of the
coordinates of the∂

∂w
-part of brackets of length6 κ as above, then the set

where this matrix is of rank6 d − 1 is of codimension> dimM + 1 in
the space ofκ-th jets of the defining equations ofM . Consequently, the jet
transversality theorem applies.

Theorem 4.23. Let n > 1, m > 1 and d > 1 be integers satisfying
m+ d = n and letκ be the minimal integer having the property that

(2m+ κ)!

2m! κ!
− 2

(m+ κ)!

m! κ!
+ 1 > 2(m+ d) = 2n.

Then the set ofCκ connected generic submanifoldsM ⊂ Cn of codimen-
siond and of CR dimensionm that are of finite type6 κ at every point is
open and dense in the setκGnd,m of all generic submanifolds.

In particular, a connectedC4 (resp. C3, resp. C2) hypersurface inC2

(resp. inC3, resp. inCn for n > 4) is of finite type4 (resp. 3, resp.
2, or equivalently, is not Levi-flat) at every point after an arbitrarily small
perturbation.

Similarly, if instead of the subalgebraLCR,rigid , one would have
considered the (smaller) subalgebra consisting of only thebrack-
ets

[
Lλ1 , . . . ,

[
Lλa ,

[
Lk1 , Lk2

]]
. . .
]
, where 2 + a 6 κ and where

1 6 λ1, . . . , λa, k1, k2 6 κ, one would have obtained finite type6 κ, for
κ minimal satisfying2m (m+κ−1)!

m! (κ−1)!
> m2 + 2(2m + d). We also mention

that the same technique enables one to prove that, after an arbitrarily
small perturbation,M is finitely nondegenerate at every point and of finite
nondegeneracy type6 ℓ, with ℓ minimal satisfying2d (ℓ+m)!

ℓ! m!
> 4n− 1. In

particular,ℓ = 3 whenm = d = 1 while ℓ = 2 suffices whenm = 1 for
all d > 2. Details are left to the reader.

To conclude, we state the analog of Open question 2.17 for induced CR
structures.

Open question 4.24.([JS2004], [∗]) Given a fixed generic submanifold
M of classCκ that is of finite type at every point, is it always possible
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to perturb slightly aCκ submanifoldM1 of M that is generic inCn, of
codimensiond1 > 1 and of CR dimensionm1 = n − d1 > 1, as aCκ
submanifoldM̃1 of M that is of finite type at every point ? If so, what is
the smallest regularityκ in terms ofd,m, d1,m1 and of the highest type at
points ofM ?

4.25. Spaces of CR functions and of CR distributions.A C1 function
f : M → C is calledCauchy-Riemann(CR briefly) if it is annihilated by
every section ofT 0,1M . Equivalently:

• df isC-linear onT cM ;

• df ∧ dt1 ∧ · · · ∧ dtn
∣∣
M

= 0;

•
∫
M
f ∂ω = 0, for everyC1 formω of type(n,m− 1) in Cn having

compact support.

(Remind the local expression of(r, s) forms:
∑

I,J aI,J dt
I∧dt̄J , where

I = (i1, . . . , ir) and J = (j1, . . . , js).) A (only) continuous function
f : M → C is CR if the last condition

∫
M
f∂ω = 0 holds. Fur-

ther, Lebesgue-integrable CR functions, CR measures, CR distributions
and CR currents may be defined as follows ([Trv1981, Trv1992,HM1998,
Trp1996, Jö1999b]).

Thanks to graphing functions, one may equip locallyM with some (in
fact many) volume form, or equivalently, some deformation of the canoni-
cal dimM-dimensional Legesgue measure defined on tangent spaces. Let
p be a real number with1 6 p 6 ∞. Since two such measures are multiple
of each other, it makes sense to speak ofLp

loc functionsM → C. In this
setting, aLp

loc(M) functionf is CR if
∫
M
f ∂ω = 0, for everyC1 form ω

of type(n,m− 1) in Cn having compact support.
A distributionT onM is CR if for every sectionL of T 0,1M defined in

an open subsetU ⊂M and everyχ ∈ C∞
c (U,C), one has

〈
T, L(χ)

〉
= 0.

A CR distribution of order zero onM is called aCR measure. Equiv-
alently, a CR measure is a continuous linear mapω′ 7→ µ(ω′) from com-
pactly supported forms onM of maximal degree2m+d toC, that is CR in
the weak sense, namelyµ(∂ω) = 0, for everyC1 formω of type(n,m−1)
having compact support. Once a volume formdvolM is fixed onM , the
quantityµ dvolM is a CR (Borel) measure onM .

4.26. Traces of CR functions on CR orbits.A C1 function f : M →
C is CR onM if and only if its restriction to every CR orbit ofM is
CR (obvious). Iff is C0 or Lp

loc, a similar but nontrivial statement holds.
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By “almost every CR orbit”, we shall mean “except a union of CR orbits
whosedimM-dimensional measure vanishes”.

Theorem 4.27. (d = 1: [Jö1999b];d > 1: [Po1997, MP1999])Assume
that M is at leastC3 and letf be a function inLp

loc(M) with 1 6 p 6

∞. Then the restrictionf |OCR
is in Lp

loc onOCR, for almost everyOCR.
Furthermore,f is CR if and only if, for almost every CR orbitOCR ofM ,
its restrictionf |OCR

is CR.

The theorem also holds forf continuous, withf |OCR
being CR forevery

CR orbit. Here,C3-smoothness is needed. Property(5) of Sussman’s orbit
Theorem 1.21 together with a topological reasoning yields acovering by
orbit-chart which is used in the proof.

Proposition 4.28.([Jö1999a, Po1997, MP1999])AssumeM isC∞ or Cκ,α,
with κ > 2, 0 6 α 6 1 and let� := {x ∈ R : |x| < 1}. There exists a
countable covering

⋃
k∈N

Uk = M such that for eachk, there existek ∈ N
with 0 6 ek 6 d and aCκ−1,α diffeomorphism:

ϕk : (sk, tk) ∋ �2m+ek × �d−ek 7−→ ϕk(sk, tk) ∈ Uk,

such that:

• ϕk (�2m+ek × {t∗k}) is contained in a single CR orbit, for every
fixedt∗k ∈ �d−ek ;

• for each p ∈ M , there existsk = kp ∈ N with p ∈ Ukp,
viz there existskp,p and tkp,p with ϕkp(skp,p, tkp,p) = p, such that
ϕkp

(
�2m+ekp × {tkp,p}

)
is an open piece of the CR orbit ofp, i.e.

dimOCR(M, p) = 2m+ ekp.

In the proof of the theorem,C2-smoothness of the mapsϕk (henceC3-
smoothness ofM) is required to insure that the pull-backϕ∗

k(T
cM |Uk

) is
C1. However, we would like to mention that ifM is C2,α with 0 < α < 1
results of [Tu1990, Tu1994a, Tu1996] and Theorem 3.7(IV) insuring the
C2,β-smoothness of local and global CR orbits, for everyβ < α, this would
yield orbit-chartsϕk of classC2,β , and then the above theorem holds true
with M of classC2,α.

4.29. Boundary values of holomorphic functions for functional spaces
Cκ,α, D′, Lp

loc. LetM be a generic submanifold ofCn of codimentiond >

1 and of nonnegative CR dimensionm > 0 (we admitm = 0). AssumeM
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is at leastC1. In appropriate coordinatest = (z, w) = (x + iy, u + iv) ∈
Cn ×Cm centered at one of its pointsp:

M =
{
(z, w) ∈ ∆m

ρ1
×
(
�d
ρ1
× iRd

)
: v = ϕ(x, y, u)

}
,

for someρ1 > 0, with ϕ(0) = 0 anddϕ(0) = 0. Let ρ be a real number
with 0 6 ρ 6 ρ1. The height function:

σ(ρ) := max
|x|,|y|,|u|6ρ

|ϕ(x, y, u)|

is continuous and tends to0, asρ tends to0. For everyρ 6 ρ1 and every
σ > σ(ρ), the boundary ofM ∩

[
∆m
ρ ×

(
�d
ρ × i�d

σ

)]
is contained in the

boundary∂
(
∆d
ρ × �d

ρ

)
of the horizontal space, times the vertical space

i�d
σ.
Let C be an open convex cone inRd having vertex0. We shall assume

it to besalient, namely contained in one side of some hyperplane passing
through the origin. Equivalently, its intersectionC ∩ Sd−1 with the unit
sphere ofRd is open, contained in some open hemisphere and convex in
the sense of spherical geometry.

A local wedge of edgeM atp directed byC is an open set of the form:

(4.30)
W = W(ρ, σ, C) :=

{
(x+ iy, u+ iv) ∈ ∆m

ρ × �d
ρ × i�d

σ :

v − ϕ(x, y, u) ∈ C
}
,

for someρ, σ > 0 satisfyingρ 6 ρ1 andσ > σ(ρ). This type of open
set is independent of the choice of local coordinates and of local defining
functions; in codimensiond > 2, it generalizes the notion of local side of
a hypersurface. Notice thatW is connected.

If there exists a functionF that is holomorphic inW and that extends
continuously up to theedge

Mρ := M ∩
[
∆m
ρ ×

(
�d
ρ × iRd

)]

of the wedgeW, then the limiting values ofF define a continuous CR
function onMρ.

A more general phenomenon holds. A functionF , holomorphic in the
wedgeW, hasslow growth up toM , if there existk ∈ N andC > 0 such
that

|F (t)| 6 C |v − ϕ(x, y, u)|−k , t = (x+ iy, u+ iv) ∈ W.

Equivalently,|F (t)| 6 C [dist(t,M)]−k, with the samek but a possibly
differentC. As in the cited references, we shall assumeM to beC∞.
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Theorem 4.31. ([BCT1983, Hö1985, BR1987, BER1999])If
F ∈ O (W(ρ, σ, C)) has slow growth up toM , it possesses
a boundary valuebMF which is a CR distribution on the edge
M ∩

[
∆m
ρ ×

(
�d
ρ × i�d

σ

)]
precisely defined by:

〈bMF, χ〉 := lim
C∋θ→0

∫

∆m
ρ ×�d

ρ

F (x+ iy, u+ iϕ(x, y, u) + iθ) ·

· χ(x, y, u) dx dy du,

whereχ = χ(x, y, u) is aC∞ function having compact support in∆m
ρ ×�d

ρ.

(i) The limit is independent of the way howθ ∈ C approaches0 ∈ Rd.
(ii) If bMF is Cλ,β, λ > 0, 0 6 β 6 1, thenF extends as aCλ,β

function onW ′ ∪
(
M ∩

[
∆m
ρ ×

(
�d
ρ × i�d

σ′

)])
, for every wedge

W ′ = W ′(ρ, σ′, C ′) with σ(ρ) < σ′ 6 σ and withC ′ ∩ Sd−1 ⊂⊂
C ∩ Sd−1.

(iii) Finally, F vanishes identically in the wegeW if and only ifbMF
vanishes on some nonempty open subset of the edgeMρ.

The integration is performed on the translationMθ
ρ := Mρ + (0, i θ),

drawn as follows.

0

Mθ
ρ

W(ρ, σ, C)

∆m
ρ × �d

ρ

i�d
σ

Cm+d

C C

Mρ = M ∩
[
∆m

ρ × (�d
ρ × i�d

σ)
]

Boundary values of functions holomorphic in a wedge

The proof is standard forM ≡ Rn ([Hö1985]), the main argument going
back to Hadamard’s finite parts. With technical adaptationsin the case of
a general genericM , several integrations by part are performed on a thin
(dimM+1)-dimensional cycle delimited byM0

ρ andMθ
ρ , taking advantage

of Cauchy’s classical formula, until the rate of explosion of F up to the
edge is dominated. The uniqueness property(iii) requires analytic disc
methods (Part V).
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Boundary values in theLp sense requires special attention. At first, re-
mind that a functionF holomorphic in the unit disc∆ belongs to the Hardy
classHp(∆) if the supremum:

||F ||Hp(∆) := sup
0<r<1

(∫ π

−π

∣∣F (reit)
∣∣p
)1/p

<∞

is finite. According to Fatou and Privalov, such a functionF has radial
boundary valuesf(eit) := limr→

<
1 F (reit), for almost everyt ∈ [−π, π],

so that the boundary valuef belongs toLp([−π, π]). Furthermore, if1 6

p <∞:

lim
r→

<
1

∫ π

−π

∣∣F (reit) − f(eit)
∣∣p = 0.

Consider a bounded domainD ⊂ Cn having boundary of class at leastC2,
defined byD = {z ∈ Cn : ρ(z) < 0}, with ρ ∈ C2 satisfyingdρ 6= 0
on ∂D. For ε > 0 small, letDε := {z ∈ D : ρ(z) < −ε}. The induced
Euclidean measure on∂Dε (resp.∂D) is denoted bydσε (resp.dσ). Then
the Hardy spaceHp(D) consists of holomorphic functionsF ∈ O(D)
having the property that the supremum:

||F ||Hp(D) := sup
ε>0

(∫

∂Dε

|F (z)|p dσε(z)
)1/p

<∞

is finite. The resulting space does not depend on the choice ofa defin-
ing functionρ ([St1972]). Letnz be the outward-pointing normal to the
boundary atz ∈ ∂D.

Theorem 4.32. ([St1972]) If F ∈ Hp(D), for almost allz ∈ ∂D, the
normal boundary valuef(z) := limε→

>
0 F (z − εnz) exists and defines a

functionf which belongs toLp(∂D). Furthermore, if1 6 p <∞:

lim
ε→

>
0

∫

∂D

|F (z − εnz) − f(z)|p dσ(z) = 0.

In arbitrary codimension, the notion ofLp boundary values may be de-
fined in the local sense as follows. LetM be generic, letp ∈ M and let
W = W(ρ, σ, C) be a local wedge of edgeM atp, as defined by (4.30). A
holomorphic functionF ∈ O(W) belongs to the Hardy spaceHp

loc(W) if
for every coneC ′ ⊂ Rd with C ′ ∩ Sd−1 ⊂⊂ C ∩ Sd−1 and everyρ′ < ρ,
the supremum:

sup
θ′∈C′

∫

∆m
ρ′
×�d

ρ′

|F (x+ iy, u+ iϕ(x, y, u) + iθ′)|p dx ∧ dy ∧ du < ∞
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is finite. Up to shrinking cubes, polydiscs and cones, the resulting space
neither depends on local coordinates nor on the choice of local defining
equations.

Theorem 4.33. (d = 1: [St1972, Jö1999b];d > 2: [Po1997])If F ∈
Hp

loc(W), for almost(x, y, u + i ϕ(x, y, u)) ∈ Mρ and for every coneC ′

withC ′ ∩ Sd−1 ⊂⊂ C ∩ Sd−1, the boundary value:

f(x, y, u) := lim
C′∋θ′→0

F (x+ iy, u+ i ϕ(x, y, y) + i θ′)

exists and defines a functionf which belongs toLp

loc,CR(Mρ). Further-
more, if1 6 p <∞, for everyρ′ < ρ:

lim
C′∋θ′→0

∫

∆m
ρ′
×�d

ρ′

∣∣F
(
x+ iy,u+ i ϕ(x, y, y) + i θ′

)
−

− f(x, y, u)
∣∣p dx ∧ dy ∧ du = 0.

4.34. Holomorphic extendability of CR functions inCκ,α, D′, Lp

loc. In
Part V, we will study sufficient conditions for the existenceof wedges to
which CR functions and distributions extend holomorphically.

Definition 4.35. A CR function of classCκ,α orLp

loc (1 6 p <∞) or a CR
distributionf defined onM is holomorphically extendableif there exists a
local wedgeW = W(ρ, σ, C) atp and a holomorphic functionF ∈ O(W)
whose boundary valuebMF equalsf onMρ in theCκ,α, Lp orD′ sense.

4.36. Local CR distributions supported by a local CR orbit. Assume
now thatM , of classC∞ and represented as in§4.3, isnot locally minimal
atp. Equivalently,Oloc

CR(M, p) is of dimension2m+ e 6 2m+ d− 1. In a
small neighborhood,S := Oloc

CR(M, p) is a closed connected CR subman-
ifold of M passing throughp and having the same CR dimension asM .
There exist local holomorphic coordinates(z, w) = (z, w1, w2) ∈ Cm ×
Ce×Cd−e vanishing atp in whichM is represented byv = ϕ(x, y, u) andS
is represented by the supplementary (scalar) equation(s)u2 = λ2(x, y, u1),
with ϕ andλ2 of classC∞ satisfyingϕ(0) = 0, dϕ(0) = 0, λ2(0) = 0 and
dλ2(0) = 0. According to Theorem 4.2, the assumption thatS is CR and
has the same CR dimension asM may be expressed as follows.

Proposition 4.37.Decomposingϕ = (ϕ1, ϕ2) and defining:

v1 = ϕ1 (x, y, u1, λ2(x, y, u1)) =: µ1(x, y, u1),

v2 = ϕ2 (x, y, u1, λ2(x, y, u1)) =: µ2(x, y, u1).

the map:
ψ2(x, y, u1) := λ2(x, y, u1) + iµ2(x, y, u1)
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is CR on the generic submanifoldv1 = µ1(x, y, u1) ofCm × Ce.
In a small neighborhoodU of p, the restrictions

dz1
∣∣
S
, . . . , dzm

∣∣
S
, dw1

∣∣
S
, . . . , dwe

∣∣
S

span an(m + e)-dimensional subbundle ofCT ∗S. Denotingdz := dz1 ∧
· · · ∧ dzm, dz̄ := dz̄1 ∧ · · · ∧ dz̄m anddw′ := dw1 ∧ · · · ∧ dwe, for χ ∈
C∞
c (U,C), consider the (localized) distribution defined by:

〈[S], χ〉 :=

∫

U∩S
χ · dz ∧ dw′ ∧ dz̄.

Proposition 4.38. ([Trv1992, HT1993])Then[S] is a nonzero local CR
measure supported byS ∩ U .

Proof. It is clear that[S] is supported byS ∩ U and is of order zero.
Let the (0, 1) vector fieldsLk and the complex-transversal onesKj be
as in §4.3. Remindingdχ =

∑m
k=1 Lk(χ) dzk +

∑m
k=1 Lk(χ) dz̄k +∑d

j=1 Kj(χ) dwj
∣∣
M

, we observe:

Lk(χ) dz∧dw′∧dz̄ = ±d
(
χ · dz ∧ dw′ ∧ dz̄1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂z̄k ∧ · · · ∧ dz̄m

)
.

Replacing this volume form in the integrand:

〈
Lk[S], χ

〉
:= −

〈
[S], Lk(χ)

〉
= −

∫

S∩U
Lk(χ) dz ∧ dw′ ∧ dz̄

= ±
∫

S∩U
d
(
χ · dz ∧ dw′ ∧ dz̄1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂z̄k ∧ · · · ∧ dz̄m

)

and applying Stokes’ theorem, we deduce
〈
Lk[S], χ

〉
= 0, i.e. [S] is CR.

�

The last assertion of Theorem 4.31 and the vanishing of[S] on the dense
open setU\(S ∩ U) entails the following.

Corollary 4.39. ([Trv1992, HT1993])The nonzero local CR measure[S]
does not extend holomorphically to any local wedge of edgeM at p.

By means of this wedge nonextendable CR measure, one may construct
non-extendable CR functions of arbitrary smoothness. Indeed, letM be a
local generic submanifold with central pointp, as represented in§4.3 and
letKj be the complex-transversal vector fields satisfyingKj1(wj2) = δj1,j2
and[Kj1 , Kj2] = 0.
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Proposition 4.40. ([BT1981, Trv1981, BR1990, Trv1992, HT1996,
BER1999])For every CR distributionT on M and everyκ ∈ N, there
exist an integerµ ∈ N and a local CR functionf of classCκ defined in
some neighborhood ofp such that:

T =
(
K2

1 + · · ·+K2
d

)µ
f.

Then withT := [S] and forκ ∈ N, an associated CR functionf of class
Cκ is also shown to be not holomorphically extendable to any local wedge
of edgeM at p. A Baire category argument ([BR1990]) enables to treat
theC∞ case.

Theorem 4.41. ([BR1990, BER1999])If M is not locally minimal atp,
then for everyκ = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞, there exists a CR functionh of classCκ
defined in a neighborhood ofp which does not extend holomorphically to
any local wedge of edgeM at p.

Open problem 4.42.Find criteria for the existence of CR distributions or
functions supported by a global CR orbit.

In [BM1997], this question is dealt with in the case of CR orbits of
hypersurfaces which are immersed or embedded complex manifolds.

To conclude this section, we give the general form of a CR distribution
supported by a local CR orbitS = Oloc

CR(M, p). After restriction toS, the
collectionKS := (Ke+1, . . . , Kd) of vector fields spans the normal bundle
toS inM , in a neighborhood ofp. LetT be a local CR distribution defined
onM that is supported byS.

Theorem 4.43.([Trv1992, BCH2005])There exist an integerκ ∈ N, and
for all β ∈ Nd−e with |β| 6 κ, local CR distributionsTS

β defined onS such
that:

〈T, χ〉 =
∑

β∈Nd−e, |β|6κ

〈
TS
β , (KS)

β(χ)
∣∣
S

〉
.

§5. APPROXIMATION AND UNIQUENESS PRINCIPLES

5.1. Approximation of CR functions and of CR distributions. Let M
be a generic submanifold ofCn. The following approximation theorem
has appeared to be a fundamental tool in extending CR functions holomor-
phically (Part V) and in removing their singularities (PartVI). It is also
used naturally in the proof of Theorem 4.43 just above as wellas in the
Cauchy uniqueness principle Corollary 5.4 below. The statement is valid
in the general context of locally integrable structuresL, but, as explained
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in the end of Section 3, we decided to focus our attention on embedded
Cauchy-Riemann geometry.

Theorem 5.2. ([BT1981, HM1998, Jö1999b, BCH2005])For everyp ∈
M , there exists a neighborhoodUp of p inM such that for every functionf
or distributionT as defined below, there exists a sequence of holomorphic
polynomials(Pk(z))k∈N

with:

• if M is Cκ+2,α, with κ > 0, 0 6 α 6 1, if f is a CR function
of classCκ,α on M , then limk→∞ ||Pk − f ||Cκ,α(Up) → 0; in par-
ticular, continuous CR functions on aC2 generic submanifold are
approximable sharply by holomorphic polynomials;

• if M is at leastC2, if f is aLp

loc CR function(1 6 p < ∞), then
limk→∞ ||Pk − f ||Lp

loc(Up) → 0;

• if M is Cκ+2, if T is a CR distribution of order6 κ onM , then
limk→∞ 〈Pk, χ〉 = 〈T, χ〉 for everyχ ∈ C∞

c (Up).

In [HM1998, BCH2005], convergence in Besov-Sobolev spacesLp

s,loc

and in Hardy spaceshp, frequently used as substitutes for theLp spaces
when0 < p < 1, is also considered, in the context of locally integrable
structure.

Proof. Let us describe some ideas of the proof, assuming for simplicity
thatM is C2 andf is C1. In coordinates(t1, . . . , tn) vanishing atp, choose
a local maximally realC2 submanifoldΛ0 contained inM , passing through
p and satisfyingTpΛ0 = {Re t = 0}. Let Vp be a small neighborhood of
p, whose projection toTpM is a(2m+ d)-dimensional open ball. We may
assume thatΛ0 is contained inVp with boundaryB0 := Λ0 ∩ ∂Vp being
diffeomorphic to the(n − 1)-dimensional sphere. Consider a parameter
u ∈ Rd satisfying|u| < δ, with δ > 0 small. We may includeΛ0 in a
family (Λu)|u|<δ of maximally realC2 submanifolds ofUp with Λu

∣∣
u=0

=
Λ0, whose boundary is fixed:∂Λu ≡ ∂Λ0 = B0, such that theΛu foliates
a small neighborhoodUp of p in M . For t ∈ Up, there exists au = u(t)
such thatt belongs toΛu(t). We then introduce the entire functions:

Fk(t) :=

(
k

π

)n/2 ∫

Λu(t)

e−k(t−τ)
2

f(τ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτn,

where(t − τ)2 :=
∑n

j=1 (tj − τj)
2 and wherek ∈ N. ShrinkingVp and

Up if necessary, we may assume that|Im (t − τ)| 6 1
2
|Re (t − τ)| for all

t, τ ∈ Λu ∩ Up and all |u| < δ. Here, theC2-smoothness assumption is
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used. With this inequality, the above multivariate Gaussian kernel is easily
seen to be an approximation of the Dirac distribution atτ = t on Λu(t).
ConsequentlyFk(t) tends tof(t) ask → ∞. Moreover, the convergence
is uniform and holds inC0(Up).

We claim that the assumption thatf is CR insures thatFk(t) has the
same value if the integration is performed onΛ0:

(5.3) Fk(t) =

(
k

π

)n/2 ∫

Λ0

e−k(t−τ)
2

f(τ) dτ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dτn.

Indeed,Λu(t) andΛ0 bound a(n + 1)-dimensional submanifoldΠt con-
tained inVp with ∂Πt = Λu(t) − Λ0. Sincee−k(t−τ)

2
is holomorphic with

respect toτ and sincedf(τ)∧dτ1∧· · ·∧dτn
∣∣
M

= 0, becausef isC1 and CR,

the(n, 0) formω := e−k(t−τ)
2
f(τ) dτ = 0 is closed:dω = 0. By an appli-

cation of Stokes’ theorem, it follows that0 =
∫
Πt
dω =

∫
Λu(t)

ω −
∫
Λ0
ω,

which proves the claim.
Finally, to approximatef by polynomials onUp in theC0 topology, in

the above integral (5.3) that is performed on the fixed maximally real sub-
manifoldΛ0, it suffices to develop the exponential in Taylor series and to
integrate term by term. In other functional spaces, the arguments have to
be adapted. �

As a consequence, uniqueness in the Cauchy problem holds. Itmay
be shown ([Trv1981, Trv1992]) that the trace of a CR distribution on a
maximally real submanifold always exists, in the distributional sense.

Corollary 5.4. ([Trv1981, Trv1992])If a CR function or distribution van-
ishes on a maximally real submanifoldΛ ofM , there exists an open neigh-
borhoodUΛ of Λ in M in which it vanishes identically.

Since every submanifoldH of M which is generic inCn contains small
maximally real sumanifolds passing through every of its points, the corol-
lary also holds withΛ replaced by such aH.

Proof. It suffices to localize the above construction in a neighborhood of
an arbitrary pointp ∈ Λ and to take forΛ0 a neighborhood ofp in Λ. The
integral (5.3) then vanishes identically. �

Corollary 5.5. ([Trv1981, Trv1992])The support of a CR function or dis-
tribution onM is a closed CR-invariant subset ofM .

Proof. By contraposition, if a CR function or distribution vanishes in a
neighborhoodUp of a point p in M , it vanishes identically in theCR-
invariant hullof Up, viz the union of CR orbits of all pointsq ∈ Up. The
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CR orbits being covered by concatenations of CR vector fields, neglecting
some technicalities, the main step is to establish:

Lemma 5.6. Let p ∈ M , let L be a section ofT cM and let q∗ =
exp(s∗L)(p) for somes∗ ∈ R. If a CR function or distribution vanishes
in a neighborhood ofp, it vanishes also in a neighborhood ofq.

Indeed, we may construct a one-parameter family(Hs)06s6s∗ of C2 hy-
persurfaces ofM with q∗ ∈ Hs∗ and withH0 contained in a small neigh-
borhood ofp at which the CR function of distribution vanishes already.
As illustrated by the following diagram, we can insure that at every point
qs = exp(sL)(p), the vectorL(qs) is nontangent toHs.

p

L
integral curves ofL

q∗ = exp(s∗)(p)

qs = exp(s)(p)

PROPAGATION OF VANISHING ALONG THE INTEGRAL CURVE OF ACR VECTOR FIELD

H0

Hs

Hs∗

It follows that the hypersurfacesHs are generic inCn, for everys. Then
the phrase after Corollary 5.4 applies to eachHs fromH0 up toHs∗, show-
ing the propagation of vanishing. �

5.7. Unique continuation principles. At least three unique continuation
properties are known to be enjoyed by holomorphic functionsh of several
complex variables defined in a domainD ⊂ Cn. Indeed, we haveh ≡ 0 in
either of the following three cases:

(ucp1) the restriction ofh to some nonempty open subset ofD vanishes
identically;

(ucp2) the restriction ofh to some generic local submanifoldΛ of D van-
ishes identically;

(ucp3) there exists a pointp ∈ D at which the infinite jet ofh vanishes.

In Complex Analysis and Geometry, the(ucpi) have deep influence on
the whole structure of the theory. Finer principles involving tools from
Harmonic Analysis appear in [MP2006b].
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Problem 5.8. Find generalizations of the(ucpi) to the category of embed-
ded generic submanifoldsM .

Since a domainD of Cn trivially consists of a single CR orbit, it is nat-
ural to assume that the given generic manifoldM is globally minimal (al-
though some meaningful questions arise without this assumption, we pre-
fer not to enter such technicalities). In this setting, Corollaries 5.4 and 5.5
provide a complete generalization of(ucp1) and of(ucp2).

A version of(ucp3) with the pointp in the boundary∂D does not hold,
even in complex dimension one. Indeed, the functionexp

(
ei5π/4/

√
w
)

is

holomorphic inH+ := {w ∈ C : Rew > 0}, of classC∞ onH
+

and
flat atw = 0. The restriction of this function to the Heisenberg sphere
Rew = zz̄ of C2 provides a CR example.

To generalize rightly(ucp3), letM be aC1 generic submanifold of codi-
mensiond > 1 and of CR dimensionm > 1 in Cn, with n = m + d. Let
Σ be aC1 submanifold ofM satisfying:

T cqM ⊕ TqΣ = TqM, q ∈ Σ.

Here,Σ plays the rôle of the pointp in (ucp3). Denote byOΣ
CR the union

of CR orbits of points ofΣ, i.e. theCR-invariant hullof Σ. It is an open
subset ofM . We say that a CR functionf : M → C of classC1 vanishes to
infinite order alongΣ if for everyp ∈ Σ, there exists an open neighborhood
Up of p in M such that for everyν ∈ N, there exists a constantC > 0 with

|h(t)| 6 C [dist(t,Σ)]ν , t ∈ Up.

Theorem 5.9. ([Ro1986b, BT1988], [∗]) Assume thatΣ is the intersection
with M of somed-dimensional holomorphic submanifold ofCn. If a CR
function of classC1 vanishes to infinite order alongΣ, then it vanishes
identically on the globally minimal generic submanifoldM .

Assuming thatΣ is only a conicd-codimensional holomorphic subman-
ifold entering a wedge to which all CR functions ofM extend holomor-
phically (Theorem 3.8(V)), the proof of this theorem may be easily gener-
alized.

Open question 5.10.([Ro1986b, BT1988])Is the above unique continua-
tion true forΣ merelyC1 ?

To attack this question, one should start withM being unit sphereS3 ⊂
C2 andΣ ⊂ S3 being anyT cS3-transversal real segment which is nowhere
locally the boundary of a complex curve lying inside the ball.
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IV: Hilbert transform and Bishop’s equation in
Hölder spaces
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[1 diagram]

In complex and harmonic analysis, the spacesCκ,α of fractionally differen-
tiable maps, calledHölder spaces, are very flexible to generate inequalities and
they yield rather satisfactory norm estimates for almost all the classical singular
integral operators, especially when0 < α < 1. For instance, the Cauchy integral
of aCκ,α functionf : Γ → C defined on aCκ+1,α Jordan curveΓ of the complex
plane produces a sectionally holomorphic function, whose boundary values from
one or the either side areCκ,α on the curve. The Sokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulas
show that the arithmetic mean of the two (in general different) boundary values at
a point of the curve is given by the principal value of the Cauchy integral at that
point.

Harmonic and Fourier analysis on the unit disc∆ is of particular interest for
geometric applications in Cauchy-Riemann geometry. According to a theorem
due to Privalov, the Hilbert transformT is a bounded linear endomorphism of
Cκ,α(∂∆,R) with norm |||T|||κ,α equivalent to C

α(1−α) , for some absolute constant
C > 0. This operator produces the harmonic conjugateTu of any real-valued
function u : ∂∆ → R on the unit circle, so thatu + iTu always extends holo-
morphically to∆. Bishop (1965), Hill-Taiani (1978), Boggess-Pitts (1985)and
Tumanov (1990) formulated and solved a functional equationinvolving T in order
to find small analytic discs with boundaries contained in a generic submanifoldM
of codimensiond in Cn.

In a general setting, this Bishop-type equation is of the form:

U(ei θ) = U0 − T [Φ(U(·), ·, s)] (ei θ),
whereU0 ∈ Rd is a constant vector, whereΦ = Φ(u, ei θ, s) is anRd-valued
Cκ,α map, withκ > 1 and0 < α < 1, whereu ∈ Rd, whereei θ ∈ ∂∆ and
wheres ∈ Rb is an additional parameter which is useful in geometric applications.
Under some explicit assumptions of smallness ofU0 and of the first order jet of
Φ, the general solutionU = U(ei θ, s, U0) is of classCκ,α with respect toei θ and
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in addition, for everyβ with 0 < β < α, it is of classCκ,β with respect to all the
variables(ei θ, s, U0). These smoothness properties are optimal.

1. HÖLDER SPACES: BASIC PROPERTIES

1.1. Background on Ḧolder spaces.Let n ∈ N with n > 1 and let x =
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn. On the vector spaceRn, we choose once for all themaxi-
mum norm|x| := max16i6n |xi| and, for any “radius”ρ satisfying0 < ρ 6 ∞,
we define theopen cube�n

ρ := {x ∈ Rn : |x| < ρ} as a fundamental, concrete
open set. Forρ = ∞, we identify�n

∞ with Rn.
Let κ ∈ N and letα ∈ R with 0 6 α 6 1. If K = R or C, a scalar function

f : �n
ρ → K belongs to theHölder classCκ,α(�n

ρ ,K) if, for every multiindexδ =

(δ1, . . . , δn) ∈ Nn of length|δ| 6 κ, the partial derivativefxδ(x) := ∂|δ|f
∂xδ1 ···∂xδn

is
continuous in�n

ρ and if, moreover, the quantity:

||f ||κ,α :=
∑

06|δ|6κ
sup
x∈�n

ρ

|fxδ(x)| +
∑

|δ|=κ
sup

x′′ 6=x′∈�n
ρ

|fxδ(x′′) − fxδ(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α

is finite (if α = 0, it is understood that the second sum is absent). In casef =
(f1, . . . , fm) is aKm-valued mapping, withm > 1, we simply define||f ||κ,α :=

max16j6m ||fj||κ,α. This is coherent with the choice of the maximum norm|y| :=

max16i6n |yi| onKm. For short, such a map will be said to beCκ,α-smoothor of
classCκ,α and we writef ∈ Cκ,α. One may verify||f1f2||κ,α 6 ||f1||κ,α · ||f2||κ,α
and of course||λ1f1 + λ2f2||κ,α 6 |λ1| ||f1||κ,α+|λ2| ||f2||κ,α. If κ = 0 andα = 1,

the mapf is calledLipschitzian. The condition
∣∣f(ei θ

′′
)−f(ei θ

′
)
∣∣ 6 C ·|θ′′ − θ′|

on the unit circle was first introduced by Lipschitz in 1864 assufficient for the
pointwise convergence of Fourier series.

Thanks to a uniform convergence argument, the spaceCκ,α(�n
ρ ,K) is shown

to be complete, hence it constitutes aBanach algebra. The space of functions
defined on the closure�n

ρ also constitutes a Banach algebra. Ifα is positive,
thanks to a prolongation argument, one may verify thatCκ,α(�n

ρ ,K) identifies
with the restrictionCκ,α

(
�n
ρ ,K

)∣∣
�n

ρ
.

Hölder spaces may also be defined on arbitrary convex open subsets. More
generally, on an arbitrary subsetΩ ⊂ Rn, it is reasonable to define the Hölder
norms||·||κ,α, 0 < α 6 1, only if distΩ(x′′, x′) 6 C · |x′′ − x′| for every two points
x′′, x′ ∈ Ω. This is the case for instance ifΩ is a domain inRn having piecewise
C1,0 boundary.

Introducing the total order(κ1, α1) 6 (κ, α) defined by:κ1 < κ, or: κ1 = κ
andα1 6 α, we verify thatCκ,α is contained inCκ1,α1 and that:

• ||f ||κ,0 6 ||f ||κ,α for all α with 0 < α 6 1 and for allκ ∈ N;
• ||f ||κ,α1

6 3 ||f ||κ,α2
for all α1, α2 with 0 < α1 < α2 6 1 and for all

κ ∈ N;
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• ||f ||κ,1 6 ||f ||κ+1,0, for all κ ∈ N.

The first inequality above is trivial while the third followsfrom (1.3) below. We
explain the factor3 in the second inequality. Since|x′′ − x′|−α1 6 |x′′ − x′|−α2

only if |x′′ − x′| 6 1, we may estimate:

sup
0<|x′′−x′|61

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α1

6 sup
0<|x′′−x′|61

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α2

6 ||f ||0,α2
.

On the other hand, if|x′′ − x′| > 1, we simply apply the (not fine) inequalities:

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α1

6
∣∣f(x′′) − f(x′)

∣∣ 6 2 ||f ||0,0 6 2 ||f ||0,α2
.

Consequently:

||f ||0,α1
= ||f ||0,0 + sup

x′′ 6=x′

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α1

6 3 ||f ||0,α2
,

with a factor3. For generalκ > 1, the desired inequality follows:

||f ||κ,α1
= ||f ||κ−1,0 +

∑

|δ|=κ
||fxδ ||0,α1

6 ||f ||κ−1,0 + 3
∑

|δ|=κ
||fxδ ||0,α2

6 3 ||f ||κ,α2
.

In the sequel, sometimes, we might abbreviateCκ,0 by Cκ, a standard notation.
However, we shall never abbreviateC0,α by Cα, in order to avoid the unpleasant
ambiguityC1,0 ≡ C1 ≡ C0,1. Without providing proofs, let us state some funda-
mental structural properties of Hölder spaces. Some of them are in [Kr1983].

• The inclusionsCλ,β ⊂ Cκ,α for (λ, β) > (κ, α) are all strict. For instance, on
R, the functionχκ,α = χκ,α(x) equal to zero forx 6 0 and, forx > 0:

χκ,α(x) =

{
xκ+α, if 0 < α 6 1,

xκ/logx, if α = 0,

is Cκ,α in any neighborhood of the origin, not better.

• If 0 < α1 < α, any uniformly bounded set of functions inCκ,α contains a
sequence of functions that converges inCκ,α1-norm to a function inCκ,α1 . This is
a Hölder-space version of the Arzelà-Ascoli lemma.

• For0 < α 6 1, define theHölder semi-norm(notice the wide hat):

||f ||0̂,α := sup
x′′ 6=x′∈�n

ρ

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α .

The constants satisfy||c||0̂,α = 0 and, of course, we have||f ||0,α ≡ ||f ||0,0+ ||f ||0̂,α.
As a function ofα, the semi-norm is logarithmically convex:

||f || ̂0,tα1+(1−t)α2
=
(
||f ||

0̂,α1

)t
·
(
||f ||

0̂,α2

)1−t
.

Here,0 < α1 < α2 6 1 and0 6 t 6 1.
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• Importantly, if f is Km-valued, if 1 6 l 6 m, from the Taylor integral
formula:

(1.2) fl
(
x′′
)
− fl

(
x′
)

=

∫ 1

0

n∑

i=1

∂fl
∂xi

(
x′ + s(x′′ − x′)

) [
x′′i − x′i

]
ds,

follows themean value inequality:

(1.3)

∣∣f
(
x′′
)
− f

(
x′
)∣∣ = max

16l6m

∣∣fl
(
x′′
)
− fl

(
x′
)∣∣

6 ||f ||1̂,0 ·
∣∣x′′ − x′

∣∣ ,

wherex′′, x′ ∈ �n
ρ are arbitrary, and where

||f ||1̂,0 := max
16l6m

n∑

k=1

sup
|x|<ρ

|fl,xk
(x)| .

This useful inequality also holds (by definition) iff is merely Lipschitzian, with
||f ||1̂,0 replaced by||f ||0̂,1.

• If a functionf is Cκ,0, then for every multiindexδ ∈ Nn of length |δ| 6 κ,
the partial derivativefxδ is Cκ−|δ|,0 and||fxδ ||κ−|δ|,0 6 ||f ||κ,0.

§2. CAUCHY INTEGRAL, SOKHOTSKĬI-PLEMELJ FORMULAS AND HILBERT

TRANSFORM

2.1. Boundary behaviour of the Cauchy integral. Let Ω be a domain inC, let
z ∈ Ω and letΓ be aC1-smooth simple closed curve surroundingz and oriented
counterclockwise. Assume that its interior domain (to which z belongs) is entirely
contained inΩ. In caseΓ is a circle, Cauchy ([Ca1831]) established in 1831 the
celebrated representation formula:

f(z) =
1

2πi

∫

Γ

f(ζ) dζ

ζ − z
,

valid for all functionsf ∈ O(Ω) holomorphic inΩ. Remarkably,Γ may be
modified and deformed without altering the valuef(z) of the integral.

The best proof of this formula is to derive it from the more general Cauchy-
Green-Pompeiu formula, itself being an elementary consequence of the Green-
Stokes formula, which is valid for functionsf of class onlyC1 defined on the
closure of a domainΩ ⊂ C havingC1-smooth oriented boundary∂Ω ([Hö1973]):

f(z) =
1

2πi

∫

∂Ω

f(ζ) dζ

ζ − z
+

1

2πi

∫ ∫

Ω

∂f/∂ζ̄

ζ − z
dζ ∧ dζ̄.

Indeed, for holomorphicf , one clearly sees that the “remainder” double integral
disappears.
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The holomorphicity of the kernel1ζ−z enables then to build concisely the funda-
mental properties of holomorphic functions from Cauchy’s formula: local conver-
gence of Taylor series, residue theorem, Cauchy uniform convergence theorem,
maximum principle,etc. ([Hö1973]). Studying the Cauchy integral for itself ap-
peared therefore to be of interest and became a thoroughly investigated subject in
the years 1910–1960, under the influence of Privalov.

If z ∈ Ω belongs to the exterior ofΓ, i.e. to the unbounded component of
C\Γ, by a fundamental theorem also due to Cauchy, the integral vanishes:0 =
1

2πi

∫
Γ
f(ζ) dζ
ζ−z . Thus, fixing the countourΓ, asz moves towardΓ, the Cauchy

integral is constant, either equal tof(z) or to 0. What happens whenz hits the
curveΓ ?

Denote byζ0 a point ofΓ and by∆(ζ0, ε) the open disc of radiusε > 0 centered
atζ0. If Γε denotes the complementΓ\∆(ζ0, ε), introducing an arc of small circle
contained in∂∆(ζ0, ε) to join the two extreme points ofΓε, it may be verified that

(2.2)
1

2
f(ζ0) = lim

ε→0

1

2πi

∫

Γε

f(ζ) dζ

ζ − ζ0
.

Geometrically speaking, essentially one half of the circle∂∆(ζ0, ε) of radiusε
centered atζ0 is contained in the domainΩ. Consequently, the “correct value” of
the Cauchy integral at a pointζ0 of the curveΓ is equal to the arithmetic mean:

1

2

(
lim

z→ζ0, z inside
+ lim
z→ζ0, z outside

)
=

1

2
(f(ζ0) + 0) .

Let us recall briefly why the excision of anε-neighborhood ofζ0 in the domain
of integration is necessary to provide this “correct” average value. Parametriz-
ing Γ by a real number, the problem of giving a sense to the singularintegral∫
Γ
f(ζ) dζ
ζ−ζ0 amounts to the following classical definition of the notion of principal

value([Mu1953, Ga1966, EK2000]).

2.3. Principal value integrals. Let a, b ∈ R with a < b and letf be aC1-
smooth real-valued function defined on the open segment(a, b). Pickx ∈ R with
a < x < b and consider the integral

∫ b
a

dy
y−x

whose integrand is singular. The two
integrals avoiding the singularity from the left and from the right, namely:

∫ x−ε1

a

dy

y − x
= log(ε1) − log(x − a) and

∫ b

x+ε2

dy

y − x
= log(b− x) − log(ε2)

tend to−∞, asε1 → 0+, and to+∞ asε2 → 0+. Clearly, if ε2 = ε1 (or more
generally, ifε1 andε2 both depend continuously on an auxiliary parameterε > 0
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with 1 = limε→0+
ε2(ε)
ε1(ε) ), the positive and the negative parts compensate, so that

theprincipal value:

p.v.

∫ b

a

dy

y − x
:= lim

ε→0+

(∫ x−ε

a
+

∫ b

x+ε

)
= log

b− x

x − a

exists. Briefly, there is a key cancellation of infinite parts, thanks to the fact that
the singular kernel1

y
is odd. This is why in (2.2) above, the integration was

performed over the excised curveΓε.
Generally, ifg : [a, b] → R is a real-valued function theprincipal valueintegral,

defined by:

p.v.

∫ b

a

g(y) dy

y − x
:= lim

ε→0+

(∫ x−ε

a
+

∫ b

x+ε

)

=

∫ b

a

g(y) − g(x)

y − x
dy + g(x) p.v.

∫ b

a

dy

y − x
dy

=

∫ b

a

g(y) − g(x)

y − x
dy + g(x) log

b− x

x − a

exists whenever the quotientg(y)−g(x)
y−x

is integrable. This is the case for instance

if g is of classC1,0 or of classC0,α, with α > 0, since
∫ 1
0 yα−1 dy < ∞. More is

true.

Theorem 2.4. ([Mu1953, Ve1962, Dy1991, SME1988, EK2000], [∗]) Let g :
[a, b] → R beCκ,α-smooth, withκ > 0 and0 < α < 1. Then for everyx ∈ (a, b),
the principal value integral

G(x) := p.v.

∫ b

a

g(y) dy

y − x

exists. In every closed segment[a′, b′] contained in (a, b), the func-
tion G(x) becomes Cκ,α-smooth and enjoys the norm inequality
||G||Cκ,α[a′,b′] 6 C

α(1−α) ||g||Cκ,α[a,b], for some constantC = C(κ, a, b, a′, b′). If g
together with its derivatives up to orderκ vanish at the two extreme pointsa and
b, the functionG(x) is Cκ,α-smooth over[a, b] and enjoys the norm inequality
||G||Cκ,α[a,b] 6 C

α(1−α) ||g||Cκ,α[a,b], for some constantC = C(κ, a, b).

Notice the presence of the (nonremovable) factor1α(1−α) .

2.5. General Cauchy integral. Beginning with works of Sokhotskĭı [So1873],
of Harnack [Ha1885] and of Morera [Mo1889], theCauchy integral transform:

F (z) :=
1

2πi

∫

Γ

f(ζ) dζ

ζ − z

has been studied for itself, in the more general case whereΓ is an arbitrary closed
or non-closed curve inC andf is an arbitrary smooth complex-valued function
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defined onΓ, not necessarily holomorphic in a neighborhood ofΓ (precise rig-
orous assumptions will follow; historical account may be found in [Ga1966]).
In Sokhotskĭı’s and in Harnack’s works, the study of the boundary behaviour of
the Cauchy integral was motivated by physical problems; itsboundary properties
find applications to mechanics, to hydrodynamics and to elasticity theory. Let us
restitute briefly the connection to the notion of logarithmic potential ([Mu1953]).

AssumingΓ andf : Γ → R to be real-valued and of class at leastC1,0, pa-
rametrizeΓ by arc-lengthζ = ζ(s), denoter(s) := ζ(s) − z the radial vector
from z to ζ(s), denoter = r(s) = |r(s)| its euclidean norm, denotet(s) := dr

ds

the unit tangent vector field toΓ and denoten(s) := dr
ds/
∣∣dr
ds

∣∣ the unit normal
vector field toΓ. Putingz = x + iy and decomposing the Cauchy transform
F (z) = U(x, y) + iV (x, y) in real and imaginary parts, the two functionsU and
V are harmonic inC\Γ, sinceF is clearly holomorphic there. After elementary
computations, one shows thatU may be expressed under the form:

U(x, y) =
1

2π

∫

Γ
f

cos(r,n)

r
ds,

which, physically, represents thepotential of a double layer with moment-density
f
2π . Also,V may be expressed under the form:

V (x, y) =
1

2π

∫

Γ

df

ds
log r ds,

which, in the case whereΓ consists of a finite number of closed Jordan curves,
represents the potential of a single layer with moment-density − 1

2π
df
ds .

2.6. The Sokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulas. Coming back to the mathematical study
of the Cauchy integral, we shall assume that the curveΓ over which the integration
is performed is aconnectedcurve of finite length parametrized by arc length

[a, b] ∋ s 7−→ ζ(s) ∈ Γ,

wherea < b, whereζ(s) is of classCκ+1,α over the closed segment[a, b], and
whereκ > 0, 0 < α < 1. Topologically, we shall assume thatΓ = ζ[a, b] is
either:

• aClosed Jordan arc, namelyζ : [a, b] → C is an embedding;
• or a Jordan contour, namelyζ : (a, b) → C is an embedding,ζ(a) =
ζ(b), ζ extends as aCκ+1,α-smooth map on the quotient[a, b]/(a ∼ b)
andΓ = ζ[a, b] is diffeomorphic to a circle.

Various more general assumptions can be made:Γ consists of a finite number
of connected pieces,Γ is piecewise smooth (corners appear),Γ possesses certain
cusps,Γ is only Lipschitz, the length ofΓ is not finite,f is Lp-integrable,f is
Lp
α, i.e. f ∈ Lp(Γ) and

∫
Γ |f(s+ h) − f(s)|p 6 Cte |h|α, f belongs to certain

Sobolev spaces,f(ζ) dζ is replaced by a measuredµ(ζ), etc., but we shall not
review the theory (see[Mu1953, Ve1962, Ga1966] and especially [Dy1991]).
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The natural orientation of the segment[a, b] induced by the order relation on
R enables to orient the two semi-local sides ofΓ in C: the region on the left
to Γ will be called the positive side (“+”), while the region to the right will be
called negative (“−”). In the case whereΓ is Jordan contour, we assume thatΓ is
oriented counterclockwise, so that the positive region coincides with the bounded
component ofC\Γ.

Theorem 2.7. ([Mu1953, Ve1962, Ga1966, Dy1991, SME1988, EK2000], [∗])
Let Γ be aCκ+1,α-smooth closed Jordan arc or Jordan contour inC and letf :
Γ → C be aCκ,α-smooth complex-valued function.

(a) If Γ′ is any closed portion ofΓ having no ends in common with those of
Γ, then for everyζ1 ∈ Γ′, the Cauchy transformF (z) := 1

2πi

∫
Γ
f(ζ) dζ
ζ−z

possesses(a priori distinct)limits F+(ζ1) andF−(ζ1), whenz tends to
ζ1 from the positive or from the negative side.

(b) These two limitsF+ andF− are of classCκ,α onΓ′ with a norm estimate
||F±||Cκ,α(Γ′) 6

C(κ,Γ′,Γ)
α(1−α) ||f ||Cκ,α(Γ), for some positive constant where

C(κ,Γ′,Γ).

(c) Furthermore, ifω′
+ andω′

− denote an upper and a lower open one-sided
neighborhoodΓ′ in C, the two functionsF± : ω′

± → C defined by:

{
F±(z) := F (z) if z ∈ ω′

±,

F±(z) := F±(ζ1) if z = ζ1 ∈ Γ′,

are of class Cκ,α in ω′
± ∪ Γ′, with a similar norm estimate

||F±||Cκ,α(ω′
±∪Γ′) 6

C1(κ,Γ′,Γ)
α(1−α) ||f ||Cκ,α(Γ).

(d) Finally, at every pointζ0 of the curveΓ not coinciding with its ends,F+

andF− satisfy the twoSokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulas:





F+(ζ0) − F−(ζ0) = f(ζ0),

1

2

[
F+(ζ0) + F−(ζ0)

]
= p.v.

1

2πi

∫

Γ

f(ζ)

ζ − ζ0
dζ.
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F−

F+

⊖

⊕

F+

F−

⊕

⊖

C C

Γ

Γ

ζ(a)

ζ(b)

ζ0

+

+

Γ′

ζ1

ω′

+

ω′

−

F+ − F− = f

p.v. 1
2πi

∫
Γ

f(ζ) dζ

ζ−ζ0

TWO DIAGRAMS FOR THESOKHOTSKǏI-PLEMELJ FORMULAS

Sometimes,F is calledsectionnally holomorphic, as it is discontinuous across
Γ. Its jump acrossΓ is provided by the first formula above, while the arithmetic
meanF

++F−

2 is given by the value of the Cauchy (singular) integral atζ0 ∈ Γ.
Morera’s classical theorem ([Mo1889]) states that ifF+ andF− match up on the
interior ofΓ, then the Cauchy integral is holomorphic inCminus the endpoints of
Γ. As is known ([Sh1990]), this theorem is also true for an arbitrary holomorphic
functionF ∈ O(C\Γ) which is not necessarily defined by a Cauchy integral.

2.8. Less regular boundaries.The boundary behaviour of the Cauchy transform
at the two extreme pointsγ(a) andγ(b) of a Jordan arc is studied in [Mu1953]. We
refer to [Dy1991] for a survey presentation of the finest condition onΓ (namely, it
to be aCarleson curve) which insures that the Cauchy integral exists and that the
Sokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulas hold true, almost everywhere. Let us just mention
what happens with the Cauchy integralF (z) in the limit caseα = 0.

If Γ is (only) C1,0, if f is (only) C0,0, then for ζ1 in the interior ofΓ, the
limit F−(ζ1) exists if and only if the limitF+(ζ1) exists([Mu1953]). However,
generically, none limit exists.

A more useful statement, valid in the caseα = 0, is as follows. Assume
Γ to beCκ+1,0 with κ > 0 and letΓ′ be a closed portion of the interior ofΓ.
ParametrizeΓ′ by a Cκ+1,0 map ζ ′ : [a′, b′] → Γ′. Extendζ ′ = ζ ′(s) as a a
Cκ+1,0 embeddingζ ′(s, ε) defined on[a′, b′] × (−ε0, ε0), whereε0 > 0, with
ζ ′(s, 0) ≡ ζ ′(s) and withζ ′(s, ε) in the positive side ofΓ′ for ε > 0. The family
of curvesΓ′

ε := ζ ′([a′, b′] × {ε}) foliates a strip thickening ofΓ′.

Theorem 2.9. ([Mu1953]) For every choice of aCκ+1,0 extensionζ ′(s, ε), and
everyf ∈ Cκ,0(Γ,C), the difference from either side of the Cauchy transform
F |Γ′

ε
− F |Γ′

−ε′
tends tof |Γ′ in Cκ,0 norm asε→ 0:

lim
ε→0

sup
s∈[a′,b′]

∣∣∣∣F (ζ ′(s, ε)) − F (ζ ′(s,−ε)) − f(ζ ′(s))
∣∣∣∣
κ,0

= 0.

To conclude, we state a criterion, due to Hardy-Littlewood,which insuresCκ,α-
smoothness of holomorphic functions up to the boundary.
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Theorem 2.10. ([Mu1953, Ga1966], [∗]) Let Γ be aCκ+1,α-smooth Jordan con-
tour, divinding the complex plane in two componentsΩ+ (bounded) andΩ− (un-
bounded). If f ∈ O(Ω±) satisfies the estimate|∂κz f(z)| 6 C (1 − |z|)1−α, for
someκ ∈ N, someα with 0 < α < 1, and some positive constantC > 0, thenf
is of classCκ,α in the closureΩ± = Ω± ∪ Γ.

2.11. Functions and maps defined on the unit circle.In the sequel,Ω will be
the unit disc∆ := {ζ ∈ C : |ζ| < 1} having as boundary theunit circle∂∆ :=
{ζ ∈ C : |ζ| = 1}. Consider a functionf : ∂∆ → K, whereK = R or C.
Parametrizing∂∆ by ζ = eiθ with θ ∈ R, such anf will be considered as the
function

R ∋ θ 7−→ f(ei θ) ∈ K.
For j ∈ N, we shall writefθj := djf

dθj .
Let α satisfy0 < α 6 1 and assume thatf ∈ C0,α. We define itsC0,α semi-

norm (notice the wide hat) precisely by:

||f ||0̂,α := sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

|f(ei θ
′′
) − f(ei θ

′
)|

|θ′′ − θ′|α .

Thanks to2π-periodicity, supθ′′ 6=θ′ may be replaced bysup0<|θ′′−θ′|6π. Accord-
ing to the definition of§1.1, the functionf is Cκ,α if the quantity

||f ||κ,α :=
∑

06j6κ

||fθj ||0,0 + ||fθκ||0̂,α <∞

is finite. Besides Hölder spaces, we shall also consider theLebesgue spaces
Lp(∂∆), with p ∈ R satisfying1 6 p 6 ∞. As ∂∆ is compact, the Hölder
inequality entails the (strict) inclusionsL∞(∂∆) ⊂ Lp′(∂∆) ⊂ Lp(∂∆) ⊂
L1(∂∆), for 1 < p < p′ <∞.

2.12. Fourier series of Ḧolder continuous functions. If f is at least of classL1

on∂∆, let

f̂k :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
ζ−k f(ζ)

dζ

ζ

denote thek-th Fourier coefficient off , wherek ∈ Z. Givenn ∈ N, consider the
n-th partial sum of the Fourier series off :

Fnf(ei θ) :=
∑

−n6k6n

f̂k e
i k θ.

We remind that Dini’s (elementary) criterion:
∫ π

0

∣∣f(ei(θ+t)) + f(ei(θ−t)) − 2 f(ei θ)
∣∣

t
dt <∞
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insures the pointwise convergencelimn→∞ Fnf(ei θ) = f(ei θ). If f is C0,α on
∂∆, with 0 < α 6 1, the above integral obviously converges at everyeiθ ∈ ∂∆,
so that we may identifyf with its (complete) Fourier series:

f(ei θ) = Ff(ei θ) :=
∑

k∈Z

f̂k e
i k θ.

In fact ([Zy1959]), if f ∈ Cκ,α with κ ∈ N and 0 6 α 6 1, then
∣∣f̂k
∣∣ 6

π1+α

|k|κ+α ||f ||κ̂,α for all k ∈ Z\{0}. Also, if f ∈ C0,α, then
∑

k∈Z

∣∣f̂k
∣∣c converges

for c > 2
2α+1 . In 1913, Bersteı̆n proved absolute convergence of

∑
k∈Z

∣∣f̂k
∣∣ for

α > 1/2.

2.13. Three Cauchy transforms in the unit disc.In the caseΩ = ∆, our goal is
to formulate Theorem 2.7 with more precision about the constantC(κ, ∂Ω). For
η ∈ ∂∆ in the unit circle andf ∈ Cκ,α(∂∆,C) with κ > 0, 0 < α < 1, as in
§2.6, we define:

C+f(η) := lim
r→1−

1

2πi

∫

∂∆

f(ζ)

ζ − rη
dζ,

C0f(η) := p.v.
1

2πi

∫

∂∆

f(ζ)

ζ − η
dζ,

C−f(η) := lim
r→1+

1

2πi

∫

∂∆

f(ζ)

ζ − rη
dζ.

The Sokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulas hold:f(η) = C+f(η)−C−f(η) andC0f(η) =
1
2 [C+f(η) + C−f(η)]. A theorem due to Aleksandrov6 enables to obtain a precise
estimate of theCκ,α norms of these Cauchy operators. To describe it, define:

Mα
0 :=

{
f ∈ C0,α(∂∆,C) : f̂0 = 0

}
.

Then||·||0̂,α is a norm onMα
0 , since only the constantsc satisfy ||c||0̂,α = 0. For

p, q ∈ R with 0 < p, q < 1, recall the definitionB(p, q) :=
∫ 1
0 xp−1 (1 −

x)q−1 dx of theEuler beta function.

Theorem 2.14. ([Al1975]) The operatorC0f(η) := p.v. 1
2πi

∫
∂∆

f(ζ)
ζ−η dζ is a

bounded linear endomorphism ofMα
0 having norm:

∣∣∣∣∣∣C0
∣∣∣∣∣∣

0̂,α
=

1

2π
B

(
α

2
,

1 − α

2

)
.

One may easily verify the two equivalencesB
(
α
2 ,

1−α
2

)
∼ 2

α asα → 0 and
B
(
α
2 ,

1−α
2

)
∼ 2

1−α asα→ 1 as well as the two inequalities:

1

α(1 − α)
6 B

(
α

2
,

1 − α

2

)
6

4

α(1 − α)
.

6We are grateful to Burglind Jöricke who provided the reference [Al1975].
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Thus, the nonremovable factor 1
α(1−α) shows what is the precise rate of explosion

of the norm
∣∣∣∣∣∣C0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0̂,α

asα→ 0 or asα→ 1.

Further, if f ∈ C0,α does not necessarily belong toMα
0 , it is elementary to

check that
∣∣∣∣C0f

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 C
α ||f ||0,α, for some absolute constantC > 0. It follows

that the (complete) operator norm
∣∣∣∣∣∣C0

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0,α

behaves like C
α(1−α) .

In conclusion, thanks to the Sokhotskĭı-Plemelj formulasC+f = 1
2(C0f + f)

andC−f = 1
2(C0f − f), we deduce that there exists an absolute constantC1 > 1

such that:
1/C1

α(1 − α)
6
∣∣∣∣∣∣Cb

∣∣∣∣∣∣
0,α

6
C1

α(1 − α)
,

where0 < α < 1 and whereb = −, 0,+.
Next, what happens withf ∈ Cκ,α, for κ ∈ N arbitrary ? Forb = −, 0,+, the

Cb are bounded linear endomorphisms ofCκ,α and similarly:

Theorem 2.15.There exists an absolute constantC1 > 1 such that ifκ ∈ N and
0 < α < 1, for b = −, 0,+:

1/C1

α(1 − α)
6
∣∣∣∣∣∣Cb

∣∣∣∣∣∣
κ,α

6
C1

α(1 − α)
.

In other words, the constantC1 is independent ofκ. To deduce this theorem
from the estimates withκ = 0 (with different absolute constantC1) we proceed
as follows, without exposing all the rigorous details.

Inserting the Fourier seriesF(f, ei θ) in the integrals definingC−, C0, C+ and
integrating termwise (an operation which may be justified),we get:





C−f(ei θ) = −
∑

k<0

f̂k e
i k θ,

C0f(ei θ) = −1

2

∑

k<0

f̂k e
i k θ +

1

2
f̂0 +

1

2

∑

k>0

f̂k e
i k θ,

C+f(ei θ) = f̂0 +
∑

k>0

f̂k e
i k θ.

If κ > 1, by differentiating termwise with respect toθ these three Fourier repre-
sentations of theCb, we see that these operators commute with differentiation.

Lemma 2.16. For everyj ∈ N with 0 6 j 6 κ and forb = −, 0,+, we have:

Cb (fθj) =
(
Cbf

)
θj
.

Dealing directly with the principal value definition ofC0f , another proof of
this lemma forC0 would consist in integrating by parts, deducing afterwardsthat
C− andC+ enjoy the same property, thanks to the Sokhotskĭı-Plemeljformulas.
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To establish Theorem 2.15, we introduce another auxiliaryCκ,α norm:

||f ||∼κ,α :=
∑

06j6κ

||fθj ||0,α = ||f ||κ,α +
∑

06j6κ−1

||fθj ||0̂,α ,

which is equivalent to||·||κ,α, thanks to the elementary inequalities ([∗]):

||f ||κ,α 6 ||f ||∼κ,α 6 (1 + π) ||f ||κ,α .
Notice that||·||∼0,α = ||·||0,α. The next lemma applies toL = C−,C0,C+ and to
L = T, the Hilbert conjugation operator defined below.

Lemma 2.17. ([∗]) Let L be a bounded linear endomorphism of all the spaces
Cκ,α(∂∆,C) with κ ∈ N, 0 < α < 1, which commutes with differentiations,
namelyL (fθj) = (Lf)θj , for j ∈ N. Assume that there exist a contantC1(α) > 1
depending onα such thatC1(α)−1 6 |||L|||0,α 6 C1(α). Then for everyκ ∈ N:

{
C1(α)−1 6 |||L|||∼κ,α 6 C1(α),

(1 + π)−1 C1(α)−1
6 |||L|||κ,α 6 (1 + π)C1(α).

Proof. Indeed, iff ∈ Cκ,α, we develope a chain of (in)equalities:

||Lf ||κ,α 6 ||Lf ||∼κ,α =
∑

06j6κ

||(Lf)θj ||0,α =
∑

06j6κ

||L(fθj )||0,α

6 C1(α)
∑

06j6κ

||fθj ||0,α = C1(α) ||f ||∼κ,α

6 (1 + π)C1(α) ||f ||κ,α .
This yields the two majorations. Minorations are obtained similarly. �

To conclude this paragraph, we state a Tœplitz type theorem aboutC+, which
will be crucial in solving Bishop’s equation with optimal loss of smoothness, as
we will see in Section 3. A similar one holds aboutC−, assumingφ ∈ H∞(C\∆)
instead, whereC is the Riemann sphere.

Theorem 2.18. ([Tu1994b], [∗]) There exists an absolute constantC1 > 1 such
that for all f ∈ Cκ,α, κ ∈ N, 0 < α < 1, and allφ ∈ H∞(∆) := O(∆)∩L∞(∆):

∣∣∣∣C+(fφ)
∣∣∣∣
κ,α

6
C1

α(1 − α)
||f ||κ,α ||φ||L∞ .

Closely related to the Cauchy transform are the Schwarz and the Hilbert trans-
forms.

2.19. Schwarz transform on the unit disc.Let u ∈ L1(∂∆,R) be real-valued.
TheSchwarz transformof u is the function ofz ∈ ∆ defined by:

Su(z) :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
u(ζ)

(
ζ + z

ζ − z

)
dζ

ζ
.
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Thanks to the holomorphicity of the kernel,Su(z) is a holomorphic function of
z ∈ ∆. Decomposing it in real and imaginary parts:

Su(z) = Pu(z, z̄) + iTu(z, z̄),

we get thePoisson transformof u:

Pu(z, z̄) :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
u(ζ)Re

(
ζ + z

ζ − z

)
dζ

ζ
,

together with theHilbert transformof u:

Tu(z, z̄) :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
u(ζ) Im

(
ζ + z

ζ − z

)
dζ

ζ
.

Thanks to the harmonicity of the two kernels,Pu andTu are harmonic in∆. The
power series ofCu, of Pu and ofTu are given by:





Su(z) = û0 + 2
∑

k>0

ûk z
k,

Pu(z, z̄) =
∑

k<0

ûk z̄
k + û0 +

∑

k>0

ûk z
k,

Tu(z, z̄) =
1

i

(
−
∑

k<0

ûk z̄
k +

∑

k>0

ûk z
k

)
,

whereûk is thek-th Fourier coefficient ofu. These three series converge normally
on compact subsets of∆.

2.20. Poisson transform on the unit disc.Let us first summarize the basic prop-
erties of the Poisson transform ([Ka1968, DR2002]). Setting z = r ei θ with
0 6 r < 1 and ζ = eit, computingRe

( ζ+z
ζ−z
)

and switching the convolution
integral, we obtain:

Pu(r ei θ) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Pr(t)u(e

i(θ−t)) dt = Pr ∗ u (ei θ),

where

Pr(t) :=
1 − r2

1 − 2r cos t+ r2

is thePoisson summability kernel. It has three nice properties:

• Pr > 0 on∂∆ for 0 6 r < 1,

• 1
2π

∫ π
−π Pr(t) dt = 1 for 0 6 r < 1, and:

• limr→1− Pr(t) = 0 for everyt ∈ [−π, π]\{0}.

Consequently,Pr is an approximation of the Dirac measureδ1 at 1 ∈ ∂∆. For
this reason, the Poisson convolution integral possesses excellent boundary value
properties.
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Lemma 2.21. ([Ka1968, DR2002])Convergence in norm holds:

(i) If u ∈ Lp with 1 6 p < ∞ or p = ∞ and u is continuous, then
limr→1− ||Pr ∗ u− u||Lp = 0.

(ii) If u ∈ Cκ,α with κ ∈ N and0 6 α 6 1, includingα = 0 andα = 1, then
limr→1− ||Pr ∗ u− u||κ,α = 0.

In Cκ,α, the pointwise convergencelimr→1− Pr ∗u(ei θ) → u(ei θ) follows ob-
viously. However, inLp, from convergence in norm one may only deduce point-
wise convergence almost everywhere for some sequencerk → 1 which depends
on the function. InLp, almost everywhere pointwise convergence was proved by
Fatou in 1906.

Theorem 2.22. ([Fa1906, Ka1968, DR2002])If u ∈ Lp with 1 6 p 6 ∞, then
for almost everyei θ ∈ ∂∆, we have:

lim
r→1−

Pr ∗ u (ei θ) = u(ei θ).

In summary, the Poisson transformPu yields a harmonic extension to∆ of
any functionu ∈ Lp(∂∆,R) or u ∈ Cκ,α(∂∆,R), with expected boundary value
b∂∆(Pu) = u on∂∆.

2.23. Hilbert transform on the unit disc. Next, we survey the fundamental prop-
erties of the Hilbert transform. Again,u is real-valued on∂∆. Settingz = r ei θ

with 0 6 r < 1 andζ = eit, computingIm
( ζ+z
ζ−z
)

and switching the convolution
integral, we obtain:

Tu(r ei θ) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Tr(t)u(e

i(θ−t)) dt,

where

Tr(t) :=
2 r sin t

1 − 2r cos t+ r2

is theHilbert kernel. It is not a summability kernel, being positive and negative
with L1 norm tending to∞ as r → 1−; for this reason, the Hilbert transform
does not enjoy the same nice boundary value properties as thePoisson transform:
Hölder classes are needed.

Settingr = 1, the Poisson kernelP1(t) vanishes identically and the Hilbert
kernel tends to 2 sin t

2−2 cos t = cos t/2
sin t/2 . Neart = 0, the functioncot(t/2) behaves

like the function2/t, having infiniteL1 norm. Foru ∈ C0,α(∂∆,R), it may be
verified that, asz → ei θ ∈ ∂∆, the Hilbert transformTu(z) tends to

Tu(ei θ) := p.v.
1

2π

∫ π

−π

u(ei(θ−t))
tan(t/2)

dt

= p.v.
1

2πi

∫ π

−π
u(ζ) Im

(ζ + ei θ

ζ − ei θ

) dζ
ζ
.
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SinceRe
( ζ+ei θ

ζ−ei θ

)
≡ 0 for ζ = ei t ∈ ∂∆, we getIm

( ζ+ei θ

ζ−ei θ

)
= 1

i
ζ+ei θ

ζ−ei θ so that
we may rewrite

iTu(ei θ) = p.v.
1

2πi

∫ π

−π
u(ζ)

ζ + ei θ

ζ − ei θ
dζ

ζ
.

SettingP0u := 1
2πi

∫
∂∆ u(ζ)dζζ = û0, the algebraic relation 2

ζ−ei θ − 1
ζ = ζ+ei θ

ζ−ei θ
1
ζ

gives a fundamental relation betweenC0 andT:

2C0 − P0 = iT.

From Theorem 2.15, we deduce (P0 is innocuous):

Theorem 2.24. ([Pri1916, HiTa1978, Bo1991, BER1999], [∗]) There exist an
absolute constantC1 > 1 such that ifκ ∈ N and0 < α < 1:

1/C1

α(1 − α)
6 |||T|||κ,α 6

C1

α(1 − α)
.

It follows that at the level of Fourier series,T transformsu(ei θ) = Fu(ei θ) =∑
k∈Z ûk e

i k θ to

Tu(ei θ) :=
1

i

(
−
∑

k<0

ûk e
i k θ +

∑

k>0

ûk e
i k θ

)
.

Notice that (T̂u)0 = 0. In fact, this formula coincides with the series
1
i

(
−∑k<0 ûkz̄

k +
∑

k>0 ûkz
k
)
, written for z → ei θ, the limit existing pro-

vided0 < α < 1.
By termwise differentiation of the above formula,T(uθj ) = (Tu)θj for 0 6

j 6 κ, if u ∈ Cκ,α (some integrations by parts in the singular integral defining Tu
would yield a second proof of this property).

The Poisson transformPu of u ∈ C0,α having boundary valueb∂∆(Pu) = u
and the Schwarz transform being holomorphic in∆, we see that the function
u + iTu on ∂∆ extends holomorphically to∆ asSu(z). SoTu on ∆ is one of
the Harmonic conjugates ofu. In general, these conjugates are defined up to a
constant. The property(T̂u)0 = 0 means thatTu(0) = 0.

Lemma 2.25. The Hilbert transformTu on ∂∆ is the boundary value on∂∆ of
the unique harmonic conjugatein ∆ of the harmonic Poisson extensionPu, that
vanishes at0 ∈ ∆.

Foru ∈ Cκ,α(∂∆,R), u+ iTu extends holomorphically to∆.

Furthermore,T(Tu) = −u+ û0.
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2.26. Hilbert transform in Lp spaces.It is elementary to show that the study

of the principal value integralp.v. 1
2π

∫ π
−π

u(ei (θ−t))
tan(t/2) dt is equivalent to the study

of the same singular convolution operator, in whichcot(t/2) is replaced by2/t.
Similarly, one may define theHilbert transform on the real line:

Hf(x) := p.v.

∫

R

f(y)

y − x
dy.

If f is C1,0 on R and has compact support or satisfies
∫

R
|f | < ∞, replacing

f(y) in the numerator by[f(y) − f(x)] + f(x) and reasoning as in§2.3, one
straightforwardly shows the existence of the above principal value.

Privalov showed thatHf(x) exists for almost everyx ∈ R if f ∈ L1(R). A
theorem due to M. Riesz states that the two Hilbert transforms H on the real line
andT on the unit circle are bounded endomorphisms ofLp, for 1 < p < ∞,
namely iff ∈ Lp(R) andu ∈ Lp(∂∆), then:

||Hf ||Lp(R) 6 Cp ||f ||Lp(R) and ||Tu||Lp(∂∆) 6 Cp ||u||Lp(∂∆) ,

whith the same constantCp ([Zy1959], Chapters VII and XVI). In [Pi1972], Zyg-
mund’s doctoral student Pichorides obtained the best valueof the constantCp:
for 1 < p 6 2, Cp = tan π

2p , while, by a duality argument,Cp = cot π
2p for

2 6 p < ∞. The two elementary boundstan π
2p 6

p
p−1 for 1 < p 6 2 and

cot π
2p 6 p for 2 6 p <∞, yield:

(2.27)

||Hf ||Lp(R) 6
p2

p − 1
||f ||Lp(R) and ||Tf ||Lp(∂∆) 6

p2

p − 1
||f ||Lp(∂∆) ,

for 1 < p < ∞. In L1, the Hilbert transform is unbounded but, according to a
theorem due to Kolmogorov ([Dy1991, DR2002]), it sastisfiesaweak inequality:

m {Hf(x) > a} 6
C

a
||f ||L1 ,

for everya ∈ R with a > 0, wherem is the Lebesgue measure and whereC > 0
is some absolute constant.

2.28. Pointwise convergence of Fourier series.The boundedness of the Hilbert
transform inLp has a long history, closely related to the problem of pointwise con-
vergence of Fourier series. In 1913, before M. Riesz proved the estimates (2.27),
using complex function theory and the Riesz-Fischer theorem, Luzin showed that
H is bounded inL2 and formulated the celebrated conjecture that Fourier series
of L2 functions converge pointwise almost everywhere. This “hypothetical theo-
rem” was established by Carleson ([Ca1966]) in 1966 and slightly later by Hunt
([Hu1966]) inLp for 1 < p < ∞. A complete self-contained restitution of these
results is available in [DR2002]. Let us survey the main theorem.
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Then-th partial sum of the Fourier series of a functionf on∂∆ is given by:

Fnf(ei θ) =
1

2π

∫ π

−π
Dn(t) f(ei(θ−t)) dt,

where

Dn(t) :=
sin(n+ 1/2)t

sin t/2

is the Dirichlet kernel, having unboundedL1 norm ||Dn||L1 ∼ 4
π2 log n. It is

elementary to show that the behaviour of this convolution integral, asn → ∞, is
equivalent to the behaviour of the integral:

∫ π

−π

sinnt

t
f(ei(θ−t)) dt.

Without loss of generality,f is assumed to be real-valued, so that the above inte-
gral is the imaginary part of theCarleson integral:

Cn(f, e
i θ) := p.v.

∫ π

−π

ei n t

t
f(ei(θ−t)) dt.

In, chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of [DR2002], the main proposition is to prove
that theCarleson maximal sublinear operator:

C∗f(ei θ) := sup
n∈N

∣∣∣Cn(f, ei θ)
∣∣∣

is bounded fromLp to Lp. The proof involves dyadic partitions, changes of fre-
quency, microscopic Fourier analysis off , choices of allowed pairs and seven ex-
ceptional sets. By an elementary argument, one deduces thatthemaximal Fourier
series sublinear operator:

F∗f(ei θ) := sup
n∈N

∣∣∣Fnf(ei θ)
∣∣∣

is bounded fromLp toLp.

Theorem 2.29. ([Ca1966, Hu1966, DR2002])If f ∈ Lp with 1 < p < ∞, there
exists an absolute constantC > 1 such that:

||F∗f ||Lp 6 C
p4

(p − 1)3
||f ||Lp .

Then by a standard argument,limn→∞ Fnf(ei θ) = f(ei θ) almost everywhere.

2.30. Transition. Since the grounding article [HiTa1978], the nice behaviourof
the Hilbert transform in the Hölder classes (Theorem 2.24)is the main reason
why Bishop analytic discs have been constructed in the category of Cκ,α generic
submanifolds ofCn ([BPo1982, BPi1985, Tu1990, Trp1990, Bo1991, BRT1994,
Tu1994a, Me1994, Trp1996, Jö1996, BER1999]). Perhaps it is also interesting to
construct Bishop analytic discs in the Sobolev classes.
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§3. SOLVING A LOCAL PARAMETRIZED BISHOP EQUATION WITH OPTIMAL

LOSS OF SMOOTHNESS

3.1. Analytic discs attached to a generic submanifold ofCn. As in Theo-
rem 4.2(III), letM be aCκ,α local graphed generic submanifold of equation
v = ϕ(x, y, u), whereϕ is defined for|x+ i y| < ρ1, |u| < ρ1, for someρ1 > 0
and whereϕ(0) = 0, dϕ(0) = 0 and|ϕ| < ρ1.

Definition 3.2. An analytic discis a map

∆ ∋ ζ 7−→ A(ζ) = (Z(ζ),W (ζ)) ∈ Cm × Cd

which is holomorphic in the unit disc∆ and at leastC0,0 in ∆. It is attached toM
if it sends∂∆ intoM .

Thus, suppose that(Z(ζ),W (ζ)) is attached toM and sufficiently small,
namely|[X + i Y ](ei θ)| < ρ1, |U(ei θ)| < ρ1 and|V (ei θ)| < ρ1 on ∂∆, where
Z(ζ) = X(ζ) + iY (ζ) andW (ζ) = U(ζ) + iV (ζ). Then clearly, the disc sends
∂∆ toM if and only if

V (ei θ) = ϕ
(
X(ei θ), Y (ei θ), U(ei θ)

)
,

for every ei θ ∈ ∂∆. Thanks to the Hilbert transform, we claim that we may
express analytically the fact that the disc is attached toM .

At first, in order to guarantee the applicability of the harmonic conjugation op-
eratorT, all our analytic discs willCκ,α on ∆, with κ ∈ N and0 < α < 1.
We let T act componentwise on mapsU = (U1, . . . , Ud) ∈ Cκ,α(∂∆,Rd),
namelyTU :=

(
TU1, . . . ,TUd

)
. We set||TU ||κ,α := max16j6d

∣∣∣∣TU j
∣∣∣∣
κ,α

.
With a slight change of notation, instead ofPU(0), we denote byP0 U :=
1
2π

∫ π
−π U(ei θ) dθ the value at the origin of the Poisson extensionPU . Equiv-

alently,P0 U = Û0 is the mean value ofU on∂∆. Here is a summary of the most
useful properties ofT.

Lemma 3.3. TheRd-valued Hilbert transformT is a bounded linear endomor-
phism ofCκ,α(∂∆,Rd) with 1/C1

α(1−α) 6 |||T|||κ,α 6 C1
α(1−α) satisfyingT(cst) = 0

and
T(TU) = −U + P0 U.

In the sequel, we shall rather use the mild modificationT1 of T defined by:

T1U(ei θ) := TU(ei θ) − TU(1).

In fact, T1 is uniquely determined by the normalizing conditionT1U(1) = 0.
ThenT1 is also bounded: 1/C1

α(1−α) 6 |||T1|||κ,α 6 C1
α(1−α) , also annihilates con-

stants:T1(cst) = 0 and

T1(T1U) = −U + U(1).

Furthermore, most importantly:
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Lemma 3.4. If U ∈ Cκ,α(∂∆,Rd), thenU(ei θ) + iT1U(ei θ) extends as a holo-
morphic map∆ → Cd which isCκ,α in the closed disc∆.

To check that the extension isCκ,α in ∆, one may introduce the Poisson integral
formula and apply Lemma 2.21(ii) .

If A = (Z,W ) is an analytic disc attached toM , we setU0 := U(1) andV0 :=
V (1). SinceW is holomorphic, necessarilyV (ei θ) = T1U(ei θ) + V0. Applying
T1 to both sides, we getT1V (ei θ) = −U(ei θ) + U0 (the left and the right hand
sides vanish atei θ = 1). Applying T1 to V (ei θ) = ϕ

(
X(ei θ), Y (ei θ), U(ei θ)

)

above and reorganizing, we obtain thatU satisfies a functional equation7 involving
the Hilbert transform:

(3.5) U(ei θ) = −T1 [ϕ(X(·), Y (·), U(·))] (ei θ) + U0.

Here, the mapU : ∂∆ → Rd is the unknown, whereas the holomorphic map
Z = X + i Y : ∂∆ → Cm and the constant vectorU0 are given data.

Conversely, givenX + i Y and U0, assume thatU ∈ Cκ,α satisfies the
above functional equation. SetV (ei θ) := T1U(ei θ) + V0, where V0 :=
ϕ(X(1), Y (1), U(1)). ThenU(eiθ) + i V (ei θ) extends as aCκ,α map∆ ∋ ζ 7→
W (ζ) ∈ Cd which is holomorphic in∆. If |[X + i Y ](ei θ)| < ρ1, |U(ei θ)| < ρ1

and|V (ei θ)| < ρ1, the discA := (Z,W ) is attached toM .

Bishop (1965) in theCκ,0 classes and then Hill-Taiani (1978), Boggess-Pitts
(1985) in the Hölder classesCκ,α established existence and uniqueness of the
solutionU to the fundamental functional equation (3.5).

Theorem 3.6. ([Bi1965, HiTa1978, BPi1985])If M is at leastC1,α, shrinking
ρ1 if necessary, there existsρ2 with 0 < ρ2 < ρ1 such that whenever the data
Z ∈ C0,α(∆,Cm) ∩ O(∆,Cm) andU0 ∈ Rd satisfy|Z(ei θ)| < ρ2 on ∂∆ and
|U0| < ρ2, there exists a unique solutionU ∈ C0,β(∂∆,Rd), 0 < β < α2, to the
Bishop-type functional equation(3.5) above such that|U(eiθ)| < ρ1 on ∂∆ and
such that in addition|V (eiθ)| < ρ1 on∂∆, where

V (ei θ) := T1U(ei θ) + ϕ(X(1), Y (1), U(1)).

Consequently, the disc(Z,U + i V ) is attached toM .

7The origin of this equation may be found in the seminal article [Bi1965] of Bishop.
Since then, it has been further exploited in [Pi1974a, Pi1974b, HiTa1978, BeFo1978,
We1982, BG1983, BPo1982, KW1982, R1983, HiTa1984, KW1984,BPi1985, FR1985,
Trp1986, Fo1986, Tu1988, Ai1989, Tu1990, Trp1990, Bo1991,DH1992, Tu1994a,
Tu1994b, BRT1994, CR1994, Gl1994, Me1994, HuKr1995, Jö1995, Trp1996, Tu1996,
Jö1996, Jö1997, Me1997, Po1997, MP1998, Tu1998, Hu1998,CR1998, Jö1999a,
Jö1999b, MP1999, BER1999, Po2000, MP2000, Tu2001, Da2001, DS2001, Me2002,
MP2002, HM2002, Po2003, JS2004, Me2004c].
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Notice the (substantial) loss of smoothness, occuring alsoin [BRT1994,
BER1999], which is due to an application of a general implicit function theo-
rem in Banach spaces. The main theorem of this chapter ([Tu1990, Tu1996])
refines the preceding result with a negligible loss of smoothness, provided the
graphing mapϕ belongs to the Hölder spaceCκ,α. In the geometric applications
(Parts V and VI), it is advantageous to be able to solve a Bishop equation like (3.5)
which involves supplementary parameters. Thus, instead ofϕ, we shall consider
anRd-valuedCκ,α mapΦ = Φ(u, ei θ, s), wheres is a parameter. For fixeds, we
shall denote byΦ|s the map�d

ρ1 × ∂∆ ∋ (u, ei θ) 7−→ Φ
(
u, ei θ, s

)
∈ Rd. In

accordance with Section 1, we set:

||Φu||0,0 := max
16j6d


 ∑

16l6d

∣∣∣∣Φj
ul

∣∣∣∣
0,0


 ,

and similarly||Φθ||0,0 = max16j6d

∣∣∣∣Φj
θ

∣∣∣∣
0,0

.

Theorem 3.7. ([Tu1990, Tu1996], [∗]) Let Φ = Φ
(
u, ei θ, s

)
be anRd-valued

map of classCκ,α, κ > 1, 0 < α < 1 , defined foru ∈ Rd, |u| < ρ1, θ ∈ R and
s ∈ Rb, |s| < σ1, where0 < ρ1 < 1 and0 < σ1 < 1. Assume that on its domain
of definition�d

ρ1 ×∂∆×�b
σ1

, the mapΦ and its derivatives with respect tou and
to θ satisfy the inequalities(nothing is required aboutΦs):

||Φ||0,0 6 c1, ||Φu||0,0 6 c2, ||Φθ||0,0 6 c3,

for some small positive constantsc1, c2 andc3 such that

(3.8) c1 6 C αρ1, c2 6 C2α2

[
1 + sup

|s|<σ1

||Φ|s||1,α

]−2

, c3 6 ρ2
1 c2,

where0 < C < 1 is an absolute constant. Then for every fixedU0 satisfying
|U0| < ρ1/16 and every fixeds ∈ �b

σ1
, the parameterized local Bishop-type

functional equation:

U(ei θ) = −T1 [Φ (U(·), ·, s)] (ei θ) + U0

has a unique solution:

∂∆ ∋ ei θ 7−→ U(ei θ, s, U0) ∈ Rd,
with ||U ||0,0 6 ρ1/4 which is of classCκ,α on ∂∆. Furthermore, this solution is

of classCκ,α−0 =
⋂
β<α Cκ,β with respect to all the variables, including param-

eters, namely the complete map

∂∆ × �
b
σ1

× �
d
ρ1/16

∋
(
ei θ, s, U0

)
7−→ U(ei θ, s, U0) ∈ Rd

is Cκ,α−0.
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Since the assumptions involve only theC1,α norm of Φ, we notice that the
theorem is also true withΦ ∈ Cκ,α−0, providedκ > 2, except that the solution will
only beCκ,α−0 with respect toei θ: it suffices to apply the theorem by considering
thatΦ ∈ Cκ,β, with β < α arbitrary, getting a solution that isCκ,β−0 with respect
to all variables and concluding from

⋂
β<α Cκ,β−0 = Cκ,α−0.

The main purpose of this section is to provide a thorough proof of the theorem.
In the sequel,C, C1, C2, C3 andC4 will denote positive absolute constants. We
may assure that they all will be> 10−5 and6 105.

The smallness of||Φ||0,0, of ||Φu||0,0 and of||Φθ||0,0 guarantee the smallness of
||Φ|s||1,α/2 by virtue of an elementary observation.

Lemma 3.9. ([∗]) Let x ∈ �n
ρ , n ∈ N, n > 1, where0 < ρi 6 ∞, and let

f = f(x) be C0,α function with values inRd, d > 1. If ||f ||0,0 6 c, for some
quantityc > 0, then:

||f ||
0̂,α/2

6 c1/2
[
2 + ||f ||0̂,α

]
.

We apply this inequality toΦu|s and toΦθ|s, pointing out that for anyβ with
0 < β 6 α, by definition:

||Φu|s||0̂,β = max
16j6d

(
d∑

l=1

∣∣Φj
ul(u

′′, ei θ
′′
, s) − Φj

ul(u
′, ei θ

′
, s)
∣∣

|(u′′, θ′′) − (u′, θ′)|β

)
,

||Φθ|s||0̂,β = max
16j6d

∣∣Φj
θ(u

′′, ei θ
′′
, s) − Φj

θ(u
′, ei θ

′
, s)
∣∣

|(u′′, θ′′) − (u′, θ′)|β
.

Lemma 3.10. ([∗]) Independently ofs, we have:

||Φu|s||0̂,α/2 6 c
1/2
2

[
2 + ||Φ|s||1,α

]
,

||Φθ|s||0̂,α/2 6 c
1/2
3

[
2 + ||Φ|s||1,α

]
,

||Φ|s||1,α/2 6 c1 + c2 + c3 +
(
c
1/2
2 + c

1/2
3

) [
2 + ||Φ|s||1,α

]
.

The presence of the squares in the inequalities of Theorem 3.7 anticipates the roots
c
1/2
2 andc

1/2
3 above. These two lemmas and the next involve dry computations

with Hölder norms. The detailed proofs are postponed to Section 4.

Lemma 3.11. ([∗]) If U ∈ C1,β(∂∆,Rd) with 0 < β 6 α satisfies|U(ei θ)| < ρ1

on∂∆, then for every fixeds ∈ �b
σ1

, we have:

||Φ(U(·), ·, s)||C1,β(∂∆) 6 ||Φ||0,0 + ||Φθ||0,0 + ||Φθ|s||0̂,β
[
1 +

(
||U ||1̂,0

)β]
+

+ ||Φu||0,0 ||U ||1,β + ||Φu|s||0̂,β
[
||U ||1̂,0 +

(
||U ||1̂,0

)1+β
]
.
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Remind||U ||1̂,0 = supθ
∣∣Uθ(ei θ)

∣∣. We then introduce the map:

U 7−→ F(U) := U0 − T1 [Φ(U(·), ·, s)] (ei θ).
To construct the solutionU , we endeavour a Picard iteration process, setting
Uk|k=0 := U0 with |U0| < ρ1/16 andUk+1 := F(Uk), for k ∈ N, when-
everF(Uk) may be defined,i.e. whenever||Uk||0,0 < ρ1. We shall first work

in C1,α/2 ⊂ Cκ,α.

Lemma 3.12. If we choose the absolute constantC < 1 appearing in the theorem
sufficiently small, then independently ofs, the sequenceUk satisfies the uniform
boundedness estimate:

||Uk||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4 < ρ1,

hence it is defined for everyk ∈ N and eachUk belongs toC1,α/2(∂∆).

Proof. By Theorem 2.24, there exists an absolute constantC1 > 1 (not exactly
the same), such that

|||T1|||1,α/2 6 C1/α.

Majorating by means of theC0,α/2-norm:

||F(Uk)||1,α/2 6 |U0| + |||T1|||1,α/2 ||Φ(Uk(·), ·, s)||C1,α/2(∂∆) .

Assume by induction thatUk is C1,α/2 and satisfies||Uk||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4 (this holds

for k = 0). ClearlyUk+1 = F(Uk) is C1,α/2. Thanks to Lemma 3.11, and to the
trivial majoration(||Uk||1̂,0)α/2 6 (ρ1/4)

α/2 < 1:

||Φ(Uk(·), ·, s)||C1,α/2(∂∆) 6 ||Φ||0,0 + ||Φθ||0,0 + 2 ||Φθ|s||0̂,α/2 +

+ ||Φu||0,0 ||Uk||1,α/2 + 2 ||Φu|s||0̂,α/2 ||Uk||1,α/2 .

Using then the assumptions (3.8) of the theorem together with Lemma 3.10:

||Uk+1||1,α/2 6 ρ1/16 + C1 α
−1
[
c1 + c3 + 4 c

1/2
3

(
1 + ||Φ|s||1,α

)
+

+ ||Uk||1,α/2
(
c2 + 4 c

1/2
2

(
1 + ||Φ|s||1,α

))]
.

Using the two trivial majorationsc3 6 Cαρ1 andc2 6 Cα together with the main
assumptions (3.8) to majoratec1/2

2 andc
1/2
3 , we get:

||Uk+1||1,α/2 6 ρ1/16 + C1 ρ1 6C + ||Uk||1,α/2 C1 5C.

ChoosingC 6 1
16C1 6 (whenceC 6 1

2C1 5 ), we finally get:

||Uk+1||1,α/2 6 ρ1/8 + (1/2) ||Uk||1,α/2 .
By immediate induction, the assumption|U0| < ρ1/16 and these (strict) inequal-
ities entail that||Uk||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4 for everyk ∈ N, as claimed. �
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Lemma 3.13. ([Tu1990], [∗]) For everyβ with 0 < β 6 α and every fixed
s ∈ �b

ρ1 , if two mapsU j ∈ C1,0(∂∆,Rd) with
∣∣∣∣U j

∣∣∣∣
0,0

< ρ1/3 for j = 1, 2 are
given, the following inequality holds:

∣∣∣∣Φ(U2(·), ·, s) − Φ(U1(·), ·, s)
∣∣∣∣
C0,β(∂∆)

6 C
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
C0,β(∂∆)

,

where

C =
∣∣∣∣Φ|s

∣∣∣∣
1,β

2

[
1 +

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β
+
(∣∣∣∣U2

∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β]
.

Again, the (latexnically lengthy) proof is postponed to Section 4.

Lemma 3.14. If we choose the absolute constantC of the theorem sufficiently
small, then independently ofs, the map:

U 7−→ F(U) := U0 − T1 [Φ(U(·), ·, s)] (ei θ),
restricted to the set of thoseU ∈ C1,α/2(∂∆,Rd) that satisfy||U ||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4, is
a contraction:

∣∣∣∣F(U2) − F(U1)
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6
1

2

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

.

Proof. Let U j ∈ C1,α/2 with
∣∣∣∣U j

∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

6 ρ1/4 for j = 1, 2. In particular,∣∣∣∣U j
∣∣∣∣
0,0

< ρ1/3, so Lemma 3.13 applies. In the majorations below, to pass to the
fourth line, we use the assumptionρ1 < 1, which enables us to majorate simply
by 3 the three terms in the brackets of the third line:
∣∣∣∣F(U2) − F(U1)

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

=
∣∣∣∣T1

[
Φ
(
U2(·), ·, s

)
− Φ

(
U1(·), ·, s

)]∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 |||T1|||0,α/2
∣∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(·), ·, s

)
− Φ

(
U1(·), ·, s

)∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6
C1

α

∣∣∣∣Φ|s
∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

2

[
1 +

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

)α/2
+
(∣∣∣∣U2

∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

)α/2] ∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6
C2

α

∣∣∣∣Φ|s
∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

,

whereC2 > 1 is absolute. Then we apply Lemma 3.10 to majorate||Φ|s||1,α/2,

we use the three trivial majorationsc1, c2, c3 6 Cα and we majoratec1/2
2 , c

1/2
3 by

means of (3.8), droppingρ1 < 1 in c
1/2
3 , which yields:

||Φ|s||1,α/2 6 c1 + c2 + c3 +
(
c
1/2
2 + c

1/2
3

) [
2 +

∣∣∣∣Φ|s
∣∣∣∣
1,α

]

6 3Cα+ 2Cα+ 4Cα = 9Cα.

Then we conclude that
∣∣∣∣F(U2) − F(U1)

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 C C3

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

.

Choosing the absolute constantC of the theorem6 1
2C3

yields the desired con-

tracting factor12 . �
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The fixed point theorem then entails that our sequenceUk converges inC0,α/2-
norm towards some mapU ∈ C0,α/2(∂∆,Rd). More is true:

Lemma 3.15. For every fixed parameters (s, U0), this solution
U = U

(
ei θ, s, U0

)
= limk→∞ Uk belongs in fact toC1,α/2(∂∆,Rd) and

satisfies||U ||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4.

Proof. Indeed, since||Uk||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4 is bounded, it is possible thanks to the

Arzelà-Ascoli lemma to extract some subsequence converging in C1,0(∂∆) to a
map, still denoted byU = U

(
ei θ, s, U0

)
, which isC1,0 on∂∆. Still denoting by

Uk such a subsequence, we observe that the uniform convergence||Uk − U ||1,0 →
0 plus the boundedness||Uk||1̂,α/2 6 ρ1/4 entail immediately that the following

majoration holds:

∣∣Uθ(ei θ
′′
) − Uθ(e

i θ′)
∣∣

|θ′′ − θ′|α/2
= lim

k→∞

∣∣Uk,θ(ei θ
′′
) − Uk,θ(e

i θ′)
∣∣

|θ′′ − θ′|α/2
6
ρ1

4
,

for arbitrary0 < |θ′′ − θ′| 6 π. Consequently,U belongs toC1,α/2. Passing to
the limit in ||Uk||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4, we also deduce||U ||1,α/2 6 ρ1/4. �

The next crucial step is to study the regularity of the solution
U = U

(
ei θ, s, U0

)
with respect to(s, U0).

Lemma 3.16. The solutionU = U(ei θ, s, U0) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with
respect to the parameterss andU0.

Proof. Consider two parameterss1, s2 ∈ �b
σ1

and defineU j := U(ei θ, sj , U0)
for j = 1, 2. Then substract the two corresponding Bishop equations, insert two
innocuous opposite terms and majorate:

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 |||T1|||0,α/2
[∣∣∣∣Φ

(
U2(·), ·, s2

)
− Φ

(
U2(·), ·, s1

)∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

+

+
∣∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(·), ·, s1

)
− Φ

(
U1(·), ·, s1

)∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

]
.

To majorate the difference in the second line, we again applyLemma 3.13. To
majorate the difference in the first line, we apply:

Lemma 3.17. ([∗]) Letβ with 0 < β 6 α, letU ∈ C1,0(∂∆,Rd) with ||U ||0,0 <
ρ1 and let two parameterss1, s2 ∈ �b

σ1
. Then

∣∣∣∣Φ
(
U(·), ·, s2

)
− Φ

(
U(·), ·, s1

)∣∣∣∣
0,β

6
∣∣s2 − s1

∣∣
(
||Φ||1,0 + ||Φ||1,β

[
1 +

(
||U ||1̂,0

)β])
.
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With β := α
2 , we thus obtain:

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6
C1

α

[∣∣s2 − s1
∣∣
(
||Φ||1,0 + ||Φ||1,α/2

[
1 +

(∣∣∣∣U2
∣∣∣∣
1,0

)α
2

])
+

+ sup
|s|<σ1

∣∣∣∣Φ|s
∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

2

[
1 +

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)α
2

+
(∣∣∣∣U2

∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)α
2

]] ∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

.

Then we apply the majoration of Lemma 3.10 to
∣∣∣∣Φ|s

∣∣∣∣
1,α/2

and we useρ1 < 1 to

majorate by1 the terms
∣∣∣∣U j

∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

6 ρ1/4:

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 C1α
−1
∣∣s2 − s1

∣∣ 3 ||Φ||1,α/2 + C C2

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

.

SettingK := C1α
−1 3 ||Φ||1,α/2, requiringC 6 1

2C2
and reorganizing we obtain

thatU(ei θ, s, U0) is Lipschitzian with respect tos:
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 2K
∣∣s2 − s1

∣∣ .

The proof thatU(ei θ, s, U0) is Lipschitzian with respect toU0 is similar and even
simpler. �

In summary, the solutionU = U(ei θ, s, U0) is C1,α/2 with respect toei θ and
Lipschitzian with respect toall the variables

(
ei θ, s, U0

)
.

Consequently, according to a theorem due to Rademacher ([Ra1919, Fe1969]),
the partial derivativesUsk

, k = 1, . . . , b andUUm
0

,m = 1, . . . , d exist inL∞. We
then have to differentiate the Bishop-type equation of Theorem 3.7 with respect
to θ, to sk and toUm0 . However, the linear operatorT1 is not bounded inL∞; in
fact, according to (2.27),|||T|||Lp ∼ p asp → ∞. So we need more information.

Lemma 3.18. There exists a null-measure subsetN ⊂ �b
σ1

× �d
ρ1/16

and there
exists a quantityK > 0 such that at every(s, U0) 6∈ N, for everyk = 1, . . . , b and
for everym = 1, . . . , d:

(i) the partial derivativesUsk
(ei θ, s, U0) andUUm

0
(ei θ, s, U0) existfor every

ei θ ∈ ∂∆;

(ii) the mapsei θ 7→ Usk
(ei θ, s, U0) and ei θ 7→ UUm

0
(ei θ, s, U0) are C0,α/2

on∂∆ and satisfy the uniform inequality

||Usk
(·, s, U0)||C0,α/2(∂∆) 6 K and

∣∣∣∣UUm
0

(·, s, U0)
∣∣∣∣
C0,α/2(∂∆)

6 K.

Proof. SinceU is almost everywhere differentiable with respect to all itsargu-
ments, there exist a subsetF ⊂ �b

σ1
× �d

ρ1/16
× ∂∆ havingfull measure, namely

its complement has null measure, such that for every(ei θ, s, U0) ∈ F, all partial
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derivativesUθ, Usk
, UUm

0
exist at(ei θ, s, U0). SinceF has full measure, there ex-

ists a null measure subsetN ⊂ �b
σ1

×�d
ρ1/16

such that for every(s, U0) 6∈ N, the
slice

Fs,U0 :=
(
∂∆ × {s} × {U0}

)
∩ F

is a subset of∂∆ having full measure, so thatUθ, Usk
, UUm

0
exist at(ei θ, s, U0)

with ei θ ∈ Fs,U0.
Fix (s, U0) 6∈ N. We will treat only the partial derivatives with respect to the

sk, arguments being similar for theUUm
0

. In the end of the proof of Lemma 3.17,
we have shown: ∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 K
∣∣s2 − s1

∣∣ ,

for some (not the same) quantityK > 0. Fix k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , b}, takes2 ands1

with s2k 6= s1k but s2l = s1l for l 6= k. The inequality above says that for every
ei θ, ei θ

′
, ei θ

′′ ∈ ∂∆ with 0 < |θ′′ − θ′| 6 π, we have
∣∣∣∣
U(ei θ, s2, U0) − U(ei θ, s1, U0)

s2k − s1k

∣∣∣∣+

+

∣∣∣∣∣
U(ei θ

′′
, s2, U0) − U(ei θ

′′
, s1, U0)

s2k − s1k
−

−U(ei θ
′
, s2, U0) − U(ei θ

′
, s1, U0)

s2k − s1k

∣∣∣∣∣
/
|θ′′ − θ′|α/2 6 K.

Assumeei θ, ei θ
′
, ei θ

′′ ∈ Fs1,U0
, let s2k → s1k (the limits of the quotients above

exist) and renames1 by s:

∣∣Usk
(ei θ, s, U0)

∣∣+
∣∣Usk

(ei θ
′′
, s, U0) − Usk

(ei θ
′
, s, U0)

∣∣
|θ′′ − θ′|α/2 6 K.

This inequality says thatUsk
(·, s, U0) is C0,α/2 almost everywhere on∂∆. The

next extension lemma concludes the proof. �

Lemma 3.19. Let n > 1, let x ∈ Rn, let m > 1, let y ∈ Rm, let ρ > 0, let
σ > 0, and letf = f(x, y) be a function defined(only) in a full-measure subset
F ⊂ �n

ρ × �m
σ , so that there exists a null-measure subsetN ⊂ �m

σ with the
property that for everyy 6∈ N, the sliceFy :=

(
�n
ρ × {y}

)
× F has full measure

in �n
ρ . Assume that for everyy 6∈ N, everyx, x′, x′′ ∈ Fy, we have

|f(x, y)| +
∣∣f(x′′, y) − f(x′, y)

∣∣
|x′′ − x′|β 6 K,

for someβ with 0 < β ≤ 1 and some quantityK > 0. Then for everyy 6∈ N,
the functionx 7→ f(x, y) admits a unique continuous prolongation to�n

ρ , still
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denoted byf(·, y), that isC0,β in �n
ρ with

||f(·, y)||C0,β(�n
ρ ) 6 K.

Thus, for every(s, U0) 6∈ N, the partial derivativesUsk
, UUm

0
belong to

C0,α/2(∂∆,Rd). Since the operatorT1 is linear and bounded inC0,α/2, we may
differentiate thed scalar Bishop-type equations of Theorem 3.7 with respect toθ,
to sk, k = 1, . . . , b and toUm0 ,m = 1, . . . , d, which yields, forj = 1, . . . , d:
(3.20)



U jθ (e
i θ) = −T1


 ∑

16l6d

Φj
ul

(U(·), ·, s)U lθ(·) + Φj
θ (U(·), ·, s)


 (ei θ),

U jsk
(ei θ) = −T1


 ∑

16l6d

Φj
ul

(U(·), ·, s)U lsk
(·) + Φj

sk
(U(·), ·, s)


 (ei θ),

U jUm
0

(ei θ) = δjm − T1


 ∑

16l6d

Φj
ul

(U(·), ·, s)U lUm
0

(·)


 (ei θ),

for every ei θ ∈ ∂∆, provided(s, U0) 6∈ N. In the first line, we noticed that
(T1V )θ = T(Vθ). We observe that asU is Lipschitzian, asΦ ∈ Cκ,α and as
κ > 1, the composite functionsΦj

ul ,Φ
j
θ,Φ

j
si

(
U(ei θ, s, U0), e

i θ, s
)

are of class
C0,α with respect to all variables.

We notice that in each of the three linear systems of Bishop-type equa-
tions (3.20) above,t := (s, U0) is a parameter and there appears the same matrix
coefficients:

pjl (e
i θ, t) := Φj

ul

(
U(ei θ, s, U0), e

i θ, s
)
,

for j, l = 1, . . . , d. For anyβ with 0 < β 6 α, in order to be coherent with the
definition of||Φu|s||0̂,β given after Lemma 3.9, we set:

||p|t||0̂,β := max
16j6d


 ∑

16l6d

∣∣∣∣pjl |t
∣∣∣∣
0̂,β


 .

We also set:

||p||0,0 := max
16j6d


 ∑

16l6d

∣∣∣∣pjl
∣∣∣∣
0,0


 = ||Φu||0,0 .

With these definitions, it is easy to check the inequality:

||p|t||0,β 6 ||Φu|s||0,β
[
1 +

(
||U ||1,0

)β]
.

As ||U ||1,0 6 ρ1/4 < 1, with β := α, we deduce:

||p|t||0,α 6 2 ||Φu|s||0,α 6 2 ||Φ|s||1,α .
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Takingsups and thensupU0
, adding1, squaring and inverting:

[
1 + sup

s
||Φ|s||1,α

]−2

6 4

[
1 + sup

s,U0

||p|t||0,α

]−2

.

Consequently, the main assumption of the next Proposition 3.21, according to
which:

||p||0,0 6 C2α2

[
1 + sup

t
||p|t||0,α

]−2

,

for some positive absolute constantC < 1, is superseded by one of the main
assumptions, made in the theorem, according to which:

||Φu||0,0 6 C2α2

[
1 + sup

s
||Φ|s||0,α

]−2

,

for some (a priori distinct) positive absolute constantC < 1.
The following proposition applies to the three systems (3.20) and suffices to

conclude the proof of Theorem 3.7 in the caseκ = 1. The caseκ > 2 shall be
discussed afterwards.

Proposition 3.21. ([Tu1996], [∗]) Let c ∈ N with c > 1, let
τ1 = (τ1,1, . . . , τ1,c) ∈ Rc with 0 < τ1,i 6 ∞, i = 1, . . . , c, and denote
by �c

τ1 the polycube{t ∈ Rc : |ti| < τ1,i}. Consider vector-valued and
matrix-valued Ḧolder data:

q =
(
qj(ei θ, t)

)16j6d
∈ C0,α

(
∂∆ × �

c
τ1 ,R

d
)
,

p =
(
pjl (e

i θ, t)
)16j6d

16l6d
∈ C0,α

(
∂∆ × �c

τ1 ,R
d×d
)
,

with 0 < α < 1. Suppose that a bounded measurable map:

u =
(
uj(ei θ, t)

)16j6d
∈ L∞(∂∆ × �c

τ1 ,R
d),

is C0,α/2 on ∂∆ for every fixedt not belonging to some null-measure subsetN

of �c
τ1 and suppose that it satisfies the system oflinearBishop-type equations in

C0,α/2(∂∆,Rd):

(3.22) uj = T∗


 ∑

16l6d

pjl u
l


+ qj,

for j = 1, . . . , d, whereT∗ = T or T∗ = T1. Assume that the norm of the matrix
p satisfies:

||p||0,0 = max
16j6d


 ∑

16l6d

∣∣∣∣pjl
∣∣∣∣
0,0


 6 c4,
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for some small positive constantc4 < 1/16 such that

(3.23) c4 6 C2 α2

[
1 + sup

|t|<τ1
||p|t||0,α

]−2

,

whereC < 1 is a positive absolute constant. Then, after a correction ofu onN:

(i) on its full domain of definition∂∆ × �c
τ1 , the corrected mapu(ei θ, t) is

C0,α−0 =
⋂

0<β<α C0,β and furthermore:

(ii) for every fixedt, the mapei θ 7→ u(ei θ, t) is C0,α on∂∆.

In general, the Hilbert transformT does not preserveC0,α smoothness with
respect to parameters, so that the above solutionu = u(ei θ, t) is not better than
C0,α−0.

Example 3.24. ([Tu1996]) If s ∈ R with |s| < 1 is a parameter, the function:

u(ei θ, s) := |s|α if − π 6 θ 6 −|s|1/2,
:= θ2α if − |s|1/2 6 θ 6 0,

:= θα if 0 6 θ 6 |s|,
:= |s|α if |s| 6 θ 6 π,

is 2π-periodic with respect toθ andC0,α with respect to(ei θ, s). As the function
cot(t/2)− 2/t is C0,0 on [−π, π], the regularity properties of the singular integral

Tu(ei θ) = p.v. 1
π

∫ π
−π

u(ei(θ−t))
tan(t/2) dt are the same as those of:

T̃u(ei θ) := p.v.
1

π

∫ π

−π

u(ei(θ−t))
t

dt.

HoweverT̃u(1) involves the term|s|α log |s| which isC0,α−0 but notC0,α:

T̃u(1) =
1

π

(∫ −|s|

−|s|1/2

|s|α
t
dt +

∫ 0

−|s|

(−t)α
t

dt+

∫ |s|1/2

0

t2α

t
dt

)

=
1

2π

(
|s|α log |s| − |s|α

α

)
.

Proof of the proposition.We shall drop the indices, writingu, p andq, without
arguments. Assume thatt 6∈ N. For future majorations, it is necessary to have
P0u = 0. If this is not the case, we setu′ := u − P0u in order thatP0 u

′ = 0.
Sinceu satisfies eitheru = T(pu) + q or u = T(pu) − T[pu](1) + q, it follows
thatu′ satisfies similar equations: eitheru′ = T(pu′) + q′, with q′ := q − P0u or
u′ = T(pu′) + q′, with q′ := q − P0u − T(pu)(1). Notice thatp is unchanged.
It then suffices to establish the improvements of smoothness(i) and (ii) for u′.
Equivalently, we may assume thatû0 = P0 u = 0 in the proposition.
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For t 6∈ N, the functionφ is C0,α/2 on ∂∆. Applying T either to the equation
u = T(pu) + q or to the equationu = T(pu) − T[pu](1) + q, we get thesame
equation for both:

Tu = −pu+ P0(pu) + Tq.

As û0 = 0, we may writeu(ei θ) =
∑

k<0 ûk e
i k θ +

∑
k>0 ûk e

i k θ =: φ + φ,
whereφ extends holomorphically to∆. In fact,φ is determined up to a imaginary
constantiA and we chooseA := −P0(pu)/2, so that:

(3.25) φ =
u+ iTu− iP0(pu)

2
.

Equivalently: {
u = φ+ φ,

Tu = P0(pu) − i(φ− φ).

Substituting, we rewrite (3.25) as:

−i(φ− φ) = −p(φ+ φ) + Tq,

or under the more convenient form:

φ = φ+ P φ+Q,

where thed × d-matrix P := −2 i p (I + i p)−1 and thed-vectorQ := i (I +
i p)−1 Tq both belong toC0,α.

First of all, we establish(ii) before any correction ofu.

Lemma 3.26. For t 6∈ N, the mapei θ 7→ u(ei θ, t) is C0,α on∂∆.

Proof. By assumption, the mapei θ 7→ φ(ei θ, t) is C0,α/2 on ∂∆. SinceC+ is
bounded inC0,α/2, we may applyC+ to the vectorial equationφ = φ+P φ+Qφ,
noticing thatC+(φ) = φ and thatC+(φ) = P0(φ), since, by construction,φ
extends holomorphically to∆. We thus get:

(3.27) φ = P0 φ+ C+
[
P φ+Q

]
.

Remind thatP0 ψ = 1
2π

∫ π
−π ψ(ei θ) dθ, so that||P0 ψ||0,0 6 ||ψ||0,0. Notice8 that

||φ(·, t)||0,0 <∞ for t 6∈ N. Taking theC0,α norm to (3.27) and applying crucially

Theorem 2.18 in itsRd-valued version, as in [Tu1996], we get:

||φ||0,α 6
∣∣∣∣P0 φ

∣∣∣∣
0,0

+
∣∣∣∣C+

[
P φ+Q

]∣∣∣∣
0,α

6 ||φ||0,0 +
C1

α(1 − α)

(
||P ||0,α ||φ||0,0 + ||Q||0,α

)

<∞,

8In Lemma 3.15 above, fort 6∈ N, the mapei θ 7→ u(ei θ, t) was shown to beC0,α/2

on∂∆ in order to insure thatTu(·, t) andφ(·, t) are both bounded on∂∆, so that Theo-
rem 2.24 may be applied in the next phrase. In [Tu1996],u(·, t) is only shown to be in
L∞(∂∆), but thenTu(·, t) andφ are not necessarily bounded.
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whenceφ = φ(·, t) is C0,α on∂∆, as claimed. �

Next, we shall establish(i) before any correction ofu. To this aim, lett1, t2 6∈
N and simply denote byu1, u2, byφ1, φ2, byP 1, P 2 and byQ1, Q2 the functions
on ∂∆ with these two values oft. In the theorem, to establish thatu is C0,α−0, it
is natural to show thatu is C0,β for everyβ < α arbitrarily close toα.

Lemma 3.28. For everyβ with α
2 < β < α, every twot1, t2 6∈ N, we have∣∣∣∣u2 − u1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 4Kα,β
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣β , for some positive quantityKα,β <∞.

We shall obtainKα,β involving a nonremovable factor1/(α − β). This will
confirm the optimality ofC0,α−0-smoothness ofu with respect to the parametert.

Proof. SinceP0 u = P0(Tu) = 0, applyingP0 to the conjugate of (3.25), we get
P0 φ = i

2 P0(pu), so that we may rewrite (3.27) under the form:

φ =
i

2
P0(pu) + C+

[
P φ+Q

]
.

We may then organize the differenceφ2 − φ1 as follows:

φ2 − φ1 =
i

2
P0

(
p2(u2 − u1)

)
+
i

2
P0

(
(p2 − p1)u1

)
+

+ C+
(
(P 2 − P 1)φ

2
+Q2 −Q1

)
+ C+

(
P 1(φ

2 − φ
1
)
)

=: E1 + E2 + E3 + E4.

To majorate these fourEi’s, we shall need various preliminaries.

Firstly, to majorateE1, we first observe the elementary inequality:

(3.29)
∣∣∣∣u2 − u1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 2
∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1

∣∣∣∣
0,0
.

Also, we notice that:
∣∣∣∣p2
∣∣∣∣
0,0

=
∣∣∣∣p(·, t2)

∣∣∣∣
C0,0(∂∆)

6 ||p||0,0 6 c4.

The majoration ofE1 is then easy:

||E1||0,0 6
1

2

∣∣∣∣p2
∣∣∣∣
0,0

∣∣∣∣u2 − u1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 4 c4

∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1
∣∣∣∣
0,0
.

Secondly, to majorateE2, let againβ with α
2 < β < α. Using the inequality

||p||0,β 6 3 ||p||0,α proved in the beginning of Section 1, we may majorateE2:

||E2||0,0 6
1

2

∣∣∣∣u1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

∣∣∣∣p2 − p1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

6
3

2

∣∣∣∣u1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

||p||0,α
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣β .

Thirdly, to majorateE3, we need:
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Lemma 3.30.Letf = f(x, y) be aC0,α function, defined in the product open cube
�n
ρ × �m

ρ , where0 < α < 1 andρ > 0. Letβ with 0 < β < α. For x′, x′′ ∈ �n
ρ

arbitrary, theC0,α−β-norm of the function�m
ρ ∋ y 7−→ f(x′′, y) − f(x′, y) ∈ R

satisfies: ∣∣∣∣f(x′′, ·) − f(x′, ·)
∣∣∣∣
0,α−β 6 4 ||f ||0,α

∣∣x′′ − x′
∣∣β .

Again, assumeα2 < β < α. Thanks to Theorem 2.18 and to the lemma above, we
may majorateE3:

||E3||0,0 6 ||E3||0,α−β 6
C1

α− β

(∣∣∣∣P 2 − P 1
∣∣∣∣
0,α−β

∣∣∣∣φ2
∣∣∣∣
0,0

+
∣∣∣∣Q2 −Q1

∣∣∣∣
0,α−β

)

6
C2

α− β

(
||P ||0,α

∣∣∣∣φ2
∣∣∣∣
0,0

+ ||Q||0,α
) ∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣β .

Fourthly, to majorateE4, we need a statement whose proof is similar to that of
Lemma 3.10.

Lemma 3.31. As||p||0,0 6 c4, then independently oft 6∈ N, we have:

||p|t||0,α/2 6 c4 + c
1/2
4

[
2 + sup

t
||p|t||0,α

]
.

Reminding the main assumptionc4 6 C2α2
[
1 + supt ||p|t||0,α

]−2
, whencec4 6

Cα, we deduce:
||p|t ||0,α/2 6 3Cα.

Choosing thenC < 1/6, we may insure that||p|t||0,α/2 6 1/2 for every fixedt. It
follows in particular that we may developeP = −2 i p

∑
k∈N (−ip)k and deduce

the norm inequality:

∣∣∣∣P|t
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6
2 ||p|t ||0,α/2

1 − ||p|t ||0,α/2
6 4 ||p|t ||0,α/2,

valid for every fixedt. Then again thanks to Theorem 2.18 and thanks to the
previous inequalities:

||E4||0,0 6 ||E4||0,α/2 6 C1α
−1
∣∣∣∣P 1

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 C2α
−1 ||p|t1 ||0,α/2

∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 C3C
∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 4−1
∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1

∣∣∣∣
0,0
,

providedC < 1
4C3

. We then insert these four majorations in the inequality
∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 ||E1||0,0 + ||E2||0,0 + ||E3||0,0 + ||E4||0,0 ,
and we get after reorganization:

∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

(
1 − 4 c4 − 4−1

)
6 Kα,β

∣∣t2 − t1
∣∣β ,
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for some quantityKα,β <∞ whose precise expression is:

Kα,β :=
C2

α− β

(
||P ||0,α

∣∣∣∣φ2
∣∣∣∣
0,0

+ ||Q||0,α
)

+
3

2

∣∣∣∣u1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

||p||0,α .

It suffices then to remind thatc4 < 1/16 in the assumptions of the theorem to
insure the uniform Hölder condition:

∣∣∣∣φ2 − φ1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 2Kα,β
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣β ,

valid for t1, t2 6∈ N. From (3.29), we conclude that
∣∣∣∣u2 − u1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6

4Kα,β
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣β. The proof of Lemma 3.28 is complete. �

Then the correction ofu is provided by the following statement.

Lemma 3.32. ([∗]) Let f = f(x, y) : �n
ρ × (�m

ρ \N) → R be a measurableL∞

map defined only fory not belonging to some null-measure subsetN ⊂ �m
ρ and

let β with 0 < β < α. If the mapx 7→ f(x, y) is C0,β for everyy 6∈ N and if there
existsK <∞ such that:

sup
x

∣∣f(x, y2) − f(x, y1)
∣∣ 6 K

∣∣y2 − y1
∣∣β ,

for every twoy1, y2 6∈ N, thenf may be extended as aC0,β map in the full domain
�n
ρ × �m

ρ .

In sum, still denoting byu theC0,α−0 extension ofu throughN, property(i) of
the proposition is proved. To obtain thatu is C0,α with respect toei θ, we re-apply
the reasoning of Lemma 3.26 to this extension.

The proof of Proposition 3.21 is complete. �

In conclusion, the functionsU jθ , U jsk and U jUm
0

are C0,α−0 with respect to

(ei θ, s, U0) andCα,0 with respect toei θ. Thus, the theorem is achieved ifκ = 1.

If κ = 2, the composite functionsΦj
ul ,Φ

j
θ,Φ

j
si

(
U(ei θ, s, U0), e

i θ, s
)

are then
of classC1,α−0 with respect to(ei θ, s, U0) and of classC1,α with respect toei θ.
We then apply the next lemma to the three families of Bishop-type vector equa-
tions (3.20).

Lemma 3.33. Let t ∈ �c
τ1 be a parameter withc ∈ N, 0 < τ1,i 6

∞, i = 1, . . . , c, and consider vector-valued and matrix-valued Hölder data

q =
(
qj(ei θ, t)

)16j6d
and p =

(
pjl (e

i θ, t)
)16j6d

16l6d
that are C1,α−0 with re-

spect to(ei θ, t) and C1,α with respect toei θ. Suppose that a given mapu =(
uj(ei θ, t)

)16j6d
which isC0,α−0 with respect to(ei θ, t) andC0,α with respect to

ei θ satisfies the linear Bishop-type equationu = T∗(pu) + q, whereT∗ = T

or T∗ = T1. Assume that the norm of the matrixp satisfies the same in-
equality as in the proposition: ||p||0,0 6 c4, for some small positive constant
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c4 6 C2 α2
[
1 + supt ||p|t||0,α

]−2
, where0 < C < 1 is some absolute constant.

Thenu is C1,α with respect toei θ and satisfies the Lipschitz condition
∣∣∣∣u(·, t2) − u(·, t1)

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 K
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣ ,
for some quantityK < ∞. Furthermore, there exists a null-measure subsetN ⊂
�c
τ1 × �d

ρ1/16
such that at everyt 6∈ N, for everyl = 1, . . . , c:

(i) the partial derivativeutl(e
i θ, t) existsfor everyei θ ∈ ∂∆;

(ii) the mapei θ 7→ utl(e
i θ, t) is C0,α/2 on∂∆.

Proof. The fact thatu is C1,α with respect toei θ is proved as in Lemma 3.26.
For the Lipschitz condition, the reasoning is simpler than Lemma 3.17, due to the
linearity ofu = T∗(pu) + q. Indeed, for two parameterst1, t2 ∈ �c

τ1, if we take
theC0,α/2-norm of the difference:

u2 − u1 = T∗
(
p2(u2 − u1)

)
+ T∗

(
(p2 − p1)u1

)
+ q2 − q1,

we get:
∣∣∣∣u2 − u1

∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 C1α
−1
∣∣∣∣p2
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

∣∣∣∣u2 − u1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

+ K
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣ ,
and after substraction, taking account of Lemma 3.31:

∣∣∣∣u2 − u1
∣∣∣∣
0,α/2

6 2K
∣∣t2 − t1

∣∣ .
Then the sequel of the reasoning is already known. �

So forl = 1, . . . , c, the partial derivativesutl exist almost everywhere and they
satisfy:

utl = T∗(p utl) + ql,

with the same matrixp, whereql := T∗(ptlu) + qtl is C0,α−0 with respect to
(ei θ, t) andC0,α with respect toei θ.

Lemma 3.34. Proposition 3.21 holds true if more generally,q is only assumed
to beC0,α−0 with respect to(ei θ, t) andC0,α with respect toei θ, with the same
conclusion.

(It suffices only to inspect the majoration ofE3.) Consequently, withu =
Uθ, Usk

, UUm
0

in the three equations (3.20), we have verified that the partial deriva-
tivesuθ, usk

anduUm
0

exist everywhere, areC0,α−0 with respect to(ei θ, s, U0) and
areC0,α with respect toei θ. In summary, the theorem is achieved ifκ = 2.

Needless to say, we have clarified how to cover the case of general κ > 2 by
pure logical induction. In conclusion, the proof of Theorem3.7 is complete.

Open problem 3.35. Solve parametrized Bishop-type equations in Sobolev
spaces.
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§4. APPENDIX: PROOFS OF SOME LEMMAS

4.1. Proofs of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10.Let x ∈ Rn, n > 1, with |x| < ρ, where
0 < ρ 6 ∞. Assuming||f ||0,0 6 c, we estimate:

||f ||
0̂,α/2

6 sup
x′′ 6=x′

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α/2

= max (A, B) 6 A + B,

whereA := sup0<|x′′−x′|<c1/α andB := sup|x′′−x′|>c1/α satisfy:

A = sup
0<|x′′−x′|<c1/α

( |f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α

∣∣x′′ − x′
∣∣α/2

)
6 ||f ||0̂,α c1/2,

B = sup
|x′′−x′|>c1/α

|f(x′′) − f(x′)|
|x′′ − x′|α/2

6
2 ||f ||0,0

c1/2
6 2 c1/2.

Lemma 3.9 is proved. �

Applying this tox = (u, θ), we deduce:

||Φu|s||0̂,α/2 6 c
1/2
2

[
2 + ||Φu|s||0̂,α

]
6 c

1/2
2

[
2 + ||Φ|s||1,α

]
,

||Φθ|s||0̂,α/2 6 c
1/2
3

[
2 + ||Φθ|s||0̂,α

]
6 c

1/2
3

[
2 + ||Φ|s||1,α

]
.

Consequently:

||Φ|s||1,α/2 = ||Φ|s||0,0 + ||Φu|s||0,0 + ||Φθ|s||0,0 + ||Φu|s||0̂,α/2 + ||Φθ|s||0̂,α/2
6 c1 + c2 + c3 +

(
c
1/2
2 + c

1/2
3

) [
2 + ||Φ||1,α

]
.

Lemma 3.10 is proved. �

4.2. Proof of Lemma 3.11.We shall abbreviatesup0<|θ′′−θ′|6π by supθ′′ 6=θ′ . By
definition:
∣∣∣∣Φ
(
U(·), ·, s

)∣∣∣∣
C1,β(∂∆)

=

= sup
θ

∣∣∣Φ
(
U(ei θ), ei θ, s

)∣∣∣+

+ sup
θ

∣∣∣
∑

16l6d

Φul

(
U(ei θ), ei θ, s

)
U lθ(e

i θ) + Φθ

(
U(ei θ), ei θ, s

)∣∣∣+

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣
∑

16l6d

Φul

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
U lθ(e

i θ′′) + Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
−

−
∑

16l6d

Φul

(
U(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
U lθ(e

i θ′) − Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β
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Majorating and inserting some appropriate new terms whose sum is zero:

6 ||Φ||0,0 + ||Φu||0,0 ||U ||1̂,0 + ||Φθ||0,0 +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣
∑

16l6d

Φul

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)[
U lθ(e

i θ′′) − U lθ(e
i θ′)
]∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣
∑

16l6d

[
Φul

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
− Φul

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)]
U lθ(e

i θ′)
∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣
∑

16l6d

[
Φul

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
− Φul

(
U(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)]
U lθ(e

i θ′)
∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
− Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
− Φθ

(
U(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β .

Majorating:

6 ||Φ||0,0 + ||Φu||0,0 ||U ||1̂,0 + ||Φθ||0,0 +

+ ||Φu||0,0 ||U ||
1̂,β

+ ||Φu|s||0̂,β ||U ||1̂,0 + ||Φu|s||0̂,β
(
||U ||1̂,0

)β ||U ||1̂,0 +

+ ||Φθ|s||0̂,β + ||Φθ|s||0̂,β
(
||U ||1̂,0

)β
,

which yields the lemma, noticing that||Φu||0,0
(
||U ||1̂,0 + ||U ||

1̂,β

)
6

||Φu||0,0 ||U ||1,β. �

4.3. Proof of Lemma 3.13.We need two preparatory lemmas.

Lemma 4.4. Let n > 1, let x ∈ Rn, letm > 1, let y ∈ Rm, let ρ > 0 and let
f = f(x, y) be a∈ C1,α map, with0 < α 6 1, defined in the strip{(x, y) ∈
Rm×Rn : |x + y| < ρ} and valued inRd, d > 1. If four vertices(x′, y′), (x′′, y′),
(x′, y′′) and(x′′, y′′) of a rectangle belong to the strip, then:
∣∣f(x′′, y′′) − f(x′, y′′) − f(x′′, y′) + f(x′, y′)

∣∣ 6 ||f ||1̂,α
∣∣x′′ − x′

∣∣ ∣∣y′′ − y′
∣∣α .

A similar inequality holds by reversing the rôles of the variablesx andy.

Proof. We apply twice the Taylor integral formula (1.2) with respect to the vari-
ablex and we majorate:
∣∣(f(x′′, y′′) − f(x′, y′′)

)
−
(
f(x′′, y′) − f(x′, y′)

)∣∣ 6

6

∫ 1

0

∑

16i6n

∣∣∣∣
∂f

∂xi

(
x′ + s(x′′ − x′), y′′

)
− ∂f

∂xi

(
x′ + s(x′′ − x′), y′

)∣∣∣∣
∣∣x′′i − x′i

∣∣ ds

6 ||f ||1̂,α
∣∣y′′ − y′

∣∣α ∣∣x′′ − x′
∣∣ . �
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Lemma 4.5. Letn > 1, let x ∈ Rn, let ρ > 0 and letH = H(t) be aC1,α map,
with 0 < α 6 1, defined in the open cube�n

ρ = {|t| < ρ} and valued inRd. Let
x, y, z with |x|, |y|, |z| 6 ρ/3, so that the four pointsx, y, z andx+y− z constitute
the vertices of a parallelogram which is contained in�n

ρ . Then:

|H(x + y − z) −H(x) −H(y) +H(z)| 6 4 ||H||1̂,α |y − z| |x − z|α .
A similar inequality holds after exchangingx andy.

Proof. To estimate the second difference ofH, we introduce a new map

f(x, y) := H(x + y),

of (x, y) ∈ Rn × Rn, whose domain is the strip{|x + y| < ρ}. Let x, y, z with
|x|, |y|, |z| 6 ρ/3. Fixing x′ ∈ Rn arbitrary, there exist uniquey′, x′′ and y′′

solving the linear system:
{

x′ + y′ = z, x′′ + y′′ = x + y − z,

x′ + y′′ = x, x′′ + y′ = y.

In fact,y′ = z− x′, x′′ = y − z + x′ andy′′ = x− x′′. Taking the norms| · | of the
four equations above, we see that the rectangle(x′, y′), (x′′, y′), (x′, y′′), (x′′, y′′)
is contained in the strip{|x + y| < ρ}. Applying then Lemma 4.4 (withm = n),
we get:

|H(x + y − z) −H(x) −H(y) +H(z)| =

=
∣∣f(x′′, y′′) − f(x′, y′′) − f(x′′, y′) + f(x′, y′)

∣∣
6 ||f ||1̂,α

∣∣x′′ − x′
∣∣ ∣∣y′′ − y′

∣∣α

= ||f ||1̂,α |y − z| |x − z|α .
We claim that||f ||1̂,α 6 4 ||H||1̂,α, which will conclude. Carefulness and rigor are
required. In fact, to estimate:

||f ||1̂,α =

n∑

i=1

sup
(x′′,y′′)6=(x′,y′)

|fxi(x
′′, y′′) − fxi(x

′, y′)| + |fyi(x
′′, y′′) − fyi(x

′, y′)|
|(x′′, y′′) − (x′, y′)|α ,

we shall first transform the denominator. By definition:
∣∣(x′′, y′′) − (x′, y′)

∣∣ = max
(∣∣x′′ − x′

∣∣ ,
∣∣y′′ − y′

∣∣) .
If we seta := |x′′ − x′| andb := |y′′ − y′| and if we invert the inequality(a +
b)α 6 2 max (aα, bα), noticing2α 6 2, we obtain:

1

|(x′′, y′′) − (x′, y′)|α =
1

max (aα, bα)
6

2

(a+ b)α
=

2

(|x′′ − x′| + |y′′ − y′|)α

6
2

|x′′ + y′′ − x′ − y′|α .
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Replacing the denominator above, we then transform and majorate the numerator:

||f ||1̂,α 6 2
n∑

i=1

sup
(x′′,y′′)6=(x′,y′)

( |Hti(x
′′ + y′′) −Hti(x

′ + y′)| + |Hti(x
′′ + y′′) −Hti(x

′ + y′)|
|x′′ + y′′ − x′ − y′|α

)

6 4

n∑

i=1

sup
t′′ 6=t′

( |Hti(t
′′) −Hti(t

′)|
|t′′ − t′|α

)

= 4 ||H||1̂,α .
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. �

We can now state a slightly simplified version of Lemma 3.13.

Lemma 4.6. ([Tu1990], [∗]) Letu ∈ Rd, d > 1, let ρ1 > 0 and letΨ = Ψ(u) be
a C1,α map, with0 < α 6 1, u ∈ Rd, defined in the cube{|u| < ρ1} and valued
in Rd. LetU1, U2 ∈ C1,0(∂∆,Rd) with

∣∣U j(ei θ)
∣∣ < ρ1/3 on ∂∆, for j = 1, 2.

For everyβ with 0 < β 6 α the following inequality holds:
∣∣∣∣Ψ(U2(·)) − Ψ(U1(·))

∣∣∣∣
C0,β(∂∆)

6 D
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,β
,

with

D = ||Ψ||1,β
[
1 + 2

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β
+ 2

(∣∣∣∣U2
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β]
.

Proof. Firstly and obviously:
∣∣∣∣Ψ(U2) − Ψ(U1)

∣∣∣∣
0,0

6 ||Ψ||1̂,0
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,0
.

Secondly, we have
∣∣∣∣Ψ(U2) − Ψ(U1)

∣∣∣∣
0̂,β

= sup0<|θ′′−θ′|6π
(
Q/ |θ′′ − θ′|β

)
,

where:

Q :=
∣∣Ψ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
)
)
− Ψ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
)
)
− Ψ

(
U2(ei θ

′
)
)

+ Ψ
(
U1(ei θ

′
)
)∣∣.

To majorateQ, we start by inserting the termΨ
[
U1(ei θ

′′
)+U2(ei θ

′
)−U1(ei θ

′
)
]
,

well-defined, thanks to the assumption
∣∣∣∣U j

∣∣∣∣
0,0

< ρ1/3:

Q 6
∣∣Ψ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
)
)
− Ψ

[
U1(ei θ

′′
) + U2(ei θ

′
) − U1(ei θ

′
)
]∣∣+

+
∣∣Ψ
[
U1(ei θ

′′
) + U2(ei θ

′
) − U1(ei θ

′
)
]
− Ψ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
)
)
−

− Ψ
(
U2(ei θ

′
)
)

+ Ψ
(
U1(ei θ

′
)
)∣∣.

To estimate the second absolute value, we apply Lemma 4.5 with x = U1(ei θ
′′
),

with y = U2(ei θ
′
) and withz = U1(ei θ

′
):

Q 6 ||Ψ||1̂,0
∣∣[U2 − U1](ei θ

′′
) − [U2 − U1](ei θ

′
)
∣∣+

+ 4 ||Ψ||
1̂,β

∣∣U2(ei θ
′
) − U1(ei θ

′
)
∣∣∣∣U1(ei θ

′′
) − U1(ei θ

′
)
∣∣β.
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We then achieve the remaining majorations:

Q 6 ||Ψ||1̂,0
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0̂,β

∣∣θ′′ − θ′
∣∣β +

+ 4 ||Ψ||
1̂,β

∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,0

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β ∣∣θ′′ − θ′
∣∣β .

Reminding that
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

+
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0̂,β

=
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,β

and summing,
we obtain:

∣∣∣∣Ψ(U2) − Ψ(U1)
∣∣∣∣
0,β

6 ||Ψ||1,β
[
1 + 4

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β] ∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,β
.

A similar inequality holds with
( ∣∣∣∣U2

∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β
instead of

( ∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β
. Taking the

arithmetic mean, we find the symmetric quantityD of the lemma. The proof is
complete. �

Proof of Lemma 3.13.By definition:

R :=
∣∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(·), ·, s

)
− Φ

(
U1(·), ·, s

)∣∣∣∣
C0,β(∂∆)

=sup
θ

∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(ei θ), ei θ, s

)
− Φ

(
U1(ei θ), ei θ, s

)∣∣∣+

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
− Φ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
−

− Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)

+ Φ
(
U1(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β .

In the numerator, we insert−Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
+ Φ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)

plus its
opposite:

R 6 ||Φ||1̂,0
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

+

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
− Φ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′′
, s
)
−

− Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)

+ Φ
(
U1(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β +

+ sup
θ′′ 6=θ′

∣∣∣Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
− Φ

(
U1(ei θ

′′
), ei θ

′
, s
)
−

− Φ
(
U2(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)

+ Φ
(
U1(ei θ

′
), ei θ

′
, s
)∣∣∣
∣∣θ′′ − θ′

∣∣−β .

To majorate the firstsupθ′′ 6=θ′ , we apply Lemma 4.4 withx′ = U1(ei θ
′′
), y′ =

ei θ
′
, x′′ = U2(ei θ

′′
) andy′′ = ei θ

′
, wheres is considered as a dumb parameter.

To majorate the secondsupθ′′ 6=θ′ , we apply Lemma 4.6 toΨ(u) := Φ
(
u, ei θ, s

)
,
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where(ei θ, s) are considered as dumb parameters. We get:

R 6 ||Φ||1̂,0
∣∣∣∣U2 − U1

∣∣∣∣
0,0

+

+ ||Φ||
1̂,β

sup
θ

∣∣∣U2(ei θ) − U1(ei θ)
∣∣∣+

+ ||Φ||1,β
[
1 + 2

(∣∣∣∣U1
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β
+ 2

(∣∣∣∣U2
∣∣∣∣
1̂,0

)β] ∣∣∣∣U2 − U1
∣∣∣∣
0,β
.

To conclude, we use||Φ||1̂,0 + ||Φ||
1̂,β

6 ||Φ||1,β and we get the termC of
Lemma 3.13. �

With these techniques, the proofs of Lemmas 3.17, 3.19, 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32
are easily guessed and even simpler.
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V: Holomorphic extension of CR functions
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[19 diagrams]

The method of analytic discs is rooted in the very birth of thetheory of func-
tions of several complex variables. The discovery by Hurwitz and Hartogs of
the compulsory extension of holomorphic functions relied upon an application of
Cauchy’s integral formula along a family of analytic discs surrounding an illusory
singularity. Since H. Cartan, Thullen, Behnke and Sommer, various versions of
this argument were coined “Kontinuitättsatz” or “ Continuity principle”.

The removal of compact singularities culminated in the so-called Hartogs-
Bochner theorem, usually proved by means of integral formulas or thanks to the
resolution of a∂ problem with compact support. Contradicting all expectations,
a subtle example due to Fornaess (1998), shows that on a non-pseudoconvex do-
main, the disc method may fail to fill in the domain, if the discs are required to
stay inside the domain.

Nevertheless, it is of the highest prize to build constructive methods in order
to describe significant parts of the envelope of holomorphy of a domain, of a
CR manifold, as well as the polynomial hull of certain compact sets. In such
problems, analytic discs with boundary in the domain, the CRmanifold or the
compact set remain the most adequate tools.

The precise existence Theorem 3.7(IV) for the solutions of Bishop’s equation
that was established in the previous Part IV may now be applied systematically to a
variety of geometric situations. In this respect, we just followed Bishop’s genuine
philosophy that required to ensure an explicit control of the size of solutions in
terms of the size of data, instead of appealing to some general, imprecise version
of the implicit function theorem.

Thanks to the jump theorem, holomorphic extension of CR functions defined
on a hypersurfaceM is equivalent to the extension of the functions that are holo-
morphic in one of the two sides to the other side. Trépreau’soriginal theorem
(1986) states that such an extension holds at a pointp if and only if there does
not exist a local complex hypersurfaceΣ of Cn with p ∈ Σ ⊂ M . A deeper
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phenomenon of propagation (Trépreau, 1990) holds: if CR functions extend holo-
morphically to one side at a pointp, a similar extension holds at every point of
the CR orbit ofp in M . By means of deformations of attached Bishop discs, there
is an elementary (and folklore) proof that contains both thelocal and the global
extension theorems on hypersurfaces, yielding a satisfactory understanding of the
phenomenon.

On a generic submanifoldM of Cn of higher codimension, the celebratedTu-
manov extension theorem(1988) states that CR functions defined onM extend
holomorphically to a local wedge of edgeM at a pointp if the local CR orbit ofp
contains a neighborhood ofp inM . A globalization of this statement, obtained in-
dependently by Jöricke and the first author in 1994, states that the same extension
phenomenon holds ifM consists of a single CR orbit,i.e. is globally minimal.
Both proofs heavily relied on the local Tumanov theorem and on a precise control
of the propagation of directions of extension.

A clever proof that treats both locally minimal and globallyminimal generic
submanifolds on the same footing constitutes the main Theorem 4.12 of the
present Part V:if M is a globally minimalC2,α (0 < α < 1) generic submanifold
of Cn of codimension> 1 and of CR dimension> 1, there exists a wedgelike
domainW attached toM such that every continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(M)
possesses a holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(W)∩C0(M∪W) withF |M = f . This
basic statement as well as the techniques underlying its proof will be the very start-
ing point of the study of removable singularities in Parts VIand in [MP2006a].

§1. HARTOGS THEOREM, JUMP FORMULA

AND DOMAINS HAVING THE EXTENSION PROPERTY

1.1. Hartogs extension theorem: brief history.9 In 1897, Hurwitz showed that
a function holomorphic inC2\{0} extends holomorphically through the origin.
In his thesis (1906), Hartogs generalized this discovery, emphasizing the com-
pulsory holomorphic extendability of functions that are defined on the nowadays
celebratedHartogs skeleton(diagram below). The main argument is to apply
Cauchy’s integral formula along families of analytic discshaving their boundary
inside the domain and whose interior goes outside the domain. In fact, the thin-
ness of an embedded circle inCn (n > 2) offers much freedom to include illusory
singularities inside a disc.

In 1924, Osgood stated the ultimate generalization of the discovery of Hurwitz
and Hartogs:if Ω ⊂ Cn (n > 2) is a domain and ifK ⊂ Ω is any compact such
that Ω\K connected, thenO(Ω\K) = O(Ω)|Ω\K . This statement is nowadays
called theHartogs-Bochnertheorem. Although the proof of Osgood was correct
for geometrically simple complementsΩ\K, as for instance spherical shells, it
was incomplete for generalΩ\K. In fact, unpleasant topological and monodromy

9Further historical information may be found in [Ra1986, Str1988, Fi1991, Ra2002,
HM2002].
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obstructions occur for generalΩ\K when pushing analytic discs. In 1998, For-
naess exhibited certain domains in which discs are forced tofirst leave some in-
termediate domainΩ\K1,K1 ⊂ K, beforeΩ may be filled in.

In the late 1930’s, a rigorous proof of Osgood’s general statement was obtained
by Fueter, by means of a generalization of the classical Cauchy-Green-Pompeiu
integral formula to several variables, in the context of complex and quaternionic
functions (Moisil 1931, Fueter 1935). In 1943, Martinelli simplified the formal
treatment of Fueter. Then Bochner observed that the same result holds more gen-
erally if one assumes given on∂Ω just a CR function.

|z2|

0 1 − ε 1

HεHε

Hε

x1

y1

|z2|

0

|z1|

Az2(∂∆)

Az2(∆)

ε

Filling in the Hartogs skeleton by means of analytic discs

1.2. Hartogs domain. Consider theε-Hartogs skeleton(pot-looking) domain:

Hε := {(z1, z2) ∈ C2 : |z1| < 1, |z2| < ε}
⋃

{1 − ε < |z1| < 1, |z2| < 1}.

We draw two diagrams: in(|z1|, |z2|) and in(x1, y1, |z2|) coordinates.

Lemma 1.3. Every holomorphic functionf ∈ O(Hε) extends holomorphically
to the bidisc∆ × ∆, the convex hull ofHε.

Proof. Letting δ with 0 < δ < ε, for everyz2 ∈ C with |z2| < 1, the analytic disc

∆ ∋ ζ 7−→ Az2(ζ) := ([1 − δ]ζ, z2) ∈ C2

has its boundaryAz2(∂∆) contained inHε, the domain where the functionf is
defined. Thus, we may compute the Cauchy integral

F (z1, z2) :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆

f(Az2(ζ))

ζ − z1
dζ.

Differentiating under the sum, this extensionF is seen to be holomorphic. In
addition, for|z2| < ε, it coincides withf . Obviously, the discsAz2(∆) fill in the
hole of the domainHε. �
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1.4. Bounded domains inCn and Hartogs-Bochner extension phenomenon.
Let Ω be a connected open subset ofCn, adomain. We assume it to bebounded,
i.e. Ω is compact and that itsboundary∂Ω := Ω\Ω is a hypersurface ofCn of
class at leastC1. By means of a partition of unity, one can construct a real-valued
functionr defined onCn such thatΩ = {z : r(z) < 0} and∂Ω = {z : r(z) = 0},
with dr(z) 6= 0 for everyz ∈ ∂Ω. Then∂Ω is orientable.

Extensions of the above disc argument led to the most general10 form of the
Hartogs theorem:if Ω is a bounded domain inCn (n > 2) having connected
boundary∂Ω, then every function holomorphic in a neighborhood of∂Ω uniquely
extends as a function holomorphic inΩ. There are three classical methods of
proof:

• using the Bochner-Martinelli kernel;

• using solutions of∂u = v having compact support;

• pushing analytic discs, in successive Hartogs skeletons.

The first two are rigorously established and we shall review the first in a while.
For almost one hundred years, it has been a folklore belief that the third method
could be accomplished somehow. Let us be precise.

1.5. Fornaess’ counterexample and a disc theorem.Thus, letΩ be a bounded
domain ofC2 having connectedC1 boundary. Forδ > 0 small, consider the
one-sided neighborhood of∂Ω defined by:

Ω̃δ := {z ∈ Ω : dist (z, ∂Ω) < δ}.
The complementΩ\Ω̃δ is a compact hole. Remind that the bidisc∆2 is the convex
hull of the Hartogs skeletonHε. Following [F1998], we say thatΩ can be filled
in by analytic discsif for every δ > 0, there exist a finite sequence of subdomains
of Ω having C1 boundary,Ω̃δ = Ω1 ⊂ Ω2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ωk = Ω and for each
j = 1, . . . , k − 1, anεj > 0 and a univalent holomorphic mapΦj defined in a

neighborhood of∆
2

such that:

(1) Ωj+1 ⊂ Ωj ∪ Φj(∆
2) ⊂ Ω;

(2) Φj(Hε) ⊂ Ωj;

(3) Ωj ∩ Φj(∆
2) is connected;

(4) Ωj+1 ∩ Φj(∆
2) is connected.

For such domains, by pushing analytic discs in the embedded Hartogs figure,
taking account of connectedness, we haveO(Ωj+1)

∣∣
Ωj

= O(Ωj). Then by induc-
tion, uniquely determined holomorphic extension holds from Ω1 up toΩ. Impor-
tantly, the intermediate domains are required to be all contained inΩ.

10Often, some authors consider instead a compactK ⊂ Ω with Ω\K connected and
state thatO(Ω\K) = O(Ω)

∣∣
Ω\K

; a technical check shows that the two statements are

equivalent.
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In 1998, Fornaess [F1998] constructed a topologically strange domainΩ ⊂ C2

that cannot be filled in this way. This example shows that the requirement that
Ωj ⊂ Ωj+1 ⊂ Ω is too stringent.

Nevertheless, taking care of monodromy and working in the envelope of holo-
morphy ofΩ, one may push analytic discs by allowing them to wander in the
outside, in order to get the general Hartogs theorem stated above. As a pre-
liminary, one perturbs and smoothes out the boundary. Denote by ||z|| :=(
|z1|2 + · · · + |zn|2

)1/2
the Euclidean norm ofz = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn and by

Bn(p, δ) :=
{
||z − p|| < δ

}
the open ball of radiusδ > 0 centered at a pointp.

Theorem 1.6. ([MP2006c])LetM ⋐ Cn (n > 2) be aconnectedC∞ hypersur-
face bounding a domainΩM ⋐ Cn. Suppose to fix ideas that2 6 dist

(
0,ΩM

)
6

5 and assume that the restrictionrM := r|M of the distance functionr(z) = ||z||
toM is a Morse function having only a finite numberκ of critical pointsp̂λ ∈M ,
1 6 λ 6 κ, located on different sphere levels:

2 6 r̂1 := r(p̂1) < · · · < r̂κ := r(p̂κ) 6 5 + diam
(
ΩM

)
.

Then there existsδ1 > 0 such that for everyδ with 0 < δ < δ1, the (tubular)
neighborhood

Vδ(M) := ∪p∈M Bn(p, δ)
enjoys the global Hartogs extension property intoΩM :

O
(
Vδ(M)

)
= O

(
ΩM ∪ Vδ(M)

)∣∣
Vδ(M)

,

by ′′pushing′′ analytic discs inside a finite number of Hartogs figures, without
using neither the Bochner-Martinelli kernel, nor solutions of some auxiliary∂
problem.

1.7. Hartogs-Bochner theorem via the Bochner-Martinelli kernel. By O(C),
whereC ⊂ Cn is closed, we meanO(V(C)) for some open neighborhoodV(C)
of C. Here is the general statement.

Theorem 1.8. ([HeLe1984, He1985, Ra1986])LetΩ be a bounded domain inCn

having connectedboundary. Then for every neighborhoodU of ∂Ω in Cn and
every holomorphic functionf ∈ O(U), there exists a functionF ∈ O(Ω) with
F |∂Ω = f |∂Ω.

In the thin neighborhoodU of the not necessarily smooth boundary∂Ω, by
means of a partion of unity, one may construct a connected boundary ∂Ω1 ⊂
U close to∂Ω which is C1, or C∞, or evenCω, using Whitney approximation
([Hi1976]; in addition, one may assure thatr(z)

∣∣
∂Ω1

is as in Theorem 1.6, whence
both statements are equivalent). Then the restrictionF |∂Ω1 is CR on∂Ω1 and the
previous theorem is a consequence of the next.
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Theorem 1.9. ([Ra1986, He1985])Let Ω be a bounded domain inCn (n > 2)
having connectedCκ,α boundary, with1 6 κ 6 ∞, 0 6 α 6 1. Then for every
CR functionf : ∂Ω → C of classCκ,α, there exists a functionF ∈ O(Ω) ∩
Cκ,α(Ω) with F |∂Ω = f .

Some words about the proof. Withζ, z ∈ Cn, consider theBochner-Martinelli
kernel:

BM(ζ, z) :=
(n− 1)!

(2πi)n
|ζ − z|−2n

n∑

j=1

(
ζ̄j − z̄j

)
dζj ∧

k 6=j
dζ̄k ∧ dζk.

This is a(n, n − 1)-form which isCω off the diagonal{ζ = z}. For n = 2,
it coincides with the Cauchy kernel12πi

1
ζ−z . If f and∂Ω areC1, the integral

formula:

F (z) :=

∫

∂Ω
f(ζ)BM(ζ, z)

provides the holomorphic extensionF .

1.10. Hypersurfaces ofCn and jump theorem for CR functions. Let M be a
real hypersurface ofCn without boundary. In the sequel, we shall mainly deal
with three geometric situations.

• Local: M is defined in a small open polydisc centered at one pointp ∈
M .

• Global: M is a connected orientable embedded submanifold ofCn.

• Boundary: Cn\M consists of two open setsΩ+, bounded andΩ−, un-
bounded.

Then there exists some appropriate neighborhoodM of M in Cn in whichM
is relatively closed, in the sense thatM ∩M = M .

More generally, letM be an arbitrary complex manifold of dimensionn > 1
and letM ⊂ M be a hypersurface of class at leastC1 which is relatively closed
in M and oriented. The complementM\M then consists of two connected com-
ponentsΩ+ andΩ−, whereΩ+ is located on the positive side toM . Also, let
f : M → C be a CR function of class at leastC0. By definition,f is CR if the
current of integration onM of bidegree(0, 1) defined by11:

fM(ω) :=

∫

M
f ω, ω ∈ Dn,n−1,

satisfies
∫
M f ∂̟ = 0 for every̟ ∈ Dn,n−2. Equivalently,∂fM = 0 in the

sense of currents, wherefM is interpreted as a(0, 1)-form having measure coef-
ficients.

11Here,Dp,q is the space ofC∞ forms of bidegree(p, q) having compact support;
fundamental notions about currents may be found in [Ch1989].
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To formulate the jump theorem in arbitrary complex manifolds, we shall mainly
assume that the Dolbeault∂-complex onM is exact in bidegree(0, 1), namely
H0,1

∂
(M) = 0. This assumption holds for instance whenM = ∆n,Cn orPn(C).

It means that the equation∂u = v, wherev is a∂-closed(0, 1)-form onM having
C∞, L2 or distributional coefficients has aC∞, L2 or distributional solutionu on
M.

Consequently, there exists a distributionF on M with ∂F = fM . As
supp fM ⊂ M , such a functionF is holomorphic inM\M . The difference
F2 − F1 of two solutions to∂F = fM is holomorphic inM. In the case where
M = Cn, a solution to∂F = fM may be represented ([Ch1975, Ra1986]) by
means of the Bochner-Martinelli kernel asF (z) :=

∫
M f(ζ)BM(ζ, z). In com-

plex dimensionn = 1, such a solution coincides with the classical Cauchy trans-
form.

In 1975, after previous work of Andreotti-Hill ([AH1972b]), Chirka obtained a
several complex variables version of the Sokhotskiı̌-Plemelj Theorem 2.7(IV).

Theorem 1.11.([Ch1975])Assume thatH0,1

∂
(M) = 0 and that the hypersurface

M ⊂ M is orientable and relatively closed, i.e.M∩M = M . AssumedimM =
n > 1 and let (κ, α) with 0 6 κ 6 ∞, 0 < α < 1. If M is Cκ+1,α and
if the currentfM associated to aCκ,α functionf : M → C is CR, then every
distributional solutionF ∈ O(M\M) to ∂F = fM extends to beCκ,α in the two
closuresΩ± = Ω± ∪M , yielding two functionsF± ∈ O(Ω±) ∩ Cκ,α(Ω± ∪M)
whose jump acrossM equalsf :

F+(z) − F−(z) = f(z), ∀ z ∈M.

A similar jump formula holds forf ∈ Lp
loc,CR(M), with M at leastC1 (or a

Lipschitz graph) and forf ∈ D′
CR(M), withM ∈ C∞.

WhenM = C, the conditions thatf is CR and thatH0,1

∂
(M) = 0 are automat-

ically satisfied and we recover the Sokhotskiı̌-Plemelj jump formula. However,
we mention that in several complex variables (n > 2), there is no analog of the
second formula12 [F+(ζ0) + F−(ζ0)] = p.v. 1

2πi

∫
Γ

f(ζ)
ζ−ζ0 dζ. The reason is the

inexistence of a universal integral formula solving∂F = fM . Nevertheless, there
should exist generalized principal value integrals which depend on the kernel.

If M is only C1 and f is only C0, it is in general untrue thatF− andF+

extend continuously toM . Fortunately, there is a useful substitute result, analog
to Theorem 2.9(IV). Consider a open subsetM ′ ⊂ M having compact closure
M ′ not meeting∂M = M\M . We may embeddM ′ in a one-parameter family
(M ′

ε)|ε|<ε0, ε0 > 0, of hypersurfaces that foliates a strip thickening ofM ′.

Theorem 1.12. ([Ch1975])If f is CR andCκ on aCκ+1 hypersurfaceM , then

lim
ε→0

∣∣∣∣F |M ′
ε
− F |M ′

−ε
− f

∣∣∣∣
κ

= 0.
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1.13. CR extension in the projective space.Unlike inCn, there is no privileged
“interior” side of an orientable connected hypersurface inthe projective space
Pn(C), n > 2. Nevertheless, a version of the Hartogs-Bochner theorem holds.
The proof is an illustration of the use of the jump theorem.

Theorem 1.14. (n > 3: [HL1975]; n = 2: [Sa1999, DM2002])Let M be a
compact orientable connectedC2 real hypersurface ofPn(C) that divides the pro-
jective space into two domainsΩ− andΩ+. Then:

(i) there exists a side,Ω− or Ω+, to which every function holomorphic in
some neighborhood ofM extends holomorphically12;

(ii) every function that is holomorphic in the union of the other side ofM
together with a neighborhood ofM must be constant.

Let us summarize the proof. Letf be holomorphic in some neighborhood
V(M) of M in Pn(C). As the Dolbeault cohomology groupH0,1(Pn(C)) van-
ishes forn > 2 ([HeLe1984, He1985]), thanks to Theorem 1.11 above, the CR
function f |M on M can be decomposed as the jumpf = F+ − F− between
two functionsF± holomorphic inΩ± which are (at least) continuous up toM . It
suffices then to show that eitherF+ or F− is constant, since clearly, ifF+ (resp.
F−) is constant equal toc+ (resp. c−), thenf extends holomorphically toΩ−

(resp. toΩ+) asc+ − F− (resp. asF+ − c−).
By contradiction, assume that bothF+ andF− are nonconstant. We choose

two domainsU+ andU− with V(M) ∪ Ω± ⊃ U± ⊃M ∪ Ω±. By a preliminary
(technical) deformation argument, we may assume thatF± is holomorphic in
U±. According to a theorem due to Takeuchi [Ta1964], holomorphic functions
in an arbitrary domain ofPn(C) (n > 2), either are constant or separate points.
SinceF− is nonconstant,O(U−) separates points. Conjugating with elements
of the groupPGL(n,C) of projective automorphisms ofPn(C), shrinkingV(M)
andU− slightly if necessary, we may verify ([DM2002]) thatO(U−) separates
points and provides local system of holomorphic coordinates at every point. By
standard techniques of Stein theory ([Hö1973]), it follows thatU− is embeddable
in someCN , with N large. The image ofM under such an embeddingΦ is a
compact CR submanifold ofCN that is filled by the relatively compact complex
manifoldΣ− = Φ(U−) with boundaryΦ(M). Two applications of the maximum
principle to the nonconstant holomorphic functionF+ ◦ Φ−1 say that it must
decrease insideΣ−, sinceΣ− is interior toΦ(M) inCN , and that it must increase,
since the one-sided neighborhoodU−∩V(M)is exterior toU+. This is the desired
contradiction.

12Using propagation techniques of Section 3, the theorem holds assuming thatM is
globally minimal and considering continuous CR functions onM .
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1.15. Levi extension theorem.A C2 hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn may always be rep-
resented asM = {z ∈ U : r(z) = 0}, whereU is some open neighborhood of
M in Cn, and wherer : U → R is aC2 implicit defining functionthat satisfies
dr(q) 6= 0 at every pointq of M . Two defining functionsr1, r2 are nonzero mul-
tiple of each other in some neighborhoodV ⊂ U of M : there existsλ : V → R
nowhere vanishing withr2 = λ r1.

At a pointp ∈M , theLevi form of r:

Lp r(Lp, Lp) :=
∑

16j,k6n

∂2r

∂zj∂z̄k
(p)LjpL

k
p, Lp ∈ T 1,0

p M,

is a Hermitian form that may be diagonalized. Itssignature atp:

(ap, bp) := (# positive eigenvalues, # negative eigenvalues)

is the same forr1 andr2 if they are positive multiples of each other. It is also
invariant through local biholomorphic changes of coordinatesz 7→ z̃(z) that do
not reverse the orientation ofM . Reversing the orientation or taking a negative
factorλ corresponds to the transposition(ap, bp) 7→ (bp, ap).

The Levi form may be read off a graphed equationv = ϕ(x, y, u) for M .

Lemma 1.16. There exist local holomorphic coordinates(z, u+ iv) ∈ Cn−1×C
centered atp in whichM is represented as a graph of the form:

v = ϕ(z, u) =
∑

16k6ap+bp

εk zkz̄k + o(|z|2) + O(|z| |u|) + O(|u|2),

whereεk = +1 for 1 6 k 6 ap, εk = −1 for ap+1 6 k 6 ap+bp. If ap = n−1,
the open set{v > ϕ} is strongly convex(in the real sense) in a neighborhood of
p.

Assuming thatM is orientable, it is surrounded by two open sides. By anopen
side ofM , we mean a connected component ofV\M for a (thin) neighborhood
V of M which is divided byM in two components. As germs of open sets along
M , there exist two open sides (ifM were not orientable, there would exist only
one).

Assuming thatM is represented either by an implicit equationr = 0 or as a
graph−v + ϕ(x, y, u) = 0, we adopt the convention of denoting:

Ω+ := {r < 0} or Ω+ := {v > ϕ(x, y, u)},
Ω− := {r > 0} or Ω− := {v < ϕ(x, y, u)}.

Once a local sideΩ of M has been fixed,M is oriented and the indetermination
r ↔ −r disappears. By convention, we will always representΩ = {r < 0}.
Then the number of positive and of negative eigenvalues of the Levi-form ofr at
a pointp ∈ ∂Ω is an invariant. By common abuse of language, we speak of the
Levi form of ∂Ω.
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At one of its pointsp, a boundary∂Ω is calledstrongly pseudoconvex(resp.
strongly pseudoconcave) if its Levi form has all its eigenvalues> 0 (resp.< 0)
at p. It is calledweakly pseudoconvex(resp. weakly pseudoconcave) at p if all
eigenvalues are> 0 (resp.6 0). Often, the term “weakly” is dropped in common
use.

Definition 1.17. If Ω is an open side ofM , we say thatΩ is holomorphically
extendableatp if for every open13 polydiscUp centered atp, there exists an open
polydiscVp centered atp such that for everyf ∈ O(Ω ∩ Up), there existsF ∈
O(Vp) with F |Ω∩Vp = f |Ω∩Vp .

In 1910, Levi localized the Hartogs extension phenomenon.

Theorem 1.18.([Bo1991, Trp1996, Tu1998, BER1999])If the Levi form ofM ⊂
∂Ω has one negative eigenvalue at a pointp, thenΩ is holomorphically extendable
at p.

Proof. As Ω is given by{v > −z1z̄1 + · · · }, for ε > 0 small, the discAε(ζ) :=
(ε ζ, 0, . . . , 0) has its boundaryAε(∂∆) contained inΩ nearp.

Lemma 1.19. AssumeM is C1, let p ∈ M and Ω be an open side ofM at p.
Suppose that for every open polydiscUp centered atp, there exists an analytic
discA : ∆ → Up continuous in∆ with A(0) = p andA(∂∆) ⊂ Ω. ThenΩ is
holomorphically extendable atp.

To drawA(∆), decreasing by1 its dimension, we represent it as a curve. The
cusp illustrates the fact thatA(∆) is not assumed to be embedded.

M

A(∂∆)

A(∆)

M
ℓp

VpUp Up

Cn

M
p

M

Cn

Pushing (translating) an analytic disc
Ω Ω

To prove the lemma, we may assume thatp = 0. SinceA(∂∆) is contained
in Ω, for z ∈ Cn very small, say|z| < δ, the translatesz + A(∂∆) of the disc
boundary are also contained inΩ.

13Although the shape of polydiscs is not invariant by local biholomorphisms, their
topology is. To avoid dealing implicitly with possibly wildopen sets, we prefer to speak
of neighborhoodsUp, Vp,Wp of p that are polydiscs.
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Consequently, the Cauchy integral:

F (z) :=
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
f(z +A(ζ))

dζ

ζ

is meaningful and it defines a holomorphic function ofz in the polydiscVp :=
{|z| < δ}.

Does it coincide withf in Vp ∩Ω ? The assumption thatM is C1 yields a local
real segmentℓp transversal toM atp. If Up is sufficiently small and ifz ∈ ℓp ∩Ω

goes sufficiently deep inΩ, the discz+A(∆) is contained inΩ, so that the Cauchy
integralF (z) coincides withf(z) for thosez. �

1.20. Contact of weakly pseudoconvex domains with complex hypersurfaces.
The domainΩ is said toadmit a support complex hypersurface atp ∈ ∂Ω if there
exists a local (possibly singular) complex hypersurfaceΣ passing throughp that
does not intersectΩ. In this situation, ifΣ = {h(z) = 0} with h holomorphic,
the function1/h does not extend holomorphically atp, being unbounded. With
α > 0 not integer, one may define brancheshα which are uniform inΩ and
continuous up to∂Ω, but whose extension throughp would be ramified aroundΣ.
Consequently, the existence of a support complex hypersurface preventsO(Ω) to
be holomorphically extendable atp. Is it the right obstruction ? For instance, at a
strongly pseudoconvex boundary point, the complex tangentplane is support.

Nevertheless, in 1973, Kohn-Nirenberg constructed a special pseudoconvex do-
mainΩ+

KN in C2 showing that:

• not every weakly pseudoconvex smoothly bounded domain is locally bi-
holomorphically equivalent to a domain which is weakly convex in the
real sense;

• the holomorphic non-extendability ofO(Ω) at p is totally independent
from the existence of a local supporting complex hypersurface atp.

The boundary of this domain

MKN :=
{
(z,w) ∈ C2 : Imw = |zw|2 + z4z̄4 + 15 (z7z̄ + z̄7z)/14

}

may be checked to be strongly pseudoconvex at every point except the origin,
where it is weakly pseudoconvex. HenceO(Ω+

KN) is not holomorphically ex-
tendable at the origin. However,MKN has the striking property that every lo-
cal (possibly singular) complex hypersurfaceΣ passing through the origin meets
both sides ofMKN in every neighborhood of the origin. By means of a Puiseux
parametrization ([JaPf2000]), such a complex curveΣ is always the image of a
certain holomorphic discλ : ∆ → C2 with λ(0) = 0.

Theorem 1.21. ([KN1973]) Whatever the holomorphic discλ, for everyε > 0,
there areζ− andζ+ in ∆ with |ζ±| < ε such thatλ(ζ±) ∈ Ω±

KN.

Clearly, Ω+
KN

is not locally convexifiable at the origin (otherwise, the biholo-
morphic image of the complex tangent line would be support).
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Often for technical reasons, certain results in several complex variables require
boundaries to be convex in the real sense. Although this condition is not biholo-
morphically invariant, it is certainly meaningful to characterize the class ofcon-
vexifiabledomains, at least locally: does there exist an analytico-geometric crite-
rion enabling to recognize local convexifiability by reading a defining equation ?

1.22. Holomorphic extendability across finite type hypersurfaces. Let M be
a Cω hypersurface and letp ∈ M . ThenM is of typem at p, in the sense of
Definition 4.22(III), if and only if there exists a local graphed equation centered
atp of the form:

v = ϕm(z, z̄) + O(|z|m+1) + O(|z| |u|) + O(|u|2),
whereϕm ∈ C[z, z̄] is anonzerohomogeneous real-valued polynomial of degree
m having no pluriharmonic term, namely0 ≡ ϕm(0, z̄) ≡ ϕm(z, 0). The restric-
tion ϕm(ℓ(ζ), ℓ(ζ)) of ϕm to a complex lineC ∋ ζ 7→ ℓ(ζ) ∈ Cn−1, ℓ(0) = 0, is
a polynomial inC[ζ, ζ̄]. For almost every choice ofℓ, this polynomial is nonzero,
homogeneous of the same degreem and contains no harmonic term. After a rota-
tion, such a line is the complexz1-axis. Denotingz′ = (z2, . . . , zn−1), we obtain:

(1.23) v = ϕm(z1, z̄1) + O(|z1|m+1) +O(|z′|) + O(|z| |u|) + O(|u|2).
Theorem 1.24. ([BeFo1978, R1983, BT1984])If m is even, at least one side
Ω+ or Ω− is holomorphically extendable atp. If m is odd, both sides have this
property.

Proof. Let ε > 0 arbitrarily small, leta ∈ C with |a| < 1, let ζ be in the closed
unit disc∆, and introduce aCn-valued analytic disc:

Aε(ζ) := (ε(a+ ζ), 0, . . . , 0, εmW (ζ))

having zeroz′-component andz1-component being a disc of radiusε centered at
−a. We assume itsw-componentW (ζ) be defined by requiring that theC2-valued
disc

Bε(ζ) := (ε(a+ ζ), εmW (ζ))

has its boundaryBε(∂∆) attached tov = ϕm(z1, z̄1). By homogeneity,εm drops
and it is equivalent to require thatB1 is attached tov = ϕm(z1, z̄1). Equivalently,
the imaginary partV (ζ) of W = U + i V should satisfy:

V (ei θ) = ϕm(a+ ei θ, ā+ e−i θ),

for all ei θ ∈ ∂∆. To obtain a harmonic extension to∆ of the functionV thus
defined on∂∆, no Bishop equation is needed. It suffices to take the harmonic
prolongation by means of Poisson’s formula, as in§2.20(IV):

V (η) = PV (η) =
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
ϕm(a+ ζ, ā+ ζ̄)

1 − |η|2
|ζ − η|2

dζ

ζ
.
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Sinceϕm has no harmonic term, it may be factored asϕm = z1z̄1 ψ1(z1, z̄1),
with ψ1 ∈ C[z1, z̄1] homogeneous of degree(m− 2) and nonzero. In the integral
above, we putη := −a and we replaceϕm = z1z̄1ψ1 to get the value ofV at−a:

V (−a) =
1

2πi

∫

∂∆
ϕm(a+ ζ, ā+ ζ̄)

1 − |a|2
|ζ + a|2

dζ

ζ

=
1 − |a|2

2π

∫ π

−π
ψ1(a+ ei θ, ā+ e−i θ) dθ.

As a function ofa ∈ ∆, the last integral is identically zero if and only if the
polynomialψ1 is zero. Thus, there existsa such thatV (−a) 6= 0. (However, we
have no information about the possible signs ofV (−a) in terms ofϕm.) Then
we defineU(ζ) to be the harmonic prolongation of−TV that vanishes at−a and
Bε(ζ) := (ε(a+ ζ), εmW (ζ)).

The positivity (resp. negativity) of the sign ofV (−a) means thatBε(−a) =
(0, i V (−a)) is in Ω+ (resp. Ω−). Then after translating slightlyBε in the right
direction along thev-axis, Lemma 1.19 applies to deduce thatΩ−

1 ⊂ C2 (resp.
Ω+

1 ⊂ C2) is holomorphically extendable at the origin. Sinceϕm(−z1,−z̄1) =
(−1)m ϕm(z1, z̄1), in the case wherem is odd, the disc−Bε will also be attached
toM1 and will provide extendability of the other side.

Thanks to basic majorations of the “O” remainders in the equation (1.23) of
M , if ε > 0 is sufficiently small, thenΩ− ⊂ Cn (resp.Ω+ ⊂ Cn) has the same
extendability property. �

If M is a real analytic hypersurface, it is easily seen, by inspecting the Taylor
series of its graphing function, thatM is not of finite type at a pointp if and only
if it may be represented byv = u ϕ̃(z, u), with ϕ̃ ∈ Cω. Then the local complex
hypersurface{v = u = 0} is contained inM .

Corollary 1.25. ([BeFo1978, R1983, BT1984])If M is Cω and if p ∈ M , the
following properties are equivalent:

• M has finite type atp;

• M does not contain any local complex analytic hypersurface passing
throughp;

• Ω+ or Ω− is holomorphically extendable atp.

1.26. Which side is holomorphically extendable ?We claim that it suffices to
study osculating domains inC2 of the form:

Ω+
ϕm

:= {−v + ϕm(z, z̄) < 0}, z ∈ C, w = u+ iv ∈ C,
whereϕm 6= 0 is real, homogeneous of degreem > 2 and has no harmonic term.
Indeed, extendability properties of such domains transferto perturbations (1.23).
Also, extendability properties ofΩ−

ϕm
are just the same, viaϕm ↔ −ϕm. For this

reason, ifm is odd, bothΩ+
ϕm

andΩ−
ϕm

are holomorphically extendable atp.
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The local complex line{(z, 0)} intersects the closureΩ+
ϕm in regions that are

closed angular sectors (cones), due to homogeneity. We callthese regionsinterior.
The complementC2\Ω+

ϕm
intersects{(z, 0)} in open,exteriorsectors.

Theorem 1.27. ([R1983, BT1984, FR1985])If there exists aninterior sector of
angular width> π

m , thenΩ+
ϕm

is holomorphically extendable atp.

The proof consists in choosing an appropriate truncated angular sector as the
z-component of a disc attached to∂Ω+

ϕm
, instead of the round discζ 7→ ε(a+ ζ).

Example 1.28. Every homogeneous quarticv = ϕ4(z, z̄) in C2 is biholomorphi-
cally equivalent to a model

0 = ra := −v + z2z̄2 + a zz̄(z2 + z̄2),

for somea ∈ R. Such a hypersurface bounds two open sidesΩ+
a = {ra < 0} and

Ω−
a = {ra > 0} which enjoy the following properties ([R1983, BT1984]):

• Ω−
a is holomorphically extendable atp, for everya;

• |a| < 2/3 if and only if Ω+
a is everywhere strongly pseudoconvex;

• |a| 6 1
/√

2 if and only if Ω+
a is not holomorphically extendable atp;

• |a| > 1
/√

2 if and only if Ω+
a is holomorphically extendable atp;

• the above extendability property holds true for any perturbation of∂Ω by
higher order terms.

Finer results, strictly more general than the above theoremthat apply to sixtics,
were obtained in [FR1985]. If we remove all exterior sectorsof angular width
> π

m , the rest of the complex line{(z, 0)} is formed by disjoint closed sectors,
which are calledsupersectors of orderm of Ω+

ϕm
at p. A supersector isproperif

it contains points ofΩ+
ϕm

.

Theorem 1.29. ([FR1985])

(i) If Ω+
ϕm

has a proper supersector of angular width> π
m , thenΩ+

ϕm
is

holomorphically extendable atp.

(ii) If all supersectors ofΩ+
ϕm

have angular width< π
m , then there exists

f ∈ O(Ω+
ϕm

) ∩ C0(Ω+
ϕm) that does not extend holomorphically atp.

Even in the casem = 6, some cases in this theorem are left open. Examples
may be found in [FR1985].

Open problem 1.30. In the case wherem is even, find a necessary and sufficient
condition forΩ+

ϕm
= {v > ϕm(z, z̄)} to be holomorphically extendable atp, or

show that the problem is undecidable.

One could generalize this (already wide open) question to a not necessarily
finite type boundary,Cω, C∞, C2 or evenC0 graph.
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§2. TRÉPREAU’ S THEOREM, DEFORMATIONS OFBISHOP DISCS

AND PROPAGATION ON HYPERSURFACES

2.1. Holomorphic extension of CR functions via jump.Let M be a hypersur-
face inCn of class at leastC1,α with 0 < α < 1 and letf be a continuous CR
function onM . At each pointp of M , we may restrictf to a small open ball (or
polydisc)Ωp centered atp. Applying the jump Theorem 1.11, we may represent

f = F+ − F−, with F± ∈ O(Ω±
p ) ∩ C0(Ω±

p ). If Ω+
p (resp.Ω−

p ) is holomorphi-
cally extendable atp, thenF+ (resp.F−) extends to a neighborhoodωp of p in
Cn asG ∈ O(ωp) (resp.H ∈ O(ωp)). Thenf extends holomorphically to the
small one-sided neighborhoodω−

p (resp. toω+
p ) asG− F− (resp. asF+ −H).

Lemma 2.2. On hypersurfaces, at a given point, local holomorphic extendability
of CR functions to one side is equivalent to holomorphic extendability to the same
side of the holomorphic functions defined in the opposite side.

Consequently, the theorems of§1.22 yield gratuitously extension results about
CR functions. For instance:

Corollary 2.3. ([BeFo1978, R1983, BT1984])On a real analytic hypersurface
M , at a given pointp, continuous CR functions extend holomorphically to one
side if and only ifM does not contain any local complex hypersurface passing
throughp.

The assumption of real analyticity, or the assumption of finite typeness in case
M is C∞, both consume much smoothness. The removal of these assumptions
was accomplished by Trépreau in 1986.

Theorem 2.4. ([Trp1986]) Let M be aC2 hypersurface ofCn, n > 2 and let
p ∈M . The following two conditions are equivalent:

• M does not contain any local complex hypersurface passing throughp.

• for every open subsetUp ⊂ M containingp, there exists a one-sided

neighborhoodω±
p of M at p with ω±

p ∩ M ⋐ Up such that for every
f ∈ C0

CR(Up), there existsF ∈ O(ω±
p ) ∩ C0(ω± ∪ Up) withF |Up = f .

We have seen that characterizing the side of extension is an open question, even
for rigid polynomial hypersurfacesv = ϕm(z, z̄) and even form = 6. Although
the above theorem constitutes a neat answer for holomorphicextension to some
imprecise side, it doesnot provide any control of the side of extension.

LetM be aC2 orientable connected hypersurface and letΩ+
M be an open side

of M . One could hope to characterize holomorphic extension to the other side
atevery pointof M , since weak pseudoconvexity characterizes holomorphicnon-
extendabilityatevery pointof M , by Oka’s theorem.
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Example 2.5. ([Trp1992]) InC3, let Ω+
M be

{
v > ϕm(z1, z̄1) − |z2|2 |z1|2N

}

whereϕm 6≡ 0, of degreem with 3 6 m < N is as in Open problem 1.30. One
verifies that holomorphic extension at every point ofM entails a characterization
of holomorphic extension at the origin for the domain

{
v > ϕm(z, z̄)− ε |z|2N

}
.

In the sequel, we shall abandon definitely the difficult, still open question of
how to control sides of holomorphic extension.

Although Theorem 2.4 is well known in Several Complex Variables, there is a
more general formulation with a simpler proof than the original one. The remain-
der of this section will expose such a proof.

By aglobal one-sided neighborhoodof a connected (not necessarily orientable)
hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn, we mean a domainΩM with ΩM ⊃M such that for every
point q ∈ M , at least one open sideω±

q of M at q is contained inΩM . In fact, to
insure connectedness,ΩM is the interior of the closure of the union∪q∈M ω±

q of
all (possibly shrunk) one-sided neighborhoods.
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Global one-sided neighborhood ofM

ThenΩM contains a neighborhood inCn of every pointr ∈M which belongs
to at least two one-sided neighborhoods that are opposite. The classical Morera
theorem insures holomorphicity in a neighborhood of such points r.

Remind thatM is calledglobally minimal if it consists of a single CR orbit.
The assumption thatM does not contain any complex hypersurface at any point
means that for everyp ∈ M , every openUp ∋ p, the CR orbitOCR(Up, p)
contains a neighborhood ofp in M . This implies thatM is globally minimal and
hence, Theorem 2.4 is less general than the following.

Theorem 2.6. ([Trp1990, Tu1994a])LetM be14 a connectedC2,α (0 < α < 1)
hypersurface ofCn (n > 2). If M is globally minimal, then there exists a global
one-sided neighborhoodΩM of M such that for every continuous CR function
f ∈ C0

CR(M), there existsF ∈ O(ΩM ) ∩ C0(ΩM ∪M) withF |M = f .

14This theorem also holds true withM ∈ C2 and even withM ∈ C1,α (0 < α < 1),
provided one redefines the notion of CR orbit in terms of boundaries of small attached
analytic discs.
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It will appear thatΩM is contructed by gluing discs toM and to subsequent
open setsΩ′ ⊂ ΩM which are all contained in thepolynomial hullof M :

M̂ :=
{
z ∈ Cn : |P (z)| 6 sup

w∈M
|P (w)|, ∀ P ∈ C[z]

}
.

Let us summarize the proof. Although the assumption of global minimality is
so weak thatM may incorporate large open Levi-flat regions, there exists at least
one pointp ∈M in a neighborhood of which

TqM = T cqM + [T cqM,T cqM ], q ∈ Up.

Otherwise, the distributionp 7→ T cpM would be Frobenius-integrable and all CR
orbits would be complex hypersurfaces ! At such a pointp, the classical Lewy
extension theorem (§2.10 below) insures thatC0

CR(M) extends holomorphically
to (at least) one side atp.

Theorem 2.7. ([Trp1990, Tu1994a])LetM be a connectedC2,α hypersurface,
not necessarily globally minimal. IfC0

CR(M) extends holomorphically to a one-
sided neighborhood at some pointp ∈M , then holomorphic extension to one side
ω±
q holds ateverypoint q ∈ OCR(M,p).

WhenOCR(M,p) = M as in Theorem 2.6, the global one-sided neighborhood
ΩM will be the interior of the closure of the union∪q∈M ω±

q of all (possibly
shrunk) one-sided neighborhoods.

The next paragraphs are devoted to expose a detailed proof ofboth the Lewy
theorem and of the above propagation theorem.

2.8. Approximation theorem and maximum principle. According to the ap-
proximation Theorem 5.2(III), for everyp ∈ M , there exist a neighborhood
Up of p in M and a sequence(Pν(z))ν∈N of holomorphic polynomials with
limν→∞ ||Pν − f ||C0(Up) = 0.

Lemma 2.9. For every analytic discA ∈ O(∆) ∩ C0(∆) with A(∂∆) ⊂ Up,
the sequencePν also converges uniformly on the closed discA(∆), even ifA(∆)
goes outsideUp.

Proof. By assumption,limν,µ→∞ ||Pν − Pµ||C0(Up) = 0. Let η ∈ ∆ arbitrary.
Thanks to the maximum principle and toA(∂∆) ⊂ Up:

||Pν(A(η)) − Pµ(A(η))|| 6 max
ζ∈∂∆

||Pν(A(ζ)) − Pµ(A(ζ))||

6 sup
z∈Up

||Pν(z) − Pµ(z)|| −→ 0.

The same argument shows thatPν converges uniformly in the polynomial hull of
Up (we shall not need this). �
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Next, suppose that we have some family of analytic discsAs, with s a small
parameter, such that∪sAs(∆) contains an open set inCn, for instance a one-
sided neighborhood atp ∈ M . Then(Pν)ν∈N converges uniformly on∪sAs(∆)
and a theorem due to Cauchy assures that the limit isholomorphic in the interior
of ∪sAs(∆). It then follows thatf extends holomorphically to the interior of
∪sAs(∆).

Remarkably, this short argument based on an application of the approximation
Theorem 5.2(III) shows that15:

In order to establish local holomorphic extension of CR
functions, it suffices to glue appropriate families of analytic
discs to CR manifolds.

In the sequel, the geometry of glued discs will be studied foritself; thus, it will
be understood that statements about holomorphic or CR extension follow imme-
diately; elementary details about continuity of the obtained extensions will be
skipped.

2.10. Lewy extension.SinceM is globally minimal, there exists a pointp at
which TpM = T cpM + [T cpM,T cpM ]. Granted Lemma 2.2, holomorphic ex-
tension to one side at such a pointp has already been proved in Theorem 1.18.
Nevertheless, we want to present a geometrically differentproof that will produce
preliminaries and motivations for the sequel.

Since T cM = ReT 1,0M = ReT 0,1M , we have equivalently[
T 1,0M,T 0,1M

]
(p) 6⊂ C ⊗ T cpM , namely the intrinsic Levi form ofM

at p is nonzero. In other words, there exists a local sectionL of T 1,0M with
L(p) 6= 0 and

[
L,L

]
(p) 6∈ C ⊗ T cpM . After a complex linear transformation

of T cpM , we may assume thatL(p) = ∂
∂z1

. After removing the second order
pluriharmonic terms, there exist local coordinates(z1, z

′, w) vanishing atp such
thatM is represented by

v = −zz̄1 + O(|z1|2+α) + O(|z′|) + O(|z||u|) + O(|u|2).
The minus sign is set for clarity in the diagram of§2.12 below. We denote by
ϕ(z1, z

′, u) the right hand side. Letε1 > 0 be small. Forε satisfying0 < ε 6 ε1,
we introduce the analytic disc

Aε(ζ) :=
(
ε(1 − ζ), 0′, Uε(ζ) + i Vε(ζ)

)

with zero z′-component, withz1-component equal to a (reverse) round disc of
radiusε centered at1 ∈ C and withu-componentUε satisfying the Bishop-type
equation:

Uε(e
i θ) = −T1

[
ϕ(ε(1 − ·), 0′, Uε(·))

]
(ei θ).

15This is the so-calledMethod of analytic discs; ∂ techniques are also powerful.
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Acoording to Theorem 3.7(IV), a unique solutionUε(ei θ) exists and isC2,α−0

with respect to(ei θ, ε). SinceT1(ψ)(1) = 0 by definition, we haveUε(1) = 0
and thenVε := T1(Uε) also satisfiesVε(1) = 0. Consequently,Aε(1) = 0. By
applyingT1 to both sides of the above equation, we see that the disc is attached
toM :

Vε(e
i θ) = ϕ

(
ε(1 − ei θ), 0′, Uε(e

i θ)
)
.

We shall prove that forε1 sufficiently small,every discAε(∆) with 0 < ε 6 ε1
is not tangent toM at p. We draw two diagrams: a2-dimensional and a3-
dimensional view. In both, thev-axis is vertical, oriented down.

∂Aε

∂θ
(1)

p = A(1)p = A(1)

Aε(∆)

− ∂Aε
∂r

(1)

M

M M

M

Aε(∂∆) − ∂Aε
∂r

(1)

Aε(∆)

Nontangency of a small disc to the paraboloidv = −z1z̄1

Just now, we need a geometrical remark. LetA ∈ O(∆)∩C1(∆) be an arbitrary
but small analytic disc attached toM with A(1) = 0. We use polar coordinates to
denoteζ = r eiθ.

M

C

∆

−i

− ∂
∂r

A
0

∂∆

1−1

i

A(1) A(−1)

∂A
∂θ

(eiθ)|θ=0

A(0)

∂
∂θ

− ∂A
∂r

(1)
exit vector

Direction of exit of an attached analytic disc

The holomorphicity ofA yields the following identities between vectors inTpCn:

i
∂A

∂θ
(eiθ)

∣∣∣∣
θ=0

= − ∂A

∂r
(r)

∣∣∣∣
r=1

= − ∂A

∂ζ
(ζ)

∣∣∣∣
ζ=1

.

The multiplication byi (or equivalently the complex structureJ) provides an
isomorphismTpCn/TpM → TpM/T cpM ; in coordinates,TpCn/TpM ≃ Rv,
TpM/T cpM ≃ Ru andJ sendsRu to Rv. It follows that ∂A∂r (1) is not tangent to
M atp if and only if ∂A∂θ (1) is not complex tangent toM atp.
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Coming back toAε, we call the vector

−∂Aε
∂r

(1) modTpM = −∂Wε

∂r
(1) modTpM

the exit vectorof Aε. By differentiatingVε = ϕ at θ = 0, taking account of
dϕ(0) = 0, we get∂Vε

∂θ (1) = 0. So only the real part∂Uε
∂θ (1) of ∂Wε

∂θ (1) may be
nonzero.

Lemma 2.11. Shrinkingε1 if necessary, the exit vector of every discAε with
0 < ε 6 ε1 is nonzero:

−∂Wε

∂r
(1) = i

∂Wε

∂θ
(1) = i

∂Uε
∂θ

(1) 6= 0.

Proof. The principal term ofϕ is −z1z̄1. We compute first:

T1

[
−Z1(ζ)Z1(ζ)

]
= T1

[
ε2(e−i θ − 2 + ei θ)

]

=
1

i
ε2(−e−i θ + ei θ).

Proceeding as carefully as in Section 3(IV), we may verify that

Uε(e
i θ) = −T1

[
−Z1(ζ)Z1(ζ) + Remainder

]
(ei θ)

= −2 ε2 sin θ + Ũε(e
i θ),

with a C2,α−0 remainder satisfying
∣∣∣∣Ũε

∣∣∣∣
1,0

6 K ε2+α, for some quantityK > 0.

So ∂Uε
∂θ (1) = −2 ε2 + O(ε2+α) 6= 0. �

2.12. Translations of a nontangent analytic disc.We now fixεwith 0 < ε 6 ε1
and we denote simply byA the discAε. So the vector

∂A

∂θ
(1) =

(
−i ε, 0′,−2 ε2 + O(ε2+α)

)

is not tangent toT cpM = {v = u = 0} at the origin. Furthermore, it is not tangent
to the(2n− 2)-dimensional sub-plane{y1 = v = 0} of TpM = {v = 0}.

We now introduce parameters of translationx0
1 ∈ R, z′0 ∈ Cn−2 andu0 ∈ R

with |x0
1|, |z′0|, |u0| < δ1, where0 < δ1 << ε. The points inM of coordinates

(
x0

1, z
′
0, u0 + i ϕ(x0

1, z
′
0, u0)

)

cover a small(2n− 2)-dimensional submanifoldKp with TpKp = {y1 = v = 0}
transverse to the disc boundaryAε(∂∆) atp that we draw below.
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View insideM z′ u

−ε
∼ −2 ε2

The interiorA(∆)
lies outsideM

y1Kp

x1

A(∂∆) ⊂M

p

Nontangency at0 of the disc boundaryAε(∂∆)to {u = 0}

To conclude the proof of one-sided holomorphic extension atthe Levi nonde-
generate pointp, it suffices to deform the discAx0

1,z
′
0,u0

so that its distinguished
pointAx0

1,z
′
0,u0

(1) covers the submanifoldKp, namely

(2.13) Ax0
1,z

′
0,u0

(1) =
(
x0

1, z
′
0, u0 + i ϕ(x0

1, z
′
0, u0)

)
.

This may be achieved easily by defining
(
Z1,x0

1
(ζ), Z ′

z′0
(ζ)
)

:=
(
ε1(1 − ζ) + x0

1, z
′
0

)

and by solving the Bishop-type equation:

(2.14) Ux0
1,z

′
0,u0

(ei θ) = u0 − T1

[
ϕ
(
Z1;x0

1
(·), Z ′

z′0
(·), Ux0

1,z
′
0,u0

(·)
)]

(ei θ)

for theu-component of the sought discAx0
1,z

′
0,u0

. Thanks to Theorem 3.7(IV), the

solution exists and isC2,α−0 with respect to all the variables. We finally define the
v-component ofAx0

1,z
′
0,u0

:

(2.15) Vx0
1,z

′
0,u0

(ei θ) := T1

[
Ux0

1,z
′
0,u0

(·)
]
(ei θ) + ϕ(x0

1, z
′
0, u0).

Applying T1 to (2.14), we see that this disc is attached toM ; also, puttingei θ := 1
in (2.14) and in (2.15), we see that (2.13) holds. Geometrically, the (2n−2) added
parameters(x0

1, z
′
0, u0) correspond to translations inM of the original discAε1 .

������
������
������
������
������

������
������
������
������
������

MM A(1)

C
n

A(∆)

Translates of the disc
exit vector
− ∂A

∂r
(1) not tangent toM

ω±
A(1)

A(∂∆)

Translations of an attached analytic disc
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Define the open circular region∆1 := {ζ ∈ ∆ : |ζ − 1| < δ1} around1 in the
unit disc. Then we claim that shrinkingδ1 > 0 if necessary, the set

{
Ax0

1,z
′
0,u0

(ζ) : ζ ∈ ∆1, |x0
1| < δ1, |z′0| < δ1, |u0| < δ1

}

contains a one-sided neighborhood ofM at p = A0,0,0(1). Indeed, by computa-
tion, one may check that the2n vectors ofTpCn

∂A0,0,0

∂x1
(1),

∂A0,0,0

∂θ
(1),

∂A0,0,0

∂x′k
(1),

∂A0,0,0

∂y′k
(1),

∂A0,0,0

∂u
(1), −∂A0,0,0

∂r
(1),

are linearly independent; geometrically and by construction, the first(2n − 1) of
these vectors spanTpM and the last one is linearly independent, since by con-
struction the exit vector ofAε1 is nontangent toM atp. �

Incidentally, we have proved an elementary but crucial statement: by “translat-
ing” (through a suitable Bishop-type equation) any small attached disc whose exit
vector is nonzero, we may always cover a one-sided neighborhood.

Lemma 2.16. If a small discA attached to a hypersurfaceM satisfies∂A∂θ (1) 6∈
T cA(1)M , or equivalently−∂A

∂r (1) 6∈ TA(1)M , then continuous CR functions onM
extend holomorphically atA(1) to the side in which points the nonzero exit vector
i ∂A∂θ (1) = −∂A

∂r (1).

Of course, the choice of the point1 ∈ ∂∆ is no restriction at all, since after a
Möbius reparametrization, any given pointζ0 ∈ ∂∆ becomes1 ∈ ∂∆.

2.17. Propagation of holomorphic extension.The Levi form assumption
TpM = T cpM + [T cpM,T cpM ] was strongly used to insure the existence of a disc
having a nonzero exit vector atp. But if a discA is attached to a highly degenerate
part ofM , for instance to a region where the Levi form is nearly flat, the discA
might well satisfy ∂A∂θ (ζ0) ∈ T cA(ζ0)M (or equivalently,−∂A

∂r (ζ0) ∈ TA(ζ0)M ),
for everyζ0 ∈ ∂∆. Then we are stuck.

To go through, two strategies are known in the literature.

• Devise refined pointwise “finite type” assumptions insuringthe existence
of small discs having nonzero exit vector at a given central point.

• Devise deformation arguments that propagate holomorphic extension
from Levi nondegenerate regions up to highly degenerate regions.

Unfortunately, the first, more developed strategy is unableto provide any proof
of Theorem 2.6. Indeed, a smooth globally minimal hypersurface may well con-
tain large Levi-flat regions, as for instance{(z,w) ∈ C2 : v = ̟(x)} with aC∞

function̟ satisfying̟(x) ≡ 0 for x 6 0 and̟(x) > 0 for x > 0 (to check
global minimality, proceed as in Example 3.10); Theorem 4.8(III) shows that a
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Levi-flat portionMLF of a hypersurfaceM is locally foliated by complex(n−1)-
dimensional submanifolds; the uniqueness in Bishop’s equation16 then entails that
every small analytic discA ∈ O(∆) ∩ C1(∆) with A(∂∆) ⊂ MLF must satisfy
A(∂∆) ⊂ Σ, whereΣ ⊂ MLF is the unique local complex connected(n − 1)-
dimensional submanifold of the foliation that containsA(1); then the uniqueness
principle for holomorphic maps between complex manifolds yieldsA(∆) ⊂ Σ;
finally, −∂A

∂r (ζ0) ∈ TA(ζ0)Σ = T cA(ζ0)M has exit vector tangential toM at every
ζ0 ∈ ∂∆.

For this reason, we will focus our attention only on the second, most powerful
strategy, starting with a review.

After works of Sjöstrand ([HS1982, Sj1982a, Sj1982b]) on propagation of
singularities for certain classes of partial differentialoperators, of Baouendi-
Chang-Treves [BCT1983], and of Hanges-Treves [HT1983], Trépreau [Trp1990]
showed that the hypoanalytic wave-front set of a CR functionor distribution
propagates along complex-tangential curves. The microlocal technique involves
deformingT ∗M inside conic sets and controlling a certain oscillatory integral
calledFourier-Bros-Iagolnitzer(FBI) transform. In 1994, Baouendi-Rothschild-
Trépreau [BRT1994] showed how to deform analytic discs attached to a hyper-
surface in order to get some propagation results (however, Theorem 2.7 which
appears in [Trp1990] is not formulated in [BRT1994]). Then Tumanov [Tu1994a]
showed how to deformation discs attached to generic submanifolds of arbitrary
codimension and provided extension results that cannot be obtained by means of
the usual microlocal analysis.

Until the end of Section 4, our goal will be to describe and to exploit this
technique of propagation. The geometric idea is as follows.

As in Theorem 2.7, assume that holomorphic extension is already known to
hold in a one-sided neighborhoodω±

q at some pointq ∈ M . Referring to
the diagram after the main Proposition 2.21 below, we may pick a discA with
A(−1) = q. Then a small part of its boundary, namely foreiθ near−1, lies inω±

q .
If the vector ∂A∂θ (1) is not complex tangential at the opposite pointp = A(1), it
suffices to apply Lemma 2.16 just above to get holomorphic extension atp, almost
gratuitously. On the contrary, if∂A∂θ (1) is complex tangential atp, we may well
hope that by slightly deformingM as a hypersurfaceMd which goes insideω±

q

a bit, there exists a deformed discAd attached toMd with againAd(1) = p that
will be not tangential:−∂Ad

∂r (1) 6∈ TAd(1)M . Then a translation of the discAd as
in Lemma 2.16 will provide holomorphic extension atp.

16A more general property holds true (see[Trp1990, Tu1994a, MP2006b]): every
small attached disc is necessarily attached to a single (local or global) CR orbit; here,
Σ is a local orbit, whenceA(∂∆) ⊂ Σ.
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2.18. Approximation theorem and chains of analytic discs.To prove Theo-
rem 2.7, we first formulate a version of the approximation theorem which is app-
propriate for our purposes.

Lemma 2.19. ([Tu1994a])For everyp ∈M , there exists a neighborhoodUp of p
in M such that for everyq ∈ Up, for every one-sided neighborhoodΩ±

q of Up at
q, there exists a smaller one-sided neighborhoodω±

q ⊂ Ω±
q of Up at q such that

the following approximation property holds:

• for everyF ∈ C0(M ∪ Ω±
q ) which is CR onM and holomorphic inΩ±

q ,
there exists a sequence of holomorphic polynomials(Pν(z))ν∈N such that
0 = limν→∞ ||Pν − f ||C0(Up∪ω±

q ).

The proof is an adaptation of Theorem 5.2(III). It suffices toallow the maxi-
mally real submanifoldsΛu ⊂ M be slightly deformed inΩ±

q . With a control of
the smallness of theirC1 norm, one may insure that they cover not onlyUp but
alsoω±

q . Further details will not be provided.

To establish local holomorphic extension of CR functions, it
is allowed to glue discs not only to M but also to previously
constructed one-sided neighborhoods.

Pursuing, we formulate a lemma and a main proposition.

Lemma 2.20. ([Tu1994a])Let p ∈ M and letUp be a neighborhood ofp in M ,
arbitrarily small. For everyq ∈ OCR(M,p) and every smallε > 0, there exist
ℓ ∈ Nwith ℓ = O(1/ε) and a chain ofC2,α−0 analytic discsA1, A2, . . . , Aℓ−1, Aℓ

attached toM with the properties:

• A1(−1) ∈ Up, i.e. this point is arbitrarily close top;

• A1(1) = A2(−1), A2(1) = A3(−1), . . . ,Aℓ−1(1) = Aℓ(−1);

• Aℓ(1) = q;

• ||Ak||C1,0(∆) 6 ε, for k = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ;

• eachAk is an embedding∆ → Cn.

q

Bq,vq,t(∂∆)

vq

q = exp(L)(p)
= Aℓ(1)

A1
A2

Up

p

A1(−1) Aℓ−1
Aℓ

String of analytic discs approximating a CR curve
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Such a chain of analytic discs will be constructed by approximating a complex-
tangential curve that goes fromq to p, using families of discsBq,vq,t(ζ) to be
introduced in a while. The above lemma is essentially obvious, whereas the next
proposition constitutes the very core of the argument.

Proposition 2.21. ([BRT1994, Tu1994a])(Propagation along a disc) LetA be
a smallC2,α−0 analytic disc attached toM which is an embedding∆ → Cn.
If C0

CR(M) extends holomorphically to a one-sided neighborhoodω±
A(−1) at the

pointA(−1), then it also extends holomorphically to a one-sided neighborhood
atA(1). With more precisions:

• if the exit vector−∂A
∂r (1) is not tangent toM atA(1), extension holds to

the side in which points−∂A
∂r (1): this is already known, by Lemma 2.16;

• if the exit vector−∂A
∂r (1) is tangent toM at A(1), there exists an arbi-

trarily small deformationAd of A with Ad(1) = A(1) having boundary
Ad(∂∆) contained inM ∪ω±

A(−1) such that the new exit vector−∂Ad

∂r (1)

is not tangent toM at Ad(1); then by translatingAd as in Lemma 2.16,
holomorphic extension holds atA(1).
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− ∂Ad

∂r
(1) not tangent toM

A(1)

M

A(−1) A(∆)

Ad(∆)

− ∂A
∂r

(1) tangent
toM

Translation after perturbation

Ad(−1)

ω±
A(−1)

Perturbation of the exit vector

Indeed, thanks to the flexibility of the solutions to the parametrized Bishop
equation provided by Theorem 3.7(IV), we can easily, as in Lemma 2.16, add
translation parameters(x0

1, z
′
0, u0) to a slightly deformed discAd attached toM ∪

ω±
A(−1) and thenAd

x0
1,z

′
0,u0

(∆1) covers a small one-sided neighborhood ofM at

A(1) = Ad(1), thanks to the crucial condition−∂Ad

∂r (1) 6= 0. We shall not copy
the details.

We claim that the proposition ends the proof of Theorem 2.7. By assumption,
C0
CR(M) extends holomorphically to a one-sided neighborhoodω±

p at p. The

closureω±
p contains an open neighborhoodUp of p. Let q ∈ OCR(M,p) and

construct a chain of analytic discs fromq up to a pointp′ ∈ Up. The endpoint
p′ = A1(−1) of the chain of analytic discs being arbitrarily close top, hence
in Up, holomorphic extension holds atA1(−1). We then apply the proposition
successively to the discsA1, A2, . . . , Aℓ and deduce holomorphic extension atq.
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We now explain Lemma 2.20. To approximate a complex-tangential curve, it
suffices to construct families of analytic discs that are essentially directed along
given vectorsvq ∈ T cqM .

Lemma 2.22. For every pointq ∈ M and every nonzero complex tangent vec-
tor vq ∈ T cqM\{0}, there exists a family ofC2,α−0 analytic discsBq,vq,t(ζ)
parametrized byt ∈ R with |t| < t1, for somet1 > 0, that satisfies:

• Bq,vq,t(∂∆) ⊂M ;

• q = Bq,vq,t(1);

• vq =
∂Bq,vq,0

∂t (−1);

•
∣∣∣∣Bq,vq,t

∣∣∣∣
C1,0(∆)

6 K t, for someK > 0.

Proof. In coordinates centered atq, representM by v = ϕ(z, u) with ϕ(0) = 0
anddϕ(0) = 0. The vectorvq ∈ T cpM = {w = 0} has coordinates(żq, 0) for
some nonzerȯzq ∈ Cn−1. Introduce the family of analytic discs

Bq,vq,t(ζ) := (t żq(1 − ζ)/2, Wt(ζ)) ,

where the real partUt of Wt is the uniqueC2,α−0 solution of the Bishop-type
equation:

Ut(e
i θ) = −T1

[
ϕ (t żq(1 − ·)/2, Ut(·))

]
(ei θ).

Proceeding as carefully as in Section 3(IV), we may verify that the assumption
dϕ(0) = 0 implies that||Wt||1,0 = O(|t|2). Then it is obvious thatvq = (żq, 0) =
∂Bq,vq,0

∂t (−1). �

We now complete the proof of Lemma 2.20. Any pointq ∈ OCR(M,p) is
the endpoint of a finite concatenation of integral curves of sectionsL of T cM . It
suffices to construct the chain of discs for a single such curve exp(tL)(p). Af-
ter multiplyingL by a suitable function, we may assume thatq is the time-one
endpointq = exp(L)(p).

Moving backwards, we start fromqℓ := q, we define Aℓ(ζ) :=
Bqℓ,−L(qℓ),1/ℓ(ζ) and we set qℓ−1 := Bqℓ,−L(qℓ),1/ℓ(−1). Clearly,
qℓ−1 = qℓ − 1

ℓ L(qℓ) + O( 1
ℓ2 ). Starting again fromqℓ−1, we again move

backwards and so on,i.e. we define by descending induction:

• Ak(ζ) := Bqk,−L(qk),1/ℓ(ζ);

• qk−1 := Bqk,−L(qk),1/ℓ(−1),

until k = 1. Sinceqk−1 = qk− 1
ℓ L(qk)+O( 1

ℓ2
) for k = 1, . . . , ℓ, the sequence of

pointsqk is a discrete approximation of the integral curve ofL, hence the endpoint
q0 = A1(−1) is arbitrarily close top, providedℓ is large enough. Finally, by
construction||Ak||1,0 = O(1

ℓ ). �
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The proof of the main Proposition 2.21 does not use special features of hy-
persurfaces. For this reason, we will directly deal with generic submanifolds of
arbitrary codimension, passing to a new section.

§3. TUMANOV ’ S THEOREM, DEFORMATIONS OFBISHOP DISCS

AND PROPAGATION ON GENERIC MANIFOLDS

3.1. Wedges and CR-wedges.Assume now thatM is a connected generic sub-
manifold inCn of codimensiond > 1 and of CR dimensionm = d−n > 1. The
cased = 1 corresponds to a hypersurface. The notion oflocal wedgeat a pointp
generalizes to codimensiond > 2 the notion of one-sided neighborhood at a point
of a hypersurface.

More briefly that was has been done in Section 4(III), a wedge may be defined
as follows. Choose ad-dimensional real subspaceHp of TpCn satisfyingTpCn =
TpHp ⊕ TpM and a small convex open salient truncated coneCp ⊂ Hp with
vertexp. Then alocal wedgeof edgeM atp is:

W(Up, Cp) := {q + c : q ∈ Up, c ∈ Cp}.

This is not yet the most effective definition. Up to shrinkingopen sets and
parameter spaces, all definitions of local wedges will coincide. Concretely, the
wedges we shall construct will always been obtained as unions of small pieces of
families of analytic discs partly attached toM . So we formulate all the technical
conditions that will insure that such pieces of discs cover awedge.

Definition 3.2. A local wedgeof edgeM atp is a set of the form:

Wp :=
{
At,s

(
rei θ

)
: |t| < t1, |s| < s1, |θ| < θ1, r1 < r < 1

}
,

where,t ∈ Rd−1 is a rotation parameter,t1 > 0 is small, s ∈ R2m+d−1 is a
translation parameter,s1 > 0 is small,θ1 > 0 is small,r1 < 1 is close to1 and
At,s(ζ), with ζ ∈ ∆, is a parametrized family ofC2,α−0 analytic discs satisfying:

• At,0(1) = p for everyt;

• the boundariesAt,s(∂∆) are partly (sometimes completely) attached to
M , namelyAt,s(ei θ) ∈M , at least for|θ| 6 3π

2 ;

• for every fixedt, the mapping(s, ei θ) 7→ At,s(e
i θ) is a diffeomorphism

from {|s| < s1} × {|θ| < θ1} onto a neighborhood ofp in M ;

• the exit vector−∂A0,0

∂r (1) is not tangent toM at p, namely it has
nonzero projectionproj TpCn/TpM (−∂At,0/∂r(1)) onto the normal space
TpCn/TpM toM atp;
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• choose any linear subspaceHp of TpCn satisfyingTpHp⊕TpM = TpCn,
so thatHp ≃ TpCn/TpM , denote byprojHp

: TpCn → Hp the projec-
tion ontoHp parallel toTpM , define the associated exit vector

ex(At,0) := projHp
(−∂At,0

∂r
(1)) ∈ Hp

and the associatednormalized exit vector n-ex(At,0) :=
ex(At,0)/|ex(At,0)|; then the rank att = 0 of the mapping

Rd−1 ∋ t 7−→ n-ex(At,0) ∈ Sd−1 ⊂ Rd

should be maximal equal tod− 1.

A local (curved) wedge of edgeM at p
b∆

A

M
M

i

1

∆ b∆

b∆

0

∆

−i

−1

At,s(re
i θ)

p

Wpr1

θ1

−θ1

r1

The last, most significant condition means thatn-ex(At,0) describes an open
neighborhood ofn-ex(A0,0) in the unit sphereSd−1 ⊂ Rd. This is of course
independent of the choice ofHp. Then, fixings = 0 andθ = 0, as the rotation
parametert ∈ Rd−1 varies with|t| < t1, and as the radiusr with r1 < r < 1
varies, the curvesAt,0(r) generate an open truncated (curved) cone in somed-
dimensional local submanifold transverse toM at p. Finally, as the translation
parameters varies, the pointsAt,s(rei θ) describe a (curved) local wedge of edge
M atp.

Lemma 3.3. Shrinkingt1 > 0, s1 > 0, θ1 > 0 and 1 − r1 > 0 if necessary,
the points ofWp are covered injectively:At,s(rei θ) = At′,s′(r

′ei θ
′
) if and only if

t = t′, s = s′, r = r′ andθ = θ′.

This property follows directly from all the rank conditions. It will be useful to
insure uniqueness of holomorphic extension (monodromy).

Definition 3.4. ([Tu1990, Trp1990]) Alocal CR-wedgeof edgeM atp of dimen-
sion 2m + d + e, with 1 6 e 6 d, is a setWCR,e

p defined similarly as a local
wedge, but assuming that the rotation parametert belongs toRe−1 and that the
rank of the normalized exit vector mapping

Re−1 ∋ t 7−→ n-ex(At,0) ∈ Sd−1 ⊂ Rd
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is equal toe− 1.

Then, fixings = 0 andθ = 0, as the rotation parametert ∈ Re−1 with |t| < t1
varies, and as the radiusr with r1 < r < 1 varies, the curvesAt,0(r) describe an
open truncated (curved) cone in somee-dimensional local submanifold transverse
to M at p. These intermediate wedges of smaller dimension will play acrucial
technical rôle in the sequel.

The casee = 1 deserves special attention. A CR-wedge is then just a manifold
with boundaryM1

p with dim M1
p = 1+dim M that is attached toM atp, namely

there exists an open neighborhoodUp of p in M with Up ⊂ ∂M1
p . If in addition

M has codimensiond = 1, we recover the notion of one-sided neighborhood. It
is clear that after a possible shrinking, everyC2,α−0 manifold with boundaryM1

p

attached toM atpmay be prolonged as a localC2,α−0 generic submanifoldM1
p ≡

WCR,1
p containing a neighborhood ofp in M (as shown in the right diagram).
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Cn

p

M

M

M

Cn

p

WCR,e
p

Prolongation of a CR-wedge as a generic submanifold

Me
p

Me
p

WCR,e
p

By elementary differential geometry, fore > 2, it may be verified that a local
CR-wedgeWCR,e

p of edgeM at p defined by means of aC2,α−0 family of discs,
namely

WCR,e
p :=

{
At,s

(
rei θ

)
: |t| < t1, |s| < s1, |θ| < θ1, r1 < r < 1

}
,

may also be prolonged as a local generic submanifoldMe
p of dimension2m+d+e

containing a neighborhood ofp in M . The left diagram is an illustration; in it,
e = d = 2, so thatM of codimension2 is (unfortunately for intuition) collapsed
to p.

However, the smoothness ofMe
p can decrease toC1,α−0, because as in

a standard local blowing down(z1, z2) 7→ (z1, z1z2), the rank of the map
(r, θ, s, t) 7−→ At,s

(
rei θ

)
degenerates whenr = 1, since the discs (partial)

boundaries
{
At,s

(
ei θ
)

: |θ| 6 3π
2

}
are constrained to stay inM . For techni-

cal reasons, we will need in the sequel the existence of a prolongationMe
p that is

C2,α−0 also whene > 2. The following modification of the definition ofWCR,e
p

insures the existence of aC2,α−0 prolongationMe
p. It will be applied implicitly

in the sequel without further mention.
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So, assumee > 2, let At,s be a family of discs as in Definition 3.4 with
ex(A0,0) 6= 0 in TpCn/TpM and t 7→ n-ex(At,0) of rank e − 1 at t = 0.
Fix t := 0 and define firstly

WCR,1
p :=

{
A0,s(re

i θ) : |s| < s1, |θ| < θ1, r1 < r < 1
}
.

This is a manifold with boundary attached toM at p. So there is a smallC2,α−0

prolongationM1
p ⊃ WCR,1

p .
Chooset 6= 0 small with At,0 having exit vector nontangent toM1

p at
p. Introduce a one-parameter familyMσ, σ ∈ R, |σ| < σ1, σ1 > 0, of
generic submanifolds obtained by deforming slightlyM insideM1

p nearp, with

Mσ ⊂ M ∪WCR,1
p for σ > 0. TheMσ are “translates” ofM in M1

p nearp. To
understand the process, we draw two diagrams in different dimensions.

������
������
������
������
������
������
������

������
������
������
������
������
������
������

p,M

WCR,2
p WCR,1

p

M1
p

M2
p

M

M1
p

WCR,1
p M

Mσ

Mσ

Construction of a C2,α−0 prolongation Me
p of WCR,e

p

At,s,σ(∆)

Thanks to the flexibility of Bishop’s equation (Theorem 3.7(IV)), theAt,s may
be deformed as aC2,α−0 family At,s,σ and we define secondly

WCR,2
p :=

{
At,s,σ(r e

i θ) : |s| < s1, 0 < σ < σ1, |θ| < θ1, r1 < r < 1
}
.

Then this set constitutes a local CR-wedge of dimension2m + d + 2 with edge
M atp. Lettingσ run in (−σ1, σ1) above, we get instead a certain manifold with
boundary attached toM1

p that may be extended as aC2,α−0 generic submanifold

M2
p of dimension2m + d + 2. ThenWCR,2

p is essentially one quarter ofM2
p.

We neither drawWCR,2
p nor W2

p in the right diagram above, but the reader sees
them. By induction, using thatt 7→ n-ex(At,0) has ranke − 1 at t = 0, we get
the following.

Lemma 3.5. After a possible shrinking, a suitably constructed localC2,α−0 CR-
wedgeWCR,e

p of edgeM at p may be prolonged as a localC2,α−0 generic sub-
manifoldMe

p of dimension2m+ d+ e containing a neighborhood ofp in M .

In the sequel, similar technical constructions will be applied to insure the exis-
tence ofC2,α−0 prolongationsMe

p ⊃ WCR,e
p without further mention.
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3.6. Holomorphic extension of CR functions in higher codimension. In 1988,
Tumanov [Tu1988] established a theorem that is nowadays celebrated inSeveral
Complex Variables. Recall that by definition,M is locally minimal atp if the
local CR orbitOloc

CR(M,p) contains a neighborhood ofp in M . Equivalently,M
does not contain any local submanifoldN passing throughp with CRdimN =
CRdimM anddimN < dimM .

Theorem 3.7. ([Tu1988, BRT1994, Trp1996, Tu1998, BER1999])LetM be a
local C2,α generic submanifold ofCn and letp ∈ M . If M is locally minimal at
p, then there exists a local wedgeWp of edgeM at p such that everyf ∈ C0

CR(M)
possesses a holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(Wp) ∩ C0(M ∪Wp) with F |M = f .

Conversely, recall that according to Theorem 4.41(III), ifM is not locally min-
imal atp, there exists a local continuous CR function that is not holomorphically
extendable to any local wedge atp.

Since the literature already contains abundant restitutions17, we will focus in-
stead on propagation phenomena that are less known.

In 1994, as an answer to a conjecture formulated by Trépreauin [Trp1990],
it was shown simultaneously by Jöricke and by the first author that Tumanov’s
theorem generalizes to globally minimalM . The preceding statement is a direct
corollary of the next. Its proof given in [Me1994, Jö1996] used techniques and
ideas of Tumanov [Tu1988, Tu1994a] and of Trépreau [Trp1990].

Theorem 3.8. ([Me1994, Jö1996])LetM be a connectedC2,α generic submani-
fold ofCn. IfM is globally minimal then at every pointp ∈M , there exists a local
wedgeWp of edgeM at p such that every continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(M)
possesses a holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(Wp) ∩ C0(M ∪Wp) with F |M = f .

With this statement, the extension theorem for CR function has reached a final,
most general form. Philosophically, the main reason why it is true lies in the
propagation of holomorphic extendability along complex-tangential curves. This
was developed by Trépreau in 1990, using microlocal analysis.

Theorem 3.9. ([Trp1990])LetM be a connectedC∞ generic submanifold ofCn.
If C0

CR(M) extends holomorphically to a local wedge at some pointp ∈ M , then
at everypoint q ∈ OCR(M,p), there exists a local wedgeWq of edgeM at q
such that everyf ∈ C0

CR(M) possesses a holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(Wq) ∩
C0(M ∪Wq) with F |M = f .

17We recommend mostly the two elegant presentations [Trp1996] and [Tu1998]; other
references are: [BRT1994, BER1999]. Excepting a conceptual abstraction involving the
implicit function theorem in Banach spaces and the conormalbundle toM , the major
arguments: differentiation of Bishop’s equation and a crucial correspondence between an
exit vector mappingand an evaluation mapping defined on the space of discs attached to
M , the geometric structure of the proof is exactly the same in the original article [Tu1988]
as in the restitutions.
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Before surveying the original proof ([Me1994, Jö1996]) ofthis theorem in Sec-
tion 5, we shall expose in length a substantially simpler proof of Theorem 3.8 that
was devised by the second author in [Po2004]. This neat prooftreats locally
and globally minimal generic submanifolds on the same footing. It relies partly
upon a natural deformation proposition due to Tumanov in [Tu1994a], but without
any notion of defect of an analytic disc, without any needs tocontrol the varia-
tion of the direction of CR-extendability, and without any partial connection, as
in [Trp1990, Tu1994a, Me1994]. The next paragraphs and Section 4 are devoted
to the proof of this most general Theorem 3.8.

Example 3.10.A globally minimal manifold may well benot locally minimal at
any point.

Indeed, letχ : R → R+ be C∞ with χ = 0 on (−∞, 1], with χ > 0 on
(1,+∞) and with second derivativeχxx > 0 on (1,+∞). Consider the generic
manifoldM of C3 defined by the two equations

v1 = χ(x), v2 = χ(−x),

in coordinates(x+ i y, u1 + i v1, u2 + i v2). ThenT 1,0M is generated by

L =
∂

∂z
+ i χx(x)

∂

∂w1
− i χx(−x)

∂

∂w2
.

In terms of the four coordinates(x, y, u1, u2) onM , the two vector fields gener-
atingT cM are

L1 := 2ReL =
∂

∂x
,

L2 := 2 ImL =
∂

∂y
+ χx(x)

∂

∂u1
− χx(−x)

∂

∂u2

(we have droppedχx(x) ∂
∂v1

− χx(−x) ∂
∂v2

in 2ReL). Denote byL0 the system
of these two vector fields{L1, L2} onR4 ≃M and byL theC∞(R4)-hull of L0.
Observe that the Lie bracket

[
L1, L2

]
= χxx(x)

∂

∂u1
+ χxx(−x)

∂

∂u2

is zero at pointsp = (xp, yp, u
p
1, u

p
2) with −1 < xp < 1, has non-zero ∂

∂u2
-

component at pointsp with xp < −1 and has non-zero∂∂u1
-component at points

p with xp > 1. It follows that the localL-orbit of a pointp with xp < −1 is
{u1 = up1}, of a pointp with −1 < xp < 1 is {u1 = up1, u2 = up2} and of a point
xp with xp > 1 is {u2 = up2}. Also, observe that since the vector fieldL1 = ∂

∂x
belongs toL, the localL-orbit of any pointp = (xp, yp, u

p
1, u

p
2) contains points of

coordinates(xp + t, yp, u
p
1, u

p
2), with t small. We deduce that the localL-orbit of
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pointsp with xp = −1 or xp = 1 are three-dimensional, hence in conclusion:

Oloc
L (R4, p) =





Up ∩ {u1 = up1} if xp 6 −1,

Up ∩ {u1 = up1, u2 = up2} if − 1 < xp < 1,

Up ∩ {u2 = up2} if xp > 1,

whereUp is a neighborhood ofp in M . SoL is nowhere locally minimal.

Lemma 3.11. The systemL is globally minimal.

Proof. We check that any two pointsp, q ∈ R4 are in the sameL-orbit. Using
the flow of L1 = ∂

∂x and then the flow ofL2 on {x = 0}, the original two
pointsp andq may be joined to points, still denoted byp = (0, 0, up1, u

p
2) and

q = (0, 0, uq1, u
q
2), having zerox-component and zeroy-component.

We claim that the globalL-orbit OL(R4, p) of every pointp = (0, 0, up1, u
p
2)

contains a neighborhood ofp in R4. Since the two-dimensional plane{x = y =
0} is connected, this will assure that any two pointsp = (0, 0, up1, u

p
2) andq =

(0, 0, uq1, u
q
2) are in the sameL-orbit.

Indeed, by means of∂∂x , every pointp = (0, 0, up1, u
p
2) is joined to the two

pointsp− := (−1, 0, up1, u
p
2) andp+ := (1, 0, up1, u

p
2). LetUp− andUp+ be small

neighborhoods ofp− and ofp+. Denote byH− := {u1 = up1} ∩ Up− and by
H+ := {u2 = up2} ∩ Up+ small pieces of the three-dimensional localL-orbits of
p− and ofp+.

u2

H−

H+

Up+
Up−

Up

x

u1

pp−
p+

M ∼= R4

Verification that Linv(0) = T0R4

exp(−L1)exp(L1)

The flow ofL1 = ∂
∂x being a translation, we deduce:

exp(L1)(H−) = {u1 = up1} ∩ Up,
exp(−L1)(H+) = {u2 = up2} ∩ Up,

whereUp is a small neighborhood ofp in M ≃ R4. Observe that the two3-
dimensional planes are transversal inTpR4. Lemma 1.28(III) yields:

Linv(p−) ⊃ Tp−Oloc
L (p−) = {u1 = up1},

Linv(p+) ⊃ Tp+Oloc
L (p+) = {u2 = up2}.
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By the very definition ofLinv, we necessarily have:

Linv(p) ⊃ exp(L1)∗
(
Linv(p−)

)
+ exp(−L1)∗

(
Linv(p+)

)

= {u1 = up1} + {u2 = u2}
= TpR4,

so Linv(p) = TpR4. Consequently,OL(R4, p) contains a neighborhood of
(0, 0, up1, u

p
2) in R4. �

3.12. Setup for propagation. LetM be connected, generic andC2,α, let q ∈ M

and letWCR,e
q be a CR-wedge of dimension2m+d+e atq, with 1 6 e 6 d. For

short, we will say thatC0
CR(M) extends to be CR onWCR,e

q if for everyf ∈ C0
CR,

there existsF ∈ C0
CR(M ∪WCR,e

q ) with F |M = f .

Theorem 3.13. Let e ∈ N with 1 6 e 6 d. Assume thatC0
CR(M) extends to

be CR on a CR-wedgeWCR,e
p of dimension2m + d + e at some pointp ∈ M .

Then for everyq ∈ OCR(M,p), there exists a CR-wedgeWCR,e
q at q of the same

dimension2m+ d+ e to whichC0
CR(M) extends to be CR.

In the casee = d, we recover18 Trépreau’s Theorem 3.9, since continuous CR
functions on an open set ofCn (here a usual wedge) are just holomorphic. IfM is
globally minimal, then extension holds at everyq ∈M . Notice that this statement
covers the propagation Theorem 2.7, stated previously in the hypersurface case
d = e = 1.

Let us start the proof. Through a chain of small analytic discs, everyq ∈
OCR(M,p) is joined to a pointp′ arbitrarily close top: indeed, Lemma 2.20 and
its proof remain the same in arbitrary codimensiond > 1. At p′, CR extension
holds, because the edge ofWCR,e

p contains a small open neighborhoodUp of p in
M . To deduce CR extension atq, it suffices therefore to propagate CR extension
along a single disc, as stated in the next main proposition.

18Classical microlocal analysis was devised to measure the analytic wave front set of a
distribution in terms of the exponential decay ot the Fourier transform restricted to open,
conic submanifolds of the cotangent bundle. We suspect thatthere might exist higher
generalizations of microlocal analysis in which one takes account of the good decay of
the Fourier transform on submanifolds of positive codimension in the cotangent bundle.
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Hp

At′(∆)

WCR,e
A(−1)

Cp

M
M A(−1) A(∆) p

Normal deformations of an analytic disc

Proposition 3.14. (Propagation along a disc) ([Tu1994a, MP1999], [∗]) LetA
be a smallC2,α−0 analytic disc attached toM which is an embedding∆ → Cn.
Let e ∈ N with 1 6 e 6 d. Assume that there exists aC2,α−0 CR-wedgeWCR,e

A(−1)

at A(−1) of dimension2m + d + e to whichC0
CR(M) extends to be CR. Then

there exists aC2,α−0 CR-wedgeWCR,e
A(1) atA(1) of the same dimension2m+d+e

to whichC0
CR(M) extends to be CR.

With more precisions, the CR-wedgeWCR,e
A(1) is constructed by translating a

certain family of analytic discsAt′ having the following properties. Settingp :=
A(1), there exists aC2,α−0 familyAt′ of analytic discs,t′ ∈ Re, |t′| < t′1, t′1 > 0,
with At′ |t′=0 = A, withAt′(1) = p, satisfyingAt′(ei θ) ∈ M for |θ| 6 3π

2 and

having their boundariesAt′(∂∆) ⊂ M ∪WCR,e
A(−1) for t′ belonging to some open

truncated coneC′ ⊂ Re, such that the exit vector mapping:

Re ∋ t′ 7−→ ex(At′) = projHp

(
−∂At′

∂r
(1)

)
∈ Rd

is of maximal rank equal toe at t′ = 0, whereHp ≃ Rd is any linear subspace
of TpCn such thatHp⊕ TpM = TpCn, and whereprojHp

is the linear projection
parallel toTpM .

Geometrically, ast′ varies, the exit vectorsex(At′) describe an open coneCp ⊂
Hp, drawn in the diagram.

We claim that this statement covers the second, delicate case of Proposi-
tion 2.21. Indeed assuming thate = d = 1 and that the exit vector−∂A

∂r (1)
is tangent toM at A(1), the above proposition includesA in a one-parameter
family At′ whose direction of exit in the normal bundle has nonzero derivative
with respect tot′. Hence for every nonzerot′, the direction of exit ofAt′ is not
tangent toM atp. Thus, a non-tangential deformed discAd as in Proposition 2.21
may be chosen to be anyAt′ , with t′ 6= 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.14.We first explain how to get CR extension atp from the
family At′ , taking for granted its existence.
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(I) Suppose firstly that the exit vector ofA = A0 is non-tangential toM atp. We
have to restrict the parameter spacet′ ∈ Re to some parameter spacet ∈ Re−1 so
as to reach Definition 3.4.

Let us take for granted the fact that the exit vector mapping has ranke att′ = 0.
Then the normalized exit vector mapping

Re ∋ t′ 7−→ n-ex(At′) = ex(At′)/|ex(At′)| ∈ Sd−1

has rank> e−1 at t′ = 0. So there exists a small piece of an(e−1)-dimensional
linear subspaceΛ0 of Rd, parameterized ast′ = φ(t) for some linear mapφ, with
t ∈ Re−1 small, namely|t| < t1, for somet1 > 0, such thatt 7→ n-ex(Aφ(t)) has
rank(e− 1) at t = 0.

SettingAt := Aφ(t), we thus reach Definition 3.4, without the translation pa-
rameters.

But proceeding exactly as in the hypersurface case, it is easy to include some
translation parameter getting a family(At′)s = At′,s. The proof is postponed
to the end§3.24. Then the desired familyAt,s of the proposition is justAφ(t),s,
shrinkingt1 > 0 ands1 > 0 if necessary.

Lemma 3.15. There exists a deformationAt′,s of At′ , with s ∈ R2m+d−1, |s| <
s1, such that:

• the boundariesAt′,s(∂∆) are contained inM ∪WCR,e
A(−1) andAt′(ei θ) ∈

M for |θ| 6 3π
2 ;

• for every fixedt′, the mapping(s, ei θ) 7−→ At′,s(e
i θ) is a diffeomorphism

from{|s| < s1} × {|θ| < θ1} onto a neighborhood ofp in M .

Therefore, the final familyAt,s yields a CR-wedgeWCR,e
p at p = A(1), as

in Definition 3.4. The mild generalization of the approximation Theorem 5.2(III)
stated as Lemma 2.19 above in the cased = 1 holds in the general cased > 1

without modification. Consequently,C0
CR(M) extends to be CR onWCR,e

p .

(II) Suppose secondly that the exit vector ofA = A0 is tangential toM at p.
Thanks to the fact that the exit vector mapping has ranke at t′ = 0, for every
nonzerot′0, the discAt′0 is nontangential toM at p. In this case, we fix a small
t′0 6= 0 and we proceed withAt′+t′0 just as above.

In summary, it remains only to construct the familyAt′ having the crucial prop-
erty that the exit vector mapping has ranke at t′ = 0. �

3.16. Normal deformations of analytic discs.Thus, we now expose how to con-
structAt′ . We shall introduce a parameterized familyMt′ of C2,α−0 generic
submanifolds by pushingM nearA(−1) insideWCR,e

A(−1) in e independent nor-

mal directions,e being the number of degrees of freedom offered byWCR,e
A(−1).

Outside a neighborhood ofA(−1), eachMt′ shall coincides withM and also
Mt′ |t′=0 = M .
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We may assume that the pointp := A(1) is the origin in coordinates(z, u +
i v) ∈ Cm × Cd in whichM is represented byv = ϕ(z, u), whereϕ satisfies
ϕ(0) = 0 anddϕ(0) = 0. Let t′ ∈ Re be small, namely|t′| < t′1, with t′1 > 0.

In terms of graphing equations, the deformationMt′ may be represented by

v = Φ(z, u, t′),

with Φ ∈ C2,α−0 defined for|t′| < t′1 satisfyingΦ(z, u, 0) ≡ ϕ(z, u). The point
A(−1) has small coordinates(z−1, u−1 + i ϕ(z−1, u−1)). We require that thee
vectors

Φt′k
(z−1, u−1, 0), k = 1, . . . , e,

are linearly independent. There exists a truncated open cone C′ ⊂ Re with the
property that

Mt′ ⊂M ∪WCR,e
A(−1),

whenevert′ ∈ C′. In fact, we implicitly assume in Proposition 3.14 that the CR-
wedge based atA(−1) may be extended as aC2,α−0 generic submanifoldMe

A(−1)

of dimension2m + d + e passing throughA(−1) so thatMt′ is contained in
M ∪Me

A(−1), for every|t′| < t′1. The original CR-wedgeWCR,e
A(−1) may then be

viewed as a curved real wedge of edgeM which is contained insideMCR,e
A(−1).

The startingC2,α discA(ζ) = (Z(ζ),W (ζ)) with W (ζ) = (U(ζ) + i V (ζ)) is
attached toM with A(1) = 0. Equivalently:




V (ei θ) = ϕ

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ)

)
,

U(ei θ) = −T1

[
ϕ
(
Z(·), U(·)

)]
(ei θ),

for every ei θ ∈ ∂∆. Thanks to the existence Theorem 3.7(IV), there exists
a C2,α−0 deformationAt′ of A, where eachAt′(ζ) := (Z(ζ),W (ζ, t′)) with
At′(1) = p has the samez-component19 asA and is attached toMt′ , namely:

(3.17)




V (ei θ, t′) = Φ

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ, t′), t′

)
,

U(ei θ, t′) = −T1

[
Φ(Z(·), U(·, t′), t′)

]
(ei θ),

for everyei θ ∈ ∂∆. Observe thatW (ei θ, 0) ≡ W (ei θ). We then differentiate
the first line above with respect tot′k at t′ = 0, for k = 1, . . . , e, which yields in
matrix notation:
(3.18)

Vt′k(ei θ, 0) = Φu

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ), 0

)
Ut′k(ei θ, 0) + Φt′k

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ), 0

)
.

19Since first order partial derivativesWt′
k
(ζ, t′), k = 1, . . . , e, will appear in a while,

we do not write the parametert′ as a lower index inU(ζ, t′) + i V (ζ, t′).
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Also, theC1,α−0 discsAt′k(ζ, 0) satisfy the linear Bishop-type equation

Ut′k(ei θ, 0) = −T1

[
Φu (Z(·), U(·), 0)Ut′k(·, 0) + Φt′k

(Z(·), U(·), 0)
]

(ei θ).

As a supplementary space toTpM in TpCn, we chooseHp := {0} × iRd =
{w = 0, u = 0}. ThenprojHp

(−∂At′(1)/∂r) = −∂V (1, t′)/∂r, which yields
after differentiating with respect tot′k at t′ = 0:

(3.19)
∂

∂t′k

∣∣∣∣
t′=0

projHp

(
−∂At′

∂r
(1)

)
= −

∂Vt′k
∂r

(1, 0),

for k = 1, . . . , e. We will establish that if the local deformationsMt′ of M
inside the CR-wedgeWCR,e

A(−1) are concentrated in a sufficiently thin neighborhood
of A(−1), then the abovee vectors−∂Vt′k/∂r(1, 0), k = 1, . . . , e, are linearly
independent. This will complete the proof of the proposition.

There is a singular integral operatorJ which yields the interior normal deriva-
tive at1 ∈ ∂∆ of anyC1,α−0 mappingv = ∆ → Rd which is harmonic in∆ and
vanishes at1 ∈ ∂∆:

(3.20) J (v) := p.v.
1

π

∫ π

−π

v(ei θ)

|ei θ − 1|2 dθ = −∂v
∂r

(1).

The proof is postponed to Lemma 3.25 below. Ifh : ∆ → Cd is C1,α−0 and
holomorphic in∆, we have in addition

J (h) = −∂h
∂r

(1) = i
∂h

∂θ
(1).

With the singular integralJ , we may thus reformulate (3.19):

projHp

(
− ∂2A0

∂t′k∂r
(1)

)
= J (Vt′k).

Lemma 3.21.Letu, v ∈ C1,α−0(∆,Rd) be harmonic in∆ and vanish at1 ∈ ∂∆.
Then:

0 = J (u v − T1uT1v) .

In addition,u (and alsov) satisfies the two equations:

J (u) = −∂(T1u)

∂θ
(1) and J (T1u) =

∂u

∂θ
(1).

Proof. The holomorphic productw := (u+ iT1u)(v+ iT1 v) vanishes to second
order at1 ∈ ∂∆, soJ (w) = 0, hence

0 = ReJ (w) = J (u v − T1uT1v).

The pair of equations satisfied byu is obtained by identifying the real and imagi-
nary parts ofJ (h) = i ∂h∂θ (1), whereh := u+ iT1u. �
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Following [Tu1994a], we now introduce ad× d matrixG of C1,α functions on
∂∆ defined by the functional equation

G(ei θ) = I + T1 [G(·)Φu (Z(·), U(·), 0)] (ei θ).

HereΦu = (Φj
ul)

16j6d
16l6d is ad × d matrix. SinceΦu(z, u, 0) ≡ ϕu(z, u) is small,

the solutionG exists and is unique, by an application of Proposition 3.21(IV).
Notice thatG(1) = I. Applying T1 to both sides, we getT1G = −GΦu + cst.,
without writing the arguments. In fact, the constant vanishes, sinceΦu(0, 0, 0) =
ϕu(0, 0) = 0. So we get:

T1G = −GΦu.

We also notice thatVt′k = T1 Ut′k andUt′k = −T1 Vt′k .
Next, we rewrite (3.18) without arguments:Φt′k

= Vt′k −ΦuUt′k , k = 1, . . . , e,
we apply the matrixG to both sides, we replaceGΦu by−T1G as well asUt′k by
−T1Vt′k and we let appear a termu v − T1uT1v:

GΦt′k
= GVt′k −GΦu Ut′k
= GVt′k − (T1G)(T1Vt′k)

= Vt′k + (G− I)Vt′k − T1(G− I)T1Vt′k .

Finally20, applying the singular operatorJ and remembering Lemma 3.21, we
obtain:

(3.22) J (GΦt′k
) = J (Vt′k).

We claim that if the support of the deformationMt′ is sufficiently concentrated
nearA(−1), thee vectorsJ (Vt′k) = J (GΦt′k

) ∈ Rd are linearly independent.
Indeed, since the deformationsMt′ are localized nearA(−1), we have

Φt′k
(Z(ei θ), U(ei θ), 0) ≡ 0, except for|θ + π| < θ2, with θ2 > 0 small. We

deduce:

(3.23)
J (GΦt′k

) =
1

π

∫

|θ+π|<θ2

G(ei θ)Φt′k

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ), 0

)

|ei θ − 1|2 dθ

≈ 1

π

G(−1)

4

∫

|θ+π|<θ2
Φt′k

(
Z(ei θ), U(ei θ), 0

)
dθ.

Since, by assumption, thee vectorsΦt′k
(z−1, u−1, 0) are linearly independent, the

linear independence of the above (concentrated) vector-valued integrals follows.
The proofs of Proposition 3.14 and of Theorem 3.13 are complete. �

20We can also check thatJ (Ut′
k
) = −J (T1Vt′

k
) = ∂Vt′

k
(1, 0)/∂θ = 0. Indeed, it

suffices to differentiate (3.18) with respect toθ at θ = 0, noticing thatΦu(0, 0, 0) =
ϕu(0, 0) = 0, thatUt′

k
(1, 0) = 0 and thatΦt′

k
(z, u, 0) = 0 for (z, u) near(0, 0).
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3.24. Proofs of two lemmas.Firstly, we check formula (3.20).

Lemma 3.25. Letu ∈ C1,β(∆) (0 < β < 1) be harmonic in∆, real-valued and
satisfyingu(1) = 0. Then the interior normal derivative ofu at 1 ∈ ∂∆ is given
by:

−∂u
∂r

(1) = p.v.
1

π

∫ π

−π

u(ei θ)

|ei θ − 1|2 dθ = p.v.
i

π

∫

∂∆

u(ζ)

(ζ − 1)2
dζ.

Proof. The functionh := u + iTu is holomorphic in∆ andC1,β in ∆. Since
Tu is also harmonic in∆, since∂h∂r (1) = ∂u

∂r (1) + i ∂Tu
∂r (1), and since the kernel

|ei θ − 1|−2 is real, we may prove the lemma withu replaced byh ∈ O(∆) ∩
C1,β(∆).

Let ζ = rei θ and denoteh1 := ∂h
∂ζ (1) = ∂h

∂r (1), so thath(ζ) = (ζ − 1)h1 +

O(|ζ − 1|1+β). We remind that, for anyζ0 ∈ ∂∆, by an elementary modification
of Cauchy’s formula, we havep.v. 1

2πi

∫
∂∆

dζ
ζ−ζ0 = 1

2 . We deduce that the linear
term(ζ − 1)h1 provides the main contribution:

p.v.
i

π

∫

∂∆

(ζ − 1)h1

(ζ − 1)2
dζ = −2h1 p.v.

1

2πi

∫

∂∆

dζ

ζ − 1
= −h1.

Thus, we have to prove that the remainderr(ζ) := h(ζ)−(ζ−1)h1, which belongs
to O(∆) ∩ C1,β(∆), gives no contribution, namely satisfies

∫
∂∆

r(ζ)
(ζ−1)2

dζ = 0.

Sets(ζ) := r(ζ)
(ζ−1)2

. Thens ∈ O(∆) is continuous on∆\{1} and satisfies

|s(ζ)| 6 K |ζ − 1|β−1 for someK > 0. We claim that by an application of
Cauchy’s theorem, the integral

∫
∂∆ s(ζ) dζ, which exists without principal value,

vanishes.
Indeed, letε with 0 < ε << 1 and consider the open disc∆(1, ε) of radiusε

centered at1. The drawing of this disc delineates three arcs of∆:

(i) the open arc∂∆\∆(1, ε), of length≈ 2π − 2 ε;

(ii) the closed arc∂∆ ∩ ∆(1, ε), of length≈ 2 ε;

(iii) the closed arc∂∆(1, ε) ∩ ∆, of length is≈ πε.
0 1

ε

We then decompose the integral ofs on∂∆ as integrals on the first two arcs:
∫

∂∆
s(ζ) dζ =

∫

∂∆\∆(1,ε)
s(ζ) dζ +

∫

∂∆∩∆(1,ε)
s(ζ) dζ.

The estimate|s(ζ)| 6 K |ζ − 1|β−1 insures the smallness of the second integral:
∣∣∣∣∣

∫

∂∆∩∆(1,ε)
s(ζ) dζ

∣∣∣∣∣ 6 C1 ε
β .
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To transform the first integral, we observe that Cauchy’s theorem entails that in-
tegration ofs(ζ) dζ on the closed contour

[
∂∆\∆(1, ε)

]
∪
[
∂∆(1, ε) ∩ ∆

]
van-

ishes:

0 =

∫

∂∆\∆(1,ε)
s(ζ) dζ +

∫

∂∆(1,ε)∩∆
s(ζ) dζ.

Hence the first integral
∫
∂∆\∆(1,ε) may be replaced by the integral−

∫
∂∆(1,ε)∩∆

on the third arc. The estimate|s(ζ)| 6 K |ζ− 1|β−1 again insures that this second
integral is bounded byC2 ε

β . In conclusion|
∫
∂∆ s(ζ) dζ| 6 (C1 + C2) ε

β . �

Proof of Lemma 3.15.Secondly, we provide the details for the translation of the
family At′ . Let v = ϕ(z, u) representM in a neighborhood ofp. By assumption,
At′(ζ) = (Z(ζ),W (ζ, t′)) is attached toMt′ , with At′(1) = p. Equivalently,
the two equations (3.17) hold. SinceA = At′ |t′=0 is an embedding, the vector
vp := ∂A

∂θ (1) ∈ TpM is nonzero. As in§2.12, we choose a small(2m + d − 1)-
dimensional submanifoldKp passing throughp with Rvp ⊕ TpKp = TpM and
we parametrize it bys 7→ (z(s), u(s) + i ϕ(z(s), u(s))), wheres ∈ R2m+d−1 is
small,|s| < s1, s1 > 0. Then the translation

At′,s(ζ) =
(
Z(ζ) + z(s),W (ζ, t′, s)

)

is constructed by perturbing the two equations (3.17), requiring only that

At′,s(1) = (z(s), u(s) + i ϕ(z(s), u(s))).

This is easily done:
{
V (ei θ, t′, s) = Φ

(
Z(ei θ) + z(s), U(ei θ, t′, s), t′

)
,

U(ei θ, t′, s) = u(s) − T1

[
Φ
(
Z(·) + z(s), U(·, t′, s), t′

)]
(ei θ).

The non-tangency ofvp with Kp at p then insures that for every small fixedt′,
the mapping(θ, s) 7→ At′,s(e

i θ) is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood ofp in
M . �

§4. HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSION

ON GLOBALLY MINIMAL GENERIC SUBMANIFOLDS

4.1. Structure of the proof of Theorem 3.8.LetM be aC2,α globally minimal
generic submanifold ofCn. For clarity, we begin by a summary of the main steps
of the proof of Theorem 3.8.

(a) SinceM is globally minimal, the distributionq 7→ T cqM must be some-
where not involutive, namely there must exist a pointp ∈ M and a sec-
tion L of T 1,0M defined in an open neighborhoodUp of p in M with
L(p) 6= 0 such that

[
L,L

]
(p) 6∈ T 1,0

p M ⊕ T 0,1
p M .
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(b) Thanks to an easy generalization of the Lewy extension theorem (§2.10),
there exists a manifoldM1

p attached toM atpwith dimM1
p = 1+dimM

to whichC0
CR(M) extends to be CR.

(c) Thanks to the main propagation Proposition 3.14, CR extension to a
similar manifoldM1

q attached toM holds at every pointq ∈ M =
OCR(M,p).

(d) Since there are as many manifolds with boundary as points inM , it may
well happen that at some pointp ∈ M which belongs to the edge oftwo
different manifoldsM1

p′ andM1
p′′ , the tangent spacesTpM1

p′ andTpM1
p′′

are distinct. Refering to the diagram of§4.5 below, we may then imme-
diately profit of such a situation, if it occurs.

(e) Indeed, in this case, an appropriate version of the edge-of-the-wedge the-
orem guarantees thatC0

CR(M) extends to be CR on aC2,α−0 CR-wedge
WCR,e
p atp whose dimensione is > 1 + 1 = 2.

(f) To reason abstractly, letemax be the maximal integere with 1 6 e 6 d

such that there exists a pointp ∈ M and aC2,α−0 CR-wedgeWCR,e
p at

p of dimension2m+ d+ e to whichC0
CR(M) extends to be CR. Thanks

to the main propagation Proposition 3.14, CR extension to aC2,α−0 CR-
wedgeWCR,emax

q holds at every pointq ∈M = OCR(M,p).

(g) If emax = d, we are done, Theorem 3.8 is proved. Assumingemax 6

d− 1, we must construct a contradiction in order to complete the proof.

(h) Sinceemax is maximal, again because of the edge-of-the-wedge theorem,
the transversal situation(d) cannot occur; in other words, every point
p ∈ M that belongs to the edges of two different CR-wedgesWCR,emax

p′

andWCR,emax

p′′ has the property thatTpWCR,emax

p′ = TpWCR,emax

p′′ .

(i) It follows that, asp runs inM , the (2m + d + e)-dimensional tangent
planesTpWCR,emax

p ∩ TpM glue together and they define aC1,α−0 sub-
distributionKM of the tangent bundleTM , of dimension2m + emax,
which containsT cM .

(j) SinceM is globally minimal, such a distributionp 7→ KM(p) must be
somewhere not involutive, namely there must exist a pointp ∈ M such
that [KM,KM ] (p) 6⊂ KM(p).

(k) TheC2,α−0 CR-wedgeWCR,emax
p may be included in someC2,α−0 local

generic submanifoldMemax
p passing throughp and containingM in a

neighborhood ofp.

(l) Multiplication by i givesT cpMemax
p = KM(p) + iKM(p) and the non-

degeneracy[KM,KM ] (p) 6⊂ KM(p) implies that the Levi-form of
Memax

p is not identically zero atp, namely
[
T cpMemax

p , T cpMemax
p

]
(p) 6⊂

T cpMemax
p .
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(m) Then a version of the Lewy-extension theorem on conic generic mani-
folds having a generic edge guarantees thatC0

CR(M) extends to be CR on
a CR-wedgẽWCR,1+emax

p of dimension2m+d+1+emax atp. This new
CR-wedge is constructed by means of discs attached toM ∪WCR,emax

p ,
exploiting the nondegeneracy of the Levi form ofMemax

p . This contra-
dicts the assumption thatemax 6 d − 1 was maximal, hence completes
the proof of Theorem 3.8.

The remainder of Section 4 is devoted to provide all the details of the proof.

4.2. Lewy extension in arbitrary codimension.As observed in(a) above, there
exists a pointp ∈ M and a local sectionL of T 1,0M with L(p) 6= 0 such that[
L,L

]
(p) 6⊂ C⊗ T cpM .

Lemma 4.3. ([We1982, BPo1982])There exists a manifold with boundaryM1
p

attached to a neighborhood ofp in M with dim M1
p = 1 + dim M to which

C0
CR(M) extends to be CR.

We shall content ourselves with only one direction of extension, since this will
be sufficient for the sequel. Nevertheless, we mention that finer results expressed
in terms of the Levi-cone ofM at p may be found in [BPo1982, Bo1991]. Any-
way, all the extension results that are based on pointwise nondegeneracy condi-
tions as the openness of Levi-cone or the finite typeness ofM at a point are by far
less general than Theorem 3.8, in which propagational aspects are involved.

Proof. The arguments are an almost straightforward generalization of the proof of
the Lewy extension theorem (hypersurface case), already exposed in§2.10 above.
Here is a summary.

By linear algebra reasonings, we may find local coordinates(z,w) ∈ Cm×Cd
vanishing atpwith L(p) = ∂

∂z1

∣∣
p
, withM given byv = ϕ(z, u), whereϕ(0) = 0,

dϕ(0) = 0, and with first equation given by

v1 = ϕ1 = z1z̄1 + O(|z1|2+α) + O(|z̃|) + O(|z| |u|) + O(|u|2),
where we have split further the coordinates as(z1, z̃, w1, w̃), with z̃ ∈ Cm−1 and
w̃ ∈ Cd−1. Forε > 0 small, we introduce the disc defined by

Aε(ζ) :=
(
ε(1 − ζ), 0̃,W 1

ε (ζ), W̃ε(ζ)
)
,

whereWε(ζ) = Uε(ζ) + i Vε(ζ) is uniquely defined by requiring thatAε is at-
tached toM and satisfiesAε(1) = p. As in §2.10, one verifies that

−∂V
1
ε

∂r
(1) = 2 ε2 + O(ε2+α).

Hence the exit vector ofAε at1 ∈ ∂∆ is nontangential toM atp, providedε > 0
is small enough and fixed. By translatingAε, we construct the desired manifold
with boundaryM1

p . �
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4.4. Maximal dimension for CR extension.As in §4.1(f), let emax be the max-
imal integere 6 d such that there exists a pointp ∈ M and aC2,α−0 CR-wedge
WCR,e
p at p of dimension2m + d + e to whichC0

CR(M) extends to be CR. By
the above Lewy extension, we haveemax > 1. Thanks to the main propagation
Proposition 3.14, it immediately follows that CR extensionto aC2,α−0 CR-wedge
WCR,emax
q holds at every pointq ∈ M = OCR(M,p). If emax = d, Theorem 3.8

is proved, gratuitously.
Assuming that1 6 emax 6 d− 1, in order to establish Theorem 3.8, we must

construct a contradiction. In the sequel, we shall simply denoteemax by e.
To proceed further, we must reformulate with high precisionhow were con-

structed all the CR-wedges obtained by the propagation Proposition 3.14.
For every pointp ∈ M , there exists a local CR-wedgeWCR,e

p attached to a
neighborhood ofp inM which is described by means of a family of analytic discs
Ap,t,s(ζ), wheret ands are parameters. Here, the subscriptp is not a parameter, it
indicates only thatp is the base point ofAp,t,s, namelyAp,t,0(1) = p. The family
Ap,t,s enjoys properties that are listed below. In this list, the conditions are more
uniform than those formulated in Definition 3.4, but one immediately verifies that
both formulations are equivalent, up to a shrinking oft1(p) > 0, of s1(p) > 0, of
θ1(p) > 0 and of1 − r1(p) > 0.

• The rotation parametert ∈ Re−1 runs in{|t| < t1(p)}, for some small
t1(p) > 0.

• The translation parameters ∈ R2m+d−1 runs in{|s| < s1(p)}, for some
smalls1(p) > 0.

• The pointq(p) := Ap,0,0(−1) ∈M is close top.

• At q(p), there is a CR-wedgeWCR,e
q(p) .

• The familyAp,t,s satisfiesAp,t,s(∂∆) ⊂M ∪WCR,e
q(p) .

• A small angleθ1(p) > 0 and a radiusr1(p) > 0 close to1 are chosen.

• A family Hp′ of linear subspaces ofTp′Cn satisfyingTp′Hp′ ⊕ Tp′M =
Tp′Cn for all p′ ∈M in a neighborhood ofp is chosen.

• For everyt with |t| < t1(p), everys with |s| < s1(p) and everyθ with
|θ| < θ1(p), the exit vector ofAp,t,s(ei θ) atei θ is not tangent toM :

ex(Ap,t,s)(e
i θ) := projH

Ap,t,s(ei θ)

(
i
∂Ap,t,s
∂θ

(ei θ)

)
6= 0.

• For every fixeds with |s| < s1(p) and every fixedθ with |θ| < θ1(p), the
normalized exit vector mapping

Re−1 ∋ t 7−→ n-ex(Ap,t,s)(e
i θ) ∈ Sd−1

is of rank(e− 1) at everyt ∈ {|t| < t1(p)}.
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• For somet2(p), s2(p), θ2(p) andr2(p) satisfying0 < t2(p) < t1(p), 0 <
s2(p) < s1(p), 0 < θ2(p) < θ1(p) and0 < 1 − r2(p) < 1 − r1(p) < 1,
the CR-wedge is precisely defined as:

WCR,e
p :=

{
Ap,t,s(re

i θ) : |t| < t2(p), |s| < s2(p), |θ| < θ2(p), r2(p) < r < 1
}
.

• Finally, the CR-wedgeWCR,e
p is contained in aC2,α−0 local generic sub-

manifoldMe
p of the same dimension2m + d + e that contains a neigh-

borhood ofp in M . At a pointp′ = Ap,t′,s′(e
i θ′) ∈ M of the edge of

WCR,e
p , the tangent space ofMe

p is:

Tp′Me
p = TpM ⊕ R

(
i
∂Ap,t′,s′

∂θ
(ei θ

′
)

) ⊕

16k6e−1

R
(
i
∂2Ap,t′,s′

∂θ∂tk
(ei θ

′
)

)
.

4.5. An edge-of-the-wedge theorem.There are as many generic submanifolds
MCR,e

p′ of codimensiond− e as pointsp′ ∈M . At a pointp = Ap′,t′,s′(e
i θ′) that

belongs to the edge of such anMCR,e
p′ , we may define a linear subspace ofTpM

by

KMp′(p) := T cpMe
p′ ∩ TpM.

SinceMe
p′ is generic and containsM in a neighborhood ofp, this spaceKMp′(p)

containsT cpM and is(2m+ e)-dimensional. Also, multiplication byi induces an
isomorphismKMp′(p)/T

c
pM ≃ TpMe

p′/TpM .
In general, two differentKMp′(p) andKMp′′(p) need not coincide, or equiv-

alently, two different tangent spacesTpMe
p′ andTpMe

p′′ are unequal.

Ap′,t′,s′(∆)

p
Cn

Ap′′,t′′,s′′(∆)

p′′

p′

q(p′)

q(p′′)M M

WCR,e
p′′

WCR,e
p′

Two non-tangent CR-wedges atp

More precisely, there is a dichotomy.

(I) Either for every two pointsp′, p′′ ∈ M such that there exists a pointp
belonging to the intersection of the edges of the two CR-wedgesWCR,e

p′
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andWCR,e
p′′ , namely of the form:

p = Ap′,t′,s′(e
i θ′) = Ap′′,t′′,s′′(e

i θ′′),

for some values

|t′| < t2(p
′), |s′| < s2(p

′), |θ′| < θ2(p
′),

|t′′| < t2(p
′′), |s′′| < s2(p

′′), |θ′′| < θ2(p
′′),

the two spacesTpMe
p′ andTpMe

p′′ coincide. Equivalently,KMp′(p) =

KMp′′(p).

(II) Or there exist two pointsp′, p′′ ∈ M and a pointp = Ap′,t′,s′(e
i θ′) =

Ap′′,t′′,s′′(e
i θ′′) in the intersection of the edges of the two CR-wedges

WCR,e
p′ andWCR,e

p′′ such that

TpMe
p′ 6= TpMe

p′′ .

Lemma 4.6. The caseTpMe
p′ 6= TpMe

p′′ implies thatC0
CR(M) extends to be

CR on a CR-wedgẽWCR,1+e
p at p whose dimension equals2m + d + 1 + e,

contradicting the maximality ofe = emax.

Of course, this lemma follows by a known CR version of the edge-of-the-wedge
theorem ([Ai1989]), but for completeness, we summarize a shorter proof that ex-
ploits the existence of the discsAp′,t,s, as in [Po2004].

Proof. By construction, the familyAp′,t,s(ζ) covers the CR-wedgeWCR,e
p′ . The

point p belongs to the edge ofWCR,e
p′ .

SinceTpMe
p′ 6= TpMe

p′′ , there exists a manifoldM1
p ⊂ WCR,e

p′′ attached toM

atp with dim M1
p = 1 + dim M such that

1 + e = dim
([
TpM

1
p + TpWCR,e

p′

]/
TpM

)
.

WCR,e

p′

Ap′,t,s,σ(∆)M1
p ⊂ WCR,e

p′′

p

M M

Ap′,t,s,σ(1)

WCR,e

q(p′)

W̃CR,1+e
p

Translating Ap′,t,s alongM1
p
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We may deform the familyAp′,t,s by translating it alongM1
p , as in the diagram.

So we introduce a supplementary parameterσ > 0 and we require that the point
Ap′,t,s,σ(1) should cover a one-sided neighborhood ofp inM1

p asσ runs in(0, σ1),
for some smallσ1 > 0, and as the previous translation parameters ∈ R2m+d−1

runs in{|s| < s2(p
′)}. Thanks to Theorem 3.7(IV), the corresponding Bishop-

type equation hasC2,α−0 solutions.
If we chooset3 > 0 with |t′| + t3 < t2(p

′), s3 > 0 with |s′| + s3 < s2(p
′),

θ3 > 0 with |θ′| + θ3 < θ2(p
′), σ3 > 0 with σ3 < σ1 andr3 < 1 with r2(p′) <

r3 < 1, the set:

W̃CR,1+e
p :=

{
Ap′,t,s,σ(re

i θ) : |t− t′| < t3, |s − s′| < s3,

|θ − θ′| < θ3, r3 < r < 1, 0 < σ < σ3

}

will constitute a CR-wedge of dimension2m + d + 1 + e at p. By a technical
adaptation of the approximation Theorem 5.2(III) (cf. Lemma 2.19),C0

CR(M)

extends to be CR oñWCR,1+e
p . �

4.7. Definition of the (non-integrable) subbundleKM ⊂ TM . Consequently,
case(II) cannot occur, because of the definition ofe = emax. Thus, case(I) holds.
In other words, asp′ runs inM , theC1,α−0 distributionsp 7→ KMp′(p) defined
for p in the edge ofWCR,e

p′ (a neighborhood ofp′ in M ) glue together in a well-

definedC1,α−0 vector subbundle ofTM . Observe thatT cM is a subbundle of
KM of codimensione. For every pointp ∈M , we have:

T cpM ⊂ KM(p) = T cpMe
p ∩ TpM.

As in §4.1(j) , sinceM is globally minimal and sinceKM is of codimension
d − e > 1 in TM , there must exist a pointp ∈ M such that[KM,KM ] (p) 6⊂
KM(p).

Lemma 4.8. At such a pointp, the Levi form ofMe
p does not vanish identically:

[
T cMe

p, T
cMe

p

]
(p) 6⊂ T cpMe

p.

Proof. We reason by contradiction, assuming that
[
T cMe

p, T
cMe

p

]
(p) ⊂ T cpMe

p.
LetK1 andK2 be two arbitraryC1,α−0 sections ofKM defined in a small neigh-
borhoodUp of p in M . SinceKM |Up is a subbundle ofTM |Up , we have

[
K1,K2

]
(p) ∈ TpM.

We may extendK1 andK2 to a neighborhoodUp of p in Me
p that containsUp as

sectionsK1 andK2 of T cMe
p|Up . SinceK1 andK2 are tangent toM ∩ Up, one

verifies that, independently of the extension:
[
K1,K2

]
(p) =

[
K1,K2

]
(p) ∈ T cpMe

p,
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where the second Lie bracket belongs toT cpMe
p, because we assumed that the

Levi form ofMe
p vanishes atp. We deduce

[
K1,K2

]
(p) ∈ T cpMe

p ∩ TpM = KM(p).

This contradicts[KM,KM ] (p) 6⊂ KM(p). �

4.9. Lewy extension on CR-wedges.To contradict the maximality ofe = emax

at a pointp at which[KM,KM ] (p) 6⊂ KM(p), we formulate a Lewy extension
theorem on the conic manifold with edgeWCR,e

p .

Proposition 4.10. Let p ∈ M and assume that
[
T cpMe

p, T
c
pMe

p

]
(p) 6⊂ T cpMe

p.

Then there exists a(2m + d + 1 + e)-dimensional local CR-wedgẽWCR,1+e
p of

edgeM at p to whichC0
CR(M ∪WCR,e

p ) extends to be CR.

Thus, this proposition concludes the proof of Theorem 3.8.

Proof. There exists a local sectionL of T 1,0Me
p with L(p) 6= 0 such that[

L,L
]
(p) 6∈ T 1,0

p Me
p ⊕ T 0,1

p Me
p. It is appropriate to distinguish two cases.

Firstly, assume thatL(p) ∈ T 1,0M . Then as in§4.2, we may construct a
small analytic discAε attached toM in a neighborhood ofp having exit vector
−∂Aε

∂r (1) approximately directed by
[
L,L

]
(p) 6∈ C ⊗ TpMe

p. So this disc has
exit vector nontangential toMe

p at p. By translating it alongM and along thee

supplementary directions offered byWCR,e
p , we deduce CR extension to a(2m+

d+ 1 + e)-dimensional CR wedgẽWCR,1+e
p .

M

p

WCR,e
p

M

W̃CR,1+e
p

Translating a disc non-tangent toMe
p alongWCR,e

p

Secondly, assume thatL(p) 6∈ T 1,0
p M for every local sectionL of T 1,0M such

that
[
L,L

]
(p) 6∈ T 1,0

p Me
p ⊕ T 0,1

p Me
p.

We explain the cased = 2, e = 1 first, since this case is easier to understand.
Under this assumption,M1

p is a hypersurface ofCn divided in two parts byM ,

one part beingWCR,1
p . We draw a diagram.
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z, u′, u′′

v′

MM

Cn

Aε

p

v′′

WCR,1
p

M1
p

DISC ATTACHED TO A HALF HYPERSURFACE AND HAVING NONTANGENT EXIT VECTOR

There exist coordinates(z,w′, w′′) ∈ Cn−2 × C × C centered atp in which
M1

p is given byv′′ = ψ(z,w′, u′′), with ψ(0) = 0 anddψ(0) = 0 and in which
M is given by a supplementary equationv′ = ϕ′(z, u′, u′′) with ϕ′(0) = 0 and
dϕ′(0) = 0. Changing the orientation of thev′-axis if necessary, it followsWCR,1

p

is given by the equationv′′ = ψ(z,w′, u′′) and the inequationv′ > ϕ′(z, u′, u′′),
with ϕ′(0) = 0 anddϕ′(0) = 0. In the diagram,T cpM1

p is the direct sum of the
z-coordinate space with theu′ + i v′-coordinate axis.

The Levi form of M1
p is represented by a scalar Hermitian form

H(z,w′, z̄, w̄′). By assumption, its restriction toT cpM vanishes (other-
wise, the first case holds), soH(z, 0, z̄, 0) ≡ 0. The assumption that the Levi
form of M1

p does not vanish identically insures thatH is nonzero. To proceed
further, we needH(0, w′, 0, w̄′) 6≡ 0. If H(0, w′, 0, w̄′) ≡ 0, sinceH is
nonzero, by a linear coordinate change of the formw̃′ = w′, z̃k = zk + ak w

′,
k = 1, . . . , n − 2, w̃′′ = w′′, we may insure thatH(0, w′, 0, w′) 6≡ 0. Observe
that such a change of coordinates stabilizes bothTpM andTpM1

p. After a real
dilation, we can assume that the equation ofM1

p is of the form:

v′′ = w′w̄′ + O(|w′|2+α−0) + O(|z||(z,w′)|) + O(|u′′||(z,w′)|) + O(|u′′|2).

To the hypersurfaceM1
p, we attach a discAε(ζ) with zeroz-component, withw′-

component equal toi ε (1−ζ) and withw′′-component(U ′′
ε (ζ)+i V ′′

ε (ζ)) of class
C2,α−0 satisfying the corresponding Bishop-type equation. Exactly as in the Lewy
extension theorem (§2.10), forε > 0 small enough and fixed, the exit vector ofAε
atp is nontangent toM1

p (this is uneasy to draw in the diagram above, but imagine
that the disc drawn in§2.10 is attached to a half-paraboloid). Furthermore, using
the inequalityv′(ei θ) = ε(1−cos θ) > ε θ

2

π for |θ| 6 π together with the property
dϕ′(0) = 0, it is elementary to verify thatAε(∂∆\{1}) is contained in the open
half-hypersurface{v′ > ϕ′}, as shown in the diagram.

Since the exit vector ofAε is nontangent toM1
p, in order to get holomorphic ex-

tension to a wedge atp, it suffices to translate the discAε in the half-hypersurface
WCR,1
p .
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However, if we translateAε as usual by requiring that the base pointAε,s(1) =
ps, with s ∈ R2n−2 small, covers a neighborhood ofp in M , it may well hap-
pen that, due to the curvature ofM in a neighborhood ofp, the boundary of the
translated disc enters slightly the other side ofM1

p, which is forbidden.
To remedy this imperfection, two equally good options present themselves.

The first option would be to rotate slightly the translated discAε,s in order that
it becomes tangent toM at the pointps = Aε,s(1). Then adding a small pa-
rameterσ > 0, we would translate it slightly in the positive direction ofWCR,1

p ,
essentially along the positivev′-direction.

The second option is to introduce a family of complex affine biholomorphisms
Ψs that transferps ∈ M to the origin and transfer the tangent spaces atps of
M1

p and ofM to {v′′ = 0} and to{v′′ = v′ = 0}. SoΨs(M1
p) is given by

v′′ = ψ′′(z,w′, u′′ : s) with ψ of classC2,α−0 with respect to all variables and
with the map(z,w′, u′′) 7→ ψ′′(z,w′, u′′ : s) vanishing to second order at the
origin for everys ∈ R2n−2 small. Also,Ψs

(
WCR,1
p

)
is given by a supplementary

inequationv′ > ϕ′(z, u′, u′′ : s), with ϕ′ of classC2,α (the smoothness ofM )
with respect to all variables and with(z, u′, u′′) 7→ ϕ(z, u′, u′′ : s) vanishing to
second order at the origin.

To the hypersurfaceΨs(M1
p), we attach the family of discs

Ãε,s,σ(ζ) =
(
0, i σ + i ε (1 − ζ), Ũ ′′

ε,s,σ(ζ) + i Ṽ ′′
ε,s,σ(ζ)

)

having zeroz-component andw′-component equal toi σ + i ε (1 − ζ), where
σ ∈ R with |σ| < σ1, σ1 > 0, is a small parameter of translation along the
v′-axis. Of course:

{
Ũ ′′
ε,s,σ(e

i θ) = −T1

[
ψ
(
0, i σ + i ε(1 − ·), Ũ ′′

ε,s,σ(·) : s
)]

(ei θ),

Ṽ ′′
ε,s,σ(e

i θ) = T1

[
Ũ ′′
ε,s,σ

]
(ei θ).

By means of elementary computations involving Taylor’s formula, we verify two
facts.

• If ε > 0 is sufficiently small and fixed,̃Aε,s,0(∂∆\{1}) is contained in
the open half-hypersurface{v′ > ϕ′(z, u′, u′′ : s)}, for all s ∈ R2n−2

with |s| < s1, s1 > 0 small.

• Furthermore, for allσ with 0 < σ 6 σ1, and alls with |s| < s1, the disc
boundaryÃε,s,σ(∂∆) is contained in the open half-hypersurface{v′ >
ϕ′(z, u′, u′′ : s)}.

Coming back to the old system of coordinates, it follows thatthe family of discs
Aε,s,σ := Ψ−1

s ◦ Ãε,s,σ has base pointAε,s,σ(1) covering a neighborhood ofp in
the half-hypersurfaceWCR,1

p , ass andσ vary. Since the exit vector ofAε is not
tangent toM1

p at p, this family of discs covers a2n-dimensional wedgẽWCR,2n
p
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of edgeM at p. This completes the proof of the second case of the proposition
whene = 1 andd = 2.

Based on these explanations, we may now summarize the general case. There
exist coordinates(z,w′, w′′) ∈ Cm×Ce×Cd−e vanishing atp in which theC2,α−0

generic submanifoldMe
p is represented byv′′ = ψ(z,w′, u′′), with ψ(0) = 0 and

dψ(0) = 0. After killing the second order pluriharmonic quadratic terms in every
right hand sideψj′′(z,w′, 0), j′′ = 1, . . . , d−e, we may assume that the quadratic
terms are Hermitian formsHj′′(z,w

′, z̄, w̄′).
After a linear change of coordinates in thew′-space,TpM = {v′ = v′′ = 0},

theC2,α generic edgeM is defined byv = ϕ(z, u) with ϕ(0) = 0, dϕ(0) = 0

and the conic open submanifoldWCR,e
p of Me

p is defined byv′′ = ψ(z,w′, u′′)
together with the inequations

v′j′ > ϕ′
j′(z, u

′, u′′), j′ = 1, . . . , e,

whereϕ = (ϕ′, ϕ′′). In fact, we may assume that the cone defining the CR-wedge
on the tangent space is slightly larger than the salient conev′j′ > 0, j′ = 1, . . . , e.

The nonvanishing of the Levi form ofMe
p at p entails that at least one Her-

mitian form Hj′′(z,w
′, z̄, w̄′) is nonzero. After renumbering,H1 is nonzero.

Also, sinceT cpM is the z-coordinate space, we haveH1(z, 0, z̄, 0) ≡ 0 (oth-
erwise, the first case holds). After a complex linear coordinate change of the
form w̃′ = w′, z̃k = zk +

∑e
j′=1 a

j′

k w
′
j′ , w̃

′′ = w′′, we may insure that
H1(0, w

′, 0, w′) 6≡ 0. Then the set of vectors(0, w′) on whichH1 vanishes is
a proper real quadratic cone ofCe. Consequently, for almost every real vector
(0, i v′), the quadratic formH1 is nonzero on the complex lineC(0, i v′). Since
the cone definingWCR,e

p is open and may be slightly shrunk, we can assume that
H1 does not vanish onC(0, i v′1), with v′1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Re. It follows that
the discAε attached toMe

p having zeroz-component andw′-component equal to
(i ε (1 − ζ), . . . , i ε (1 − ζ)) is nontangent toMe

p atp.
Furthermore, letting a pointps ∈ M of coordinatess := (z, u) vary in a

small neighborhood ofp inM , we may construct a family of biholomorphismsΨs

sendingps to the origin and normalizing the equations ofM , ofMe
p and ofWCR,e

p

under the formv = ϕ(z, u : s), v′′ = ψ(z,w′, u′′ : s) andv′j′ > ϕ′
j′(z, u

′, u′′ : s),
with ϕ beingC2,α and withψ beingC2,α−0 with respect to all variables and both
vanishing to second order at the origin.

Let σ ∈ Re, |σ| < σ1, be a small parameter of translation along thev′-
coordinate space. To the generic submanifoldΨs(Me

p), we attach the family of
discs

Ãε,s,σ(ζ) =
(
0,W ′

ε,σ(ζ), U
′′
ε,s,σ(ζ) + i V ′′

ε,s,σ(ζ)
)
,

where

W ′
ε,σ(ζ) =

(
i σ1 + i ε (1 − ζ), . . . , i σe + i ε (1 − ζ)

)
,
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and where
{
Ũ ′′
ε,s,σ(e

i θ) = −T1

[
ψ
(
0, i σ + i ε(1 − ·), Ũ ′′

ε,s,σ(·) : s
)]

(ei θ),

Ṽ ′′
ε,s,σ(e

i θ) = T1

[
Ũ ′′
ε,s,σ

]
(ei θ).

By means of elementary computations involving Taylor’s formula, we may verify
that for all σ ∈ Re with 0 < σj′ 6 σ1, j′ = 1, . . . , e, and alls ∈ R2m+d,
|s| < s1, the disc boundarỹAε,s,σ(∂∆) is contained in{v′j′ > ϕ′

j′(z, u
′, u′′ :

s), j′ = 1, . . . , e}.
Coming back to the old system of coordinates, it follows thatthe family of

discsAε,s,σ := Ψ−1
s ◦ Ãε,s,σ has base pointAε,s,σ(1) covering a neighborhood of

p in the CR-wedgeWCR,e
p , ass andσ vary. Since its exit vector is not tangent to

M1
p atp, this family of discs covers a(2m + d + 1 + e)-dimensional CR-wedge

W̃CR,1+e
p of edgeM atp.
The proofs of the proposition and of Theorem 3.8 are complete. �

4.11. Wedgelike domains.On a globally minimalM , at every pointp ∈ M , we
have constructed a local wedgeWp by gluing deformations of discs. It may well
happen that at a pointp that belongs to the edges of two different wedgesWq′ and
Wq′′ , the wedges have empty intersection inCn (imagine two thin opposite cones
having vertex at0 ∈ R2). Fortunately, by means of the translation trick presented
in §4.5 (cf. the diagram), we can fill in the space in between. Achieving this
systematically, by a sort of gluing-shrinking processus, we obtain some connected
open setW attached toM containing possibly smaller wedgesW ′

p ⊂ Wp at every
point.

To set-up a useful definition, by awedgelike domainW attached toM we
mean aconnectedopen set that contains a local wedge of edgeM at every point.
Geometrically speaking, the requirement of connectednessprevents jumps of the
directions of local wedges in the normal bundleTCn|M/TM .

We may finally conclude this section by the formulation of a statement that is
the very starting point of the study of removable singularities for CR functions
([MP1998, MP1999, MP2000, MP2002, MP2006a]).

Theorem 4.12. ([Me1997, MP1999])If M is a globally minimalC2,α generic
submanifold ofCn, there exists a wedgelike domainW attached toM such that
every continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(M) possesses a holomorphic extension
F ∈ O(W) ∩ C0(M ∪W) withF |M = f .

Its Lp version deserves special attention. LetW be a wedgelike domain at-
tached toM . A holomorphic functionF ∈ O(W) is said tobelong to the Hardy
spaceHp

loc(W) if, for everyp ∈M , for every local coordinate system centered at
p in whichM is given byv = ϕ(x, y, u), for every local wedge of edgeM at p
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contained inW of the form

W = W(ρ, σ,C) :=
{
(x+ iy, u+ iv) ∈ ∆m

ρ × �
d
ρ × i�d

σ :

v − ϕ(x, y, u) ∈ C
}
,

as defined in§4.29(III), for every coneC ′ ⊂ Rd with C ′ ∩ Sd−1 ⊂⊂ C ∩ Sd−1

and for everyρ′ < ρ, the supremum:

sup
θ′∈C′

∫

∆m
ρ′
×�d

ρ′

∣∣F
(
x+ iy, u+ iϕ(x, y, u) + iθ′

)∣∣p dx ∧ dy ∧ du < ∞

is finite. An adaptation of the proof of the preceding theoremyields itsLp version.

Theorem 4.13. ([Po1997, Po2000])If M is a globally minimalC2,α generic sub-
manifold ofCn, there exists a wedgelike domainW attached toM such that every
functionf ∈ Lp

loc,CR, 1 6 p 6 ∞, possesses a Hardy space holomorphic exten-
sionF ∈ H

p
loc(W).

To conclude, we would like to mention that arguments similarto those of The-
orem 4.12 yield a mild generalization, worth to be mentioned: the CR extension
theory is valid forC2,α CR manifolds that are only locally embeddable.

However, for concreteness reasons, we preferred to set up the theory in a glob-
ally embedded context. In the remainder of the memoir, not toenter superficial
corollaries, we will formulate all our results under the paradigmatic assumption of
global minimality. Thus,Theorems 4.12 and 4.13 will be our basic main starting
point.

The two monographs [Trv1992, BCH2005] deal not only with embedded struc-
tures but also with locally integrable structures. Nevertheless, most topics exposed
here are not yet embraced in a comprehensive theory (cf. §3.29(III)). So it is an
open direction of research to transfer the theory of holomorphic extension of CR
functions (including removable singularities) to locallyintegrable structures.
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VI: Removable singularities
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[7 diagrams]

Removable singularities for general linear partial differential operatorsP =∑
β∈Nm aβ(x) ∂

β
x on domainsΩ ⊂ Rn having orderm > 1 and C∞ coeffi-

cients have been studied by Harvey and Polking (1970) in a general setting. As-
sumptions of metrical thinness of singularities, in the sense of Minkowski content
or of Hausdorff measure, insure automatic removability. For instance, relatively
closed setsC ⊂ Ω whose(n − m)-dimensional Hausdorff measure is null are
(P,L∞

loc)-removable. For structural reasons, these general results(valid whatever
the structure of the operator) necessitate a control of growth when dealing with
L1
loc-removability. In addition, whenP is an embedded complex-tangential op-

erator, this approach does not convey to the adequate results, because removable
singularities for holomorphic or CR functions must take advantage of automatic
extension to larger sets.

Since almost two decades, thanks to the impulse of Stout, removable singulari-
ties have attracted much attention in several complex variables. A natural question
is whether the Hartogs-Bochner extension Theorem 1.9(V) holds when consider-
ing CR functions that are defined only in the complement∂Ω\K of some compact
setK ⊂ ∂Ω of a connected smooth boundary∂Ω ⊂ Cn. In complex dimension
n = 2, Stout showed that the answer is positiveif and only if K is convex with
respect to the space of functions that are holomorphic in a neighborhood ofΩ. In
complex dimensionn > 3, a complete cohomological characterization of differ-
ent nature was obtained by Lupacciolu (1994).

In another direction, by means of the above-cited global continuity principle,
Jöricke (1995) generalized Stout’s theorem to weakly pseudoconvex domains. Re-
cently, Jöricke and the second author were able to remove the pseudoconvexity as-
sumption by applying purely geometrical constructions without integral formulas,
controlling uniqueness of the extension (monodromy) by finearguments.

Within the general framework of CR extension theory (exposed in Part V), the
study of removable singularities has been endeavoured by J¨oricke in the hypersur-
face case since 1988, and after by the two authors in arbitrary codimension since
1995. The notions of CR-,W- andLp-removability, although different, may be
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shown to be essentially equivalent, thanks to technical deformation arguments.
All the surveyed results hold inLp

loc with 1 6 p 6 ∞, including p = 1 and
without any growth assumption near the singularity. On a generic globally min-
imal C2,α generic submanifoldM of Cn, closed setsC ⊂ M having vanishing
(dimM − 2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure are CR-,W- andLp-removable.
As an application, CR meromorphic functions defined on an everywhere locally
minimalM do extend meromorphically to a wedgelike domain attached toM .

In conjunction with the Harvey-Lawson complex Plateau theorem, singulari-
tiesC that area priori contained in a2-codimensionalC2,α submanifoldN of a
strongly pseudoconvexC2,α boundary∂Ω ⊂ Cn (n > 3) are shown by Jöricke to
benot removableif and only if N is a maximally complex cycle. The condition
thatN be somewhere generic was shown by the two authors to be sufficient for
its removability in arbitrary codimension.

Concerning more massive singularities, a compact subsetK of a one-
codimensional submanifoldM1 ⊂ ∂Ω ⊂ Cn is CR-, W- andLp-removable
provided the CR dimension of∂Ω is > 2 (viz. n > 3) and providedK does
not contain any CR orbit ofM1 (Jöricke, 1999). The second author generalized
this theorem to higher codimension, assuming thatM is globally minimal of
CR dimensionm > 2. The main geometric argument (calledsweeping out by
wedges) being available only in CR dimensionm > 2, the more delicate case of
CR dimensionm = 1 is studied extensively in the research article [MP2006a],
placed in direct continuation to this survey.

§1. REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES FOR

LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

1.1. Hausdorff measure.LetM be aC1 abstract manifold of dimensionn > 1
equipped with some Riemannian metric. Forℓ ∈ R with 0 6 ℓ 6 n, we remind
([Ch1989]) the definition of the notion ofℓ-dimensional Hausdorff measureHℓ on
M , that generalizes the notion of integer dimension of submanifolds.

If C ⊂M is an arbitrary subset and ifδ > 0 is small, we define

Hℓδ(C) = inf





∞∑

j=1

rℓj : C is covered by geodesic ballsBj of radiusrj 6 δ



 .

Clearly,Hℓδ(C) 6 Hℓδ′(C), for δ′ 6 δ, so the limitHℓ(C) = lim
δ→0+

Hℓδ(C) exists in

[0,∞]. This limit is called theℓ-dimensional Hausdorff measureof C. The value
of Hℓ(C) depends on the choice of a metric, but the two propertiesHℓ(C) = 0
and Hℓ(C) = ∞ are independent. The most significant property is that there
exists a critical exponentℓC > 0, called theHausdorff dimensionof C, such that
Hℓ(C) = ∞ for all ℓ < ℓC and such thatHℓ(C) = 0 for all ℓ > ℓC . Then the
valueHℓC (C) may be arbitrary in[0,∞].
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Proposition 1.2. ([Fe1969, Ch1989])The following properties hold true:

(1) H0(C) = Card(C);

(2) Hn(C) coincides with the outer Lebesgue measure ofC ⊂M ;

(3) a C1 submanifoldN ⊂M has Hausdorff dimensionℓN = dimN ;

(4) if Hn−1(C) = 0, thenM\C is locally connected;

(5) if f : M → N is a C1 map and ifC ⊂ M satisfiesHℓ(C) = 0 for some
ℓ > dimN , then for almost everyq ∈ N , it holds thatHℓ−dimN (C ∩
f−1(q)) = 0.

(6) Hℓ(C) = 0 if and only ifHℓ(K) = 0 for each compact setK ⊂ C.

1.3. Metrically thin singularities of linear partial diffe rential operators. Let
Ω be a domain inRn, wheren > 1. We shall denote the Lebesgue measure by
Hn. Consider a class ofF(Ω) of distributions defined onΩ, for instanceLp

loc(Ω),
Cκ,α(Ω) (κ ∈ N, 0 6 α 6 1) or C∞(Ω). Consider a linear partial differential
operator

P = P (x, ∂x) =
∑

β∈Nn, |β|6m
aβ(x) ∂

β
x

of orderm > 1, defined inΩ and havingC∞ coefficientsaβ(x).

Definition 1.4. A relatively closed subsetC of Ω is called(P,F)-removableif
everyf ∈ F(Ω) satisfyingPf = 0 in Ω\C does satisfyPf = 0 in all of Ω, in
the sense of distributions.

For instance, according to the classicalRiemann removability theorem, discrete
subsets{pk}k∈N of a domainΩ in C are(∂,L∞)-removable. In fact, since every
distribution solution of∂ is holomorphic (hypoellipticity), functions extend to be
true holomorphic functions in a neighborhood of eachpk. The Riemann remov-
ability theorem also holds under the weaker assumption thatf ∈ O(Ω\{pk}k∈N)
satisfiesf(z − pk) = o(|z − pk|−1) asz approachespk.

In several complex variables, the classicalRiemann removability theoremmay
be stated as follows.

Theorem 1.5. ([Ch1989])LetΣ be a complex analytic subset ofΩ. Holomorphic
functions inΩ\Σ extend uniquely throughΣ either if dimC Σ 6 n − 2 or if
dimC Σ = n− 1 and they belong toL∞

loc(Ω).

The second case also holds true for functions that belong toL2
loc(Ω). The

proofs are elementary and short: in one or several complex variables, everything
comes down to observing that1

z is a trueO( 1
|z|) nearz = 0 and does not belong

toL2
loc.

These preliminary statements are superseded by more general removability the-
orems, exposed in [HP1970], that we shall now restitute. Some of the (elemen-
tary) proofs will be surveyed to give the flavour of the arguments.
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In 1956, S. Bochner ([Bo1956, HP1970]) established remarkable removability
theorems, valid for general linear differential operatorsP , in which the metrical
conditions on the size of the singularityC depend only on the orderm of P . Some
preliminary material is needed.

Lemma 1.6. Let K ⊂ Rn be a compact set. For everyε > 0, there exists a
functionϕε ∈ C∞

c (Rn) withϕε ≡ 1 in a neighborhood ofK and withsuppϕε ⊂
Kε such that|∂βxϕε(x)| 6 Cβ ε

−|β| for all x ∈ Rn and allβ ∈ Nn.

Proof. Denote by1B(·) the characteristic function of a setB ⊂ Rn. It suffices
to define the (rescaled) convolution integralϕε(x) := ε−n

∫
Rn 1Kε/2

(y)ψ((x −
y)/ε) dy, whereψ ∈ C∞

c (Rn) has support contained in{|x| 6 1/3} and satisfies∫
ψ(y) dy = 1. �

It may happen thatC is not (P,F)-removable, whereasC is removable for
some individual functionf ∈ F(Ω) satisfying certain supplementary conditions.
In this case, we shall say thatC is anillusory singularityof f .

Theorem 1.7. ([Bo1956, HP1970])Let f ∈ L1
loc(Ω). If, for each compact set

K ⊂ C, we have
lim inf
ε→0+

[
ε−m ||f 1Kε ||L1

]
= 0,

thenC is an illusory singularity off .

Whenever the integral is meaningful, for instance iff ∈ L1
loc(Ω) andϕ ∈

C∞
c (Ω), we define(f, ϕ) :=

∫
Ω f ϕ, where the integral is computed with respect

to the Lebesgue measure. Theformal adjointof P , denoted bytP , satisfies the
relations(Pϕ,ψ) =

(
ϕ, tPψ

)
for all ϕ, ψ ∈ C∞

c (Ω), and these relations define it
uniquely as

tP (ϕ) :=
∑

|β|6m
(−1)|β| ∂βx (aβ ϕ).

Proof of Theorem 1.7.LetK := (suppϕ) ∩ C and letϕε be the family of func-
tions constructed in Lemma 1.6. SincesuppPf ⊂ C, we have(Pf, ϕ) =
(Pf, ϕε ϕ) = (f, tP (ϕε ϕ)). Lemma 1.6 entails that

∣∣∣∣tP (ϕε ϕ)
∣∣∣∣
L∞ 6 C ε−m,

for some quantityC > 0 that is independent ofε. We deduce that|(Pf, ϕ)| 6

C ε−m ||f 1Kε ||L1 for all ε > 0. Thanks to the main assumption, this implies that
(Pf, ϕ) = 0. �

If p ∈ R with 1 6 p 6 ∞ is the exponent of anLp-space, we denote byp′ :=
p

p−1 ∈ [1,∞] theconjugate exponent, also defined by the relation1 = 1
p

+ 1
p′

. By

Hölder’s inequality, we have||f 1Kε ||L1 6
(
Hn(Kε)

)1/p′ ||f 1Kε ||Lp .

Corollary 1.8. Let f ∈ Lp
loc(Ω), where1 6 p 6 ∞. If, for each compact set

K ⊂ C,
lim inf
ε→0+

[(
ε−mp′Hn(Kε)

)1/p′ ||f 1Kε ||Lp

]
= 0,
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thenC is an illusory singularity off .

The next theorem translates Corollary 1.9 in terms of Hausdorff measures, a
finer concept than the Minkowski content.

Theorem 1.9. ([HP1970])(i) Let 1 < p < ∞ and assume thatn −mp′ > 0. If
Hn−mp′(K) <∞ for every compact setK ⊂ C, thenC is (P,Lp

loc)-removable.

(ii) Let p = ∞ and assume thatn − m > 0. If Hn−m(C) = 0, thenC is
(P,L∞

loc)-removable.

(iii) Let p = ∞ and assume thatn − m > 0. If, Hn−m(K) < ∞ for each
compact setK ⊂ C, thenPf is a measure supported onC, for everyf ∈ L∞

loc
satisfyingPf = 0 onΩ\C.

An application of(ii) to P = ∂ in one or several complex variables yields the
Riemann removability Theorem 2.31 below.

Proof. We survey only the proof of(i). Letϕ ∈ C∞
c (Ω) and setK := C∩suppϕ.

Lemma 1.10. ([HP1970])LetK ⊂ Rn be a compact set. Letp′ with 1 6 p′ <∞
and assumen − mp′ > 0. For everyε > 0, there existsϕε ∈ C∞

c (Rn) with
ϕε ≡ 1 in a neighborhood ofK and withsuppϕε ⊂ Kε such that for allβ ∈ Nn
with |β| 6 m, we have

∣∣∣∣∂βx ϕε
∣∣∣∣
Lp′ 6 C εm−|β|(Hn−mp′(K) + ε

)1/p′
,

whereC > 0 is independent ofε.

With such cut-off functionsϕε, sincesuppPf ⊂ C, we have(Pf, ϕ) =
(Pf, ϕε ϕ) = (f, tP (ϕε ϕ)). By Hölder’s inequality and the preceding lemma:

|(Pf, ϕ)| 6 ||f 1Kε ||Lp

∣∣∣∣tP (ϕε ϕ)
∣∣∣∣
Lp′ 6 C ||f 1Kε ||Lp

(
Hn−mp′(K) + ε

)1/p′
.

The theorem follows from

lim
ε→0+

||f 1Kε ||Lp = 0,

sinceHn(Kε) → 0 (remindHn−mp′(K) <∞). �

It seems impossible to getL1 removability without an assumption of growth.
At the opposite, in a CR context, the techniques introduced in [Jö1999b, MP1999]
that are developed in Section 5 and in [MP2006a] will exhibitL1-removability
of certain closed subsets of generic submanifolds with onlymetrico-geometric
assumptions.
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§2. REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES FOR HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS OF ONE

OR SEVERAL COMPLEX VARIABLES

2.1. Painlev́e problem, zero length and analytic capacity.The classical
Painlevé problem([Pa1888, Ah1947]) is to find metric or geometric characteri-
zations of compact setsK ⊂ C that are(∂,L∞)-removable,i.e. such that every
f ∈ O(C\K) ∩ L∞(C\K) extends holomorphically throughK.

Theorem 1.9(ii) says thatH1(K) = 0 suffices. It is also known ([Ma1984,
Pa2005]) that ifH1+ε(K) > 0 for someε > 0, thenK has positive ana-
lytic capacity (definition below) and is never(∂,L∞)-removable. Furthermore,
Garnett ([Gar1970]) constructed a self-similar Cantor compact setK ⊂ C with
0 < H1(K) < +∞ which is(∂,L∞)-removable. Consequently, Hausdorff mea-
sure is not fine enough.

Under a geometric tameness assumption a converse to the sufficiency of
H1(K) = 0 holds and is usually called the solution toDenjoy’s conjecture.

Theorem 2.2. ([Cal1977, CMM1982])A compact setK ⊂ C that is a priori
contained in a Lipschitz curve is(∂,L∞)-removableif and only if it has zero
1-dimensional Hausdorff measure.

Classically, this statement is an application of the celebrated result of Calderón,
Coifman, McIntosh and Meyer about theL2-boundedness of the Cauchy integral
on Lipschitz curves. Let us survey one of the simplified proofs ([MV1995]) which
involvesMenger curvature, a concept useful in a recent answer to Painlevé’s prob-
lem obtained in [To2003].

Let Γ :=
{
(x, y) ∈ R2 : y = ϕ(x)

}
be a (global) Lipschitz graph; here

ϕ ∈ C0,1 is locally absolutely continuous andϕ′ exists almost everywhere (a.e.)
with ||ϕ′||L∞ < +∞.

Theorem 2.3. ([Cal1977, CMM1982, MV1995])If f ∈ L2(Γ), the Cauchy prin-
cipal value integral

C0f(z) := lim
ε→0

1

2πi

∫

|ζ−z|>ε

f(ζ)

ζ − z
dζ

exists for almost everyz ∈ Γ and defines a functionC0f(z) on Γ, the Cauchy
transformof f , which belongs toL2(Γ) and satisfies in addition

||C0f ||L2(Γ) 6 C1 ||f ||L2(Γ),

for some positive constantC1 = C1

(
||ϕ′||L∞

)
.

ParametrizingΓ by ζ(t) = t+ i ϕ(t), dropping the innocuous factor1+ i ϕ′(t)
and settingz := x + i ϕ(x), one has to estimate theL2-norm of the truncated
integral

C′
ε(f)(x) :=

∫

|t−x|>ε

f(t)

ζ(t) − ζ(x)
dt,
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with a constant independent ofε. Even more, interpolation arguments reduce the
task to a single estimate of the form∫

R

∣∣C′
ε(χI)

∣∣2 6 C1 |I|,

whereC1 = C1

(
||ϕ′||L∞

)
and whereχI is the characteristic function of an interval

I ⊂ R of length |I|. Following [MV1995], a symmetrization of the (implicitely
triple) integral

∫
I C′

ε(χI)C′
ε(χI) provides

6

∫

I

∣∣C′
ε(χI)

∣∣2 =

∫ ∫ ∫

Sε


∑

σ∈S3

1

ζ(xσ(2)) − ζ(xσ(1))

1

ζ(xσ(3)) − ζ(xσ(1))


 ·

· dx1dx2dx3 + O(|I|),
whereSε :=

{
(x, y, t) ∈ I3 : |y − x| > ε, |t− x| > ε, |t− y| > ε

}
and where

S3 is the permutation group of{1, 2, 3}.
Then a “magic” ([Po2005]) formula enters the scene:

(
4S(z1, z2, z3)

|z1 − z2| |z1 − z3| |z2 − z3|

)2

=
∑

σ∈S3

1

ζ(xσ(2)) − ζ(xσ(1))

1

ζ(xσ(3)) − ζ(xσ(1))
,

whereS(z1, z2, z3) denotes the enclosed area; the left hand side measures the
“flatness” of the triangle. This crucial formula enables oneto link rectifiability
properties to the Cauchy kernel.

Definition 2.4. TheMenger curvatureof the triple{z1, z2, z3} is the square root
of the above

c(z1, z2, z3) :=
4S(z1, z2, z3)

|z1 − z2| |z1 − z3| |z2 − z3|
;

one setsc := 0 if the points are aligned. One also verifies thatc(z1, z2, z3) =
1/R(z1, z2, z3), whereR is the radius of the circumbscribed circle.

Thanks to the nice formula and to the basic inequality

c
(
ζ(x), ζ(y), ζ(t)

)
6 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣

ϕ(y)−ϕ(x)
y−x − ϕ(t)−ϕ(x)

t−x
|t− y|

∣∣∣∣∣∣
the previous symmetric Cauchy triple integral is transformed to an integral involv-
ing geometric Lipschitz properties ofΓ. After some computations ([MV1995]),
one gets

∫
I

∣∣C′
ε(χI)

∣∣2 6 C1

(
||ϕ′||L∞

)
· |I|.

Menger curvature also appears in a recent result, considered to be an answer to
Painlevé’s problem.

Theorem 2.5. ([To2003, Pa2005])A compact setK ⊂ C is not removable for
O(C\K)∩L∞(C\K) if and only if there exists anonzeropositive Radon measure
µ with suppµ ⊂ K such that
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• there existsC1 > 0 with µ
(
∆(z, ρ)

)
6 C1 ρ for everyz ∈ C andρ > 0;

•
∫ ∫ ∫ [

c(x, y, z)
]2
dµ(x)dµ(y)dµ(z) < +∞.

The first condition concerns the size ofK; the second one is of quantitative-
geometric nature.

We conclude by mentioning a classical functional characterization due to
Ahlfors, usually considered to be only a reformulation of Painlevé’s problem,
but which has already found generalizations in locally integrable structures (§2.16
below). Theanalytic capacityof a compact setK ⊂ C is21

an-cap(K) := sup
{
|f ′(∞)| : f ∈ H∞(C\K), ||f ||L∞ 6 1

}
,

whereH∞(C\K) denotes the space of bounded holomorphic functions defined
in C\K (or defined in the complement ofK in the Riemann sphereC ∪ {∞},
because{∞} is removable).

Theorem 2.6. ([Ah1947, Ma1984, HT1997])A compact setK ⊂ C is removable
for O(C\K) ∩ L∞(C\K) if and only ifan-cap(K) = 0.

2.7. Rad́o-type theorems. A classical theorem due to Radó ([Ra1924, Stu1968,
RS1989, Ch1994]) asserts that a continuous functionf defined in a domainΩ ⊂ C
that is holomorphic outside its zero-setf−1(0) is in fact holomorphic everywhere.
By a separate holomorphicity argument, this statement extends directly to several
complex variables. In [Stu1993], it is shown thatf−1(0) may be replaced by
f−1(E), whereE ⊂ C is compact and has null analytic capacity. In [RS1989],
it is shown that a continuous function defined in a strongly pseudoconvexC2 hy-
persurfaceM ⊂ Cn (n > 2) that is CR outside its zero-set is CR everywhere;
a thin subset of weakly pseudoconvex points is allowed, but the case of general
hypersurfaces is not covered. In [Al1993], it is shown that closed setsf−1(E)
are removable in the same situation, wehereE ⊂ C is a closed polar set, viz.
E ⊂ {u = −∞} for some subharmonic functionu 6≡ −∞. Chirka strength-
ens these results in the following theorem, where no assumption is made on the
geometry of the hypersurface.

Remind ([Ch1989, De1997]) thatE ⊂ Cm is calledcomplete pluripolarif
E = {ϕ = −∞} for some plurisubharmonic functionϕ 6≡ −∞ onCm.

Theorem 2.8. ([Ch1994])LetM ⊂ Cn (n > 2) be hypersurface that is a local
Lipschitz(C0,1) graph at every point, letC be a closed subset ofM and letf :
M\C → Cm\E be a continuous mapping satisfying||f ||C0(M\C) < ∞ such that
the set of limit values off fromM\C up toC is contained in a closed complete

21If ||f ||L∞ 6 1, settingg(z) :=
[
f(∞)−f(z)

]/[
1−f(∞) f(z)

]
, we haveg(∞) = 0,

||g||L∞ 6 1 and|g′(∞)| = |f ′(∞)|
/(

1−|f(∞)|2
)

> |f ′(∞)|, so that in the definition of
analytic capacity, we may restrict to take the supremum overfunctionsg ∈ H∞(C\K)
with ||g||L∞ 6 1 andg(∞) = 0.
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pluripolar setE ⊂ Cm (m > 1). Then the trivial extensioñf of f to C defined
by f̃ := 0 onC is a CR mapping of classL∞ on the whole ofM .

In higher codimension, nothing is known.

Open question 2.9.LetM ⊂ Cn (n > 3) be a generic submanifold of codimen-
siond > 2 and of CR dimensionm > 1 that is at leastC1. Letf ∈ C0(M) that is
CR outside its zero-setf−1(0). Is f CR everywhere ?

Remind that condition(P) (Definition 3.5(III)) for a linear partial differential
operatorP of principal type assures local solvability of the equations Pf = g.
Remind also that nowhere vanishing vector fields are of principal type.

Theorem 2.10. ([HT1993]) Let Ω ⊂ Rn (n > 2) be a domain and letL be a
nowhere vanishing vector field onΩ havingC∞ complex-valued coefficients and
satisfying condition(P) of Nirenberg-Treves. Iff ∈ C0(Ω) satisfiesLf = 0 in
Ω\f−1(0) in the sense of distributions, thenf is a weak solution ofLf = 0 all
overΩ.

2.11. Capacity and partial differential operators having constant coefficients.
The preceding results admit partial generalizations to vector field systems. Let
Ω ⊂ Rn be an open set and letP = P (∂x) =

∑
β∈Nn aβ ∂

β
x be a linear partial

differential operator havingconstant coefficientsaβ ∈ C. By a theorem due to
Malgrange, Ehrenpreis and Palamodov ([Hö1963]), such aP always admits a
fundamental solution, namely there exists a distributionE ∈ D′(Rn) such that
P (∂x)E = δ0 is the Dirac measure at the origin.

Let F ⊂ D′(Ω) be a Banach space,e.g. F = Lp(Ω) with 1 6 p 6 ∞, or
F = L∞(Ω) ∩ C0(Ω), orF = C0,α(Ω) with 0 < α 6 1.

Definition 2.12. For each relatively closed setC ⊂ Ω, theF-capacity ofC with
respect toP is

F-capP (C, ∂Ω) := sup
{∣∣(Pf,1Ω)

∣∣ : f ∈ F , ||f ||F 6 1, supp (Pf) ⋐ C
}
.

If a closed setC ⊂ Ω is (P,F)-removable, by definitionPf = 0 everywhere,
henceF-CapP (C,Ω) = 0. The following theorem establishes the converse for
a wide class of differential operators having constant coefficients. Forβ ∈ Nn,
denote byQ(β)(x) := ∂βx Q(x) theβ-th partial derivative of a polynomialQ(x) ∈
R[x].

Theorem 2.13.([HP1972])Assume thatP possesses a fundamental solutionE ∈
D′(Rn) such thatP (β)(∂x)E is a regular Borel measure onRn for everyβ ∈ Nn.
Let Ω ⋐ Rn be a bounded domain and letC ⊂ Ω be a relatively closed subset.
Then

• C is (P,Lp
loc)-removable,1 < p 6 ∞, if and only ifLp-capP (C,Ω) = 0;

• C is (P,L∞C0)-removable if and only ifL∞C0-capP (C,Ω) = 0;
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• C is (P, C0,α)-removable,0 < α 6 1, if and only ifC0,α-capP (C,Ω) =
0.

This hypothesis aboutP is satisfied by elliptic, semi-elliptic, and parabolic
operators and also by the wave operator inR2 ([HP1972]). The theorem (whose
proof is rather short) also holds true ifP = P (x, ∂x) has real analytic coefficients
and admits a fundamental solutionE such thatP (β)E is a regular Borel measure
for everyβ ∈ Nn. But it is void inL1.

Theorem 2.14. ([HP1972])There is aunique function, called acapacitary ex-
tremal, f cap ∈ Lp(Ω) with ||f cap||Lp 6 1 and Pf cap = 0 in Ω\K such that(
Pf cap,1Ω

)
= Lp-capP (K,Ω).

We observe that the definition ofLp-capP (K,Ω) is inspired from Ahlfors’
notion of analytic capacity and we mention that the capacitary extremalf cap is
linked to the Riemann uniformization theorem.

Example 2.15. In fact, withΩ = C andP = ∂/∂z̄ =: ∂, theL∞-capacity of a
compact setK ⊂ Cwith respect to∂ may be shown to be equal, up to the constant
π, to the analytic capacity ofK, namely

L∞-cap∂(K,C) = π an-cap(K).

Indeed, lettingf ∈ L∞(C), assuming that∂f is supported byK, choosing a
big open discD ⋐ C containingK, integrating by parts (Riemann-Green) and
performing the change of variablesw := 1/z, we may compute
(
∂f,1C

)
=
(
∂f,1D

)
=

1

2i

∫ ∫

D

∂f

∂z̄
dz̄ ∧ dz =

1

2i

∫

∂D
f(z) dz = π f ′(∞).

Remind (footnote) that in the definition ofan-cap(K) given in §2.1, one may
assume thatf(∞) = 0. If in addition the complement ofK in the Riemann
sphereC ∪ {∞} is simply connected, the unique solutionf cap of

(
∂f cap,1C

)
=

L∞-cap∂(K,C) asserted by Theorem 2.14, viz. the unique solution of the ex-
tremal problem

sup
{
|f ′(∞)| : f ∈ L∞(C), ∂f/∂z̄ = 0 in C\K, f(∞) = 0 and||f ||L∞ 6 1

}

is the (unique) Riemann uniformization mapf cap :
(
C ∪ {∞}

)
\K → ∆ satisfy-

ing f cap(∞) = 0 and∂zf cap(∞) > 0.

2.16. Removable singularities of locally solvable vector fields. Let

S(Rn) :=
{
f ∈ C∞(Rn) : lim

|x|→∞

∣∣xα∂βxf(x)
∣∣ = 0, ∀α, β ∈ Nn

}

be the space ofC∞ functions defined inRn and having tempered growth. As is
known ([Hö1963]), the Fourier transform

Ff(ξ) :=

∫

Rn

e−2π i〈x,ξ〉 f(x) dx, f ∈ S(Rn),
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〈x, ξ〉 :=
∑n

k=1 xk ξk, is an automorphism ofS(Rn) having as inverse

F−1f(ξ) :=

∫

Rn

e2π i〈x,ξ〉 f(x) dx = Ff(−ξ).

Equipping S(Rn) with the countable family of semi-normspα,β(f) :=

supx∈Rn

∣∣xα∂βxf(x)
∣∣, the spaceS ′(Rn) of tempered distributionsconsists of

linear functionalsT on S(Rn) that are continuous, viz. there existsC > 0 and
α, β ∈ Nn such that

∣∣〈T, f〉
∣∣ 6 C pα,β(f) for everyf ∈ S(Rn).

For p ∈ R with 1 6 p 6 ∞ and forσ ∈ R, we remind the definition of the
Sobolev space

Lp
σ(R

n) :=
{

T ∈ S ′(Rn) : ||T||Lp
σ

:=
∣∣∣∣Λ−σ T

∣∣∣∣
Lp <∞

}
,

whereΛ−σ T(x) := F−1
[
(1 + |ξ|2)−σ/2 F T(ξ)

]
(x). Forσ = κ ∈ N andp in the

range1 < p < ∞, the spaceLp
κ(Rn) is exactly the subspace of functionsu ∈

Lp(Rn) whose partial derivatives of order6 κ (in the distributional sense) belong
toLp(Rn). This space is equivalently normed by||u||Lp

κ
:=
∑

|β|6κ
∣∣∣∣∂βxu

∣∣∣∣
Lp .

Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain and letP = P (x, ∂x) =
∑

|β|6m aβ(x) ∂
β
x be a

linear partial differential operator of orderm > 1 defined inΩ and havingC∞

coefficientsaβ(x).

Definition 2.17. We say thatP is locally solvable inLp with one loss of derivative
if every point p ∈ Ω has an open neighborhoodUp ⊂ Ω such that for every
compactly supportedT ∈ Lp

σ(Up), the equationPS = T has a solutionS ∈
Lp
σ+m−1(Up).

Theorem 2.18. ([BeFe1973, HP1996])LetL be a nowhere vanishing vector field
havingC∞ coefficients in a domainΩ ⊂ Rn (n > 2) and assume thatL satisfies
condition (P) of Nirenberg-Treves. Then for everyp ∈ R with 1 < p < ∞, the
operatorL is locally solvable inLp with loss of one derivative.

Example 2.19. As discovered in [HT1996], local solvability fails to hold in L∞

for the (locally solvable) vector field∂∂x − i
x2 e

−1/|x| ∂
∂y satisfying(P) onR2.

Removable singularities for vector fields inLp have been studied in [HT1996,
HT1997]. Because of the example, results inLp with 1 < p < ∞ differ from
results inL∞.

Definition 2.20. A relatively closed setC ⊂ Ω of an open setΩ ⊂ Rn is
everywhere(P,Lp)-removable if for every open subsetU ⊂ Ω and for every
f ∈ Lp(U) satisfyingPf = 0 in U\C, thenf also satisfiesPf = 0 in all of U .

Theorem 2.21. ([HT1996, HT1997])LetL be a nowhere vanishing vector field
havingC∞ coefficients in an open subsetΩ ⊂ Rn (n > 2) and assume thatL
satisfies condition(P). Letp ∈ R with 1 < p < ∞. Then a relatively closed set
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C ⊂ Ω is everywhere(L,Lp)-removableif and only if there is an open covering
ofC by open setsΩj, j ∈ J , such that

Lp-capL
(
C ∩ Ωj ,Ωj

)
= 0,

for everyj ∈ J .

In L∞, when trying to perform the proof of this theorem, local solvability of
positive multiples ofL is technically needed. Observing thatPf = 0 is equiva-
lent to eψPf = 0, the following notion appeared to be appropriate to deal with
(L,L∞)-removability.

Definition 2.22. ([HT1996, HT1997]) Thefull L∞-capacityof a relatively closed
setC ⊂ Ω with respect toL is

full-L∞-capL(C,Ω) := sup
L̃

{
L∞-capL̃(C,Ω)

}
,

where the supremum is taken over all vector fieldsL̃ = eψ L with ψ ∈ C∞(Ω)
satisfyingsupΩ

∣∣∂αxψ(x)
∣∣ 6 1 for |α| 6 1.

By a fine analysis of the degeneracies ofL and of the structure of the Suss-
mann orbits of

{
ReL, ImL

}
, Hounie-Tavares were able to substantially gener-

alize Ahlfors’ characterization.

Theorem 2.23.([HT1996, HT1997])A relatively closed setC ⊂ Ω is everywhere
(L,L∞)-removableif and only if there is an open covering ofC by open setsΩj ,
j ∈ J , such that

full-L∞-capL(C ∩ Ωj,Ωj) = 0,

for everyj ∈ J .

On orbits of dimension one,L behaves as a multiple of a real vector field (one-
dimensional behavior); on orbits of dimension two,L has the behavior of∂ on
a Riemann surfaceΣ ⊂ O, but on the complementO\Σ which is a union of
curves with different endpoints along whichReL andImL are both tangent (de-
generacy),L behaves again as a multiple of a real vector field (one-dimensional
behavior). As shown in [HT1996] (main Theorem 7.3 there) a relatively closed
setC ⊂ Ω is everywhere removable if and only ifC does not disconnect almost
every curve on whichL has one-dimensional behavior and furthermore, the inter-
section ofC with almost every (reduced) orbit of dimension two has zero analytic
capacity for its natural holomorphic structure.

Open problem 2.24. Study removability of aC∞ locally integrable involutive
structure of rankλ > 2 in terms of analytic capacity.
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2.25. Cartan-Thullen argument and a local continuity principle. The Behnke-
SommerKontinuitätssatz, aliasContinuity Principle, states informally as follows
([Sh1990]). Let(Σν)ν∈N be a sequence of complex manifolds with boundary
∂Σν contained in a domainΩ of Cn. If Σν converges to a setΣ∞ ⊂ Ω and
if ∂Σ∞ is contained inΩ, then every holomorphic functionf ∈ O(Ω) extends
holomorphically to a neighborhood of the setΣ∞ in Cn. The geometries of the
Σν and ofΣ∞ have to satisfy certain assumptions in order that the statement be
correct; in addition, monodromy questions have to be considered carefully. For
applications to removable singularities in [MP2006a], therigorous Theorem 2.27
below is formulated, with theΣν being embedded analytic discs.

We denote byz = (z1, . . . , zn) the complex coordinates onCn and by|z| =
max16i6n |zi| the polydisc norm. IfE ⊂ Cn is an arbitrary subset, forρ > 0, we
denote by

Vρ(E) :=
⋃

p∈E
{z ∈ Cn : |z − p| < ρ}

the union of all open polydiscs of radiusρ centered at points ofE.

Lemma 2.26. ([Me1997])LetΩ be a nonempty domain ofCn and letA : ∆ → Ω,
A ∈ O(∆) ∩ C1(∆), be an analytic disc contained inΩ having the property that
there exist two constantsc andC with 0 < c < C such that

c |ζ2 − ζ1| < |A(ζ2) −A(ζ1)| < C|ζ2 − ζ1|,
for all distinct pointsζ1, ζ2 ∈ ∆. Set

ρ := inf
{
|z −A(ζ)| : z ∈ ∂Ω, ζ ∈ ∂∆

}
,

namelyρ is the polydisc distance betweenA(∂∆) and∂Ω, and setσ := ρ c/2C.
Then for every holomorphic functionf ∈ O(Ω), there exists a holomorphic func-
tion F ∈ O

(
Vσ(A(∆))

)
such thatF = f onVσ

(
A(∂∆)

)
.
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A(∂∆)Cn

Ω

Cn

Vσ
(
A(∆)

)

Continuity principle

Ω

A(∆)
As(∂∆)

Vσ
(
As(∆)

)

The inequalities involvingc andC are satisfied for instance whenA is C1

embedding of∆ into Ω. WhereasA(∆) is contained inΩ, the neighborhood
Vσ(A(∆)) is allowed to go beyond. We do not claim that the two functions
f ∈ O(Ω) andF ∈ O

(
Vσ(A(∆))

)
stick together as a holomorphic function
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globally defined inΩ ∪ Vσ(A(∆)). In fact, Ω ∩ Vσ(A(∆)) may have several
connected components.

���������������
���������������
���������������

���������������
���������������
���������������

����������������
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����������������
����������������

Cn Cn

The intersectionΩ ∩ Vσ(A(∆)) may be not connected

Ω Ω Ω

Ω

Vσ(A(∆))

Ω Ω

Vσ(A(∆))

Ω

ΩΩ

In the geometric situations we encounter in [Me1997, MP1999, MP2002,
MP2006a], after shrinkingΩ somehow slightly to some subdomainΩ′, we shall
be able to insure that the intersectionΩ′ ∩ Vσ(A(∆)) is connected and that the
unionΩ′ ∪ Vσ(A(∆)) is still significantly “bigger” thanΩ.

Proof of Lemma 2.26.Let f ∈ O(Ω). For ζ ∈ ∆ arbitrary, we consider the
locally converging Taylor series

∑
α∈Nn fα (z−A(ζ))α of f atA(ζ). Forρ′ with

0 < ρ′ < ρ arbitrarily close toρ, sinceVρ′(A(∂∆)) ⋐ Ω, the quantity

Mρ′(f) := sup
{
|f(z)| : z ∈ Vρ′(A(∂∆))

}
<∞,

is finite (it may explode asρ′ → ρ). Thus, Cauchy’s inequality on a polydisc of
radiusρ′ centered at an arbitrary pointA(ei θ) of ∂∆ yields

1

α!

∣∣∣∣∣
∂|α|f
∂zα

(
A(ei θ)

)
∣∣∣∣∣ 6

Mρ′(f)

ρ′α
,

uniformly for all ei θ ∈ ∂∆. Then the maximum principle applied to the function

ζ 7→ ∂|α|f
∂zα (A(ζ)) holomorphic in∆ provides the crucial inequalities (Cartan-

Thullen argument):

|fα| =
1

α!

∣∣∣∣∣
∂|α|f
∂zα

(
A(ζ)

)
∣∣∣∣∣ 6

1

α!
sup

ei θ∈∂∆

∣∣∣∣∣
∂|α|f
∂zα

(
A(ei θ)

)
∣∣∣∣∣

6
Mρ′(f)

ρ′α
.

Consequently, the Taylor series off converges normally in the polydisc∆n
ρ (A(ζ))

of centerA(ζ) and of radiusρ, this being true for everyA(ζ) ∈ A(∆). These
series define a collection of holomorphic functionsFA(ζ),ρ ∈ O(∆n

ρ (A(ζ)))

parametrized byζ ∈ ∆. We claim that the restrictions of all these functions
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to the smaller polydiscs∆n
σ(A(ζ)) stick together in a well defined holomorphic

functionF ∈ O
(
Vσ(A(∆))

)
.

Indeed, assume that two distinct pointsζ1, ζ2 ∈ ∆ are such that the intersection
of the two small polydiscs∆n

σ(A(ζ1)) ∩ ∆n
σ(A(ζ2)) is nonempty, so|A(ζ2) −

A(ζ1)| < 2σ. It follows that for everyζ belonging to the segment[ζ1, ζ2], we
have:

|ζ − ζ1| 6 |ζ2 − ζ1| < |A(ζ2) −A(ζ1)|/c < 2σ/c

whence
|A(ζ) −A(ζ1)| < C|ζ − ζ1| < 2Cσ/c = ρ.

This means that the curved segmentA([ζ1, ζ2]) is contained in the connected
intersection of the two large polydiscs∆n

ρ (A(ζ1)) ∩ ∆n
ρ (A(ζ2)). In a small

neighborhood ofA(ζ1) and ofA(ζ2), the two holomorphic functionsFA(ζ1),ρ

andFA(ζ2),ρ coincide withf by construction. Thanks to the principle of ana-
lytic continuation, it follows that they even coincide withf in a thin connected
neighborhood of the segmentA([ζ1, ζ2]). Again thanks to the principle of an-
alytic continuation,FA(ζ1),ρ andFA(ζ2),ρ coincide in the connected intersection
∆n
ρ (A(ζ1)) ∩ ∆n

ρ(A(ζ2)). It follows that they stick together to provide a well
defined functionFA(ζ1),A(ζ2),ρ that is holomorphic in∆n

ρ (A(ζ1)) ∪ ∆n
ρ (A(ζ2)).

In conclusion, the restrictionFA(ζ1),A(ζ2),ρ

∣∣
∆σ(A(ζ1))∪∆σ(A(ζ2))

is holomorphic in

the union of the two small polydiscs∆σ(A(ζ1)) ∪ ∆σ(A(ζ2)), whenever the
intersection∆σ(A(ζ1)) ∩ ∆σ(A(ζ2)) is nonempty. This proves that all the re-
strictionsFA(ζ),ρ

∣∣
∆n

σ(A(ζ))
stick together in a well defined holomorphic function

F ∈ O
(
Vσ(A(∆))

)
. �

In the next theorem (a localcontinuity principle often used in [Me1997,
MP1999, MP2002, MP2006a]),A1(∆) ⊂ Ω, but contrary to Lemma 2.26,As(∆)
may well be not contained inΩ for s < 1; nevertheless, the boundariesAs(∂∆)
must always stay inΩ.

Theorem 2.27.([Me1997]) LetΩ be a nonempty domain inCn and letAs : ∆ →
Cn, As ∈ O(∆) ∩ C1(∆), be a one-parameter family of analytic discs, where
s ∈ [0, 1]. Assume that there exist two constantscs andCs with 0 < cs < Cs such
that

cs |ζ2 − ζ1| < |A(ζ2) −A(ζ1)| < Cs |ζ2 − ζ1|,
for all distinct pointsζ1, ζ2 ∈ ∆. Assume thatA1(∆) ⊂ Ω, set

ρs := inf
{
|z −As(ζ)| : z ∈ ∂Ω, ζ ∈ ∂∆

}
,

namelyρs is the polydisc distance betweenAs(∂∆) and ∂Ω, and setσs :=
ρscs/2Cs. Then for every holomorphic functionsf ∈ O(Ω), and for alls ∈ [0, 1],
there exist holomorphic functionsFs ∈ O

(
Vσs(As(∆))

)
such thatFs = f in

Vσs(As(∂∆)).
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Proof. Let I ⊂ [0, 1] be the connected set of reals0 such that the statement is true
for all s with s0 6 s 6 1. By Lemma 2.26, we already know that1 ∈ I. We want
to prove thatI = [0, 1]. It suffices to prove thatI is both open and closed.

The fact thatI is closed follows by “abstract nonsense”. We claim thatI is
also open. Indeed, lets0 ∈ I and lets1 < s0 be such thatAs1(∆) is contained in
Vσs0

(As0(∆)). SinceFs0 = f in Vσs0
(As0(∂∆)) and since the polydisc distance

betweenAs1(∂∆) and∂Ω is equal toρs1 , it follows as in the first part of the proof
of Lemma 2.26, that the Taylor series ofFs0 at arbitrary points of the formAs1(ζ),
ζ ∈ ∆, converges in the polydisc∆n

ρs1
(As1(ζ)). This gives holomorphic func-

tionsFA(ζ),ρs1
∈ O

(
∆n
ρs1

(As1(ζ))
)
, for everyζ ∈ ∆. Reasoning as in the second

part of the proof of Lemma 2.26, we obtain a functionFs1 ∈ O
(
Vσs1

(As1(∆))
)

with Fs1 = f in Vσs1
(As1(∂∆)). This shows thatI is open, as claimed and

completes the proof. �

2.28. Singularities as complex hypersurfaces.Let Ω ⊂ Cn (n > 2) be a do-
main. A typical elementary singularity inΩ is just the zero setZf := {f = 0} of
a holomorphic functionf ∈ O(Ω) since for instance, the functions1/fk, k > 1,
ande1/f are holomorphic inΩ\Zf and singular alongZf . BecauseC is alge-
braically closed, the closure inΩ of suchZf ’s necessarily intersects∂Ω. Early
in the twentieth century, the italian mathematicians Levi,Severi and B. Segre
([Se1932]) interpreted Hartogs’ extension theorem as saying that compact sets
K ⊂ Ω are removable, confirming the observationZf ∩ ∂Ω 6= ∅.

Definition 2.29. (i) A relatively closed subsetC of a domainΩ ⊂ Cn is called
removableif the restriction mapO(Ω) → O(Ω\C) is surjective.

(ii) Such a setC is calledlocally removableif for everyp ∈ C, there exists an
open neighborhoodUp of p in Ω such that the restriction mapO

(
(Up ∪Ω)\C

)
→

O(Ω\C) is surjective.

Under the assumption thatC is contained in a real submanifold ofΩ, the gen-
eral philosophy of removable singularities is that a set toosmall to be aZf (viz.
a complex(n − 1)-dimensional variety) is removable. The following theorem
collects five statements saying thatC is removable provided it cannot contain
any complex hypersurface ofΩ. Importantly, our submanifoldsN of Ω will al-
ways be assumed to beembedded, namely for everyp ∈ N , there exist an open
neighborhoodUp of p in Ω and a diffeomorphismψp : Up → R2n such that
ψp(N ∩ Up) = RdimN × {0}.

Theorem 2.30. Let Ω be a domain ofCn (n > 2) and letC ⊂ Ω be a relatively
closed subset. The restriction mapO(Ω) → O(Ω\C) is surjective, namelyC is
removable, under each one of the following five circumstances.

(rm1) C is contained in a connected submanifoldN ⊂ Ω of codimension> 3.

(rm2) H2n−2(C) = 0.
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(rm3) C is a relatively closed proper subset of a connectedC2 submanifold
N ⊂ Ω of codimension2.

(rm4) C = N is a connectedC2 submanifoldN ⊂ Ω that is not a complex
hypersurface ofΩ.

(rm5) C is a closed subset of a connectedC2 real hypersurfaceM1 ⊂ Ω that
does not contain any CR orbit ofM1.

In (rm1) and in(rm2), C is in fact locally removable. In(rm5), two kinds of
CR orbits coexist: those of real dimension(2n− 2), that are necessarily complex
hypersurfaces, and those of real dimension(2n − 1), that are open subsets of
M . It is necessary to exclude them also. Indeed, if for instance Ω is divided in
two connected componentsΩ± by a globally minimalM1, taking C = M1,
any locally constant function onΩ\M1 equal to twodistinct constantsc± in
Ω± does not extend holomorphically throughM1. The proof of the theorem is
elementary22 and we will present it in§2.34 below, as a relevant preliminary to
Theorems 4.9, 4.10, 4.31 and 4.32, and to the main Theorem 1.7of [MP2006a]).

We mention that under the assumption of local boundedness, more massive sin-
gularities may be removed. An application of Theorem 1.9(ii) to several complex
variables deserves to be emphasized.

Theorem 2.31. ([HP1970]) If Ω ⊂ Cn is a domain and ifC ⊂ Ω is a rela-
tively closed subset satisfyingH2n−1(C) = 0, thenC is removable for functions
holomorphic inΩ\C that are locally bounded inΩ.

Following [Stu1989] and [Lu1990], we now provide variations on(rm2). Any
global complex variety of codimension one inCn is certainly of infinite(2n− 2)-
dimensional area.

Theorem 2.32. ([Stu1989])Every closed setC ⊂ Cn satisfyingH2n−2(C) <∞
is removable forO(Cn).

The result also holds true in the unit ballBn of Cn, provided one computes
the(2n−2)-dimensional Hausdorff measure with respect to the distance function
derived from the Bergman metric ([Stu1989]). Also, ifΣ is an arbitrary com-
plex k-dimensional closed submanifold ofCn, every closed subsetC ⊂ Σ with
H2k−2(C) <∞ is removable forO(Σ\C) ([Stu1989]).

A finer variation on the theme requires thatH2n−2(C ∩ RBn) does not grow
too rapidly as a function of the radiusR → ∞. For instance ([Stu1989]), a
closed subsetC ⊂ C2 that satisfiesH2(C ∩ RBn) < cR2 for all largeR is
removable, providedc < π2

4
√

2
. It is expected thatc < π is optimal, since the line

L := {(z1, 0)} satisfiesH2(L ∩RB2) = π R2.

22Some refinements of the statements may be formulated, for instance assuming in
(rm3) and(rm4) thatN is C1 and has some metrically thin singularities ([CSt1994]).
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Yet another variation, raised in [Stu1989], is as follows. Consider a closed
setC in the complex projective spacePn(C) (n > 2) such that the Hausdorff
(2n − 2)-dimensional measure (with respect to the Fubini-Study metric) of C is
strictly less than that of any complex algebraic hypersurface ofPn(C). Is it true
thatC is a removable singularity for meromorphic functions, in the sense that
every meromorphic function onPn(C)\C extends meromorphically throughC ?
This question was answered by Lupacciolu.

Let dFS(z,w) denote the geodesic distance between two pointsz,w ∈ Pn(C)
relative to the Fubini-Study metric and letHℓFS denote theℓ-dimensional Haus-
dorff measure inPn(C) computed withdFS. Given a nonempty closed subset
C ⊂ Pn(C), define:

ρ(C) :=
maxz∈Pn(C) dFS(z,C)

maxz,w∈Pn(C) dFS(z,w)
=

maxz∈Pn(C) dFS(z,C)

diamFS(Pn(C))
6 1.

If the Fubini-Study metric is normalized so thatvolPn(C) = 1, the (2n − 2)-
dimensional volume of an irreducible complex algebraic hypersurfaceΣ ⊂ Pn(C)
is equal todeg V andH2n−2

FS (C) = (4/π)n−1 (n − 1)! deg V . It follows that the
minimum value ofH2n−2(Σ) is equal to(4/π)n−1 (n − 1)! and is attained for
V equal to any hyperplane ofPn(C). Let M denote the sheaf of meromorphic
functions onPn(C).

Theorem 2.33. ([Lu1990])LetC ⊂ Pn(C) be a closed subset such that

H2n−2
FS (C) <

[
ρ(C)

]4n−4
(4/π)n−1 (n− 1)!

Then the restriction mapM(Pn(C)) −→ M(Pn(C)\C) is onto.

2.34. Proof of Theorem 2.30.We claim that we may focus our attention only on
(rm2) and on(rm5). Indeed, since a submanifoldN ⊂ Ω of codimension> 3
satisfiesH2n−2(N) = 0, (rm1) is a corollary of(rm2).

In both (rm3) and(rm4), we may includeN in someC2 hypersurfaceM1 of
Cn, looking like a thin strip elongated alongN . We claim thatC then does not
contain any CR orbit of any suchM1, so that(rm5) applies. Indeed, CR orbits of
M1 being of dimension(2n−2) or (2n−1) andC being already contained in the
(2n− 2)-dimensionalN ⊂M1, it could only happen thatC = N = Σ identifies
as a whole to a connected (CR orbit) complex hypersurfaceΣ ⊂ M1. But this is
excluded by the assumption thatC 6= N in (rm3) and by the existence of generic
points in(rm4).

Firstly, we prove(rm2). We show thatC is locally removable. Letp ∈ C
and letBp ⊂ Ω be a small open ball centered atp. By a relevant application of
Proposition 1.2(5), one may verify that for almost every complex lineℓ passing
throughp, the intersectionℓ ∩ Bp ∩ C is reduced to{p}. Choose such a line
ℓ1. Centering coordinates atp and rotating them if necessary, we may assume
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that ℓ1 = {(z1, 0, . . . , 0)}, whence forε > 0 small and fixed, the discAε(ζ) :=
(ε ζ, 0, . . . , 0) satisfiesAε(∂∆) ∩ C = ∅.

Fix such a smallε0 > 0 and setρ0 := dist
(
Aε0(∂∆), C

)
> 0. For τ =

(τ2, . . . , τn) ∈ Cn−1 satisfying |τ | < 1
2 ρ0, setAε0,τ (ζ) := (ε0ζ, τ2, . . . , τn).

Letting s ∈ [0, 1], we interpolate betweenAε0,0 andAε0,τ by defining

Aε0,τ,s(ζ) :=
(
ε0ζ, s τ2, . . . , s τn

)
.

Since|τ | < 1
2 ρ0, these discs all satisfydist

(
Aε0,τ,s(∂∆), C

)
> 1

2 ρ0. Since the
embedded discAε0,τ,1(∆) is 2-dimensional and sinceH2n−2(C) = 0, Proposi-
tion 1.2(5) assures that for almost everyτ with |τ | < 1

2 ρ0, its intersection with
C is empty. Thus, we may apply the continuity principle Theorem 2.27, setting
cs = 1

2 ε0, Cs = 2 ε0 andρs := 1
2 ρ0 uniformly for everys ∈ [0, 1], whence

σs = 1
8 ρ0 independently of the smallness ofτ : for everyf ∈ O(Ω\C), there

existsF0 ∈ O
(
V ρ0

8
(Aε0,τ,0(∆))

)
with F0 = f in V ρ0

8
(Aε0,τ,0(∂∆)). But since

H2n−2(C) = 0, for every connected open setV ⊂ Ω, the intersectionV ∩ (Ω\C)
is also connected (Proposition 1.2(4)), soF0 andf stick together as a well defined
function holomorphic inΩ∪V ρ0

8
(Aε0,τ,0(∆)). If τ was chosen sufficiently small,

it is clear thatp = 0 ∈ Cn is absorbed inV ρ0
8

(Aε0,τ,0(∆)), hence removable.

Secondly, we prove(rm5). LetC ⊂M1 containing no CR orbit and define

C′ :=
{
C ′ ⊂ C closed, ∀ f ∈ O(Ω\C),∃ f ′ ∈ O(Ω\C ′) with f ′

∣∣
Ω\C = f

}
.

Lemma 2.35. If C ′
1, C

′
2 ∈ C′, thenC ′

1 ∩ C ′
2 ∈ C′.

Proof. Let f ′j ∈ O(Ω\C ′
j), j = 1, 2, with f ′j

∣∣
Ω\C = f . We claim thatf ′1 andf ′2

match up onC\(C ′
1 ∪ C ′

2), hence define together a holomorphic functionf ′12 ∈
O
(
Ω\(C ′

1 ∩ C ′
2)
)

with f ′12
∣∣
Ω\C = f . Indeed, choose an arbitrary pointp ∈

C\(C ′
1 ∪ C ′

2). There exists a small open ballBp centered atp with Bp ∩ (C ′
1 ∪

C ′
2) = ∅. Sincef ′1 = f ′2 = f at least in the dense subsetBp\M1 of M1 ∩Bp, by

continuity off ′1 and off ′2 in Bp, necessarilyf ′1(p) = f ′2(p). �

Next, we define

C̃ :=
⋂

C′∈C′

C ′.

Intuitively, C̃ is the “nonremovable core” ofC. By the lemma, for every
f ∈ O(Ω\C), there existsf̃ ∈ O(Ω\C̃) with f̃

∣∣
Ω\C = f . To prove(rm5),

we must establish that̃C = ∅. Reasoning by contradiction, we assume that
C̃ 6= ∅ and we apply toC := C̃ the lemma below, which is in fact a corol-
lary of Trépreau’s Theorem 2.4(V). Of course,C̃ cannot contain any CR orbit of
M1. Remind (§1.27(III), §4.9(III)) that for us, local CR orbits arenot germs, but
local CR submanifolds of a certain small size.
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Lemma 2.36. LetM1 ⊂ Cn (n > 2) be aC2 hypersurface and letC ⊂M1 be a
closed subset containing no CR orbit ofM1. Then there exists at least one point
p ∈ C such that for every neighborhoodV 1

p of p in M1, we have:

V 1
p ∩ Oloc

CR(M1, p) 6⊂ C,

and in addition, all such pointsp are locally removable.

Then f̃ extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of all such points p ∈ C̃,
contradicting the definition of̃C, hence completing the proof of(rm5).

Proof. If Oloc
CR(M1, q) ⊂ C for every q ∈ C, then small complex-tangential

curves issued fromq necessarily remain inOloc
CR(M1, q), hence inC, and pursuing

from point to point, global complex-tangential curves issued fromq remain inC,
whenceOCR(M1, q) ⊂ C, contrary to the assumption.

So, letp ∈ C with Oloc
CR(M1, p) 6⊂ C. To pursue, we need thatM1 is minimal

atp. SinceM1 is a hypersurface, it might only happen thatOloc
CR(M1, p) is a local

complex hypersurface, a bad situation that has to be changedin advance.
Fortunately, without altering the conclusion of the lemma (and of(rm5)), we

have the freedom of perturbing the auxiliary hypersurfaceM1, leavingC fixed of
course. Thus, assuming thatOCR(M1, p) is a complex hypersurface, we claim
that there exists a small (inC2 norm) deformationM1

d ofM1 supported in a neigh-
borhood ofp with M1

d ⊃ C such thatM1
d is minimal atp.

Indeed, let(qk)k∈N be a sequence of points tending top in Oloc
CR(M1, p) with

qk 6∈ C. To destroy the local complex hypersurfaceOloc
CR(M1, p), it suffices to

achieve, by means of cut-off functions, small bump-deformations ofM centered
at all theqk; it is easy to write the technical details in terms of a local graphed
representationv = ϕ1(z, u) for M1. Outside a small neighborhood of the union
of theqk, M1

d coincides withM1. Then the resultingM1
d is necessarily minimal

atp, since if it where not, the uniqueness principle23 for complex manifolds would
forceOloc

CR(M1, p) = Oloc
CR(M1

d , p), butM1
d does not contains theqk.

So we can assume thatM1 is minimal at every pointp ∈ C at which
Oloc
CR(M1, p) 6⊂ C. Let Bp ⊂ Cn be a small open ball centered atp with

Bp ∩ M1 ⊂ Oloc
CR(M1, p). We will show thatO(Ω\C) extends holomorphi-

cally toBp. By assumption,Bp ∩M1 6⊂ C, henceBp\C is connected, a fact that
will insure monodromy.

Fixing vp ∈ TpCn\{0} with vp 6∈ TpM
1, we consider the global translations

M1
s := M1 + s vp, s ∈ R,

of M1. Let f ∈ O(Ω\C) be arbitrary. For smalls 6= 0, M1
s ∩ Bp does not

intersectM1, hence the restrictionf |M1
s∩Bp

is aC2 CR function onM1
s ∩Bp (but

f |M1
0∩Bp

has possible singularities at points ofC ∩Bp).
23Minimalization at a point takes strong advantage of the rigidity of complex hyper-

surfaces in this argument.
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With Up := M1∩Bp, Theorem 2.4(V) says thatC0
CR(Up) extends holomorphi-

cally to some one-sided neighborhoodω±
p of M1 at p. Reorienting if necessary,

we may assume that the extension side isω−
p and thatp + s vp ∈ B+

p for s > 0
small. The statement and the proof of Theorem 2.4(V) are of course invariant by
translation. HenceC0

CR(Up + s vp) extends holomorphically toω−
p + s vp, for

everys > 0. It is geometrically clear that fors > 0 small enough,ω−
p + s vp con-

tainsp. Thusf
∣∣
M1

s∩Bp
extends holomorphically to a neighborhood ofp for such

s. Monodromy of the extension follows from the fact thatB′
p\C is connected for

every open ballB′
p centered atp. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

2.37. Removability and extension of complex hypersurfaces. Let Ω ⊂ Cn be
a domain. Theorem 2.30(rm4) shows that a connected2-codimensional subman-
ifold N ⊂ Ω is removable provided it is not a complex hypersurface, or equiv-
alently, is generic somewhere. Conversely, assume thatΩ is pseudoconvex and
let H ⊂ Ω be a (not necessarily connected) closed complex hypersurface. Then
Ω\H is (obviously) locally pseudoconvex at every point, hence the characteriza-
tion of domains of holomorphy yields a functionf ∈ O(Ω\H) whose domain of
existence is exactlyΩ\H. Thus,H is nonremovable. But in a nonpseudoconvex
domain, closed complex hypersurfaces may be removable.

Example 2.38. For ε > 0 small, consider the following nonpseudoconvex sub-
domain ofB2, defined as the union of a spherical shell together with a thinrod of
radiusε directed by they2-axis:

Ωε :=
{
1/2 < |z1|2 + |z2|2 < 1

}⋃(
B2 ∩

{
x2

1 + y2
1 + x2

2 < ε2
})
.

Then the intersection of thez1-axis with the spherical shell, namely

H :=
{
(z1, 0) : 1/2 < |z1| < 1

}
,

is a relatively closed complex hypersurface ofΩε homeomorphic to an open an-
nulus. We claim thatH is removable.

Indeed, applying the continuity principle along discs parallel to the z1-axis,
O(Ωε) extends holomorphically toB2\{z2 = 0}. Since the open small disc
{(z1, 0) : |z1| < ε}, considered as a subset of the closed complex hypersurface
H̃ of B2 defined by

H̃ := {(z1, 0) : |z1| < 1}
is contained in the thin rod, hence inΩε, Theorem 2.30(rm3) finishes to show
that

E(Ωε\H) = E(Ωε) = B2.

In such an example, we point out that the closed complex hypersurfaceH ⊂ Ωε

extends as the closed complex hypersurfaceH̃ ⊂ E(Ωε\H) but that the intersec-
tion

H̃ ∩ Ωε =
{
(z1, 0) : |z1| < ε

}⋃{
(z1, 0) : 1/2 < |z1| < 1

}
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is strictly bigger thanH.

Problem 2.39. Understand which relatively closed complex hypersurfacesof a
general domainΩ ⊂ Cn are removable.

We thus consider a (possibly singular and reducible) closedcomplex hypersur-
faceH of Ω. Basic properties of complex analytic sets ([Ch1991]) insure that
H =

⋃
j∈J Hj decomposes into at most countably many closed complex hyper-

surfacesHj ⊂ Ω that are irreducible.

Definition 2.40. We say thatHj allows anH-compatible extensionto E(Ω) if
there exists an irreducible closed complex hypersurfaceH̃j of E(Ω) extendingHj

in the sense thatHj ⊂ H̃j ∩ Ω whose intersection withΩ remains contained in
H:

H̃j ∩ Ω ⊂
⋃

j′∈J
Hj′ .

The principle of analytic continuation for irreducible complex analytic sets
([Ch1991]) assures thatHj has at most oneH-compatible extension. On the
other hand,H̃j may be anH-compatible extension of severalHj′ . In the above
example, the removable annulusH had noH-compatible extension toE(Ω).

Theorem 2.41. ([Dl1977, JaPf2000])Let Ω ⊂ Cn (n > 2) be a domain and let
H =

⋃
j∈J Hj be a closed complex hypersurface ofΩ, decomposed into irre-

ducible componentsHj. Set

Jcomp :=
{
j ∈ J : Hj allows anH-compatible extensioñHj to E(Ω)

}
.

Then
E(Ω\H) = E(Ω)

∖ ⋃

j∈Jcomp

H̃j.

In particular,H is removable(resp. nonremovable) if and only ifJcomp = ∅ (resp.
Jcomp 6= ∅).

This statement was obtained after a chain of generalizations originating from
the classical results of Hartogs [Ha1909] and of Oka [Ok1934]. In [GR1956] it
was proved for the case thatH is of the formΩ∩ H̃, H̃ ⊂ E(Ω), and in [Nis1962]
under the additional assumption thatE(Ω\H) is a subset ofE(Ω) (a priori, it is
only a setover E(Ω)). Actually Theorem 2.41 was stated in [Dl1977] even for
Riemann domainsΩ. But it was remarked in [JaPf2000] (p. 306) that the proof
in [Dl1977] is complete only if the functions ofO(Ω) separate the points ofΩ,
i.e. if Ω can be regarded as a subdomain ofE(Ω). Actually the proof in [Dl1977]
starts from the special case whereΩ is a Hartogs figure, which can be treated by a
subtle geometric examination. Then a localization argument shows that extension
of hypersurfaces which are singularity loci of holomorphicfunctions cannot stop
when passing fromΩ to E(Ω). But in the nonseparated case, the global effect
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of identifying points ofΩ interferes nastily, and it is unclear how to justify the
localization argument. The final step for general Riemann domains was achieved
by the second author by completely different methods.

Theorem 2.42. ([Po2002])Let π : X → Cn be an arbitrary Riemann domain,
and letH ⊂ X be a closed complex hypersurface. Denote byα : X → E(X) the
canonical immersion ofX into E(X). Then there is a closed complex hypersur-
faceH̃ of E(X) with α−1(H̃) ⊂ H such that

E(X\H) = E(X)
∖
H̃.

Let us briefly sketch the main idea of the proof ([Po2002]). The essence of the
argument is to reduce extension of hypersurfaces to that of meromorphic func-
tions. For every pseudoconvex Riemann domainπ : X → Cn, there exists
f ∈ O(X) ∩ L2(X) havingX as domain of existence whose growth is con-
trolled by some power of the polydisc distance to the abstract boundary∂̆X. At
boundary points wherĕ∂X can be locally identified with a complex hypersurface,
f has just a pole of positive order. One can deduce that those hypersurfacesH
of X along which some holomorphic function onX\H becomes singular can be
represented as the polar locus of some meromorphic functiong defined inX. But
g extends meromorphically toE(X), and the polar locus of the extension yields
the desired extension ofH.

§3. HULLS AND REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES AT THE BOUNDARY

3.1. Motivations for removable singularities at the boundary. As already ob-
served in Section 1, beyond the harmonious realm of pseudoconvexity, the general
problem of understanding compulsory holomorphic (or CR) extension is intrinsi-
cally rich and open. Some elementary Baire category arguments show that most
domains are not pseudoconvex, most CR manifolds have nontrivial disc-envelope,
and most compact sets have nonempty essential polynomial hull. Hence, the Grail
for the theory of holomorphic extension would comprise:

• a geometric and constructive view of the envelope of holomorphy of most
domains, following the Behnke-Sommer Kontinuitätssatz and Bishop’s
philosophy;

• a clear correspondence between function-theoretic techniques, for in-
stance those involving∂ arguments, and geometric techniques, for in-
stance those involving families of complex analytic varieties.

Several applications of the study of envelopes of holomorphy appear, for in-
stance in the study of boundary regularity of solutions of the ∂-complex, in the
complex Plateau problem, in the study of CR mappings, in the computation of
polynomial hulls and in removable singularities, the topics of this Part VI and
of [MP2006a].
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In the 1980’s, rapid progress in the understanding of the boundary behavior of
holomorphic functions led many authors to study the structure of singularities up
to the boundary. In§2.28, we discussed removability of relatively closed subsets
C of domainsΩ ⊂ Cn, i.e. the problem whetherO(Ω) → O(Ω\C) is surjective.
TypicallyC was supposed to be lower-dimensional and its geometry near∂Ω was
irrelevant. Now we assumeΩ to be bounded inCn (n > 2) and we consider
compact subsetsK of Ω, possibly meeting∂Ω.

Problem 3.2. Find criteria of geometric, or of function-theoretic nature, assuring
that the restriction mapO(Ω) → O(Ω\K) is surjective.

If K ⊂ Ω ∩ ∂Ω = ∅ andΩ\K is connected, surjectivity follows from the
Hartogs-Bochner extension Theorem 1.9(V). Since this theorem even gives exten-
sion of CR functions on∂Ω, it seems reasonable to ask for holomorphic extension
of CR functions on∂Ω\K, and then it is natural to assume thatK is contained in
∂Ω. Hence the formulation of a second trend of questions24.

Problem 3.3. LetK is a compact subset of∂Ω such that∂Ω\K is a hypersurface
of class at leastC1. Understand under which circumstances CR functions of class
C0 or Lp

loc on∂Ω\K extend holomorphically toΩ.

A variant of these two problems consists in assuming that functions are holo-
morphic in some thin (one-sided) neighborhood of∂Ω\K. In all the theorems that
will be surveyed below, it appears that the thinness of the (one-sided) neighbor-
hood of∂Ω\K has no influence on extension, as in the original Hartogs theorem.
In this respect, it is of interest to immediately indicate the connection of these two
problems with the problem of determining certain envelopesof holomorphy.

In the second problem, the hypersurface∂Ω\K is often globally minimal, a
fact that has to be verified or might be one of the assumptions of a theorem. For
instance, several contributions deal with the paradigmatic case where∂Ω is at least
C2 and strongly pseudoconvex (hence obviously globally minimal). Then thanks
to the elementary Levi-Lewy extension theorem (Theorem 1.18(V), lemma 2.2(V)
and§2.10(V)), there exists a one-sided neighborhoodV(∂Ω\K) of ∂Ω\K con-
tained inΩ to which bothC0

CR(∂Ω\K) andLp
loc,CR(∂Ω\K) extend holomorphi-

cally. The size ofV(∂Ω\K) depends only on the local geometry of∂Ω, because
V(∂Ω\K) is obtained by gluing small discs (Part V). In fact, an inspection of the
proof of the Levi-Lewy extension theorem together with an application of the con-
tinuity principle shows also that the envelope of holomorphy of any thin one-sided
neighborhoodV ′(∂Ω\K) (not necessarily contained inΩ !) contains a one-sided
neighborhoodV(∂Ω\K) of ∂Ω\K contained in the pseudoconvex domainΩ that
has a fixed, incompressible size25.

24CR distributions may also be considered, but in the sequel, we shall restrict consid-
erations to continuous and integrable CR functions.

25To be rigorous: for every holomorphic functionf ∈ O
(
V ′(∂Ω\K)

)
, there exists

a holomorphic functionF ∈ O
(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
that coincides withf in a possibly smaller
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As they are formulated, the above two problems turn out to be slightly too re-
strictive. In fact, the final goal is to understand the envelopeE

(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
, or at

least to describe some significant part ofE
(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
lying aboveΩ. Of course,

the question to which extent is the geometry ofE
(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
accessible (con-

structively speaking) depends sensitively on the shape ofΩ. Surely, the strictly
pseudoconvex case is the easiest and the best understood up to now. In what fol-
lows we will encounter situations whereE

(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
containsΩ\K̂, for some

subsetK̂ ⊂ Ω defined in function-theoretic terms and depending onK ⊂ ∂Ω. We
will also encounter situations whereE

(
V(Ω\K)

)
is necessarily multisheeted over

Cn. In this concern, we will see a very striking difference between the complex
dimensionsn = 2 andn > 3.

In the last two decades, a considerable interest has been devoted to a subprob-
lem of these two problems, especially with the objective of characterizing the
singularities at the boundary that are removable.

Definition 3.4. In the second Problem 3.3, the compact subsetK ⊂ ∂Ω is
called CR-removableif for every CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(∂Ω\K) (resp. f ∈
Lp
loc,CR(∂Ω\K)), there existsF ∈ O(Ω) ∩ C0(Ω\K) (resp. F ∈ O(Ω) ∩

Hp
loc(Ω\K)) with F |∂Ω\K = f (resp. locally at every pointp ∈ ∂Ω\K, the

Lp
loc,CR boundary value ofF equalsf ).

Before exposing and surveying some major results we would like to mention
that a complement of information and different approaches may be found in the
two surveys [Stu1993, CSt1994], in the two monographs [Ky1995, Lt1997] and
in the articles [Stu1981, LT1984, Lu1986, Lu1987, Jö1988,Lt1988, Stu1989,
Ky1990, Ky1991, Stu1991, FS1991, Jö1992, KN1993, Du1993,LS1993, Lu1994,
AC1994, Jö1995, KR1995, Jö1999a, Jö1999b, JS2000, JP2002, JS2004].

3.5. Characterization of removable sets contained in strongly pseudoconvex
boundaries. Taking inspiration from the pivotal Oka theorem, one of the goals
of the study of removable singularities ([Stu1993]) is to characterize removability
in function-theoretically significant terms, especially in terms of convexity with
respect to certain spaces of functions. In the very beginnings of Several Com-
plex Variables, polynomial convexity appeared in connexion with holomorphic
approximation. According to the Oka-Weil theorem ([AW1998]), functions that
are holomorphic in some neighborhood of a polynomially convex compact set
K ⊂ Cn may be approximated uniformly by polynomials. Later on, holomorphic
convexity appeared to be central in Stein theory ([Hö1973]), one of the seminal
frequently used idea being to encircle convex compact sets by convenient analytic
polyhedra.

one-sided neighborhoodV ′′(∂Ω\K) ⊂ V ′(∂Ω\K). Details of the proof (involving a
deformation argument) will not be provided here (see[Me1997, Jö1999a]).
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The notion of convexity adapted to our pruposes is the following. By O(Ω),
we denote the ring of functions that are holomorphic in some neighborhood of the
closureΩ of a domainΩ ⊂ Cn. As in the concept of germs, the neighborhood
may depend on the function.

Definition 3.6. Let Ω ⋐ Cn be a bounded domain and letK ⊂ Ω be a compact
set. TheO(Ω)-convex hullof K is

K̂O(Ω) :=
{
z ∈ Ω : |g(z)| 6 max

w∈K
|g(w)| for all g ∈ O(Ω)

}
.

If K = K̂O(Ω), thenK is calledO(Ω)-convex.

If Ω is strongly pseudoconvex, a generalization of the Oka-Weiltheorem shows
that every function which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of someO(Ω)-
convex compact setK ⊂ Ω may be approximated uniformly onK by functions of
O(Ω) (nevertheless, for nonpseudoconvex domains, this approximation property
fails26).

We may now begin with the formulation of a seminal theorem dueto Stout that
inspired several authors. We state the CR version, due to Lupacciolu27.

Theorem 3.7. ([Stu1981, Lu1986, Stu1993])In complex dimensionn = 2, a
compact subsetK of a C2 strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω ⋐ C2 is CR-
removableif and only if it is O(Ω)-convex.

The “only if” part is the easiest, relies on a lemma due to Słodkowski ([RS1989,
Stu1993]) and will be presented after Lemma 3.11. Let us sketch the beautiful key
idea of the “if” part ([Stu1981, Lu1986, Stu1993, Po1997]).

From§1.7(V), remind the expression of the Bochner-Martinelli kernel:

BM(ζ, z) =
1

(2πi)2|ζ − z|4
[
(ζ2 − z2) dζ̄1 − (ζ1 − z1) dζ̄2

]
∧ dζ1 ∧ dζ2.

Let M ⊂ C2 be a thin strongly pseudoconvex neighborhood ofΩ. By means of
a fixed functiong ∈ O(M), it is possible to construct some explicit primitive of
BM as follows. This idea goes back to Martinelli and has been exploited by Stout,

26Indeed, consider for instance the Hartogs figureΩ :=
{
|z1| < 1, |z2| < 2

}
∪
{
1 6

|z1| < 2, 1 < |z2| < 2
}

in C2. Then the annulusK = {z1 = 1, 1 6 |z2| 6 2)} ⊂ ∂Ω is
O(Ω)-convex. We claim that the functiong := 1/z2, holomorphic in a neighborhood of
K, cannot be approximated onK by functionsf ∈ O(Ω). Indeed, by Hartogs extension
O(Ω) = O

(
{|z1| 6 2, |z2| 6 2}

)
, which implies that everyf ∈ O(Ω) has to satisfy the

maximum principle on the disc{z1 = 1, |z2| 6 2)} ⊃ K. Rounding off the corners, we
get an example with∂Ω ∈ C∞.

27Said differently, the envelope of holomorphy of an arbitrarily thin (interior) one-sided
neighborhood of∂Ω\K is one-sheeted and identifies withΩ.
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Lupacciolu, Leiterer, Laurent-Thiébaut, Kytmanov and others. By a classical re-
sult ([HeLe1984]),g admits a Hefer decomposition

g(ζ) − g(z) = g1(ζ, z)[ζ1 − z1] + g2(ζ, z)[ζ2 − z2],

with g1, g2 ∈ O(M×M). Then a direct calculation shows that forz ∈ M fixed,
the(0, 2)-form

Θg,z(ζ) =
g2(ζ, z)(ζ1 − z1) − g1(ζ, z)(ζ2 − z2)

(2πi)2 |ζ − z|2
[
g(ζ) − g(z)

] dζ1 ∧ dζ2

satisfies
∂ζΘg,z(ζ) = dζΘg,z(ζ) = BM(ζ, z),

on {ζ ∈ M : g(ζ) 6= g(z)}, i.e. provides a primitive ofBM outside some thin
set. InCn for n > 3, there is also a similar explicit primitive.

Let K ⊂ ∂Ω be as in Theorem 3.7 and fixz ∈ Ω
∖
K. By O(Ω)-convexity

of K, there existsg ∈ O(Ω) with g(z) = 1 andmaxw∈K |g(w)| < 1. After a
slight elementary modification ofg ([Jö1995, Po1997]), one can insure that the
set
{
w ∈ M : |g(w)| = 1

}
is a geometrically smoothCω Levi-flat hypersurface

of M transverse to∂Ω. Then the regionΩg := Ω ∩
{
|g| > 1

}
has piecewise

smooth connected boundary

∂Ωg =
(
∂Ω ∩ {|g| > 1}

)⋃(
Ω ∩ {|g| = 1}

)

and its closureΩg in C2 does not intersectK.
Let f be an arbitrary continuous CR function on∂Ω\K. Supposing for a

while that f already enjoys a holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(Ω) ∩ C0
(
Ω\K

)
,

the Bochner-Martinelli representation formula then provides for everyz ∈ Ωg the
value

F (z) =

∫

∂Ωg

f(ζ)BM(ζ, z).

Decomposing∂Ωg as above and using the primitiveΘg,z, we may write

F (z) =

∫

∂Ω∩{|g|>1}
f(ζ)BM(ζ, z) +

∫

Ω∩{|g|=1}
f(ζ) dζΘg,z(ζ).

Supposingf ∈ C1 and applying Stokes’ theorem28 to the (Levi-flat) hypersurface
Ω ∩ {|g| = 1} with boundary equal to∂Ω ∩ {|g| = 1}, we get

F (z) =

∫

∂Ω∩{|g|>1}
f(ζ)BM(ζ, z) +

∫

∂Ω∩{|g|=1}
f(ζ)Θg,z(ζ).

But the holomorphic extensionF of an arbitraryf ∈ C0
CR

(
∂Ω\K

)
is still

unknown and in fact has to be constructed ! Since the two integrations in the

28In the general casef ∈ C0, one shrinks slightlyΩg insideΩ, rounds off its corners
and passes to the limit.
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above formula are performed on parts of∂Ω\K wheref is defined, we are led to
set:

Fg(z) =

∫

∂Ω∩{|g|>1}
f(ζ)BM(ζ, z) +

∫

∂Ω∩{|g|=1}
f(ζ)Θg,z(ζ),

as a candidate extension off at everyz ∈ Ωg. SinceK is O(Ω)-convex,Ω is
the union of the regionsΩg for g running inO(Ω), but these extensionsFg(z) do
depend ong, becauseΘg,z does. The remainder of the proof ([Stu1993, Po1997])
then consists in:

(a) verifying thatFg is holomorphic (the kernels are not holomorphic with
respect toz);

(a) showing that two differente candidatesFg1 andFg2 coincide in fact on
Ωg1 ∩ Ωg2;

(b) verifying that at least one candidateFg has boundary value equal tof on
some controlled piece of∂Ω\K.

The reader is referred to [Stu1981, Lu1986, Stu1993] for complete arguments.

In the above construction, the strict pseudoconvexity ofΩ insured the existence
of a Stein (i.e. pseudoconvex) neighborhood basis

(
Mj

)
j∈J of Ω which guaran-

teed in turn the existence of a Hefer decomposition. It was pointed out by Ortega
that Hefer decomposition (calledGleason decompositionin [Or1987]) holds on
C∞ pseudoconvex boundaries∂Ω ⋐ Cn, but may fail in the nonpseudoconvex
realm. So, letΩ ⋐ Cn be a bounded domain havingC∞ boundary. Denote by
A∞(Ω) := O(Ω) ∩ C∞(Ω) the ring of holomorphic functions inΩ that areC∞

up to the boundary.

Theorem 3.8. ([Or1987]) If ∂Ω ⋐ Cn (n > 1) is C∞ and pseudoconvex, then
everyg ∈ A∞(Ω) has a decomposition

g(z) − g(w) =
n∑

k=1

gk(z,w)[zk − wk],

with thegk ∈ A∞(Ω × Ω).

This decomposition formula also holds under the assumptionthatΩ is a domain
of holomorphy (having possibly nonsmooth boundary), but provided thatΩ has
a basis of neighborhoods consisting of Stein domains. However, not everyC∞

weakly pseudoconvex boundary admits a Stein neighborhood basis, as is shown
by the so-calledworm domains([DF1977, FS1987]).

Example 3.9. Furthermore, the above decomposition theorem fails to holdon
general domains. Following [Or1987], consider the unionΩ1 ∪ Ω2 in C2 of the
two sets

Ω1 := {−4 < x1 < 0, |z2| < ex1} and

Ω2 := {0 6 x1 < 4, e−1/x1 < |z2| < 1}.
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The continuity principle along families of analytic discs parallel to thez2-axis
shows that the envelope of holomorphy ofΩ1 ∪ Ω2 containsΩ1 ∪ Ω3, where
Ω3 := {0 6 x1 < 4, |z2| < 1}.

The holomorphic mappingR(z1, z2) := (ei z1 , z2) is one-to-one fromΩ1 ∪Ω2

onto its imageR(Ω1 ∪ Ω2). However, the extension ofR to Ω1 ∪ Ω3 is not
injective, becauseR takes the same value at the two points(±π, e−2 π) ∈ Ω1∪Ω3.
If Theorem 3.8 were true on the domainR(Ω1 ∪ Ω2), pulling the decomposition
formula back toΩ1 ∪ Ω2, it would follow that everyg ∈ O(Ω1 ∪ Ω2) has a
decomposition

g(z) − g(w) = g̃1(e
i z, w)

[
ei z1 − ei z2

]
+ g̃2(e

i z, w)[z2 − w2]

= g1(z,w)
[
ei z1 − ei z2

]
+ g2(z,w)[z2 − w2].

Then the same decomposition would hold for everyg ∈ O(Ω1∪Ω3), by automatic
holomorphic extension ofg, g1, g2. Choosingz = (−π, e−2 π), w = (π, e−2 π)
andg such thatg(z) 6= g(w) (g := z1 will do !), we reach a contradiction.

Corollary 3.10. ([Or1987, LP2003])Every function holomorphic in a domain
Ω ⊂ Cn enjoys the Hefer division property precisely when the envelope of holo-
morphy ofΩ is schlicht.

The above results mean that a direct application of the integral formula ap-
proach sketched above becomes impossible for domains having nonschlicht
envelope. Nevertheless, in [Lt1988], using more general divison methods
([HeLe1984]), a Bochner-Martinelli kernel on an arbitraryStein manifold was
constructed that enabled to obtain Theorem 3.28 below, valid for nonpseudocon-
vex domains.

We conclude our presentation of Theorem 3.7 by exposing the “only if” of
Theorem 3.7.

Lemma 3.11. ([RS1989, Stu1993])Let∂Ω ⋐ C2 be aC2 strongly pseudoconvex
boundary and letK ⊂ ∂Ω be a compact set. ThenΩ

∖
K̂O(Ω) is pseudoconvex.

Taking for granted the lemma, by contraposition, suppose that K ⊂ ∂Ω is
not O(Ω)-convex, viz.K $ K̂O(Ω) and show thatK is not removable. It fol-

lows from strict pseudoconvexity of∂Ω thatΩ∩ K̂O(Ω) is nonempty ([Stu1993]).
LeavingK fixed, by deforming∂Ω away fromΩ, we may enlarge slightlyΩ as
a domainΩ′ ⊃ Ω with ∂Ω′ ⊃ K andΩ′ ⊃ ∂Ω\K, havingC2 boundary∂Ω′

close to∂Ω, as illustrated. Since by the lemma,Ω
∖
K̂O(Ω) is pseudoconvex, it

follows easily ([Stu1993]) thatΩ′∖K̂O(Ω) is also pseudoconvex. Consequently

([Hö1973]), there exists a holomorphic functionF ′ ∈ O
(
Ω′∖K̂O(Ω)

)
that does

not extend holomorphically at any point of the boundary ofΩ′∖K̂O(Ω). The re-
striction ofF ′ to∂Ω\K is a CR function on∂Ω\K for whichK is not removable,
sinceΩ ∩ K̂O(Ω) 6= ∅.
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3.12. Removability, polynomial hulls and Cantor sets.A generalization of
Theorem 3.7, essentially with the same proof (excepting notational complications)
holds in arbitrary complex dimensionn > 2.

Theorem 3.13. ([Lu1986, Stu1993])Let Ω ⋐ Cn, n > 2, be a bounded pseu-
doconvex domain such thatΩ has a Stein neighborhood basis. IfK ⊂ ∂Ω is
compact andO(Ω)-convex, and if∂Ω = K ∪ M , whereM is a connectedC1

hypersurface ofCn\K, thenK is CR-removable.

Example 3.14. ([CSt1994, Jö1999a]) LetM be a connected compact orientable
(2n − 3)-dimensional maximally complex (Definition 4.7 below) CR manifold
of classC1 contained in the unit sphere∂Bn (n > 2) with empty boundary in
the sense of currents. Such anM is called amaximally complex cycle. By a
theorem due to Harvey-Lawson (reviewed as Theorem 4.16 below), if M sat-
isfies the moments’ condition, thenM is the boundary of a unique complex
(n − 1)-dimensional complex subvarietyΣ ⊂ Bn. Since the cohomology group
H2(Bn,Z) vanishes, by a standard Cousin problem,Σ may be defined as the zero-
set of some global holomorphic functionf ∈ O(Bn) ∩ C0(Bn). The maximum
principle yields that the compact setK := Σ∪M = Σ isO(Bn)-convex. Conse-
quently, the envelope of holomorphy of an arbitrarily thin one-sided neighborhood
of ∂Bn\M is equal to the pseudoconvex domainBn\

(
M ∪ Σ

)
.

If in additionΩ is Runge ([Hö1973]) or ifΩ is polynomially convex, then every
f ∈ O(Ω) may be approximated uniformly by polynomials on some sufficiently
small neighborhood ofΩ (whose size depends onf ). It then follows that polyno-
mial convexity andO(Ω)-convexity are equivalent. As a paradigmatic example,
this holds whenΩ = Bn is the unit ball.

Corollary 3.15. ([Stu1993])LetΩ andK ⊂ Ω be as in Theorem 3.13 and assume
that Ω is Runge inCn, for instanceΩ = Bn. If K is polynomially convex, then
K is CR-removable. Ifn = 2, the CR-removability ofK is equivalent to its
polynomial convexity.

Although the last necessary and sufficient condition seems to be satisfactory,
we must point out that concrete geometric characterizations of polynomial con-
vexity usually are hard to provide. In§5.14 below, we shall describe a class of
removable compact sets whose polynomial convexity may be established directly.

A compact subsetK ofRn (n > 1) is aCantor setif it is perfect, viz. coincides
with its first derived setK ′. It is calledtame if there is a homeomorphism ofRn

onto itself that carriesK onto the standard middle-third Cantor set contained in
the coordinate lineRx1.

Tame Cantor setsK in a C2 strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω ⋐ C2 were
shown to be CR-removable in [FS1991], provided there existsa Stein neighbor-
hoodD of K in C2 such thatK is O(D)-convex. By further analysis, this last
assumption was shown later to be redundant and in general, tame Cantor sets are
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CR-removable. It was then suggested in [Stu1993] that all Cantor subsets of∂Bn
(n > 2) are removable, or equivalently polynomially convex. Nevertheless, Rudin
and then Vitushkin, Henkin and others had constructed Cantor setsK ⊂ C2 hav-
ing large polynomial hullK̂, e.g. so thatK̂ contains a complex curve, or even
contains interior points. Recently, in a beautiful paper, Jöricke showed how to put
such sets in the3-sphere∂B2, thus solving the question in the negative.

Theorem 3.16.([Jo2005])For every positive numberr < 1, there exists a Cantor
setK ⊂ ∂B2 whose polynomial hull̂K contains the closed ballrB2.

3.17.Lp-removability and further results. In the definition of CR-removability,
nothing is assumed about the behavior fromΩ

∖
K up toK: the rate of growth

may be arbitrarily high. If, differently, functions are assumed to be tame on∂Ω
(includingK), better removability assertions hold.

Definition 3.18. A compact subsetK of a C1 boundary∂Ω ⋐ Cn (n > 2) is
calledLp-removable(1 6 p 6 ∞) if every functionf ∈ Lp(∂Ω) which is CR on
∂Ω\K is in fact CR on the whole boundary∂Ω.

Then by the Hartogs-Bochner theorem,f admits a holomorphic extension toΩ
that may be checked to belong toHp(Ω).

Theorem 3.19. ([AC1994]) Let Ω ⋐ Cn (n > 2) be a bounded domain having
C2 boundary∂Ω and letM be aC2 totally real embedded submanifold of∂Ω. If
K ⊂M is a polynomially convex compact subset, thenK isLp-removable.

In complex dimensionn > 3, the two extension Theorems 3.13 and 3.19 are
not optimal. In general, additional extension phenomena occur, which are princi-
pally overlooked by assumptions on the hull of the singularity. A more geometric
point of view (§3.23 below) shows that these theorems may be established by
means of holomorphic extension along one-parameter families of complex ana-
lytic hypersurfaces, whereas the (finer)Kontinuitätssatzholds along families of
analyticdiscs, whose thinness offers more freedom to fill in maximal domains of
extension.

Example 3.20.Let Ω := B3 be the unit ball inC3, and let

K =
{
(z1, z2, 0) ∈ ∂B3 : |z1| > 1/2

}

be a 3-dimensional ring in the intersection of∂B3 with the (z1, z2)-plane. The
maximum principle along discs parallel to thez2-axis yields:

K̂O(B3) =
{
(z1, z2, 0) ∈ B3 : |z1| > 1/2

}
6= K,

soK is notO(B3)-convex. Nevertheless, thisK is removable. Indeed, applying
the continuity principle, we may first fill inB3

∖
K̂ by means of discs parallel to

thez2-axis and then fill in the complete ballB3, by means of discs parallel to the
z3-axis.
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In higher dimensionsn > 3, the relevant characterizations of CR-removable
compact sets contained in strongly pseudoconvex frontiersare of cohomological
nature (§3.33 below). In another vein, the assumption thatΩ possesses a Stein
neighborhood basis in Theorem 3.13 above inspired some authors to generalize
Stout’s theorem as follows.

Definition 3.21. Let Ω be a relatively compact domain of a Stein manifoldM
and letK ⊂ Ω be a compact set. TheO(M)-convex hullof K is

K̂O(M) :=
{
z ∈ M : |g(z)| 6 max

w∈K
|g(w)| for all g ∈ O(M)

}
.

If K = K̂O(M), thenK is calledO(M)-convex.

In Cn, theO(M)-convex hull coincides with the polynomial hull. Notice that
the next theorem is valid without pseudoconvexity assumption onΩ.

Theorem 3.22. ([Stu1981, Lt1988, Ky1991, Stu1993, Jö1995])LetM be a Stein
manifold of dimensionn > 2, let Ω ⋐ M be a relatively compact domain such
that M\Ω is connected and letK ⊂ Ω be a compact set withK = K̂O(M) ∩
∂Ω. Then every CR functionf defined on∂Ω\K extends holomorphically to
Ω\K̂O(M), i.e.:

• if ∂Ω\K is a Cκ,α hypersurface, withκ > 1 and0 6 α 6 1, and iff ∈
Cκ,αCR(∂Ω\K), then the holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(Ω\K) belongs to

the classCκ,α
(
Ω\K̂O(M)

)
;

• if ∂Ω\K is a C1 hypersurface and iff ∈ Lp
loc(∂Ω\K) with 1 6

p 6 ∞, then at every pointp ∈ ∂Ω\K, the holomorphic extension
F ∈ O

(
Ω\K̂O(M)

)
belongs to the Hardy spaceHp

loc(Up ∩ Ω), for some
small neighborhoodUp of p in M.

3.23.A(Ω)-hull and removal of singularities on pseudoconvex boundaries.
Following [Jö1995, Po1997, JP2002], we now expose a geometric aspect of some
of the preceding removability theorems. LetΩ ⋐ Cn with n > 2 be a bounded
domain having frontier of class at leastC1. ByA(Ω) = O(Ω)∩C0(Ω), we denote
the ring of holomorphic functions inΩ that are continuous up to the boundary.
LetK ⊂ Ω be a compact set.

Definition 3.24. TheA(Ω)-hull of K is

K̂A(Ω) :=
{
z ∈ Ω : |g(z)| 6 max

w∈Ω
|g(w)| for all g ∈ A(Ω)

}
.

If K = K̂A(Ω), thenK is calledA(Ω)-convex. If K = ∂Ω ∩ K̂A(Ω), thenK is
calledCR-convex.

The next theorem is stronger than Theorem 3.13 in two aspects:
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• the inclusionK̂A(Ω) ⊂ K̂O(Ω) holds in general and may be strict;

• it is not assumed that the pseudoconvex domainΩ has a Stein neighbor-
hood basis.

Theorem 3.25. ([Jö1995])Let Ω be a bounded weakly pseudoconvex domain in
C2 having frontier of classC2 and letK be a compact subset of∂Ω withK 6= ∂Ω

such thatK is CR-convex, namelyK = ∂Ω∩K̂A(Ω). Then the following are true.

1) LetV(∂Ω\K) be an interior one-sided neighborhood of∂Ω\K with the
property that each connected component ofV(∂Ω\K) contains in its
boundary exactly one component of∂Ω\K and no other point of∂Ω\K.
Then for every holomorphic functionf ∈ O

(
V(∂Ω\K)

)
, there exists a

holomorphic functionF ∈ O(Ω\K̂A(Ω)) with F = f in V(∂Ω\K).

2) ([AS1990]) There is a one-to-one correspondence between connected
components of∂Ω\K and connected components ofΩ\K̂A(Ω), namely

the boundary of each component ofΩ\K̂A(Ω) contains exactly one con-
nected component of∂Ω\K and does not intersect any other component.

3) If the boundary∂Ω is of classC∞, thenΩ\K̂A(Ω) is pseudoconvex, hence
it is the envelope of holomorphy ofV(∂Ω\K).

If K is not CR-convex, the one-to-one correspondence between the connected
components of∂Ω\K and those of∂Ω\K̂A(Ω) may fail.

Example 3.26. Indeed, letΩ := B2 ∩
{
x1 <

1
2

}
be a truncation of the unit ball

and letK := ∂B2 ∩
{
x1 = 1

2

}
be the intersection of the three-sphere∂B2 with

the real hyperplane
{
x1 = 1

2

}
(seeonly the left hand side of the diagram).

Relevance of the assumption of CR-convexity

K̂A(Ω)

{x1 = 1
2
}

C2

K
∂B2

Ω

∂B2

Ω′

C2

K ′ = K̂ ′
A(Ω)

The Levi-flat3-ballB2 ∩
{
x1 = 1

2

}
being foliated by complex discs, the maxi-

mum principle entails that̂KA(Ω) = B2∩
{
x1 = 1

2

}
= K̂A(Ω)∩∂Ω 6= K, henceK

is not CR-convex. Also,∂Ω\K has two connected components∂B2 ∩
{
x1 <

1
2

}
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andB2 ∩
{
x1 = 1

2

}
, whereas∂Ω\K̂A(Ω) = ∂B2 ∩

{
x1 <

1
2

}
is connected. Any

function on∂Ω\K equal to two distinct constants on the two connected compo-
nents of∂Ω\K is CR and not holomorphically extendable toΩ = Ω\K̂A(Ω).
Finally, by smoothing out∂Ω near the two-sphere∂B2 ∩

{
x1 = 1

2

}
, we obtain an

example withC∞ boundary.

3.27. Hulls and holomorphic extension from nonpseudoconvex boundaries.
Since the work [Lu1986] of Lupacciolu, the extension of Theorem 3.7 to nonpseu-
doconvex boundaries was a daring open problem ([Stu1993]).

Theorem 3.28. ([Po1997, JP2002, LP2003])Let Ω be a not necessarily pseu-
doconvexbounded domain inCn (n > 2) having connectedC2 frontier and let
K ⊂ ∂Ω be a compact set with∂Ω\K connected such thatK = ∂Ω ∩ K̂A(Ω).
Then for every continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(∂Ω\K), there exists a holo-
morphic functionF ∈ O

(
Ω\K̂A(Ω)

)
∩ C0

(
[Ω\K̂A(Ω)] ∪ [∂Ω\K]

)
such that

F |∂Ω\K = f .

A purely geometrical proof applying a global continuity principle together
with a fine control of monodromy may be found in [Po1997, JP2002]; cf.
also [MP2007]. By a topological device, a second proof ([LP2003]) derives the
theorem from the following statement, established by meansof ∂ techniques.

Theorem 3.29. ([Lt1988]) LetM be a Stein manifold of complex dimensionn >

2, let K ⊂ M be a compact set that isO(M)-convex and letΩ ⊂ M be a
relatively compactnot necessarily pseudoconvexdomain such that∂Ω\K is a
connectedC1 hypersurface ofM\K. Then for every continuous CR functionf
on ∂Ω\K, there exists a holomorphic functionF ∈ O(Ω\K) ∩ C0(Ω\K) with
F |∂Ω\K = f .

Contrary to the case where∂Ω is pseudoconvex (as in Theorem 3.25), even ifK
is CR-convex, the one-to-one correspondence between the connected components
of ∂Ω\K and those ofΩ\K̂A(Ω) may fail to hold. For this reason,∂Ω\K is
assumed to be connected in Theorem 3.29.

Example 3.30. ([LP2003]) We modify Example 3.26 so as to get a nonpseu-
doconvex boundary as follows (seethe right hand side of the diagram above).
Let Ω′ be the unit ballB2 from which we substract the closed ballB(q, 1) of
radius1 centered at the pointq of coordinates(1, 0). A computation with defin-
ing (in)equations shows thatΩ′ is contained in

{
x1 < 1

2

}
. Notice thatΩ′ is

not pseudoconvex and in fact, its envelope of holomorphy is single-sheeted and
equal to the domainΩ = B2 ∩

{
x1 < 1

2

}
drawn in the left hand side. Let

K ′ := B2 ∩
{
x1 = 1

2

}
⊂ ∂Ω′ (this set is the same2-sphere as the setK of the

preceding example). ThenK ′ is CR-convex, since the candidate for itsA(Ω′)-
hull is the three-sphereB2∩

{
x1 = 1

2

}
that lies outsideΩ′. However,∂Ω′\K ′ has

two connected components, namely∂B2 ∩
{
x1 <

1
2

}
and∂B(q, 1) ∩

{
x1 <

1
2

}
,
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whereasΩ′\K̂ ′
A(Ω) = Ω′\K ′ = Ω′ is connected. Hence any CR function equal to

two distinct constants on these two components fails to extend holomorphically
to Ω′. Finally, by smoothing out∂Ω near the two-sphere∂B2 ∩

{
x1 = 1

2

}
, we

obtain an example withC∞ boundary.

If we drop CR-convexity ofK, viz. if K 6= K̂A(Ω) ∩ ∂Ω, then monodromy

problems come on scene: the natural embedding ofΩ\K̂A(Ω) into the envelope of
holomorphy of a one-sided neighborhood of∂Ω\K may fail to be one-to-one.

Example 3.31. ([LP2003]) Consider the real four-dimensional open cubeC :=
(−1, 1) × i (−1, 1) × (−1, 1) × i(−1, 1) in C2 ≃ R4.

z2

0

y1

x1

1
2

1

− 1
2

−1

Ω

K

C2

T2

T3

T1

T2 T1

T3

Multisheetedness ifK is not CR-convex

C

Chooseε > 0 small and remove from this cubeC firstly the narrow tunnel
T1 := {|z2| 6 ε, |x1 − 1/2| 6 ε} having an entrance and an exit and secondly
the (incomplete) narrow tunnelT2 := {|z2| 6 ε, |x1 + 1/2| 6 ε, −1 < y1 6

1/2} having only an entrance, and callΩ the obtained domain. LetK := ∂C ∩
{y1 = 0}. The complete tunnel insures that∂Ω\K is connected. Moreover, the
maximum principle along families of analytic discs parallel to the complexz2-axis
enables to verify that

K̂A(Ω) =
(
Ω ∩ {y1 = 0}

)⋃
K
⋃(

∂T1 ∩ {y1 = 0}
)⋃(

∂T2 ∩ {y1 = 0}
)
.

It follows that∂Ω\K̂A(Ω) has three connected components, firstly the partT1 of
∂Ω that lies in the half-space{y1 < 0}; secondly the dead-lock partT2 of the
second tunnel that lies in{y1 > 0}; and thirdly, the remainderT3 of the boundary,
that lies in{y1 > 0}.

The branch oflog z1 satisfyinglog 1 = 0 is uniquely defined inC2\{(x1, z2) :
x1 6 0}, hencelog z1 is holomorphic in a neighborhood of∂Ω\T 2, where
T 2 := ∂T2 ∩ {y1 > 0}. In addition, log z1 extends from points nearT2 in
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{y1 < 0} to a neighborhood ofT 2. In sum, it defines a single-valued function
that is holomorphic in a neighborhood of∂Ω.

Observe that
(
− 1

2 + i
2 , 0
)
∈ T2 ⊂ ∂Ω. The value oflog z1 thus defined at this

point islog
(

1√
2
e−i5π/4

)
= log 1√

2
−i 5π

4 . On the other hand,log z1 restricted to a

neighborhood of∂C ∩{y1 > 0} ⊂ ∂Ω extends holomorphically toC ∩{y1 > 0}
(by means of unit discs parallel to thez2-axis) aslog z1 itself! But the value of
this extension at

(
− 1

2 + i
2 , 0
)

is different: log
(

1√
2
ei3π/4

)
= log 1√

2
+ i 3π

4 .

To conclude this paragraph, before surveying the cohomological characteriza-
tions of removable singularities in dimensionn > 3, we reformulate the obtained
characterization in complex dimensionn = 2. It is known that a compact set
K ⊂ Cn is polynomially convex if and only if the∂-cohomology groupH0,1

∂
(K)

is trivial and holomorphic functions in a neighborhood ofK can be approximated
by polynomials uniformly onK. Thus, we can state a complete formulation of
Theorem 3.7, with the supplementary assumption thatO(Ω) may be approximated
uniformly by polynomials. This insures that polynomial convexity coincides with
O(Ω)-convexity. As a major example, the theorem holds forΩ equal to the unit
ball B2 (Corollary 3.15).

Theorem 3.32. ([Stu1989, Stu1993, Lu1994, CSt1994])The following four con-
ditions for a compact subsetK of aC2 strongly pseudoconvex compact boundary
∂Ω ⋐ C2 with Ω Runge orΩ polynomially convex are equivalent:

• K isO(Ω)-convex.

• K is polynomially convex.

• H0,1

∂
(K) = 0 and holomorphic functions in a neighborhood ofK can be

approximated by polynomials uniformly onK

• K is removable.

Thus, in this situation, removability amounts to polynomial convexity. Nev-
ertheless, the problem of characterizing geometrically the polynomial convexity
of compact sets hides several fine questions. We shall come back to this topic in
Section 5.

3.33. Luppaciolu’s characterizations. An outstanding theorem due to Lupacci-
olu provides complete cohomological characterizations ofremovable sets that are
contained in strongly pseudoconvex boundaries, for general n > 2.

LetM be a Stein manifold of dimensionn > 2 and letΩ ⋐ M be a relatively
compact strongly pseudoconvex domain havingC2 boundary.

Let Hp,q

∂
:= Zp,q

∂
/∂Ep,q−1 denote the usual(p, q)-th Dolbeault cohomology

group29. We endow the spaceZn,n−2

∂
(K) of ∂-closed(n, n − 2)-forms defined

29Appropriate background, further survey of Lupacciolu’s results and additional mate-
rial may be found in [CSt1994].
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in a neighborhood of a compact setK ⊂ M with the standard locally convex in-
ductive limit topology derived from the inductive system ofthe Fréchet-Schwartz
spacesZn,n−2

∂
(U), asU ranges through a fundamental system of open neighbor-

hoods ofK in M.

Theorem 3.34. ([Lu1994, CSt1994])Assume thatΩ is O(M)-convex. A proper
closed subsetK of ∂Ω is removableif and only if Hn,n−1

∂
(K) = 0 and the re-

striction mapZn,n−2

∂
(M) → Zn,n−2

∂
(K) has dense image.

For n = 2, the two conditions of the theorem reduce to theO(M)-convexity
of K ([Lu1994, CSt1994]). Forn > 3, the following improvement is valid. By
σE, we denote theseparated space associated toa given topological vector space
E, namely the quotientE/0 of E by the closure of0.

Theorem 3.35.([Lu1994, CSt1994])Assume thatn > 3. Without the assumption
that Ω is O(M)-convex, the compact setK ⊂ ∂Ω is removableif and only if
Hn,n−1

∂
(K) = 0 andσHn,n−2

∂
(K) = 0.

Lupacciolu also obtains an extrinsic characterization as follows. LetΦ be the
paracompactifying family of all closed subsets ofM\K that have compact clo-
sure inM. LetHp,q

Φ the Dolbeault cohomology groups with support inΦ.

Theorem 3.36. ([Lu1994, CSt1994])For n > 3, a compact subsetK of the
boundary∂Ω of aC2-bounded strongly pseudoconvex domainΩ ⋐ M is remov-
able if and only ifH0,1

Φ (M\K) = 0.

Notice that, forn > 3, this theorem has the striking consequence that the con-
dition thatK be removable in a strongly pseudoconvex boundary does not depend
on the domain in question, but rather on the situation ofK itself in the ambi-
ent manifold. Also, Lupacciolu provides analogous characterizations for weak
removability ([Lu1994, CSt1994]).

§4. SMOOTH AND METRICALLY THIN REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES

FOR CR FUNCTIONS

4.1. Three notions of removability. We formulate the concerned notions of re-
movability directly in arbitrary codimension. LetM ⊂ Cn be aC2,α generic sub-
manifold of positive codimensiond > 1 and of positive CR dimensionm > 1.
SuchM will always be supposedconnected. In the sequel, not to mention super-
ficial corollaries, we will systematically assume thatM is globally minimal.

Definition 4.2. ([Me1997, MP1998, Jö1999a, Jö1999b, MP1999, MP2002]) A
closed subsetC of M is said to be:

• CR-removableif there exists a wedgelike domainW attached toM to
which every continuous CR functionf ∈ C0

CR(M\C) extends holomor-
phically;
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• W-removableif for every wedgelike domainW1 attached toM\C, there
is a wedgelike domainW2 attached toM and a wedgelike domainW3 ⊂
W1 ∩ W2 attached toM\C such that for every holomorphic function
f ∈ O(W1), there exists a holomorphic functionF ∈ O(W2) which
coincides withf in W3;

• Lp-removable, where1 6 p 6 ∞, if every locally integrable function
f ∈ Lp

loc(M) which is CR in the distributional sense onM\C is in fact
CR on all ofM .

A few comments are welcome. CR-removability requires at least M\C to
be globally minimal, in order that the main Theorem 4.12(V) applies, yielding
a wedgelike domainW1 attached toM\C. ThenW-removability ofC implies
its CR-removability. In both CR- andW-removabililty, after the removal ofC,
nothing is demanded about the growth of the holomorphic extension to a global
wedgelike domainW2 attached toM . Such extensions might well have essential
singularities at some points ofC, although they are holomorphic inW2. On the
contrary, forLp-removability ofC, CR functions onM\C should really extend
to be CR throughC.

Notwithstanding this difference, the sequel will reveal thatLp-removability is
also a consequence ofW-removability, thanks to some Hardy-space control of
the holomorphic extensionF ∈ O(W2). In fact, functions are assumed to be
Lp
loc (a variant is to assume continuity onM instead of integrability) even near

points ofC. This strong assumption enables to get a control of the growth of the
wedge extension. Before providing more explanations, we assert in advance that
W-removability is the most general notion of removability, focusing the question
on envelopes of holomorphy.

In codimensiond = 1, wedgelike domains identify to one-sided neighbor-
hoods. ThenW-removability ofC means that the envelope of holomorphy of
every (arbitrarily thin) one-sided neighborhood ofM\C contains a complete one-
sided neighborhood of the hypersurfaceM in Cn. If M = ∂Ω is the boundary of
a bounded domainΩ ⊂ Cn (having connected boundary), thenW-removability
of a compact setK ⊂ ∂Ω entails its removability in the sense of Problem 3.2,
thanks to Hartogs Theorem 1.8(V).

As in [Jö1999b, MP1999], we would like to emphasize that allthe general the-
orems presented in Sections 3 and 4 are void forL1

loc functions, or require a strong
assumption of growth. On the contrary, the results that willbe presented below
hold in all spacesLp

loc with 1 6 p 6 ∞, without any assumption of growth. The
concept ofW-removability, interpreted as a result about envelopes of holomorphy,
yields a (crucial) external drawing near the illusory singularity, an opportunity that
is intrinsically attached to locally embeddable Cauchy-Riemann structures, but is
of course absent for general linear partial differential operators.
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4.3. Removable singularities on hypersurfaces.In [LS1993], it is shown that
if Ω ⊂ Cn is a pseudoconvex bounded domain havingC2 boundary, then every
compact subsetK ⊂ ∂Ω with H2n−3(K) = 0 is removable in the sense of Def-
inition 3.4. In fact, Lemma 4.18(III) shows that∂Ω is globally minimal and the
next lemma shows that in codimensiond = 1, metrically thin singularities do not
perturb global minimality.

Lemma 4.4. ([MP2002])If M ⊂ Cn is a globally minimalC2 hypersurface, then
for every closed setC ⊂ M with H2n−3(C) = 0, the complementM\C is also
globally minimal.

Example 4.5. However, this is untrue ifH2n−3(C) > 0. Let n > 2 andϕ(z, u)
be C2 defined for|z|, |u| < 1 and satisfyingϕ(z, 0) ≡ 0 for Re z1 6 0. Let
M ⊂ Cn be the graphv = ϕ(z, u) and defineC := {(i y1, z2, . . . , zn−1, 0)}.
Clearly dimC = 2n − 3, H2n−3(C) > 0 and{(z, 0) : Re z1 < 0} is a single
CR orbitO− of M\C. Also, the functionϕ may be chosen so thatM is of finite
type at every point ofM\O−, whenceM\C consists of exactly two CR orbits,
namelyO− andM\(O− ∪C). It follows thatM is globally minimal.

Theorem 4.6. ([LS1993, CSt1994, MP1998, MP2002])If M ⊂ Cn is a globally
minimal C2,α (0 < α < 1) hypersurface, then every closed setC ⊂ M with
H2n−3(C) = HdimM−2(C) = 0 is locally CR-,W- andLp-removable.

Sometimes, we shall say thatC is of codimension2+0 in M . This is a version
of (rm1) and of (rm2) of Theorem 2.30 for CR functions on general hypersur-
faces. Except forLp-removability, refinements about smoothness assumptions
may be found in [CSt1994].

The smallest (Hausdorff) dimension ofC ⊂M ⊂ Cn for which its removabil-
ity may fail is equal to2n − 3. Indeed, ifC = M ∩ Σ is equal to the intersection
of M with some local complex hypersurfaceΣ = {f = 0}, the functions1/fk,
k > 1 ande1/f restrict to be CR onM\C, but not holomorphically extendable
to a one-sided neighborhood at points ofC, sinceΣ visits both sides ofM . In
such a situation, the real hypersurfaceM ∩ Σ of the complex hypersurfaceΣ has
dimension(2n − 3) and CR dimension(n− 2).

Definition 4.7. A CR submanifoldN ⊂ Cn is calledmaximally complexif it is
of odd dimension satisfyingdimN = 1 + 2CRdimN .

Every real hypersurface of a complex manifold is maximally complex. The
next step in to study singularitiesC contained in(2n − 3)-dimensional submani-
foldsN ⊂M .

Example 4.8.We show the necessity of assuming thatM\C is also globally min-
imal ([MP1999]). Take the complex hypersurfaceO− of the preceding example
having boundary∂O− = C = N . Applying Proposition 4.38(III) toS := O−,
we may construct a measure onM\C supported byO− that is CR onM\C but
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does not extend holomorphically to a wedge at any point ofO− = O− ∪ C, for
the same reason as in Corollary 4.39(III).

Because of this example, we shall systematically assume that M\C is also
globally minimal, if this is not a consequence of other hypotheses. Here is a CR
version of(rm3) and of (rm4) of Theorem 2.30. It says that true singularities
should be maximally complex. Before stating it, we point outthat all subman-
ifolds of given manifolds will constantly be assumed to beembeddedsubman-
ifolds. Also, all subsetsC of a submanifoldN of manifoldM that are called
closedare assumed to be closed both inM and inN .

Theorem 4.9. ([Jö1992, Me1997, Jö1999a, Jö1999b])LetM ⊂ Cn be aC2,α

(0 < α < 1) globally minimal hypersurface and letN ⊂ M be a connected
C2,α embedded submanifold of dimension(2n − 3), viz. of codimension2 in M .
A closed setC ⊂ N such thatM\C is also globally minimal is CR-,W- and
Lp-removable under each one of the following two circumstances:

(i) n > 2 andC 6= N ;

(ii) n > 3 andC = N is not maximally complex, viz. there exists at least one
pointp ∈ N at whichN is generic.

One may verify ([Jö1999a, MP1999]) that generic points ofN are locally re-
movable and then after erasing them by deforming slightlyM inside the exten-
sional wedge existing above,(ii) is seen to be a consequence of(i). For vari-
ous smoothness refinements, the reader is referred to [Jö1992, CSt1994, MP1998,
Jö1999a, Jö1999b, MP1999]. One may also combine Theorem 4.6 and 4.9, as-
suming that the submanifoldN is smooth, except perhaps at all points of some
metrically thin closed subset. The proof will not be restituted.

The study of more massive singularities contained in(2n − 2)-dimensional
submanifolds has been initiated by Jöricke ([Jö1988]), having in mind some gen-
eralization of Denjoy’s approach to Painlevé’s problem.

Theorem 4.10. ([Jö1999a, Jö1999b])Let M ⊂ Cn be a C2,α (0 < α < 1)
globally minimal hypersurface and letM1 ⊂ M be a connectedC2,α embedded
submanifold30 of dimension(2n− 2), viz. of codimension1 in M , that isgeneric
in Cn. If n > 3, a closed setC ⊂ M1 is CR-,W- andLp-removable provided it
does not contain any CR orbit ofM1.

It may be established
(
see e.g.Lemma 3.3 in [MP2006a]

)
thatM1\C ′ is also

globally minimal for every closedC ′ ⊂M1 containing no CR orbit ofM1.

30We believe thatC2,α-smoothness ofM1 is required in the proof built there, since the
mapw 7→ ĥ(w) appearing in equation (3.12) of [Jö1999a]

(
that corresponds essentially

to the singular integralJ (v) defined in (3.20)(V)
)

already requiresM1 to beC1,α with

0 < α < 1 to exist; then to compute the differential ofw 7→ ĥ(w), one must requireM1

to be at leastC2,α.
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We would like to mention that the removability of two-codimensional singu-
larities (Theorem 4.9) isnot a consequence of the removability of the bigger one-
codimensional singularities (Theorem 4.10). Indeed, it may happen thatTpN
containsT cpM at several pointsp ∈ N in Theorem 4.9, preventing the existence
of a genericM1 ⊂ M containingN . In addition, even ifTpN 6⊃ T cpM for every
p ∈ N , Theorem 4.9 isnot anymorea corollary of Theorem 4.10. Indeed, with
m = 2 andd = 1, choosing a local hypersurfaceM ⊂ C3 containing a complex
curveΣ, choosingN ⊂ M of dimension3 containingΣ and being maximally
real outsideΣ, and choosing an arbitrary genericM1 ⊂ M containingN (some
explicit local defining equations may easily be written), then Σ is a CR orbit of
M1, soN ⊃ Σ is not considered to be removable by Theorem 4.10, whereas
Theorem 4.9(ii) asserts thatN is removable.

Although singularities are more massive in Theorem 4.10, the assumptionn >

3 in it entails that the CR dimension(n − 1) of M is > 2, whenceM1 has
positive CR dimension> 1. This insures the existence of small analytic discs
with boundary inM1. Section 5 below and [MP2006a] as a whole are devoted to
the more delicate case whereM1 has null CR dimension.

Example 4.11. ([Jö1999a]) InC3, let M = ∂B3 and letM1 :=
{
(z1, z2, z3) :

0 < x1 < 1/2, y1 = 0
}

. Clearly,M1 is foliated by the3-spheres

S3
x∗1

:=
{
z1 = x∗1, |z2|2 + |z3|2 = 1 − |x∗1|2

}
,

x∗1 ∈ (0, 1/2), that are globally minimal compact3-dimensional strongly pseu-
doconvex maximally complex CR submanifolds of CR dimension1 bounding the
2-dimensional complex balls

B2,x∗1
:=
{
z1 = x∗1, |z2|2 + |z3|2 < 1 − |x∗1|2

}
.

Theorem 4.10 asserts that a compact setK ⊂ M1 is removable if and only if it
does not contain a whole sphereSx∗1 , for somex∗1 ∈ (0, 1/2). If K contains such
a sphereS3

x∗1
, the complex2-ball B2,x∗1

coincides with theA(Ω)-hull of Sx∗1 and
is nonremovable. More generally, an application of both Theorems 4.10 and 3.25
yields the following.

Corollary 4.12. Let K be a compact subset ofM1. For every (interior)
one-sided neighborhoodV−(∂B3\K

)
that is contained inB3 and every func-

tion f holomorphic inV−(∂B3\K
)
, there exists a functionF holomorphic in

B3

∖⋃
x∗1: S3

x∗1
⊂K B2,x∗1

with F = f in V−(∂B3\K
)
.

By means of the complex Plateau problem, the next paragraph discusses the
necessity forN not to be maximally complex in Theorem 4.9 and forM1 not to
contain any CR orbit in Theorem 4.10, in a more general context thanM = ∂Bn.
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4.13. Complex Plateau problem and nonremovable singularities contained in
strongly pseudoconvex boundaries.Let M be a complex manifold of dimen-
sionn > 2. If Σ ⊂ M is a closed purek-dimensional complex subvariety, we
denote by[Σ] the current of integration onΣ, whose existence was established by
Lelong in 1957 ([Ch1989, De1997]).

Definition 4.14. ([HL1975, Ha1977]) A currentT onM is called aholomorphic
k-chainif it is of the form

T =
∑

finite

nj [Σj],

where theΣj denote the irreducible components of a purek-dimensional complex
subvarietyΣ of M and where themultiplicity nj of eachΣj is an integer.

The complex Plateau problem consists in filling boundariesN by complex sub-
varietiesΣ, or more generally by holomorphic chainsT. Maximal complexity of
the boundaryN is naturally required and sinceN might encounter singular points
of Σ, it should be allowed in advance to be “scarred” somehow. Also, the bound-
ary N inherits an orientation fromΣ and as the boundary ofΣ, it should have
empty boundary.

Definition 4.15. A scarredCκ (1 6 κ 6 ∞) maximally complex cycleof dimen-
sion(2m+ 1),m > 0, is a compact subsetN ⊂ M together with a thin compact
scar setscN ⊂ N such that

• H2m+1(scN ) = 0;

• N\ scN is anoriented (2m+1)-dimensional embedded maximally com-
plex Cκ submanifold ofM\ scN having finite(2m + 1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure;

• the current of integration overN\scN , denoted by[N ], has no boundary:
d[N ] = 0.

This definition was essentially devised by Harvey-Lawson and appears to be
adequately large, but sufficiently stringent to maintain the possibility of filling a
maximally complex cycle by a complex analytic set.

Theorem 4.16. ([HL1975, Ha1977])SupposeN is a scarredCκ (1 6 κ 6 ∞)
maximally complex cycle of dimension(2m+ 1),m > 0, in a Stein manifoldM.

• If m = 0, assume thatN satisfies themoment condition, viz.
∫
N ω = 0

for every holomorphic1-form ω =
∑n

k=1 ωk(z) dzk having entire coef-
ficientsωk ∈ O(Cn).

• If m > 1, assume nothing, since the corresponding appropriate moment
condition follows automatically from the assumption of maximal com-
plexity ([HL1975]).
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Then there exists a unique holomorphic(m + 1)-chain T in M\N having
compact support and finite mass inM such that

dT = [N ]

in the sense of currents inM. Furthermore, there is a compact subsetK ofN with
H2m+1(K) = 0 such that every point ofN\

(
K∪scN

)
possesses a neighborhood

in which(suppT) ∪N is a regularCκ complex manifold with boundary.

A paradigmatic example, much considered since Milnor studied it, consists in
intersecting a complex algebraic subvariety ofCn passing through the origin with
a spere centered at0; topologists usually require that0 is an isolated singularity
and that the sphere is small or that the defining polynomial ishomogeneous.

We apply this filling theorem in a specific situation. Let∂Ω ⋐ Cn (n > 3)
be a strongly pseudoconvexC2 boundary and letM1 ⊂ ∂Ω be an embeddedC2

one-codimensional submanifold that is generic inCn. We assume thatM1 has
no boundary and is closed, viz. is a compact submanifold. SinceM1 has CR
dimension(n − 2), its CR orbits have dimension equal to either(2n − 4), or to
(2n−3) or to(2n−2). Because of Corollary 4.19(III), no CR orbit ofM1 can be
an immersed complex2-codimensional submanifold, of real dimension(2n− 4),
since its closure inM1 would be a compact set laminated by complex manifolds.
Nevertheless, there may exist(2n− 3)-dimensional CR orbits.

Proposition 4.17. ([Jö1999a])Every CR orbitO1
CR of a connectedC2 hypersur-

faceM1 ⊂ ∂Ω of a C2 strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω ⋐ Cn is of the
following types:

(i) O1
CR is an open subset ofM ;

(ii) O1
CR is a closed maximally complexC1 cycle embedded inM1;

(iii) O1
CR is a maximally complexC1 submanifold injectively immersed inM1

whose closureC consists of an uncountable union of similar CR orbits.

In the last situation,C will be called amaximally complex exceptional minimal
compact CR-invariant set. The intersection ofC with a local curve transversal to
a piece CR orbit inM1 may consist of either an open segment or of a Cantor
(perfect) subset.

Here is the desired converse to both Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 in asituation where
the Plateau complex filling works.

Corollary 4.18. ([Jö1999a])Suppose that∂Ω ∈ C2,α contains a compact embed-
ded(2n−3)-dimensional maximally complex submanifoldN (without boundary).
ThenN is not removable.

Proof. Indeed, the scar set ofN is empty and the filling ofN by a holomorphic
chain consists of an irreducible complex subvarietyΣ that is necessarily contained
in Ω, since∂Ω is strongly pseudoconvex. Then the domainΩ\Σ is seen to be
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pseudoconvex and̂NA(Ω) = N ∪ Σ. Theorem 3.25 entails that CR functions on
∂Ω\N extend holomorphicaly toΩ\Σ. �

A very natural problem, raised in [Jö1999a] and inspired bya perturbation
of Example 4.11, is to determine for which compact CR-invariant subsetsK of a
strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω ⊂ Cn the envelope of holomorphy of∂Ω\K
is multi-sheeted.

Theorem 4.19.([JS2004])LetM1 ⊂ ∂Bn be an orientable(2n−2)-dimensional
genericC2,α submanifold of∂Bn (n > 3) and letK ⊂ M1 be a compact CR-
invariant subset ofM1 such that

• the boundary ofK in M1 is the disjoint union of finitely many con-
nected compact maximally complex CR manifoldsN1, . . . , Nℓ of dimen-
sion(2n− 3) that areC2,α−0 CR orbits ofM1;

• the interior ofK with respect toM1 is globally minimal.

Then the envelope of holomorphyE
(
V(∂Bn\K)

)
is multi-sheeted in every

neighborhoodUp ⊂ Bn of every pointp ∈ IntK.

We conclude these considerations by formulating a deeply open problem raised
by Jöricke. The complex Plateau problem for laminated boundaries is a virgin
mathematical landscape.

Open question 4.20.([Jö1999a])Let∂Ω ⋐ Cn, n > 3, be a strongly pseudocon-
vex boundary of class at leastC2. Suppose that∂Ω contains a maximally complex
exceptional minimal compact CR-invariant setC. DoesC bound a relatively
compact subsetΣ ⊂ Ω laminated by complex manifolds ?

As observed in [DH1997, MP1998, Sa1999, DS2001], removablesingular-
ities have an unexpected interesting application to wedge extension of CR-
meromorphic functions.

4.21. CR-meromorphic functions and metrically thin singularities. For n >

2, a local meromorphic mapf from a domainΩ ⊂ Cn to the Riemann sphere
P1(C) has an exceptional locusIf ⊂ Ω, at every pointp of which the value
f(p) is undefined. For instance the origin(0, 0) ∈ C2 with f = z1

z2
(notice that

every complex number inC ∪ {∞} is a limit of z1z2 ). This exceptional setIf is a
complex analytic subset ofΩ having codimension> 2 ([De1997]). It is called the
indeterminacy setof f .

A meromorphic function may be more conveniently defined as an-dimensional
irreducibe complex analytic subsetΓf of Ω × P1(C) having surjective projection
onto Ω, viz. πΩ(Γf ) = Ω. Here,Ω might be any complex manifold. Indeter-
minacy points correspond precisely to pointsp ∈ Ω satisfyingπ−1

Ω (p) ∩ Γf =
{p} × P1(C). So, the generalization of meromorphy to the CR category incorpo-
rates indeterminacy points.
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Definition 4.22. ([HL1975, DH1997, MP1998, Sa1999]) LetM ⊂ Cn be a
scarredC1 generic submanifold of codimensiond > 1 and of CR dimension
m = n − d > 1. Then aCR meromorphic functiononM with values inP1(C)
consists of a triple(f,Df ,Γf ) such that:

1) Df ⊂M is a dense open subset ofM andf : Df → P1(C) is aC1 map;

2) the closureΓf in Cn × P1(C) of the graph{(p, f(p)) : p ∈ Df} defines
an oriented scarredC1 CR submanifold ofCn × P1(C) of the same CR
dimension asM having empty boundary in the sense of currents.

The indeterminacy locusof f is denoted by

If :=
{
p ∈M : {p} × P1(C) ⊂ Γf

}
.

In the CR category,If is not as thin as in the holomorphic category (where it has
real codimension> 4), but it is nevertheless thin enough for future purposes, as
we shall see. A standard argument from geometric measure theory yields almost
everywhere smoothness of almost every level set.

Lemma 4.23. ([Fe1969, HL1975, Ha1977])LetM ⊂ Cn be a scarredC1 generic
submanifold. Let(f,Df ,Γf ) be a CR meromorphic function onM . Then for
almost everyw ∈ P1(C), the level set

Nf (w) :=
{
p ∈M : (p,w) ∈ Γf

}

is a scarred2-codimensionalC1 submanifold ofM .

Let p ∈ If . Since(p,w) ∈ Γf for everyw ∈ P1(C), it follows that If ⊂
Nf (w) for everyw. Fixing such aw ∈ P1(C), we simply denoteNf := Nf (w).
In particular, the scar setscNf

of Nf is always of codimension2+0 inM , namely
HdimM−2(scNf

) = 0.
SoIf ⊂ Nf and by definitionIf ×P1(C) ⊂ Γf . We claim that, in addition,If

has empty interior inNf\scNf
. Otherwise, there exist a pointp ∈ Nf\scNf

and
a neighborhoodUp of p in M with Up ∩ scNf

= ∅ such thatIf containsUp ∩Nf ,
whence

(Up ∩Nf ) × P1(C) ⊂ Γf .

Since(Up ∩ Nf ) × P1(C) has dimension equal todimM = dim Γf , it follows
that

Γf ∩
(
Up × P1(C)

)
≡ (Up ∩Nf ) × P1(C).

But Up ∩Nf having codimension two inUp, this contradicts the assumption that
Γf is a (nonempty!) graph above the dense open subsetUp ∩ Df of Up.

Lemma 4.24. ([MP1998, Sa1999])The indeterminacy setIf of f is a closed set
of empty interior contained in some2-codimensional scarredC1 submanifoldNf

ofM . Moreover, the scar setscNf
ofNf is always of codimension2+0 in M , viz.

H2m+d−2(scNf
) = 0.
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The statement below and its proof are clear ifDf = M ; in it, the condition
d[Γf ] = 0 helps in an essential way to keep it true when the closure ofΓf pos-
sesses a nonempty scar set.

Proposition 4.25. ([MP1998, Sa1999])There exists a unique CR measureTf on
M\If with Tf |Df

coinciding with theC1 CR functionf : Df → P1(C).

It is defined locally as follows. Letp ∈ M\If and letUp be an open neigh-
borhood ofp in M . Sincep 6∈ If , there existswp ∈ P1(C) with (p,wp) 6∈ Γf .
Composing with an automorphism ofP1(C) and shrinkingUp, we may assume
thatwp = ∞ and that

(
Up×{∞}

)
∩Γf = ∅. LettingdVolUp be some(2m+ d)-

dimensional volume form onUp, letting πΓf
: Γf → M denote the natural pro-

jection, the CR measureTf
∣∣
Up

is defined by

〈Tf , ϕ〉 :=

∫

Γf

w · π∗Γf
(ϕ dVolUp),

for everyϕ ∈ C1
c (Up).

Thus, onM\If , the CR-meromorphic function(f,Df ,Γf ) behaves like an
order zero CR distribution. WithC0

CR, Lp
CR,loc, it therefore enjoys the extendabil-

ity properties of Part V onM\If , provided thatM is C2,α. The next theorem
should be applied toC := If . Its final proof ([MP2002]) under the most gen-
eral assumptions combines both the CR extension theory and the application of
the Riemann-Hilbert problem to global discs attached to maximally real subman-
ifolds ([Gl1994, Gl1996]). We cannot restitute the proof here.

Theorem 4.26. ([MP1998, DS2001, MP2002])SupposeM ⊂ Cn is C2,α (0 <
α < 1) of codimensiond > 1 and of CR dimensionm > 1. Then every
closed subsetC of M such thatM andM\C are globally minimal and such
that H2m+d−2(C) = 0 is CR-,W- andLp-removable.

However, if f is a CR-meromorphic function defined on such aM , with C1

replaced byC2,α in Definition 4.22, the complementM\If need not be globally
minimal if M is, and it is easy to construct manifoldsM and closed setsC ⊂ M
with H2m−1(C) < ∞ which perturb global minimality,cf. Example 4.8. It is
therefore natural to make the additional assumption thatM is locally minimal at
everypoint. This assumption is the weakest one that insures thatM\C is globally
minimal, for arbitrary closed setsC ⊂M .

Corollary 4.27. Assume thatM ∈ C2,α is locally minimal at every point and let
f be a CR-meromorphic function. ThenIf is CR-,W- andLp-removable.

Proof. Lemma 4.24 holds withC1 replaced byC2,α. It says thatIf is a closed
subset with empty interior of some scarredC2,α submanifoldNf of M . The re-
movability of the portion ofIf that is contained in the regular part ofNf follows
from Theorem 4.9(i). The removability of the remaining scar setscNf

follows
from Theorem 4.26 above. �
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Thus the CR measureTf onM\If (Proposition 4.25) extends holomorphically
to some wedgelike domainW1 attached toM\If . TheW-removability ofIf en-
tails that the envelope of holomorphy ofW1 contains a wedgelike domainW2

attached toM . Performing supplementary gluing of discs, the CR extension the-
ory (Part V) insures that such aW2 depends only onM , not onf . As envelopes
of meromorphy and envelopes of holomorphy of domains inCn coincide by a
theorem going back to Levi ([KS1967, Iv1992]), we may conclude.

Theorem 4.28. ([MP2002]) SupposeM ⊂ Cn is C2,α and locally minimal at
every point. Then there exists a wedgelike domainW attached toM to which
every CR-meromorphic function onM extends meromorphically.

4.29. Peak and smooth removable singularities in arbitrarycodimension. A
closed setC ⊂ M is called aC0,β peak set,0 < β < 1, if there exists anoncon-
stantfunction̟ ∈ C0,β

CR(M) such thatC = {̟ = 1} andmaxp∈M |̟(p)| 6 1.

Theorem 4.30. ([KR1995, MP1999])LetM beC2,α (0 < α < 1) globally mini-
mal. Then everyC0,β peak setC satisfiesHdimM (C) = 0 and isLp-removable.

To conclude, we mention two precise generalizations of Theorems 4.9 and 4.10
to higher codimension. IfΣ = {z : g(z) = 0} is a local complex hypersurface
passing through a pointp of a generic submanifoldM ⊂ Cn that is transverse to
M atp, viz. TpΣ+TpM = TpCn, the intersectionΣ∩M is a two-codimensional
submanifold ofM that is nowhere generic in a neighborhood ofp and certainly
not (locally) removable, since the CR function1g(z)

∣∣
M\(Σ∩M)

is not extendable to
any local wedge atp.

Theorem 4.31. ([Me1997, MP1999])LetM ⊂ Cn be aC2,α (0 < α < 1) glob-
ally minimal generic submanifold of positive codimensiond > 1 and of positive
CR dimensionm = n − d > 1. LetN ⊂ M be a connected two-codimensional
C2,α submanifold and assume thatM\N is also globally minimal. A closed set
C ⊂ N is CR-,W- andLp-removable under each one of the following two cir-
cumstances:

(i) m > 1 andC 6= N ;

(ii) m > 2 and there exists at least one pointp ∈ N at whichN is generic.

In (ii) , the assumption thatm > 2 is essential. Generally, ifm = 1, whence
d = n − 1 anddimM = n + 1, a local transverse intersectionC = Σ ∩ M
has dimensionn − 1, hence cannot be generic, and is not (locally) removable by
construction. In the next statement, the similar assumption thatm > 2 is strongly
used in the proof: the one-codimensional submanifoldM1 ⊂ M has then CR
dimensionm− 1 > 1, hence there exist small Bishop discs attached toM1.

Theorem 4.32.([Po1997, Me1997, Po2000])LetM ⊂ Cn be aC2,α (0 < α < 1)
globally minimal generic submanifold of positive codimension d > 1. Assume that
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the CR dimensionm = n−d ofM satisfiesm > 2. LetM1 ⊂M be a connected
C2,α one-codimensional submanifold that is generic inCn. A closed setC ⊂M1

is CR-,W- andLp-removable provided it does not contain any CR orbit ofM1.

Three geometrically different proofs of this theorem will be restituted in Sec-
tion 10 of [MP2006a]. The next Section 5 and [MP2006a] are devoted to the
study of the more delicate case wherem = 1 and whereC is contained in some
one-codimensional submanifoldM1 ⊂M .

§5. REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES IN CR DIMENSION 1

5.1. Removability of totally real discs in strongly pseudoconvex boundaries.
In 1988, applying a global version of the Kontinuitätssatz, Jöricke [Jö1988] es-
tablished a remarkable theorem, opening the way to a purely geometric study of
removable singularities.

Theorem 5.2. ([Jö1988])Let∂Ω ⋐ C2 be a strongly pseudoconvexC2 boundary
and letD ⊂ ∂Ω be aC2 one-codimensional submanifold that is diffeomorphic to
the unit open2-disc ofR2 and maximally real at every point. Then every compact
subsetK ofD is CR-,L∞ andW-removable.

By maximal reality ofD, the line distributionD ∋ p 7→ ℓp := TpD ∩ T cpM is
nowhere vanishing and may be integrated. This yields thecharacteristic foliation
Fc
D onD. The compact setK is contained in a slightly smaller discD′ ⋐ D hav-

ing C2 boundary∂D′. Poincaré-Bendixson’s theorem on such a discD′ together
with the inexistence of singularities ofFc

D entail that every characteristic curve
that enters intoD′ must exit fromD′. Orienting then the real2-discD and its
characteristic foliation, we have the following topological observation (at the very
core of the theorem) saying that there always exists a characteristic leaf that is not
crossed by the removable compact set.
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Fc
D{K} : For every compact subsetK ′ ⊂ K, there exists a Jordan curveγ :

[−1, 1] → D, whose range is contained in a single leaf of the charac-
teristic foliationFc

D, with γ(−1) 6∈ K ′, γ(0) ∈ K ′ andγ(1) 6∈ K ′, such
thatK ′ lies completely in one closed side ofγ[−1, 1] with respect to the
topology ofD in a neighborhood ofγ[−1, 1].

In the more general context of [MP2006a], we will argue thatFc
D{K} is the

very reason whyK is removable. We will then remove locally a well chosen
special pointp′sp ∈ K ′ ∩ γ[−1, 1]. In fact, we shall establish removability of
compact subsetsK of general surfacesS that are not necessarily diffeomorphic
to the unit2-disc, provided that an analogous topological condition holds. Also,
getting rid of strong pseudoconvexity, we shall work with a globally minimalC2,α

hypersurface ofC2. Finally, we shall relax slightly the assumption of total reality,
admitting some complex tangencies.

Example 5.3. Let Ω = B2 and letP (z) ∈ C[z] be a homogeneous polynomial of
degree> 2 having0 has its only singularity. The intersectionK := ∂B2 ∩ {P =
0} is a finite union of closed real algebraic curves≃ S1 that are everywhere
transverse toT c∂B2. We may enlarge each curve ofK as a thinCω annulus.
There is much freedom, but every such annulus is necessarilytotally real. Denote
by S the union of all annuli, a surface in∂B2. Clearly, no component ofK is
removable. But the theorem does not apply: on each annulus, the characteristic
foliation Fc

S is radial andK crosses each characteristic leaf.

Example 5.4. The theorem may fail with the discD replaced by a surfaceS
having nontrivial fundamental group, even withS compact without boundary.
For instance, in∂B2 = {|z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1}, the two-dimensional torusT2 :={(

1√
2
ei θ1 , 1√

2
ei θ2

)
: θ1, θ2 ∈ R

}
is compact andK := T2 is not removable,

since∂B2\T2 has exactly two connected components.

Example 5.5. ([Jö1988]) In the same torusT2, consider instead the proper com-
pact subsetK :=

{(
1√
2
ei θ1, 1√

2
ei θ2

)
: |θ1| 6 3π

2 , θ2 ∈ R
}

, diffeomorphic to
a closed annulus. It is a set fibered by circles (contained inCz2) over the curve
γ̂ :=

{
1√
2
ei θ1 : |θ1| 6 3π

2

}
that is contained inCz1. One may verify that the

conditionFc
T2
{K} insuring removability does not hold. In fact, applying The-

orem 2.2 (in the much simpler version due to Denjoy where the curve is real
analytic), the curvêγ is not (∂,L∞)-removable inCz1 . So we may pick a holo-
morphic functionf̂(z1) ∈ O

(
C\γ̂

)
that is bounded inC ∪ {∞} but does not

extend holomorphically througĥγ. The restrictionf̂
∣∣
∂B2\K belongs toL∞(∂B2),

is CR on∂B2\K but does not extend holomorphically toB2.

Before pursuing, we compare Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 4.10.
In codimension> 2 (e.g. for curves inR3), no satisfactory generalization of

the Poincaré-Bendixson theory is known and perhaps is out of reach. This gap is
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caused by the complexity of the topology of phase diagrams, by the freedom that
curves have to wind wildly around limit cycles, and by the intricate structure of
singular points.

Nevertheless, in higher complex dimensionn > 3, CR orbits are thicker than
curves and often of codimension6 1. For triples(M,M1, C) as in Theorem 4.10
with M = ∂Ω being strongly pseudoconvex, one could expect that a statement
analogous to Theorem 5.2 holds true, in which the assumptionthatM1 has simple
topology would imply automatic removability of every compact subsetK ⊂M1.

To be precise, let∂Ω ⋐ Cn (n > 3) be aC2,α strongly pseudoconvex boundary
and letM1 ⊂ ∂Ω be aC2,α one-codimensional submanifold that is generic in
Cn. Strong pseudoconvexity of∂Ω entails that CR orbits ofM1 are necessarily
of codimension6 1 in M1. Remind that Theorem 4.10 says that a compact
subsetK of M1 is removable provided it does not contain any CR orbit ofM1.
Conversely, in the case whereM1 has no exceptional CR orbit, ifK contains
a (then necessarily compact and maximally complex) CR orbitN of M1, then
K is not removable, sinceN is fillable by some(n − 1)-dimensional complex
subvarietyΣ ⊂ Ω with ∂Σ = N . Thus, while comparing the two Theorems 4.10
and 5.2, the true question is whether the assumption thatM1 ⊂ ∂Ω = M be
diffeomorphic to the real(2n−2)-dimensional real ballB2n−2 ⊂ R2n−2 prevents
the existence of compact(2n−3)-dimensional CR orbits ofM1. This would yield
a neat statement, valid in arbitrary complex dimension.

For instance, letN := ∂Bn∩H be the intersection of the sphere∂Bn ≃ S2n−1

with a complex linear hyperplaneH ⊂ Cn. With such a simpleN homeomor-
phic to a(2n − 3)-dimensional sphere, one may verify that everyC∞ subman-
ifold M1 ⊂ ∂Ω containingN which is diffeomorphic toB2n−2 must contain
at least one nongeneric point. Nevertheless, admitting that N has slightly more
complicated topology, the expected generalization of Theorem 5.2 appears to fail,
according to a discovery of Jöricke-Shcherbina. This confirms the strong differ-
ences between CR dimensionm = 1 and CR dimensionm > 2.

Theorem 5.6. ([JS2000])For ε ∈ R with 0 < ε < 1 close to1, consider the
intersection

Nε :=
{
z1z2z3 = ε

}
∩
√

3 ∂B3

of the complex cubic{z1z2z3 = ε} with the sphere
√

3 ∂B3 = {|z1|2 + |z2|2 +
|z3|2 = 3}. ThenNε is a maximally complex cycle diffeomorphic toS1×S1×S1

bounding the(nonempty) complex surfaceΣε := {z1z2z3 = ε} ∩ B3. Further-
more, there exists a suitably constructedC∞ generic one-codimensional subman-
ifold M1 ⊂ ∂B3 diffeomorphic to the real(2n− 2)-dimensional unit ballB2n−2

containingNε. Finally, sinceNε boundsΣε, every compact subsetK ⊂ M1

containingNε is nonremovable.
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5.7. Elliptic isolated complex tangencies and Bishop discs. Coming back to
complex dimensionn = 2, we survey known properties of isolated CR singu-
larities of surfaces. So, letS be a two-dimensional surfaceS in C2 of class at
leastC2. At a pointp ∈ S, the complex tangent planeTpS is either totally (and
in fact maximally) real, viz.TpS ∩ JTpS = {0} or it is a complex line, viz.
TpS = JTpS = T cpS. An appropriate application of the jet transversality the-
orem shows that after an arbitrarily small perturbation, the number of complex
tangencies ofS is locally finite.

If S has an isolated complex tangency at one of its pointsp, Bishop ([Bi1965])
showed that there exist local coordinates(z,w) centered atp in whichS may be
represented byw = zz̄+λ(z2+z̄2)+o(|z|2), where the real parameterλ ∈ [0,∞]
is a biholomorphic invariant ofS. The pointp is said to beelliptic if λ ∈ [0, 1

2),
parabolicif λ = 1

2 andhyperbolic if λ ∈ (1
2 ,∞]. The caseλ = ∞ should be

understood as the surfacew = z2 + z̄2 + o(|z|2). The shape of the projection of
such a surface onto the real hyperplane{Imw = 0} ≃ R3 is essentially ellipsoid-
like for 0 < λ < 1/2 and essentially saddle-like forλ > 1/2.

In the seminal article [Bi1965], Bishop introduced this terminology and showed
that at an elliptic point,S has a nontrivial polynomial hull̂S, foliated by a con-
tinuous one-parameter family of analytic discs attached toM . The geometric
structure of this family has been explored further by Kenig and Webster.

Theorem 5.8. ([KW1982, BG1983, KW1984, Hu1998])Let S ⊂ C2 be aCκ
(κ > 7) surface having an elliptic complex tangency at one of its pointsp. Then
there exists aC(κ−7)/3 one-parameter family of disjoint regularly embdedded an-
alytic discs attached toS and converging top. If S is C5, thenŜ is C0,1. Fur-
thermore, every small analytic disc attached toM nearp is a reparametrization
of one of the discs of the family.

For κ = ∞, the union of these discs form aC∞ hypersurfacêS with boundary
∂Ŝ = S in a neighborhood ofp. Furthermore,Ŝ is the local hull of holomorphy
of S at p.

In the case whereS is real analytic, local normal forms may be found that
provide a classification up to biholomorphic changes of coordinates.

Theorem 5.9. LetS : w = zz̄ + λ(z2 + z̄2) + O(|z|3) be a localreal analytic
surface inC2 passing through the origin and having an elliptic complex tangency
there.

• ([MW1983]) For everyλ satisfying0 < λ < 1/2, either S is locally
biholomorphic to the quadricw = zz̄ + λ(z2 + z̄2) or there exists an
integer s ∈ N, s > 1, such thatS is locally biholomorphic tow =
zz̄ + [λ+ δus](z2 + z̄2), whereu = Rew andδ = ±1.
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• ([Mo1985]) For λ = 0, eitherS is locally biholomorphic tow = zz̄ +
zs+ z̄s+O(|z|s+1) for some integers > 3 or S is locally biholomorphic
tow = zz̄.

• ([HuKr1995])For λ = 0 ands <∞, the surfaceS is locally biholomor-
phic to the surfacew = zz̄+zs+ z̄s+

∑
j+k>s ajk z

j z̄k, withajk = akj .

In all cases, after the straightening,S is contained in the real hyperplane
{Imw = 0}.

In the third caseλ = 0, s < ∞, it is still unknown how many biholomorphic
invariantsS can have.

5.10. Hyperbolic isolated complex tangencies.The existence of small Bishop
discs attached toS and growing at an elliptic complex tangency impedes local
polynomial convexity. At the opposite, ifS is hyperbolic, Bishop’s construction
fails, discs are inexistent, and in factS is locally polynomially convex.

Theorem 5.11. ([FS1991])Let S ⊂ C2 be aC2 surface represented byw =
zz̄ + λ(z2 + z̄2) + r(z, z̄), with aC2 remainderr = o(|z|2). If λ > 1/2, viz. ifS
is hyperbolic at the origin, then for everyρ1 > 0 sufficiently small,S ∩

(
ρ1B2

)
is

polynomially convex.

The Oka-Weil approximation theorem then assures that continuous functions
in S ∩

(
ρ1B2

)
are uniformly approximable by polynomials.

A local Bishop surfaceS is calledquadratic if it is locally biholomorphic to
the quadricw = zz̄ + λ(z2 + z̄2). An isolated complex pointp of S is called
holomorphically flat if there exist local coordinates centered atp in which S is
locally contained in{Imw = 0}. Unlike elliptic points ofCω surfaces that are
always flat, hyperbolic complex points ofCω surfaces may fail to be flat.

Example 5.12. ([MW1983]) The algebraic hyperbolic surface (λ > 1/2)

w = zz̄ + λ(z2 + z̄2) + λz3z̄

cannot be biholomorphically transformed into a real hyperplane.

Theorem 5.11 establishes local polynomial pseudoconvexity of surfaces at hy-
perbolic complex tangencies. By patching together local plurisubharmonic defin-
ing functions, one may easily construct a Stein neighborhood basis of every sur-
face having only finitely many hyperbolic complex tangencies. Unfortunately, in
this way one does not control well the topology of such neighborhoods. A finer
result answering a question of Forstnerič is as follows.

Theorem 5.13. ([Sl2004]) Let S be a compact realC∞ surface embedded in a
complex surfaceX having only finitely many complex points that are all hyper-
bolic and holomorphically flat. ThenS possesses a basis of open neighborhoods(
Vε
)
0<ε<ε1

, ε1 > 0, such that:
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• S =
⋂
ε>0 Vε;

• Vε =
⋃
ε′<ε Vε′ ;

• Vε =
⋂
ε′>ε Vε′ ;

• eachVε has aC∞ strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Vε;
• for everyε with 0 < ε < ε1, the surfaceS is a strong deformation retract

of Vε.

It is expected that the same statement remains true without the flatness assump-
tion.

5.14. Real surfaces in strongly pseudoconvex boundaries.Coming back to re-
movable singularities, let∂Ω ⋐ C2 be aC2 strongly pseudoconvex boundary
and letS ⊂ ∂Ω be a compact surface, with or without boundary. It will be no
restriction to assume thatS is connected. Suppose thatS has a finite (possibly
null) number of complex tangencies. These points then constitute the only sin-
gular points of the characteristic foliation ofS. At an elliptic (resp. hyperbolic)
complex tangency, the phase diagram simply looks like a focus (resp. saddle).

Theorem 5.15.([FS1991])LetM be a two-dimensional Stein manifold, let∂Ω ⋐

M be a strongly pseudoconvexC2 boundary and letD be aC2 one-codimensional
submanifold that is diffeomorphic to the unit open2-disc ofR2 and is maximally
complex, except at a finite number of hyperbolic complex tangencies. Then every
compact subsetK ofD is CR- andW-removable.

Indirectly, the characterizing Theorem 3.7 of Stout yieldsthe following.

Corollary 5.16. Every compact subsetK ⊂ D ⊂ ∂Ω isO(Ω)-convex. In particu-
lar, such aK is polynomially convex ifM = C2 and ifΩ is Runge or polynomially
convex,e.g. if Ω = B2.

The (short) proof mainly relies upon the (very recent in 1991and since then fa-
mous) works [BK1991] and [Kr1991] by Bedford-Klingenberg and by Kruzhilin
about the hulls of two-dimensional spheres contained in such strictly pseudo-
convex boundariesΩ ⊂ M, which may be filled by Levi-flat three-dimensional
spheres after an arbitrarily small perturbation.

Theorem 5.17. ([BK1991, Kr1991])LetΩ ⋐ C2 be aC6 strongly pseudoconvex
domain and letS ⊂ ∂Ω be a two-dimensional sphere of classC6 embdedded into
∂Ω that is totally real outside a finite subset consisting ofk hyperbolic andk + 2
elliptic points. Then there exist:

1) a smooth domainB ⊂ R3(x1, x2, x3) with boundary∂B diffeomorphic
to S such thatx3 : B → R is a Morse function on∂B havingk + 2
extreme points andk saddle points, whose level sets{x3 = cst.}∩B are
unions of finite numbers of topological discs; and:
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1) a continuous injective mapΦ : B → Ω sending∂B toS, the extreme and
saddle points ofx3 on ∂B to the elliptic and hyperbolic points ofS and
the connected components of{x3 = cst.} ∩ B to geometrically smooth
holomorphic discs.

The setΦ(B) is the envelope of holomorphy ofS as well as itsO(Ω)-hull, i.e.
its polynomial hull in caseΩ is polynomially convex.

In [Du1993], motivated by the problem of understanding polynomial convexity
in geometric terms, the question ofO(Ω)-convexity (instead of removability) of
compact subsets of arbitrary surfacesS ⊂ ∂Ω (not necessarily diffeomorphic to a
2-disc) is dealt with directly. IfK is a compact subset of a totally real surfaceS ⊂
∂Ω, denote byK̂ess := K̂O(Ω)\K theessentialO(Ω)-hull of K. An application

of Hopf’s lemma shows that ifK = A(∂∆) is the boundary of aC1 analytic
discA ∈ O(∆) ∩ C1(∆) attached to the surfaceS, necessarilyK = K̂ess is an
immersedC1 curve that is everywhere transversal to the characteristicfoliation of
S. If S has a hyperbolic complex tangency at one of its pointsp and ifA(1) = p,
thenA(∂∆) must cross at least one separatrix in every neighborhood ofp. When
K̂ess contains no analytic disc, similar transversality properties hold.

Theorem 5.18. ([Du1993])LetK ⋐ S ⊂ ∂Ω ⋐ C2 be as above, with∂Ω ∈ C2

strongly pseudoconvex andS ∈ C2 having finitely many hyperbolic complex tan-
gencies. In the totally real part ofS, the essentialO(Ω)-hull K̂ess of K crosses
every characteristic curve that it meets. If̂Kess meets a hyperbolic complex tan-
gency, then it meets at least two hyperbolic sectors in everyneighborhood ofp.

As a consequence ([Du1993]), every compact subsetK of a two-dimensional
discD ⊂ ∂Ω that has only finitely many hyperbolic complex tangencies isO(Ω)-
convex.

5.19. Totally real discs in nonpseudoconvex boundaries.All the above results
heavily relied on strong pseudoconvexity, in contrast to the removability theorems
presented in Section 6, where the adequate statements, based on general CR ex-
tension theory, are formulated in terms of CR orbits rather than in terms of Levi
curvature. The first theorem for the non-pseudoconvex situation was established
by the second author.

Theorem 5.20. ([Po2003])LetM be aC∞ globally minimal hypersurface ofC2

and letD ⊂M be aC∞ one-codimensional submanifold that is diffeomorphic to
the unit open2-disc ofR2 and maximally real at every point. Then every compact
subsetK ofD is CR-,Lp- andW-removable.

We would like to point out that, seeking theorems without anyassumption
of pseudoconvexity leads to substantial open problems, because one loses al-
most all of the strong interweavings between function-theoretic tools and geo-
metric arguments which are valid in the pseudoconvex realm,for instance: Hopf
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Lemma, plurisubharmonic exhaustions, envelopes of function spaces, local max-
imum modulus principle, Stein neighborhood basis,etc.

We sketch the proof of the theorem. We first claim thatM\K is (also) globally
minimal. Indeed, if there were a lower-dimensional orbitO of M\K, we would
obtain a lower-dimensional orbit ofM by adding all characteristic arcs intersect-
ingO ([Po2003], Lemma 1; [MP2006a], Lemma 3.5). Then by Theorem 4.12(V),
continuous CR functions onM\K extend holomorphically to a one-sided neigh-
borhoodVb(M\K).

For later application of the continuity principle, similarly as in [MP2002,
Po2003, MP2006a], we deformM\K in Vb(M\K), so that the functions are
holomorphic in some ambient neighborhoodU of M\K in C2.

The first key idea is to construct an embedded 2-sphere containing a neighbor-
hood ofK in D and to apply the filling Theorem 5.17. This will give us a Levi
flat 3-ball foliated by analytic discs, which by translations, will enable us to fill in
a one-sided neighborhood ofK.

In the case whereM = ∂Ω is a strictly pseudoconvex boundary, the con-
struction of the2-sphere is quite direct: we pick an open2-discD′ havingC∞

boundary∂D′ ≃ S1 with K ⊂ D′ ⋐ D; translating it slightly and smoothly
within ∂Ω, we obtain an almost parallel copyD′′ ⊂ ∂Ω; then we construct the
2-sphereS′ by gluing (inside∂Ω) a thin closed strip≃ [−ε, ε]× S1 to ∂D′ ≃ S1

and to∂D′′ ≃ S1; finally, we perturb the strip part ofS′ in a generic way to
assure thatS′ has only (a finite number of) isolated complex tangencies of elliptic
or of hyperbolic type31. Then Theorem 5.17 yields a Levi-flat 3-ballB′ ⊂ Ω with
∂B′ = S′.

If M is not strongly pseudoconvex, the filling ofS′ by a Levi-flat ballB′ may
fail, because of a known counter-example [FM1995]. As a trick, we modify the
construction. Using the fact that the squared distance function dist (·,D′)2 is
strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood ofD

′
(by total reality), forε > 0

small, the sublevel sets

Ω′
ε :=

{
q ∈ C2 : dist

(
q,D′) < ε

}

are strongly pseudoconvex neighborhoods ofD′ intersectingM transversally
along the 2-spheres∂Ω′

ǫ ∩M .

31Observe that sinceD is totally real, the last step can be done without changingS′

alongD′.
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D′

M

∂Ω′
ǫ

Construction of S′

D′

M

S′

∂Ω′

Furthermore, a given fixedΩ′
ǫ can be slightly isotoped (translated) to a domain

Ω′ still strongly pseudoconvex and having boundary transverse toM so thatD′ is
precisely contained in the isotoped 2-sphere∂Ω′ ∩M . After a very slight generic
perturbation, we may insure thatS′ has only elliptic or hyperbolic complex tan-
gencies (a part of∂Ω′ has also to be perturbed). In sum:

Lemma 5.21. ([Po2003])There exists a bounded domainΩ′ ⊂ C2 such that:

• ∂Ω′ is C∞, strongly pseudoconvex and diffeomorphic to a3-sphere;

• ∂Ω′ intersectsM transversally in a two-sphereS′ := ∂Ω′ ∩M ;

• S′ hask hyperbolic andk + 2 elliptic points;

• ∂Ω′ contains the open2-discD′ ⊃ K.

Then Theorem 5.17 applies in the strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω′, yield-
ing a Levi-flat3-sphereB′ ⊂ Ω′ with ∂B′ = S′. However, the nonpseudocon-
vexity ofM obstructs further insights in the position ofB′ with respect toM . In
fact,B′ may change sides or even be partly contained inM .

In the (simpler) case whereM = ∂Ω is a strongly pseudoconvex boundary,
we introduce a foliation of a neighborhood ofS′ in M by C∞ 2-spheresS′

t with
S′

0 = S′. By filling them, we get a family of Levi-flat 3-ballsB′
t with ∂B′

t = S′
t.

DenoteB′
t = ∪s ∆′

t,s the foliation ofB′
t by holomorphic discs. Fort 6= 0, each

∆′
t,s has boundary∂∆′

t,s ⊂ S′
t ⊂ M\K. Thus, by means of the continuity

principle, we may extend holomorphic functions in the neighborhoodU of M\K
to a neighborhood ofB′

t in Cn, for all small t 6= 0. A final simple check shows
that Theorem 2.30(rm5) applies to removeB′

0, and we get holomorphic extension
to the union∪tB′

t, a set containing the strongly pseudoconvex open local sideof
Ω at every point ofK.

Without pseudoconvexity assumption onM , we can still consider a foliation
S′
t, but now the global geometry ofB′

t is no longer clear. If for instanceM is
Levi-flat nearK and theS′

t are contained in the Levi-flat part, then theB′
t just

form an increasing family whose union is just a subdomain ofM . Therefore it
seems necessary to deformS′ once again in order to gain transversality ofB′ and
M . Since the global behavior ofB′ is hard to control, a further localization is
advisable.
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As in [Me1997], we consider the setKnr of points q ∈ K such that
O
(
V(M\K)

)
does not extend holomorphically to a one-sided neighborhood

of q. So O
(
V(M\K)

)
extends holomorphically to a one-sided neighorhood

Vb
(
K\Knr

)
. By deformingM at points ofK\Knr, we come down to the same

situation withK replaced withKnr, except that no point ofKnr should be remov-
able. AssumingKnr 6= ∅, to conclude by contradiction, it then suffices to remove
only one point ofKnr.

To begin with, assume thatKnr is contained infinitely many of the disc bound-
aries∂∆′

0,s which foliateS′ = S′
0. Then we claim that no∂∆′

0,s can be contained
in Knr. Otherwise,∂∆′

0,s ⊂ Knr ⊂ D′ ⊂ D and the2-disc enclosed by∂∆0,s

in S′
0 inside the totally real2-discD′ contain no complex tangencies, but the fill-

ing provided by Theorem 7.17 excludes such a topological possibility. SoKnr is
properly contained in a finite union of arcs, and hence removable by Theorem 4.9.

Therefore we may assume thatKnr has nonvoid intersection withinfinitely
many of∂∆′

0,s. Since there is only finitely many complex tangencies, thereexists
a ∂∆′

0,s0
with ∂∆′

0,s0
∩Knr 6= ∅ not encountering them. The same argument as

above shows that∂∆′
0,s0 6⊂ Knr. Let p0 ∈ ∂∆′

0,s0 ∩Knr.

If ∆′
0,s0

andM meettransversallyatp′0, holomorphic extension to a one-sided
neighborhood atp′0 proceeds as in the strongly pseudoconvex case, by applying
the continuity principle with discs∆′

t,s ⊂ B′
t for t 6= O.

Assume now that∆′
0,s0

is tangential toM in p′0 or equivalently, that∂∆′
0,s0

is tangential to the characteristic leaf inp′0. The idea is to change the angle of
the discs close to∆′

0,s0, and to apply the above argument to the deformed disc
passing throughp′0. Since∂∆′

0,s0 6⊂ Knr, we may deform slightlyS′ near some
pointq′0 ∈ ∂∆′

0,s0\Knr in the direction normal toB′. More precisely, one deforms
S′ slightly, so that Theorem 5.17 still applies, and then picksup the disc of the
deformed Levi-flat 3-ball that passes throughp′0. In view of known results about
normal deformations of small discs (Proposition 2.21(V); [Trp1990, BRT1994,
Tu1994a]), the turning of the angle for large discs ([Fo1986, Gl1994]) may also
be established in such a way (see[Po2003, Po2004]).

There is one final point to be handled carefully. We have to be sure that after
turning the discs, the deformed disc boundary passing through the pointp′0 ∈ Knr

is not entirely contained inKnr.
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Knr

Choice ofp′0

p′0 p̃′0

D′

∂∆′
0,s

This can be assured by replacingp′0 by another special nearby pointp̃′0 ∈ Knr

with a good transversality property as illustrated above. �

Theorem 5.20 is not yet the complete generalization of Theorem 5.15 to
nonpseudoconvex hypersurfaces, sinceD is assumed to be totally real at every
point. IfD has hyperbolic complex tangencies, it is not clear whether asphereS′

together with a strongly pseudoconvex boundary∂Ω′ ⊃ S′ as in the above key
lemma can be constructed. The recent Theorem 5.13 indicatesthat this is possible
if hyperbolic complex tangencies are holomorphically flat,an assumption which
would be ratherad hoc for the removal of compact setsK ⊂ D.

In fact, assuming generally thatM is an arbitrary globally minimal hypersur-
face, that a given surfaceS ⊂ M has arbitrary topology (not necessarily diffeo-
morphic to an open2-disc) and possesses complex tangencies, the reduction to the
filling Theorem 5.17 seems to be impossible. Indeed, Fornæss-Ma ([FM1995])
constructed an unknotted nonfillable2-sphereS ⊂ C2 having only two ellip-
tic complex tangencies. To the authors’ knowledge, the possibility of filling by
Levi-flat 3-spheres some2-spheres lying in anonpseudoconvexhypersurface is a
delicate open problem. In addition, for the higher codimensional generalization
of Theorem 1.2, the idea of global filling seems to be irrelevant at present times,
because no analog of the filling Theorem 5.17 is known in dimensionn > 3.

5.22. Beyond this survey.In the research article [MP2006a] placed in direct con-
tinuation to this survey, we consider surfacesS having arbitrary topology and we
generalize Theorem 5.20 to arbitrary codimension,localizing the removability
arguments and using onlysmall analytic discs.
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